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ABSTRACT 
At the time of writing this thesis, the construction industry related media's attention 
was dominated by the issues of alternative procurement systems and the ability to 
profit from such. variances. 
In the last decade Sir Michael Latham and Sir John Egan's reports have 
contributed to a fundamental shift in the manner in which construction is procured. 
The risk : reward ratio is much talked about, but little has been reported 
academically to accurately quantify this relationship from a contractors 
perspective. 
Hence, the inspiration for this study stemmed from these factors, but rather than 
consider them in isolation, this thesis analyses the relationship between the mode 
of procurement and the contractor's profitability variance associated therewith. 
To facilitate the investigation a literature review, questionnaire/survey and 
statistical analysis of anonymous subject companies' data significantly proves that 
procurement and profit are related in the construction industry. This research is a 
contribution to knowledge, which supports and challenges certain established 
procurement paradigms. This research could be utilised to gain competitive 
strategic advantage. 
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CHAPTERI 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis analyses aspects of UK construction procurement with a view to 
determining if the type of procurement and a contractor's profitability are 
statistically related. The research will enable the contractor to establish to 
what extent they can rely on this correlation to gain competitive advantage. 
The research includes a literature review to develop a clear understanding of the 
pre-contract construction issues of procurement, contractor selection and 
profitability and an analysis of the post-contract options, their idiosyncrasies and 
their potential impact on profitability. 
A qualitative survey to establish the industry's perception of how procurement can 
influence profitability and a quantitative data collection of contractors actual 
procurement and profit results follows. 
From this methodology the impact of construction procurement choice on a 
contractors outcome profit is quantified and the potential business benefits in 
terms of enhanced profitability is identified. 
The results, inferences and theoretical frameworks proposed herein support 
certain existing procurement and profit beliefs, but others, such as the profitability 
of traditional procurement, certainly challenge the current paradigms. 
This contribution to published knowledge of contractors profitability may warrant 
consideration as an incremental, if not evolutionary, advance in construction 
procurement and profitability knowledge. 
It is anticipated that this research will contribute significantly to the knowledge of 
the relationship between the variances of construction procurement and their 
influence on a contractor's profitability. 
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1.1 BACKGROUND 
Over the last fifty years numerous official reports have been published regarding 
the apparent inefficiency, low productivity levels and high numbers of disputes that 
have been associated with the construction industry. 
Many of these reports have specifically concentrated on the issues of 
fragmentation, speed, the lack of co-operation between the parties', the methods 
used to place and manage contractO, the separation of design and construction 
activities 3, the communication problems and dispute s4,5 So prevalent in the 
industry. 
All of these problems have been addressed in a number of ways, but the principal 
response has been in the different procurement and contract variances that are 
available today to satisfy the Client's requirements. 
Meanwhile, the contractor has survived numerous economic peaks and troughs, 
but presently the industry is facing considerable turbulence; companies which 
were market leaders a decade ago have in many cases encountered severe 
reversals of fortune 6-a time when profit maximisation and risk awareness is 
essential to the very survival of some firms. 
Bower7 has noted that rapid advances and complexity in technology, and the 
accompanying growing uncertainty in the business environment have brought 
about mergers and takeovers, and these have changed the shape of many 
markets. Traditional barriers between industries are breaking down. Inevitably, 
this has given rise to a very high level of competition and complexity. There is 
also a growing demand from the market place for ever-higher levels of service and 
quality. 8 
i Phillips, Sir T- The Report - Report on the Working Party on the Building Industry. London HMSO 1950 2 Emerson, H- The Report - Survey of the Problems Before the Construction Industries. London, HMSO 1962 3 Banwell, Sir H- The Placing and Management of Contracts for Building and Civil Engineering Works - London, HMSO 
4 
1996 
5 
Higgins, G& Jessop, N- Communications In the Construction Industry -London Tavistock Publications 1965 Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team : Final Report of the Government/Industry Review of Procurement and Contractual 
6 
Arrangements In the UK Construction Industry, London HMSO 1994 
Bower, D (University of Leeds) Editor of "Management of Procurement", Construction Management Series, Thomas Telford, 
pagel -2003 ! bid 
[bid 
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In response there has been a search for an instrument that would offer a 
sustainable competitive advantage. In other words, companies are now seeking a 
position of superiority over competitors in terms of customer preference. The 
emphasis in business has swung towards business strategies that have the 
creation of long-term customer loyalty as their central focus. Business leaders are 
actively pursuing their new business paradigms that allow their companies to work 
closely with their traditional and new business partners in order to adapt to the 
rapidly changing marketplace. 9 
These new business relationships are arrived at through developing procurement 
strategies that balance work, motivation and risk for long term, sustainable 
performance improvements. 10 
Put simply, procurement is the process by which the necessary contributions of 
the various participants in the design and construction phases of a project are 
secured. " 
Profit is defined simplistically as the surplus product of industry after deducting 
wages, cost of raw materials, rent and charges, " or put another way, the 
difference between selling price and CoStS. 13 
All commercial undertakings are essentially in business to make proft14 and profit 
maximisation is the conventional interpretation of a company's primary objective. 1*5 
However, low profit margins are normal in the construction industry16 albeit 
requiring low levels of working capital '17 but very dependent upon cash-flow. 
18 
Bower, D (University of Leeds) Editor of 'Management of Procuremenr, Construction Management Series, Thomas Telford 
page 12003 op cit 
ibid 
ibld 
Oxford English Dictionary -Volume Vill, University Press, Oxford 2004 Donleavy, GD & Metcalfe, M- How to Manage Money - Random House Business Books Ltd. Chapter Two, Page 29 1984 Howard Wainwright, W& Wood, AAB - Practical Builder's Estimating (4"Edition) Hutchinson and Co Ltd 1981 Skitmore, RM- Contract Bidding in Construction - Longman Scientific and Technical Chapter 3 page 85 1989 Government Statistical Service - HMSO, London 1988 
Kaka, APF - Corporate Financial Model for Construction Contractors - PhD Thesis, University of Loughborough, July 1990 Hughes, W. Gray, C and Murdoch, J (Reading University) 'Construction Sub-Contracts : For What We Are About To 
Receive, Report Commissioned by CIRIA and undertaken by the University of Reading In conjunction with Sir Alexander 
Gibb & Partners Ltd - Pai)er 16 Sei)tember 1994 
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Indeed, despite the recorded record growth in construction orders and the strength 
of the sector's economic activity, 19 margins for contractors remain consistently 
IOW, 20 and risk remains disproportionately high . 
21 This is evidenced by countless 
high profile reports of contractor's losses, initially at LaingS22' 
23 
, then more 
24 25 26 27 recently at the likes of Alfred McAlpine, Multiplex, Kajima, Gleeson, 
Jarvis '28 Sir Robert 
McAlpine 29 and Mowlem. 30 
To counter this, and as evidence of the construction leaders pursuing new 
business paradigms by developing procurement strategies, is the number of 
companies pledging their allegiance to a particular procurement style. 
Numerous contractorS31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41.42,43,44 have directly linked increased 
profits to an increase in partnered and negotiated work which is also associated 
with a reduction in risk . 
45 Only occasionally might a contractorý 
6 
publicly prefer to 
focus on the competitive tender market. 
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Leftly, M -"Risk Junkies! - Building pp45 & 46 17 June 2005 Drechsler, P (Chief Executive of Wales) -"Contractors Must Learn To Assess Riske Contract Journal p8 6 June 2005 ibid 
Building Magazine Articles -"E300m National Physical Laboratory PFI In Teddington, West London alleged to have resulted In E70m loss to Laings in 2001 prior to the sale of the company to O'Rourkes for El*, referred to In Building 14/01/05 P11 I 
*DTI looks for firm to end National Physical lab fiasco. * and In Building p49 *No Regrets' 17 June 2005 
Armstrong, J (Chairman of Laing Construction) Quoted by 'The Laing Goodbye% Construction News 30/11/2000 as referred 
to In Building "Risk Junkies" -p43 17 June 2005 Lavelle, D (Finance Director, Alfred McAlpine) "E27m dent In Alfred McAlpine Annual Results" - Building 24 March 2005 Chevin, D (Editor of Building) "Multiplex on the spot7 - Leader in Building p3,6 August 2004 
Building Magazine Article - 'E80m loss on problematic PFI School projects announced by Japanese contractor, Kajima" - "Risk Junkies" - 17 June 2005 Gleeson, D (Group Chairman of Gleeson) - 'Gleeson Sells Building Arm In Black Month for Contractors! - Building 24 March 2005 
Lovell, A -"Jarvis Chief admits to shocking results" - The Guardian 16107/05 - See also Jarvis reported results following PF1 contracts reported in Construction News 05tO8/04 p2, Building 06/08/04 pl 1 and The Times p52 - 16t07/2005 Ebrahiml, H and Tomkinson, M 'McAlpine In the red and angry at PFI (Construction Giant Strikes Out After Losing E100m 
on Dudley Hospital PFI Deair - The Mail on Sunday 21 August 2005. See also "Sir Robert McAlpine is reported to have lost E24m on Dudley Hospital PFI contract" - Construction News 29/07/04 p1l; Contract Journal 28tO7/04 pl; OS Week 24/08105 and Building "Some Relationship Advice' - 07/01/05 Vivian, S- (Chief Executive of Mowlem) "Simon Vivian Begine article referring to profit warning following losses - Building 
P32-34 -8 July 2005 (see also Building 30 September 2005 and Building 14 October 2005) 
Kaka, APF - Corporate Financial Model for Construction Contractors - PhD Thesis, University of Loughborough, July 1990 Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J (Reading University) ' Construction Sub-contracts : For What Are We About To 
Receive, Report Commissioned by CIRIA and undertaken by the University of Reading In conjunction with Sir Alexander 
Gibb & Partners Ltd- Paper 16 September 1994 
Contract Journal Article - "Carillion Shares Give Top Contractor Return' - p8 - 12 January 2005 Enticknapp, C (then Chief Executive, Willmott Dixon) - "Willmott Dixon's drive for partnering sees profits rise by 20%* - Contract Journal p13 14 April 2003 
Morrison, F (then Chairman Morrison) - 1ndustries Margin of Improvemenr article In Construction Now 28 May 1998 Mason, P (Chief Executive, Amec) -"Amec cuts 2500 jobs to boost margins! article In Building 4 February 2000 Watson, P (Chief Executive BirseF Partnering path pays off for buoyant Birse* -Construction News 10 February 2000 Gains, Sir J (then Chief Executive Mowlem)- "O'Rourke Rampage" -Construction News page 14&15 - 18 March 2004 Wyllie. A (Construction MD, Taylor Woodrow) "Building a Reputation" Contract Journal page 18 & 19 - 17 September 2003 Grice, I (Chief Executive, Alfred McAlpine) 'Contractors declare success in shifts to support servicee - Building page 22 - 19 March 2004 
Cleaver, P (ex Chief Executive of Mansell) - oMansell seeks Margins jump' - Construction News, 2001 Bovis Lend Lease - 'Bovis Lend Lease lifts pre-tax profir- Contract Journal 22 August 2001 Muncey, A (MD of Gleeson) - "Gleeson Switches Focus as Construction Profit Shrinks! - Building 115M 0/04 p20 and "Late Contracts Blamed For Gleeson Low Margin* - Contract Journal p110 20 October 2004 Hodgkinson, P (Chief Executive, Simons Construction) -"Simons Makes E1.9m Pre-Tax Profit In 2004' - Contract Journal 
p4 12 January 2005 
Ibid 
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The purpose of this thesis is to study all popular aspects of UK construction 
procurement with a view to determining if procurement and a contractor's profit are 
statistically related, and if it is, to examine to what extent can a contractor rely on 
this correlation to seek competitive advantage. 
1.2 RESEARCH AIMS 
This research aims to: 
Analyse to what extent procurement variables can influence profitability 
from a contractor's perspective in the UK construction industry. 
1.3 THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
In order to achieve this aim, the following research objectives were developed: 
Develop a clear understanding of the pre-contract construction. 
issues of procurement, contractor selection and profitability analysis 
(Chapter 2). 
Identify the post-contract procurement options and contract options, their 
idiosyncrasies and possible impact on profitability (Chapter 3). 
Investigate the industry's qualitative perception of how procurement can 
influence profitability by sample survey, utilising an industry questionnaire 
(Appendix 1). 
iv) Analyse quantitative data from contractors necessary to analyse the 
construction procurement and profit relationship (Appendix 2). 
V) Triangulate the findings to yield synergy and test the hypothesis/hypotheses 
and extent of relationship. The principal hypothesis or research proposition 
is that "procurement influences a contractors profitability. " 
vi) Review the methodology, approach and identify limitations. 
Vii) Quantify the impact of construction procurement choice on contractors 
outcome profit and contribute to the industry and academic knowledge of 
this subject. 
viii) Identify potential contractor's business benefits in terms of enhanced 
profitability resulting from the impact of procurement variables. 
48 Sheldon, M (Bowmer & Kirldand Finance Director) -'B&K scores in competitive arena% Contract Journal 15 April 2004 
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These objectives are statements within the strategic statement of aim; they are 
statements at the tactical/operational level. Objectives take the aim of the 
research and, given the constraints, translate the aim into coherent, operational 
statements. These are statements which relate to each other logically but which 
are, self-sufficient also and describe what the research hopes to achieve or 
discover through the stud y. 47 
1.4 THE SELECTED METHODOLOGY 
In order to adequately study the issues of procurement and profit in the 
construction industry, a decision was made very early on to base this thesis on a 
combination of literature reviews and questionnaires to determine the extent of 
current thinking and opinion evidence with a statistical analysis of outcome data to 
test various aspects of procurement and how, if at all, they influence a contractor's 
profitability. 
This research develops the initial study carried out by the author in 199148. 
1.5 LITERATURE REVIEW 
An extensive review of published literature has been undertaken to ascertain both 
the historical and present day procurement concepts along with their inherent 
merits and demerits and in particular their influence on costs and ultimately profits. 
Literature review was defined as the compilation and assimilation of as much 
information as can be discovered with respect to a given topic. It forms an 
important part of conducting academic research . 
49 An extensive literature review 
was undertaken to gather information. The key words to focus the search, and for 
this thesis, were procurement, profit, margins, tender, results, financial results, 
contractor selection, value management, risk management and construction cost. 
Fellows, Rand Liu. A -"Research Methods for Construction"(2nd Edition) Blackwell Publishing pp45&46 1997 
Humphrey, S- Procurement and Profit In the Construction Industry: A Contractor's Analysis of the Relationship - Unpublished MSc Dissertation - Herlot Watt University - August 1991 Holt, G (1998) A Guide to Successful Dissertation Study for Students of The Built Environment 2nd Edition Wolverhampton: 
Built Environment Research Unit, University of Wolverhamr)ton 1998 
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Research quoted in the thesis was cited in the numbered references contained in 
footnotes and repeated in alphabetical order within the bibliography. 
There is a plethora of published and academic literature which discusses options 
of construction procurement and form of contract, but much less has been said of 
the influence these factors have on reducing construction CoStS50 and even less 
academic research has been forthcoming on the relevance of the choice of 
construction procurement in influencing the contractors outcome profit margin. 
However, outside academic circles, it is only the subject of contractors profits that 
rivals the propensity of LathaM51 and Egan 52 induced media coverage on the very 
broad subject of procurement. 
In view of this, the author has had to unashamedly resort to other less academic 
sources for information regarding procurement and profit relationship including the 
trade periodicals and construction business magazines. However, such sources 
can only contribute unsubstantiated opinion as they lack the robust academic 
authenticity and validity one would prefer. 
In this thesis, the literature study has not been summarised in isolation for fear of 
duplication. Instead, the principal findings have been divided into two specific 
groups. Firstly, those issues relating to pre-contract procurement, contractor 
selection and profitability have been discussed in Chapter 2 and then the various 
procurement and contractual arrangements are analysed in Chapter 3. By 
following this procedure, the same authors may be referenced in a number of 
sections, but it was considered that the advantages of clarity and ease of 
reference outweighed this duplicity. 
Throughout this thesis the author has also followed the Numeric or Vancouver 
style of bibliographic referencing with Arabic numerals for in-text citations linking 
directly to the reference list within the footnotes at the bottom of the page in which 
the reference appears for ease of cross referencing. 
50 Brewer, G (Previously Director of James R Knowles, now of Brewer Consulting) "Reducing the Cost of Construction" article 
extracted from Contract Journal page 22 - 24 November 1994 :2 Latham, Sir M- "Constructing the Team" op cit 
Egan, Sir J- 'Re-thinking Construction' - Department of Environment, Transport and Regions (DETR) HIVISO London July 
1998 
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To elaborate, Chapter 2 concentrates on the issues of pre-contract procurement, 
contractor selection and, in particular, estimate and tender preparation. The 
options of competitive tendering, negotiating or partnering with a single contractor 
are discussed and the eight key components of a tender build-up are analysed in 
detail along with a pr6cis of bidding strategy in relation to cost and tender margin 
certainty along with a review of profitability analysis. 
Chapter 3 takes the procurement analysis one stage further into the construction 
phase and considers the principal modes of construction procurement and more 
innovative procurement routes along with their respective forms of contract. The 
conflicting merits and demerits of each procurement and contract variance are 
discussed in some detail in terms of risk, flexibility for change, the contractors 
incentive, competition, speed of completion and the quality level with a view to 
identifying matters which can influence profitability. 
1.6 OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 
Whilst Chapters 2 and 3 ostensibly constitute the literature review, Chapter 4 is the 
Methodology. 
The objective of Chapter 4 was to explain the research methodology adopted to 
achieve the research aim and objectives. In view of the need to select the 
appropriate approach for this research, a brief description of the research 
processes and research approaches was carried out. In order to make sure that 
the adequate research methodology was selected and that each objective was 
assigned the right methodology, the factors used for choosing the research 
methodology were considered and the relationship between the research 
objectives and the research methods were established. To conclude, descriptions 
Of the activities of the research methodology and selected methods were 
discussed in full. 
The adopted research methodology and tests achieved the research aim and 
objectives by making sure that every objective was assigned the appropriate 
methods. The following Table 1.1 summarises the methods applied to address the 
specific research objectives mentioned in 1.3: - 
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Table 1.1 The Research Methods Used to Achieve The Research Ob*ectives 
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The methodology to test how procurement influences profitability was considered 
in two ways: a qualitative industry survey; and a quantitative data collection and 
analysis. 
1.6.1 Qualitative Industrv Survev 
In order to establish the industry's perceived view of how procurement can 
influence contractors profitability, it was decided to conduct a survey of a 
significant number of construction professionals. This qualitative approach seeks 
to gain insights and to understand people's perceptions. 
The specific introductory letter and questionnaire, which was finalised, is 
presented in Appendix 1. 
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The questionnaire was sent to a judgemental sample of industry practitioners 
comprising 204 construction industry personalities, including 128 contractors, 62 
consultants and 14 clients. 58 completed questionnaires were received, 
representing a response rate of 28.4%. Fellows and UU53 recognise a response 
rate of between 25 and 35% to be what is expected and what is usable from a 
survey. 
The responses and emerging data were explored by measure of the central 
tendency and dispersion of the questionnaire responses. Measure of central 
tendency was used to get some overall assessment of the typical value for each 
variable. 54 
The results were analysed using Microsoft's Excel package and the well 
established relative importance index ranking technique was used to determine 
the perceived importance of the procurement and profit variables. 55.56.57 
1.6.2 Quantitative Data Collection 
Whilst the qualitative approach of the industry survey results from the 
questionnaire were intended to elicit a clear opinion of how construction 
professionals consider procurement and profitability are linked, it would not offer a 
definitive statement of what actually determines the relationship or to what degree. 
For this reason, a separate case study to give a quantitative approach in the form 
of a data collection exercise was instigated. 
In order to statistically analyse the relationship between the eventual profit margin 
and certain procurement criteria a "complete" set of data had to be collated. 
Harper58 noted, "A conclusion can never be better than the original figures on 
which it is based". Indeed, the design of appropriate experiments is fundamental 
to all aspects of statistical inference - and to hypothesis testing in particular. 
53 Fellows R. and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - 1997 - op cit, page 109 54 Bernard, H. R. - Social Research Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches. London: Sage Publications Ltd 2000 55 Olomolaiye, P. 0., Price, A. D. F. and Wahab, K. A. - Problems Influencing Craftsmen's Productivity In Nigeria. Built 
56 
Environment, 22(4), 317-323 - 1987 Shash, A. A. - Factors Considered In Tendering Decisions by Top UK Contractors. Construction Management and 
57 
Economics, 11 (2). 111-118 - 1993 Kometa, S. T. and Olomolaiye, P. 0. - Evaluation of Factors Influencing Construction Clients' Decision to build - Journal of 
as 
Management in Engineering 13(2), pp77-86 - 1997 Harper, WM Statistics (51h Edition) - Pitman Publishing Chapter 3 page 21 1972 
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For the analysis in question, the mode of data collection was dictated by the 
almost non-existence of any published secondary data referring to precise 
measures of procurement and profit variances in the construction industry. 
Consequently the decision to collect primary data was the only available option. 
Despite construction contractors inherent desire to retain confidentiality of such 
sensitive data the author was able to extend the survey to include 15 separate 
autonomous companies results as the extent of the quantitative survey, thus 
allowing a reasonably high level of confidence to be assumed. 
A synopsis of the 15 subject companies is included to enable the reader to 
appreciate the background; structure and activities of the companies, which in turn 
affected the power of any subsequent tests. 
Contractors are notoriously reluctant to ever publicise their individual project 
outturn margins and are even less likely to overtly release information regarding 
profit margins and tender mark-ups on individual contracts. This information could 
ultimately allow competitors to analyse their margin percentages and compromise 
the subject company's own bidding strategy. Similarly, the final margin achieved 
by a contractor would not normally be disclosed to a Client (except under the most 
open-book partnering arrangements). 
It is for these reasons, that the companies studied for this analysis, all requested 
anonymity and therefore the company name has not been disclosed and all 
references to work type, Employer names, project titles, geographic area and 
size/turnover all purposefully recorded in a coded spreadsheet as appended to this 
thesis in Appendix 2 in order to preserve the contractors identity. 
The main objective of the sampling plan was to select a representative sample to 
escalate the reliability and validity of findings. Represantitiveness and non-bias 
were achieved by adequately covering all population categories over a given time 
scale, thus avoiding having to apply random probability sampling methodS. 59,60 
69 De Vaus, DA - Survey In Social Research - 2nd Edition - London - Unwin Hyman - 1990 00 Hannagan, TJ - Mastering Statistics - 2nd Ed - London MacMillan Education - 1986 
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Given that the hypothesis could not possibly be proved by any one single test a 
number of procurement and profit criteria need to be collected. Consequently, the 
author identified eleven factors or variances that needed to be analysed. These 
are summarised as follows: - 
The variance between the tender/contract sum and final account value may 
affect the outcome profit and therefore both statistics need to be compiled 
Whether the Client is from the public or private sector 
Whether the project was procured on a Bills of Quantities or Plan and 
Specification basis (if applicable) 
iv) Potentially the margin achieved may be affected dependent on whether the 
project is let as a lump sum, re-measurement or fixed fee contract 
V) Whether the contract is let following a competitive tender or if the project 
was negotiated or semi-negotiated 
vi) What method of procurement was employed: traditional, design & build, 
traditional with design-portion supplement, cost reimbursement, 
management or other. No other options were considered due to data 
limitations from the subject companies 
vii) More specifically, the actual form of contract (JCT Standard Form, 
Intermediate Form GCMks/1 etc. ) need also be reviewed to test if this has 
a significant effect on the eventual out-turn margin 
viii) The individual operating company was also recorded to monitor the effects, 
if any, of their impact on the eventual profit margin 
ix) The difference between the target/ tender margin and that actually achieved 
needs to be recorded. It is this variance that forms the principal measure of 
the impact of the proceeding factors 
X) The impact of a 'partnering' agreement that could overlay any form of 
procurement or contract mentioned in A and vii above 
A) Lastly, the degree of disputes associated with a given procurement/contract 
type will be reviewed to measure the impact, if any, on the final margin. 
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These eleven factors were analysed using a number of different statistical 
techniques that formed ten separate tests. Certain data collection limitations were 
noted, including the limited number of companies studies, the sample size was 
limited to 1510 projects with a combined value in excess of Elbn and the subject 
companies also lacked significant experience in certain procurement sectors. The 
possibility of inaccurate reports and costing errors was also noted. Despite this, 
the data sample was found to be very representative of National trends as the 
subject companies' procurement experience mirrored the RICS Contracts In Use 
Survey6l very closely. 
By combining the results of the literature survey, the Qualitative Industry 
Questionnaire and the Quantitative Data Collection a form of triangulation study 
was also employed to reduce or eliminate disadvantages of each individual 
approach whilst gaining the advantage of each, and of the combination -a multi- 
dimensional view of the subject, gain through synergy. 62 
Once the Research Aims and objectives had been established, the Industry 
Questionnaire and the data collection matrix had been developed, the author 
endeavoured to verify the research methods and objectives by peer-group review. 
Academically, this research methodology was reviewed by the author's supervisor 
at Loughborough University, Dr Christine Pasquire. In addition Mr M. P. W. Scarth 
(Managing Director of Kier Regional Ltd) -, b- acted as independent contractor to 
verify the model from a contractor's perspective. 
It should be noted that Kier are not one of the subject companies contributing data 
to their research, thus independently verifying the methodology and benefit of such 
research, without compromising the confidentiality of the data. 
ko&*(e Kier Regional are part of Kier Ltd, both based at Tempsford Hall, Sandy, Bedfordshire SG19 2BO. In the Construction News Owstruction Top 100 Survey 
(September 2004) Kier were &led as the Oth biggest contractor by tumover. Latest turnover was recorded at E1,445m, proM was E33.3m. They employed 8,421 
staff. All figures taken from Kier's June 2003 accounts. Mr Martin Scarth went on to become Chairman of Kier Regional before reffring 0 2003. 
61 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors "Contracts In Use -A Survey of Building Contracts In Use During 2001" prepared 
62 
by Davis Langdon & Everest, published In 2003 
Fellows, R& Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction Second Edition) Blackwell Publishing p29 - op cit 1997 
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In addition Mr David Adamson (Director of Estate Management and Building 
Service and the University of Cambridge) -, -- independently reviewed the 
purpose and intent of the research to ensure it would contribute to the industry's 
procurement knowledge, particularly from an employers perspective. Mr 
Adamson was assisted by his colleague, Mr Frank Wells. 
These meetings were conducted in 2003 and led to some further development of 
the quantitative data analysis techniques. The concepts of reliability and validity 
were built in to the heart of the research methodology used during the course of 
this research to ensure that the methods used and conclusions produced were 
reliable and valid. 63,64,65 
1.7 SURVEY RESULTS AND DATA PRESENTATION 
Chapter 5 deals with Data Presentation, presenting the findings from the industry 
questionnaire/survey to record the industry's perception of the relationship. 
In addition, the analysis of the subject companies' actual procurement data is 
included with results from the 10 separate quantitative tests with a view to finally 
summarising the results and either accepting or rejecting the hypothesis that 
procurement influences profitability. 
The qualitative survey revealed that those surveyed were clearly of the opinion 
that the method of procurement adopted can influence the final outcome margin 
with 96.5% agreeing or strongly agreeing with this statement. The respondents 
felt that "Cost Plus/Reimbursement" and "Design and Build" were perceived to be 
the most profitable methods, whereas "Management" and "Traditional" were 
perceived to be the least. 
roolo(e Adamson. D (Director of Estate Management and Budding Service at University of Cambridge) - David Adamson also serves on the CITA the CIS and research 
panel CPjSp. The &states department which he heads at the University is responsible for a stock of historic and modem university buddings valued at E870m. it Is 
currently completing a budding development programme valued at E800m, making the University one of the largest budding client& Nearly all projects are procured 
through 8 two stage tender process. The University has been described as one of the best respected clients In the Industry, with a commitment to fair and Innovative 
Procurement (Budding 2a/04V) and with an unstinting commitment to patronising the best architects and cajoling thorn to produce their best work (Budding 
11104103). University of Cambridge has received numerous accolades including acknowledgement from the R113A Journals Survey of top clients, * BuldIng Magazine's 
Construction Client of the Year Awards; and Winners of Contract Journal's Client ofthe Year 20OZ 
63 Litwin, MS- How to Measure Survey Reliability and Validity. London: SAGE Publications - 1995 64 Hall, D& Hall, I- Practical Social Research: Project Work In the Community. London MacMillan Press Ltd - 1996 
Hammersley, M- What's Wrong with Ethnography? Methodological Explorations. London. Routledge - 1992 
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Questions on the impact of the actual form of contract on outcome margin, on the 
difference between tender/contract sum and final account on outcome margin 
were also analysed. The influence of the type of tender invitation found that 
negotiated invitations were considered by 87.93% of respondents to be more 
profitable than competitive enquiries. 
Different types of: tender measurement; contractor variables; types and 
experience of clients; and their impact on outcome margin were also revealed. 
The relationship between the form of procurement and the incidence of disputes 
was investigated, as was the impact of disputes on profitability. The reported 66 
positive influences of partnering have been well debated. This thesis analysed the 
impact of partnering on contractor's profitability and disputes. 
The second part of Chapter 5 presented the findings from the quantitative data 
analysis comprising ten separate statistical tests to quantify the relationship 
between the various aspects of procurement and profit. These results were then 
compiled using the Excel "S-Plus" software and SpSS67 software package. 
Test 1 presented the subject companies' procurement and main contract data. It 
found the high level of significance due to the similarity with the RICS Contractors 
in Use Survey68 and therefore National trends. 
This same analysis of data revealed that the most profitable of the principal modes 
of procurement was cost-plus. Perhaps, surprisingly traditional was the second 
most profitable with a high margin variance. 
66 Building Magazine Article 'Wedded Bliss' 09/02/96. See also other examples of many features on the positive aspects of 
Partnering In the construction press include articles with headlines such as; 'The New Fashion" (Contract Journal 25/5/95); 
"Trusting the Partner' (New Civil Engineer 22/06195); 'The Road Ahead" (Contract Journal Roads and Rail Supplement Oct 
96); "Answered Prayers* (New Civil Engineer, 30/05196); *Partnering Could Increase Profits' (Contract Journal 22102/96); 
"Partnering Pays' (New Builder 12/05195); and "Partnering Could Save Government Elbn" (Contract Journal 11105/95) 
87 Kirkpatrick, LA and Feeney BC -A Simple Guide to SPSS for Windows for Versions 8.0,9.0. and 10.0. London Thompson 
Learning - 2001 
ea Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors *Contracts In Use -A Survey of Building Contracts In Use During 2001" op cit 
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1.8 FINAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The penultimate Chapter 6 acts as the transition from the results in Chapter 5 to 
the conclusions in Chapter 7. These results are discussed and interpreted in the 
contexts of each other and of the theory and literature reviewed in Chapter 3. 
It is intended, by discussion and inference, to gain insights into how the individual 
parts of this study relate to each other in terms of the issues that the individual 
parts identif Y. 69 That is the process by which meanings and implications of results 
are determined in a holistic manner so that conclusions may be drawn. 
This penultimate chapter interprets these results in light of the earlier literature 
review and question naire/su rvey and the author's own thoughts and concludes 
that many aspects of procurement can be statistically proven to influence 
profitability. The significance of this is verified by the fact that the subject 
companies' data appears to be proportionately very representative of National 
trends. However, a considerable number of other factors and variables also 
influence outcome profit margins and these are also discussed in some detail. 
1.9 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Lastly, Chapter 7 surnmarises and concludes this study, with the exception of the 
bibliography and appendices. 
Traditionally, the essential feature of research for a doctoral degree (PhD) is that 
the work makes an original (incremental) contribution to knowledge. 70 
The results, inferences and theoretical frameworks proposed herein support 
certain existing procurement and profit beliefs, but others, such as the profitability 
of traditional procurement, certainly challenge the current paradigms. 
This contribution to published knowledge of contractor's profitability may warrant 
consideration as an incremental, if not evolutionary, advance in construction 
procurement and profitability knowledge. 
69 Fellows, R& Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Ed - Blackwell Publishing pages 225-230 op cit 1997 
70 ibld 
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It is anticipated that this research will contribute significantly to the knowledge of 
the relationship between the variances of construction procurerpent and their 
influence on a contractor's profitability. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PRE-CONTRACT PROCUREMENT & PROFITABILITY 
ANALYSIS 
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2.0 PRE-CONTRACT PROCUREMENT & PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Procurement is the process of acquiring new services or products and includes 
contract strategy, contract documentation and contractor selection. It extends to all 
members of the supply chain, including those responsible for operation and 
maintenance . 
71 The Association for Project Managemen t72 states, 'the pro- 
curement strategy should include potential sources of supply, terms and types of 
contract/procurement (ie partnering or alliancing versus commodity purchasing), 
conditions of contract, type of pricing and method of supplier selection. ' 
KnowleS73 defined procurement more simply as "the process by which the 
necessary contributions of the various participants in the design and construction 
phases of a project are secured. " 
Prior to entering into a contract for construction work it is usual practice for both 
parties to agree the terms and conditions including the price, scope of works and 
contract duration. This pre-contract procedure can take various forms and 
includes, typically, the contractor compiling a cost estimate for the works onto 
which he then applies a profit mark-up to form a tender for the project. 
This Chapter aims to firstly outline the background of the construction industry and 
then to analyse the various methods of inviting tenders. The methods and 
problems associated with compiling a cost estimate are then discussed prior to 
considering the contractor's need to optimise profitability and thus the bidding 
strategy before surnmarising the analysis. 
This appraisal highlights the particular pre-contract issues and methods of 
selecting contractors that can affect a contractors project profitability and therefore 
complement the statistical analysis that is the subject of Chapter 6 enabling the 
author to prove or disprove that procurement influences profitability. 
?I Bower, D (Univ. Leeds) Editor of 'Management of Procurement" - Preface - Thomas Telford, 2003 72 Association of Project Management (APM) Body of Knowledge - quoted In Management of Procurement - Thomas Telford, 2003 
73 Knowles, J- Pre-Contract Matters, International C nstruction, Vol 9, No 4-p 11 - 2000 
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2.2 BACKGROUND 
The construction industry provides capital goods for other firms, households and 
the public sector. 74 The variability of the industry's works is reflected in a 
comprehensive definition provided by the UK's Department of the Environment. 75 
Operations such as building, civil engineering and specialist contracting - including 
bricklaying, plumbing, heating and ventilation contracting, electrical work, carpentry 
and joinery, painting, roofing, plastering, glazing, scaffolding, specialist work in 
suspended ceilings, floor and wall tiling, insulating and reinforced concrete work, as 
well as other activities where the major element of the work is building, civil 
engineering, or the installation of products and systems, either in buildings or in 
association with civil engineering works. 
The industry is a large one in the economy accounting for about 10% of the gross 
domestic prodUCt76 and employs approximately 7% of the labour force. 77 
Another key feature is that the construction industry is relatively labour intensive, in 
comparison with many other industries and it is particularly fragmented in that no 
single firm has a significant market share. 78 Porter79 stated that fragmentation 
might be attributed to various underlying causes: 
Low overall entry barriers (low capital required) 
Absence of economies of scale 
" High transportation costs 
" Erratic sales function 
" No advantage in size in dealing with suppliers/buyers 
" Low overheads crucial to success 
" Diverse products and diverse market needs 
" Close local control required in some fields as local image/contact is important 
" Personal service is the key to business 
74 Hillebrandt, PM- Economic Theory and The Construction Industry (3 Id Edition) - MacMillan - 2000 75 Department of the Environment. The State of the Construction Industry, Issue 4. July HMSO London 1995 
76 Egan, Sir J- Construction Task Force, Rethinking Construction, HMSO London 1998 op cit 
77 Bower, D op cit Chapter I 
70 ibld 
79 Porter, ME- Competitive Strategy - New York Free Press, page 206 - 1980 
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The construction industry epitomises many of the above factors principally because 
of its volatile output. This is caused by an often derived demand and by one of the 
most dispersed and notoriously fluctuating demands of all which is further 
frustrated by unavoidable seasonal trade and building cycles. 80 
Construction involves a high volume of specialist work and a wide range of trades 
and activities increasing the use of subcontractors. 81 Indeed it has been estimated 
that between 70% and 80% of the value added in construction projects is 
contributed by subcontractors and suppliers below the top tiers of the construction 
'supply chain P82 Many of its projects are often one-off designs with no prototype 
model. Construction lacks repetition and standardisation of designs and 
components and the arrangement of the industry is such that design has 
traditionally been separate from construction. 83 
Construction also has the low overall entry barriers due to the low capital required. 
This results in a large number of new construction firms starting each year with 
many people becoming part of the industry without having sufficient experience to 
ensure success. In the UK, for example, Rafferty84 reported that construction 
companies constitute about 51% (180,000) of the 350,000 registered companies. 
Latham 85 quoted a figure of 200 000 contractor firms in 1992. Consequently, there 
are a large number of business failures (i. e. free entry also implies free exit). This 
characteristic is compounded by the high level of risk and uncertainty in the 
industry. Traditional methods of tendering (the necessity to price the product 
before it is produced) and the uncertainties of weather and ground conditions all 
86 
contribute to the degree of risk. 
In addition Hillebrandt87 stated that the contractor is also likely to reflect the 
fortunes of central government along with all the fluctuations connected with it. 
This is due to three main reasons: the industry's size; that it provides investment 
goods; and that the government is a major client. 
80 Bower, D (University of Leeds), Editor of Management of Procurement - Thomas Telford - Page 5 2003 op cit 81 ibid 
82 Warwick Manufacturing Group 1999, Implementing Supply Chain - Management In Construction - Progress Report N*1 - DETR, London 1999 
83 Bower, D- op cit 
84 Raferty J- Principles of Building Economics. Blackwell, Oxford, 1991 
as Latham, Sir M- Constructing The Team - HMSO London 1994 op CA Be Kaka, APF - Corporate Financial Model for Construction Contractors - PhD Thesis, University of Loughborough, July 1990 a? Hillebrandt, PM- op cit 
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Attempts to identify and solve the problem of business failure in the construction 
industry have been much debated. The construction process has attracted a lot of 
attention regarding cash flow. The retention held against the contractor affected 
cash flow considerably. Contractors were forced into costly overdrafts and delays 
88 of payments to creditors resulted. 
Consequently, there were suggestions89-90 to modify contract regulations in general 
and reduce retention rates in particular. Others such as Barnespl and Alresford92 
had a totally different point of view. Current levels of investment in working capital 
required of a contractor were lower as a proportion of turnover than in other 
industries. This was seen as a major cause of the high number of firms in the 
industry, the high competition that resulted and the high rate of business failure . 
93 
Lack of cash flow forecasting was often put forward as the main cause for the 
failure of construction firms, 94 variable demand was another. 
As Keynesian Demand management policies were overlooked by more recent 
government's preference towards monetarisM95 the claim that the construction 
industry is used as a 'regulatoe of the macro economy has lost much of its 
credibility. However, the Monetarist's key tool of adjusting interest rates to control 
the money supply and therefore inflation appears to have a similarly disruptive 
effect on the construction industry as the Fiscal policy of adjusting public sector 
spending to control the economy used to. 
Demand is further affected because the building stock is large in comparison with 
annual production and therefore any change in the generally inelastic demand will 
create an amplified change for production in any one year - this phenomenon is 
known as the accelerator. 96 
Kaka, APF op cit 
so Heating and Ventilating Research Association -A Study of Cash Flow. Laboratory Report, No. 67,1970 
Construction Industry Foundation, New York, The Flow of Funds Through the Construction Process, 1971 
91 Barnes, M- Proper Payment is Worth More than Cash on the Nall - New Civil Engineer, pp35+36 - 31 August 1972 92 Alresford, G- The Case for Higher Retentions, Building - pp69-70 - 17 August 1973 93 Kaka, APF - op cit 
94 McCaffer. R. cited In 'Walking through the shadow of Insolvency and surviving*, 1976 
95 Begg, D, Fischer, S& Dombusch, R- Economics (7h Edition), McGraw Hill Book Company - Chapter 24 - 2003 go Hillebrandt, PM- Economic Theory and the Construction Industry (2nd Edition) - MacMillan, Chapter 2 op cit 
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The Wood Repor 07 summarised that a variable demand leads to low investment, it 
discourages technical development, training and innovation and removes stability 
from work teams whilst leading to an over-reliance on inefficient peak-load plants. 
Similarly, inadequate demand causes unemployment, skill loss, wasted capacity in 
suppliers industries, reduced profit to unacceptable levels often leading to 
bankruptcies and liquidations. In contrast, an excess demand produces labour 
shortages, delays, poor workmanship, materials shortages (often not assisted by 
imports), inflationary prices, excess self-employment and reduced competition. 
Against this background, the main sources were identified to have a major effect on 
business failure in the construction industry: the low level of working capital 
required to operate a contracting firm; and the cyclic nature of different sectors 
98 
within the construction market. Investigation of practical examples in the industry 
revealed that being big and well diversified can be a good solution to the 
aforementioned problems. 99 
Large construction firms diversify their activities in terms of location, type of work 
(commercial buildings, industrial buildings, refurbishment, civil engineering, etc. ) 
and level of work (contracting, speculative housing, property development, etc. ). 100 
In terms of capital employed, the low levels required for contracting is balanced by 
the capital-intensive activities associated with housing and property development. 
The sensitivity of the construction company in general and the contracting division 
in particular to the fluctuations in individual contracts is limited. This is due to the 
large collateral available on the one hand and the high number of contracts 
executed on the other. 101 
Given the volatile nature of this large and important industry, the process of inviting 
tenders, preparing cost estimates, submitting bids and selecting contractors has 
understandably evolved considerably and this is the subject of the following 
analysis. 
07 Wood, The Report - The Public Client and the Construction Industries - NEDO - 1975 96 Kaka APF op cit 99 Ibid 100 Ibid 
101 Ibld 
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2.3 TENDER PROCEDURE 
Contracts for construction work are normally awarded on the basis of obtaining 
competitive tenders. ' 02 Tendering takes various forms, often dependent on the 
Clienfs preferred method of contractor selection and their favoured contractual 
arrangement with the contractor. Whilst the various types of procurement and 
contract forms are analysed in Chapter 3, the actual tender and contractor 
arrangements are discussed, below with particular reference to Butler's' 03 
classification of Competitive and Negotiated Tendering, plus the more innovative 
Semi-Negotiated/Two Stage Tendering and Partnering arrangements. 
2.3.1 Competitive Tendering 
Competitive tendering can be sub-divided into two principal variants, which Atton'04 
defined as follows: - 
Open Tendering - whereby any contractor can obtain the tender 
documents following his reply to the employees advertisement and 
submit a bid. Howard Wainwright and Wood 105 noted the practice of 
requiring a deposit to secure the enquiry, which was only returnable on 
submission of a bona W tender to deter applications out of curiosity 
only. Indiscriminate requests for open tenders can also lead to tenders 
being received from contractors, who were financially and practically ill 
equipped to carry out the works. This, coupled with the numerous 
resultant failures and high tender expenses due to the number of 
tenderers, led to Banwell's'06 criticism of this method and ultimately to its 
decline in popularity. 
102 Haswell, CK & de Silva, DS - Civil Engineering Contracts: Practice & Procedure (2"d Edition) - Butterworth, Chapter 10. page 
103 
129-1989 
104 
Butler, JT - Elements of Administration for Building Students - Hutchinson Technical Education, Chapter 7 
105 
Atton, W- Estimating Applied to Building (5th Edition) - George Goodwin Ltd. Chapter 1, page I- 1982 
106 
Howard Wainwright W. & Wood, AAB- Practical Builders Estimating (3rd Edition) chapter 1, page 12 op cit 
Banwell, GH -The Placing and Management of Contracts for Buildinq and Civil Engineering Works -London 1964 
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Selective Tendering - under this now common method of selection or 
single stage tendering' 07 , the client, or his agent, invites a 
limited number 
of contractors to tender for a particular project either by drawing-up a 
short list of suitable firms or advertising for contractors who wish to be 
considered to apply for inclusion. 108 The now defunct, National Joint 
Consultative Committee'09 publish a voluntary Code of Procedure 
recommending the proper procedure and advising on maximum numbers 
of tenderers for certain sized projects. 
In any event, under the conventional competitive tendering regime, especially in 
public works, the lowest complying bidder ultimately becomes the successful 
bidder selected for the works. There is a tacit understanding that this situation 
prevails because of "public" accountability. ' 10 Knowing that selection is on a lowest 
price basis and that changes during construction are inevitable, contractors and 
suppliers are reported, at times, to initially bid below cost to win the contract, but 
they then find it easy to raise the price because of the changes to specifications 
during the works. "' Once a builders bid price is accepted, then that company is 
formally contracted to undertake the construction work as main contractor. 
Sir Michael Latham in his foreword to Modernising Construction' 12 noted that 
fiercely competitive tenders and accepting the lowest bid do not produce value for 
money in construction. "Lowest Price" tenders may well contain no margin of profit 
for the contractor, whose commercial response is then to try to claw back the 
margin which was not in the tender through variations, claims and "dutch 
auctioning" of sub-contractors and suppliers. Such adversarial approaches have 
disfigured the construction industry over many years. They have produced high 
levels of litigation and conflict, low investment, inadequate research and 
development, negligible margins and low level of esteem of the industry by the 
public in general and graduate or school leavers in particular. 
107 Cox, A and Townsend M- Strategic Procurement In Construction Page 36 - 1998 108 Bower, D -pages 19-21 op cit 109 National Joint Consultative Committee for Building et al - Code of Procedure for Single Stage Selective Tendering RIBA, 
Publications Ltd - 1977 i1o Bower. D op cit page 8 
III lbid 
112 Modemising Construction - Report by the Controller and Auditor General HC87 Session 2000-2001 : National Audit Office - 
Foreword by Sir Michael Latham -II Januarv 2001 
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2.3.2 Neqotiated Tendering 
Traditionally, negotiated tendering, whereby the Client, or his advisors, selects a 
single contractor to negotiate the contract sum with, was considered by 
many' 13114,115 to only be suitable for very urgent works, such as fire damage, or for 
very unusual works, perhaps of a relatively unknown extent. 
The principal reason for this was the danger of obtaining a higher price than 
expected from competition. 
However, Butler"' has questioned this and emphasised the advantages of 
negotiated tendering including bringing the contractor in at an earlier stage to use 
his knowledge; saving time and money on unnecessary tendering; and this method 
was found to be useful for retaining the services of firms that had proved to be 
satisfactory in the past. Despite this, ButleP still expresses the need for a high 
degree of mutual trust in order to ensure a fair price is negotiated. 
The RICS Contracts in Use Survey 2001118 found 173 projects worth F-196m in total 
were noted as negotiated rather than competitively tendered. This represents 5.9% 
of the total number of projects sampled and a similar percentage of the total value 
of work surveyed. These percentages were lower than those recorded in the 1998 
survey. However, it was noted that these figures might be understated, due to 
incomplete returns. 
Numerous variations exist in addition to the above including extension contracts, 
serial tendering and the much more common two stage tendering. ' 19 
113 Butler, JT - op cit, page 50 114 Howard Wainwright, WA, Wood, AAB- op cit, page12 
115 Atton, W- Estimating Applied to Building (e Edition) - George Goodwin - 1982 
lie Butler, JT - op cit, pages 50 and 51 117 ibid 
lie Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use, A survey of building contracts in use during 2001, published In 
association with DL &E op cit 
119 Turner, A- Building Procurement, MacMillan, pages 104 to 108 - 1990 
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2.3.3 Two Stage Tenderinq 
It is claimed that with two stage tendering teamwork is encouraged . 
120 The 
contractor is selected during the first stage on the basis of some limited price 
competition, for example, preliminaries and fee overheads and occasionally a 
separate fee for the pre-construction period. This is then followed by a construction 
management style of relationship with open-book price development thereafter. At 
a suitable point in the procurement, preferably before the project starts, a figure is 
agreed between the client and the contractor. The two-stage approach also 
ensures that sufficient information and an understanding of the process can be 
achieved by all those involved. Two-stage tendering is sometimes referred to as 
semi-negotiated tende(ing. 
The RICS Contracts in Use Survey 2001 121 tried to identify the use of two stage 
procurement strategies. 31 projects were reported as using a two-stage route on 
projects totalling El 36m (4.1 % of the total value of work sampled), though this may 
also be understated due to incomplete responses. It was not possible to identify 
which forms of contract were used in conjunction with two stage strategies. 
Ann Minogue 122 has welcomed the increasing use of two-stage tendering as she 
claimed it aligned so well with the Egan principleS123. She noted that typically 
during the second stage the contractor provides pre-construction advice and 
assistance and, specifically, invites tenders from subcontractors through an open- 
book tendering process. The price is concluded at the end of the second stage 
when, generally, upwards of 70% by value of the works has been tendered in this 
way. The contract is then signed. 
Minogue 124 noted the advantages of two-stage tendering are: 
0 Early selection of main contractor 
0 Overlapping of design and construction, which allows an early start on site 
for preliminary packages 
120 Gonder, A (Bovis construction) & Hernsley. Andrew (Cyril Sweett and Partners) - Guaranteed Maximum Price Contracts - 
Chartered Surveyor Monthly, pages 38 & 39 - January 1997 121 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey - op dt 122 Minogue. A (partner In solicitor CMS Cameron KcKenna)- 'Dodging two stage piffalls'ý-Building Magazine 28 April 2000 
123 Egan, Sir J (author of 'Rethinking Construction') - DETR, 1998 op cit 124 Minogue, A (partner In solicitor CMS Cameron KcKenna)- "Dodging two stage piffalle-Building Magazine 2814/00 op cit 
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Contractor involvement in design process, yielding build-ability and value- 
engineering advice 
0A joint approach to subcontract tenders, giving the client the final say 
through an "open book" process 
0 The main contractor works with the project before agreeing a final price 
and programme, minimising unpleasant surprises all round 
0 The price is fair and not the function of an unrealistic tender, so 
adversarialism is reduced 
Minogue"I also noted that most practitioners have also encountered the potential 
traps of two-stage tendering: 
0 The contractor seeks to renegotiate mark-up and lump sum at the end of 
the second stage - sometimes with good reason, if the project has 
developed in a way that it had not anticipated 
"Massaging" of subcontract tenders by the contractor. It is alleged that this 
can be done overtly or covertly: overtly, by the use of onerous conditions to 
transfer risk that is properly the contractors to the subcontractor at the 
client's cost (for example, obligations to provide preliminary items that 
should be in the contractors lump sum), or covertly, through such tools as 
discounts 
The contractor gets cold feet about the completion date and seeks to 
renegotiate it at the end of the second stage 
0 It is difficult to reconcile with the procedures of the European Union's 
Official Journal 
Costain is an example of a contractor now claiming to boast that 90% of its 
workload is derived from two stage tendering. They claim this was achieved as a 
conscious effort to reduce the risk associated with traditional contractor 
selection. 126 
125 Minogue, A (partner In solicitor CIVIS Cameron KcKenna)- 'Dodging two stage pitfalls'! -Building magazine 2814/00 OP Cit 126 Doughty, S (Chief Executive of Costain) - Report In contract Journal p. 23 -7 April 2004 
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The NJCC, S127 Code of Procedure for Single Stage Selective Tendering 
recommends that a maximum of six firms should be invited, with two names in 
lareserve" in case some of the initial six decline to tender. The Code of Procedure 
for 2 Stage Selective Tendering, intended for large or complex schemes, also 
recommends a maximum of six firms, or four if special ist-e ngi neeri ng contractors 
are involved. Again, two "reserve" names are recommended. The now defunct 
NJCC Code was effectively replaced by the JCT's Practice Note 6 which was 
published in July 2002.128 
2.3.4 Contractor Selection bv Partnerin 
The concept of partnering has evolved considerably in recent years. In practice, 
partnering generally influences both the method of inviting a contractor to source a 
Project and post-contract the partnering ethos will certainly influence the contractor 
arrangement between the parties. 
Sir Michael Latham"' has said that partnering assumes a win-win scenario for all 
parties. It looks for reasonable margins built Up by the whole team on an open 
book basis. All are signed up to mutual objectives through a charter for the project. 
All agree on effective decision-making procedures. Problems are to be resolved 
collaboratively by the entire team, not shoved off onto those least able to cope with 
them. Continuous improvement and benchmarking are crucial. Partnering can be 
for a specific project or on a longer-term strategic basis. It can achieve real cost 
savings and client satisfaction. 130 
Within this research, however, the detailed analysis of partnering is restricted to 
Chapter 3 (see 3.9), but the opportunity to select a contractor (as well as partner 
with it) via partnering or framework agreement is certainly acknowledged. 
127 National Joint Consultative Committee (now defunct) - Code of Procedure for Single Stage Selective Tendering - January 
128 
1996 
Joint Contracts Tribunal Practice Note 6 Main Contract Tendering - 2002 129 Latham, Sir M- op cit 130 Modemising Construction - Report by the Controller and Auditor General HC87 Session 2000-2001 : National Audit Office - Foreword - 11 January 2001 
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These methods of contractor selection and the variants more relevant to specific 
forms of procurement such as Management and Cost Reimbursement 
arrangements are not covered further in this chapter, but the various forms of 
contract and their individual idiosyncrasies are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
2.4 ESTIMATE PREPARATION 
In order to fully appreciate the definition of contractor's outcome margin on differing 
forms of procurement, it is considered important to firstly review how a tender is 
built up with particular regard to the cost estimate production with all component 
parts including site preliminaries. The tender preparation is considered separately, 
before head office overheads, profit and bidding strategy are considered. 
Unlike many production factory orientated industries, the construction industry is 
Complicated by a lack of repetition or continuity of job tasks and results. 
Consequently systernisation or accurate feedback of typical job durations is difficult 
to achieve. This often results in many individual and unusual jobs that need to be 
overcome to achieve the end result. 
The almost non-existence of systernisation means contractors estimators have to 
base their output/ production rates on empirical data of previous average 
performance 'constants'. These figures can be from a companys, own feedback, 
but then are often difficult to accurately measure as although most larger 
contracting firms have computer cost storing and analysis soft-ware packages 
which can portray numerous cost headings or types, Fine 131 has suggested that the 
number of mis-allocations increases enormously with the number of cost-headings, 
thus placing some doubt on the accuracy of such methods. 
Even GateS132 found that when the task cost or productivity is accurately recorded 
the variation between different teams or even between the same operatives at 
different times could often exceed 20%. 
131 Fine, B- Tendering Strategy-Aspects of the Economics of Construction- George GoodvAn - Chapter 8, pages 202-221 - 1975 132 Gates, M -Bidding Contingencies and Probabilities - Journal of the Construction Division, American Society of Civil Engineers, pages 75-107 - 1971 
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The contractor's estimator is also faced with unforeseeable weather conditions that 
can seriously affect productivity due to the amount of work, which takes place 
externally. (The continual evolution of pre-formed, factory made components 
should however reduce this uncertainty). 
Environmental/Macro pressures of variable inflation levels lead to estimates of 
increased cost allowances, but the chances of buying at prices less than those 
quoted at tender stages due to market conditions or substitute materials being 
accepted is also considered. 
Historically, larger projects of a longer duration traditionally tended to allow for price 
variations due to the inclusion of fluctuations provision and it is suggested that this 
might again become the norm. 133 
Individuals themselves also have a major influence on the success level of a 
project, but to consider the financial effects of a better or worse site agent or 
project manager is almost impossible, particularly at tender stage when the 
individual team members are often not known. Similarly, the individual Architect, 
Engineer or Quantity Surveyors approach (dependent on the procurement method) 
can have a bearing on the final contract outcome. 134 
After the award of the project the ubiquitous variation orders can have a very 
significant effect on contract profitability. 
Valuations of Arch itects/Eng i neer's Instructions, Extensions of Time and Loss and 
Expense Claims could allow a project to be far more profitable than would 
otherwise have been possible. Conversely, an unfortunate or inexperienced 
contractor may have his requests for extra payment or prolongation claims turned 
down leading to a totally different outcome. Although from the type of job, the 
degree of design completion or inclusion of provisional sums, contractors may have 
an idea of possible variations, but they can never be sure of their existence or their 
effect on the project. 
133 Chevin, D (Editor of Building) - Good Times Don't Come Cheap - Editorial Header In Building 8 October 2004 134 White, G- Author of Chapter Eight "An Alliance/Partnering Contract Strategy' contained within Management of Procurement 
edited by Denise Bower, op cit page 116 - 2003 
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Haswell and de Silva oS135 method of pricing a tender is based on assessing the 
most economical manner in which the works are to be constructed and planning 
the resources required accordingly. 
The fundamental requirement for pricing is that all elements of cost that are to be 
incurred in the work should be identified and included in the rates that form the 
tender. These elements of cost may be expressed in the following terms-. - 
i) Labour cost 
11) Material cost 
iii) Plant cost 
iv) Sub-contract work cost 
V) Provisional sums and prime cost items 
vi) Site on-cost (Preliminaries) 
Vii) Head office on-cost (General overheads) 
Viii) Profit. 
The labour, material, plant and subcontract costs are all considered in order to form 
a 'unit rate'. This rate is then multiplied by the relevant quantity of each element of 
work. Bills of quantities are generally prepared to schedule this description and 
quantification. 
With gross pricing, overheads and profit are then applied to all rates. This build-up 
is represented diagrammatically, on the basis of Ashworth's 136 model, in figure 2.1. 
Under net-pricing, the overhead and profit margin is not applied to each individual 
rate, but instead added to the end of the tender as a final adjustment or placed in 
the preliminaries section of the bills. Provisional sums, prime cost items and 
preliminaries do not form part of unit rates, but are added to the estimate as 
separate elements. 
135 Haswell, CK & do Silva, Douglas, S- op cit, Chapter 12, pages 161 and 162 136 Ashworth, A- Cost Studies of Buildings - Longman Scientific & Technical, page 52, fig 2.1 - 1998 
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Figure 2.1: - DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A UNIT RATE 
(GROSS RATE) 
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2.4.1 Labour Cost 
The first task that has to be carried out to determine the labour cost for an 
operation is to work out an hourly rate applicable to different classes of labour. 
137 The Chartered Institute of Building defined the all-in hourly rate as consisting of 
all wages and emoluments paid to operatives and statutory costs which are 
incurred automatically as a result of the employment of labour. 
137 Chartered Institute of Building Procurement Committee, Code of estimating practice, Harlow. Longman, 1997 
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In addition variable allowances for travelling time, fares, subsistence allowance, 
abnormal overtime and attraction money may need to be considered, dependent 
on the individual project. 138 
The continual trend towards the employment of complete package and/or labour- 
only subcontractors alleviates the need for many of the individual allowances 
named above, particularly if the operative is to be paid on a measured rate basis. 
However, the individual undertaking the sub contract or firm would itself have the 
same considerations when establishing it's own pricing structure. 
2.4.2 Material Cost 
Material costs should be based on individual quotations that should comply with 
the precise information stated in the contractor's enquiry document. Particular 
attention should be made to ensure compliance with the specification, availability, 
delivery time, onerous conditions, fixed price periods (if any), minimum quantities 
and trade/settlement discounts. 
Also waste and shrinkage/bulking allowances, allowances for laps if applicable, 
unloading and storage should be considered. 139 
2.4.3 Plant Cost 
140 Haswell and de Silva noted that contractors generally maintain plant hourly 
costs for the operation of standard items of mechanical plant. Such rates are 
based on depreciation costs; maintenance and repair costs; insurance premiums; 
taxes; freight/transport costs to and from site, fuel and consumables and plant 
operator's costs. Alternatively, the cost of hired plant could be considered subject 
to similar adjustments. 
13a Haswell, Charles K& de Silva, Douglas S-op cit, page 163 139 Howard Wainwright, W& Wood, AAB- op cit, pages 21 & 22 140 Haswell, Charles K& de Silva, Douglas S- op cit 
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At 
2.4.4 Subcontract Work Cost 
Due to the very dispersed nature of the industry and the high incidence of 
specialist work, the main contractor is often dependent on the performance of 
numerous trade and specialist domestic subcontractors. Consequently, the choice 
of placing one or another subcontractors prices into the Bills of Quantities may not 
be a case of just comparing quotation prices. 
Care should be taken to ensure that the domestic contractor's rates are realistic 
and consistent throughout the quotation and that the subcontractor is financially 
stable. Allowance for all necessary attendances and supervision should also be 
made. 
141 
The employees architect or engineer often specifies nominated or named sub- 
contractors, but these are covered separately by prime cost or provisional sums - 
subject to the main form of contract (see 2.4.5). 
142 Hughes, Gray and Murdoch have noted the general increase in subcontracting 
which they believe has been driven by technological, political, social and economic 
change. Indeed they believe, as technology grows more complex, more diverse 
skills are needed 143 . One way of securing competitive advantages is by being the 
best in particular technology. The changes caused by modernisation are 
irreversible. 
The UK government has been committed to encouraging an enterprise-based 
culture centred on individual initiative and reducing the influence of the public 
sector. 144 This encourages those who wish to start new businesses. 
141 
Chartered Institute of Building Procurement Committee, Code of estimating practice, Harlow. Longman, 1997 op cit 
142 Hughes, W Gray, C& Murdoch, J (Reading University) 'Construction Subcontracts: for what we are about to receive% 
Report commissioned by C. R. IA and undertaken by the university of Reading In Conjunction with Sir Alexander Gibb & 
Partners Ltd- Paper 16 September 1994 
143 Lawrence, PC and Lorsch, JW - Organisation and environment managing differentiation and Integration. Harvard University 
Press: Massachusetts - 1967 144 Conservative Party Manifestos, 1979-1992 
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Changes in patterns of work and career structures have led to expectations for 
more autonomy and personal control. Coupled with a favourable tax regime at a 
personal level, this has helped to drive more people towards self- employment and 
specialisation 145 although the Inland Revenue's review of employment status might 
counter this. 146,147 
In responding to fluctuations in the economy, particularly the recent recessions, 
contracting firms have concentrated on their core businesses. Subcontracting 
enables contractors to respond quickly to changes in demand and gives firms 
much flexibility in changing the size of their businesses. Similarly, as interest rates 
have been the government's primary tool of fiscal management, firms have 
developed tight financial controls as a response to the rapid changes in the cost of 
borrowing. 148 
2.4.5 Prime Cost or Provisional Sums 
Some provisional and all prime cost sums require the tenderer to quote a 
percentage for charges and profit against such items. 
Provisional sums are generally included for items that cannot be fully described 
and/or measured at tender stage or, in certain circumstances, for named 
subcontract work. The Official Referee's Court (now The Technology Construction 
Court) has recently clarified that such provisional sums are deemed to include a 
149 SUMS. 150 margin for profit. Contingency and dayworks are types of provisional 
Prime cost sums are included for nominated subcontract and nominated supply 
works that are chosen by the employers agent or architect. The sum to be 
allowed for such services is entered into the tender prior to issue of the tender 
documents to the contractor. 
145 
146 
Handy, C- The age of unreason. Arrow; London - 1989 
Land, M (Partner at Lovewell Blake Accountants) - Purge on Construction Employment Status - Builder & Engineer 
Augustiseptember - page 10 - 2004 147 Houston, E- Go Contracting in the UK - www. workinaandfivin-q. com 19 December 2003 148 Gray, C and Flanagan, R- The changing role of specialist and trade contractors. CIOB; Ascot - 1989 149 Brewer, G 'What's In a Provisional Sum" - Contract Journal, 31-10-96 page 25, regarding St Mowden Developments v Bowmer & Kirkland - 38 BLISS 4- 20 August 1996 150 ! bid, page 20 
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With both provisional and prime cost sums the contractor shall be reimbursed the 
actual expenses incurred or subsequently agreed irrelevant of the tender inclusion. 
2.4.6 Site On-Cost (Preliminaries) 
This site on-cost or preliminary element of the tender can be described as the 
project overheadS151 and based on Howard Wainwright and WoodS152 definition 
the costs associated with this cost heading can be surnmarised as follows: - 
Site staff (Site Managers, Foreman etc. ) 
Cleaning the site & clearing rubbish 
Insurances 
Plant, tools, vehicles etc. not included in the unit rates 
Watering, lighting, security etc 
Temporary water, electric and telephone services 
Temporary roads, access and reinstatement 
Scaffolding 
Temporary buildings and storage accommodation 
Guarantee bond or surety 
Special overtime 
Special travelling expenses 
Defects liability cost allowances 
Setting out costs 
Welfare, first aid and safety provision 
Firm price increased cost allowance (not required on fluctuating price 
contracts) 
0 Any other site obligations imposed by the conditions of contract or 
the specification and not separately identified in the tender 
documents/bills of quantities) 
161 Chartered Institute of Building Procurement Committee, Code of estimating practice, Hadow. Longman, 1997 op dt 152 Howard Wainwright, W& Wood, AAB- op cit 
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2.5 TENDER PREPARATION 
Once the cost estimate is completed contractors then normally re-appraise it at an 
adjudication meeting and a percentage or lump sum adjustment is made to allow 
for overheads and profit and thereby convert the estimate into a tender. 153 
This mark-up can be included on the basis of net pricing or gross pricing. ' 54 Under 
net pricing, the net site cost only is included when building up a basic unit rate for 
an item, the quantities extended and totalled and a fixed net site cost is obtained 
for the complete building. The profit and general overheads elements are then 
calculated and added on the end to give the total tender figure. 
Gross pricing, however, differs in that the overhead and profit margin is added to 
each individual unit rate which when extended and totalled gives the tender figure. 
Howard Wainwright and Wood 155 highlighted the additional clerical work involved 
in gross pricing and the greater margin of error caused by 'rounding off figures. 
However, whilst net pricing is quicker and simpler care should be taken when 
submitting bills of quantities to ensure the margin is applied to any variations. 
Without Quantities' (plan and specification) Forms of Contract, Design and Build 
Forms and Cost Reimbursement methods of procurement (see Chapter 3) do not 
require priced bills to be submitted, but schedules of rates or a Contract Sum 
AnalySiS156 is often required. In any event, the contractor will almost certainly 
prepare his own bills of quantities to quantify the works, but under these latter 
methods of procurement, the risk of any error in the preparation of the quantities 
rests with the contractor. 
153 Chartered Institute of Building Procurement Committee, Code of estimating practice, Harlow: Longman, 1997 op cit 
154 Howard Wainwright, W& Wood, A. A. B. - op cit, Chapter 1, page 18 M ibld pages 18 and 19 
158 Joint Contracts Tribunal Standard Form of Building Contract With Contractor's Design' 1998 Edition - RIBA Publications 1998 
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2.6 HEAD OFFICE ON-COST (GENERAL OVERHEADS) 
Sizer 157 defined overheads as the indirect costs of production, involving selling 
costs, distribution costs, research and development costs and administrative 
expenses etc. However, Howard Wainwright and Wood 158 referred to a 
contractors general overhead and establishment costs more specifically as 
including: - 
Director's fees 
Salaries (agents, surveyors, head office staff) 
Wages (materials and wages clerks and non-working foreman) 
Employees National Insurance and private Superannuation Scheme 
contributions for non-productive staff only 
Office rent, rates, insurances etc 
Builders yard rent etc 
Electricity and heating costs for the office 
Car Expenses (including depreciation, repairs, tax insurance, fund 
for head-office staff) 
0 Printing and Stationery 
Advertising 
Postage and Telephones 
Furniture and Fixtures (renewal and depreciation) 
Bank charges, including interest on overdrafts 
Accountant's fees etc 
Whilst the list is not exhaustive it is likely that, dependent on the cost build-up, 
some of these expenses may be included within the preliminary section and 
therefore the scale of the overhead charge may vary on each contract, but an 
estimate of the total sum of money expended on these overheads can be 
calculated from the previous financial years'accounts. 159 
157 Sizer, J- An Insight Into Management Accounts (V Editiony Penguin Books, page 55 - 1991 158 Howard Wainwright, W& Wood, A. A. B. - op dt p 17 159 Armitt, J (then Chief Executive, Costain) - Feature In Building -p 6-4 February 2000 
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It is generally agreed that the largest part of overheads is staff costs "although 
they include everything from estimating, to marketing, to my job, " said John Armitt 
of Costain. 160 
Research currently under way at the University of Reading in conjunction with 
Be 161 is probing the true costs of tendering under different modes of procurement 
in UK construction. 
The research aims to find characteristics of winning bids, identify wasted costs and 
improve the processes of selection and pricing. As part of this research'62, a 
recent survey carried out in collaboration with Marketing Works' 63 collected data 
regarding seventy eight bids and pre-qualifications from contractors and 
consultants. 
The research is reported as having found that for consultants, general contracting 
projects are more expensive to win than other forms of procurement. For 
contractors, the proportion of the contract sum spent on winning work is much 
smaller, almost trivial. General contracting is four times more expensive to bid for 
than novated design-build, but pure design and build is the most expensive 
option. 164 
The hit rate for consultants and contractors is the same. This means that with an 
average win rate of one in five, consultants spend approximately 20% of their fee 
turnover on winning work and contractors spend approximately 3% of their 
turnover on winning work. This money can only be recouped from successful bids 
and it represents a significant proportion of a construction overhead. 165 
For traditionally procured general contracts, the average spend on bidding is 3% of 
the value of the project, while the average pre-qualification costs run up to 
166 1.5%. 
160 Armitt, J (then Chief Executive, Costain) - Feature in Building - p2l -4 February 2000 101 Hughes, W- University of Reading-Are Bidding Costs Wasted" pi 8 2004 162 ibid 
IM Collard, P (MD of Marketing Works) - Contract Journal 13 November 2003 164 Hughes, W op cit 
165 Hughes, W- (Reading University) "Survey slams *huge" cost of tendering" - Contract Journal p4 5 November 2003 IGO ibld 
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Philip Collard' 67 claims "earlier estimates had already suggested that E3 billion to 
E4 billion is spent in construction on win-work activities. I wish the captains of 
industry would pick up on this. " 
In the survey, companies were asked to split win-work activities into 33 categories, 
with one of these being 'copying and distribution of tender documentation to 
others. ' The replies showed that 2% of turnover is being spent in photocopying 
and re-mailing documents, suggesting that e-bidding is the next obvious step for 
everyone looking to reduce overheads and improve margins. 168 
The total cost of overheads varies significantly between contractors due to a 
variety of reasons. Varying levels of efficiency, different organizational structures, 
different degrees of I. T. investment, 169 differing work types and procurement 
experiences all affect overhead levels. Varying techniques for costing overheads 
further complicates this. For instance, some contractors would perceive certain 
resources or team members, such as a quantity surveyor as job-costed 
preliminary expenditure, others would perceive the same individual as an 
overhead. It should be noted that this tendency to job-cost such overheads is 
perhaps more likely to occur on larger rather than smaller contracts and more 
likely to be practised by larger contractors than smaller. 170 
John Evans of Wrekin Construction 171 noted that overheads are proportionally 
smaller on larger contracts than smaller contracts; and Mike Betts of JP 
Morgan 172 has noted that larger contractors should have lower overheads as a 
percentage of turnover than smaller contractors. 
It is often claimed that larger contractors typically operate on an overhead level of 
about 5% 173 although recently a number of contractors have publicly pledged their 
strategy to target a reduction in overheads to 3 or 3.5%. 174,175 
collard, P- (MD of Marketing Works) - Contract Journal 13 November 2003 lee Hughes, W- op cit 
I% Rackstraw, J (Head of Pearce Group, previously part of Crest Nicholson) reporting Investment in ERP based systems - 
170 
"Pearce Group's E2M I. T. Upgrade" - Contract Journal page 5- 25 August 2004 Evans, J (MC of Wrekin Construction) - "Wrekin back In the black after restructure" - Building 9 August 2002 171 Ibld 
172 Betts, M (J P Morgan) -"Industry set for a year of consolidation" - Building 7 January 2000 173 White, D- Editorial referring to Laings 3.5% overhead target in Building 26 November 1999 174 Armift, J (then Chief Executive of Costain) -"Costain directors victims of cost-cutUng* - Building 26 November 1999 175 White, D- op cit 
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A focus on more negotiated work instead of traditionally tendered projects has 
been noted as ýa method of reducing overheads and increasing 
profitability. 176,177,17'3 All of these initiatives are directed at achieving higher profit 
margins. The popular target of construction operating margins as reported in the 
media is 3%. 
179,180,181,182 
One of the contractors, AmeC'183 in making this 3% margin pledge public was only 
achieving a 0.7% return at this time. Amec noted that the later they get involved in 
the procurement cycle, the less likely they are to make an acceptable return. 
Similarly, less traditional competitively procured work requires less marketing and 
estimators preparing speculative bids. In any event low overheads and low profit 
margins are perceived to be quite normal for the construction industry. 184,185 
Kier for one were very sceptical of this 3% target. Their Chief Executive, John 
Dodds defended his own company's strategy of high growth, albeit achieving only 
186 
a 1% construction margin. He believed that Kier's 1% was more sustainable in 
the longer term as construction was cash positive thus contributing to support 
services including residential investment which was cash neutral, but in 2002/03 
reported a 14.6% operating margin. 187 Dodds' 1% construction margin target is 
mirrored by SDC 188 who also find 1% to be satisfactory for contracting. 
2.7 PROFIT 
The Oxford English Dictionary 189 defines profit as 'the surplus product of industry 
after deducting wages, cost of raw materials, rent and charges', or put another 
way, the difference between selling price and costs. 190 
115 Gains, Sir J (then Chief Executive of John MovAem)-'MovAem axes 170 jobs after revievv"- Building 21 January 2000 In Mason, P (Chief Executive, Amec)"Amec cuts 2500 jobs to boost margins"- Building 4 February 2000 178 White, D- "Carillion axes 50 jobs In regional re-shuffle* - Building 19 May 2000 179 Gains, Sir J (then Chief Executive, Mowlem) 'O'Rourke Rampage* Construction News p14 & 15-op cit 18 March 2004 
180 Mason, P- op cit 
181 Snook, G (Chief Executive of Roký 'Rok's acquisitions enhance success" Contracts Journal page 2 17 March 2004 
182 Hodgkinson, P (Chief Executive, Simons Construction) *Simons Makes E1.9rn pre-tax profit in 2004' - Contract Journal p4 
12 January 2005 
183 Mason, P (Chief Executive, Amec) - "Amec cuts 2500 jobs to boots margins" - Article In Building op cit 4 February 2000 184 Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J (Reading University) *Construction Subcontracts: For What We Are About to Receive" 
Report Commissioned by CIRIA and undertaken by the University of Reading In conjunction Wth Sir Alexander Gibb & 
Partners Ltd- Paper 16 September 1994 
185 Government Statistical Service -' Size Analysis of UK Business, 1998* HMSO. London 1998 185 Dodds, J (Chief Executive of Kier Group) - Kier Royale as featured In Contract Journal p30 & 31 - 20 October 2004 187 Ibld 
isa Construction News - "SDC bosses selling the firm to an employee benefit trust' -pl 0- 17 February 2005 ISO The Oxford English Dictionary - Volume VIII - University Press, Oxford op cit 190 Donleavy. GD& Metcalfe, M- How to Manaqe Monev- Business Books Ltd. ChaDter 2. oaae 29 
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In construction, however, some might say that profit is simply little more than 
interest dividend on cash investors from turnover as income might not even be 
more than the cost of sales (see Table 2.1). 
In 2003, The Construction Best Practice Benchmarking'91 sector study for the UK 
construction industry showed sales had grown by more than 15% and were far 
above the UK industrial average. 
Construction businesses typically generated more than E4,000 pre-tax profit per 
employee, which was much better than for workers in most other sectors. 
The report also revealed that the construction industry is 50% better than other 
sectors in terms of staff absenteeism. That 68% more time and 33% more money 
is being spent on staff training compared with the 2001 to 2002 sample 
companies, but that investment in staff training is still well below the industrial 
average. 
It also revealed that the return on capital employed is almost three times higher 
than the average for British Industry, but crucially to this research that the 
profitability of construction is certainly no better than the industrial average. 
Finally, it was reported that proportionally only a tiny amount is spent on 
marketing, that more than 13% of deliveries from suppliers are late and that delays 
between paying and being paid have almost doubled. 
The opinion' 92 has also been frequently expressed that the construction industry 
has a generous share of economic problems. Each year the construction industry 
experiences a proportionally greater number of bankruptcies than other industries. 
191 Construction Best Practice Benchmarking - 2003 Study for UK Construction reprinted In Contract Journal "CBP say construction firms are growing too fasr 20/0812003 page 2- 2003 102 Kaka, APF - Corporate Financial Model for Construction Contractors - PhD Thesis, University of Loughborough, July 1990 
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Indeed, despite the recorded record growth in construction orders and the strength 
of the sector's economic activity, ' 93 margins for contractors remain consistently 
low, 194 and risk remains disproportionately high. 195 This is evidenced by countless 
high profile reports of contractor's losses, initially at Laings' 96,197 , then more 
recently at the likes of Alfred McAlpine, 198 Multiplex, 199 Kajima , 
200 Gleeson, 201 
Jarvis, 202 Sir Robert McAlpine 203 and Mowlem. 204 
As already mentioned, when compared with other industries, the construction 
industry is not capital intensive, being able to support a relatively high turnover in 
relation to capital employed. The interim payments available to contractors and 
the delays of payments to subcontractors, suppliers and other creditors can 
reduce the required working capital to very low levels. 
It is often 205,206 argued that it is the low level of capital employed which usually 
enables contractors to operate with very low profit margins (percentage return on 
turnover), whilst maintaining the standard return on investment. The low levels of 
working capital and profit margin can place a contractor in a vulnerable position. 207 
As a company's turnover expands, its financial resources can become stretched 
and any unexpected fluctuations in working capital requirements may cause 
problems. 
193 Leftly, M -"Risk Junkies* - Building pp45 & 46 17 June 2005 op cit 194 Drechsler, P (Chief Executive of Wates) - *Contractors Must Learn To Assess Risks" Contract Journal p8 6 June 2005 195 lbid 
190 Building Magazine Article -"E300m National Physical Laboratory PFI In Teddington, West London alleged to have resulted 
In E70m loss to LaIngs in 2001 prior to the sale of the company to O'Rourkes for El" - 14/01/05 pl I 'DTI looks for firm to 
end National Physical lab fiasco. ' and in Building p49 "No Regrets" - 17 June 2005 197 Armstrong, J (Chairman of Laing Construction) Quoted by 'The Laing Goodbye% Construction News 30/11/2000 as referred 
to In Building "Risk Junkies" - 17/06/05 p43 198 Lavelle, D (Finance Director, Alfred McAlpine) *E27m dent In Alfred McAlpine Annual Results* - Building 24 March 2005 190 Chevin D (Editor of Building) 'Multiplex on the spor - Leader In Building p3 -6 August 2004 200 Building Magazine Article - *Risk Junkies" - E80m loss on problematic PFI School projects announced by Japanese 
contractor, Kajima -17 June 2005 201 Gleeson, D (Group Chairman of Gleeson) - 'Gleeson Sells Building Arm In Black Month for Contractors" - Building 24 
March 2005 
202 Jarvis reported results following PF1 contracts reported In Construction News 05/08104 p2 and Building 06/08104 pi 1 
2W Ebrahlml, H and Tomkinson, M 'McAlpine in the red and angry at PFI (Construction Giant Strikes Out After Losing E100m 
on Dudley Hospital PFI Deair - The Mail on Sunday 21 August 2005. See also 'Sir Robert McAlpine Is reported to have lost F24rn on Dudley Hospital PFI contract7 - Construction News 29/07/04 pl; Contract Journal 28107/04 p1l; QS Week 24/08/05 and Building 'Some Relationship Advice" - 07/01/05 204 Vivian. S- (Chief Executive of Mowlem) 'Simon Vivian Begins* article referring to profit warning following losses - Building 
2M 
p32-34 -8 July 2005 (see also Building 30 September 2005 and Building 14 October 2005) 
Osbome, G (President Geoffrey Osborne) "Margins schmargins* - Building, Edition 30 2003 2W Kaka, APF - Corporate Financial Model for Construction Contractors - PhD Thesis, University of Loughborough, July 1990 
- op cit 207 Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J (Reading University) ' Construction Subcontracts : For What Are We About To Receive, 
Report Commissioned by CIRIA and undertaken by the University of Reading In conjunction with Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners Ltd- Paper 16 September 1994 
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A proportionally small fluctuation in terms of turnover can substantially affect the 
capital employed. BarneS208 produced an example of a ten-day delay in interim 
payments, or under measurement of quantities by one percent on dimensions and 
not corrected until the final account could drop the return on a contractors capital 
by twenty five percent. If more than one of these happens, the effect may be 
disastrous - although the profit to turnover ratio is unaffected. 
To summanse, it is apparent that a significant feature of construction firms is their 
pattern of cash flow. Low profit margins and low overheads are normal in the 
construction industry. 209 Contractors' cash flows are very sensitive. Although a 
contractors mark-up is usually portrayed as a proportion of the contract sum, the 
true picture only emerges when it is viewed in the light of cash flow and use of 
capital rather than turnover. The simple fact is that contractors are paid 
periodically and pay for their supplies periodically. When mark-up is related to the 
use of capital, two things are revealed; first, the potentially high profits for 
contractors (and the appeal of such lucrative business) and second, the 
vulnerability of this return. 210 
As far back as 1971 Lord Denning acknowledged the vital importance of cash flow 
to the construction ind UStry211 in the case of Dawnays Ltd v SG Minster Ltd 
wherein he stated "there must be a cash flow in the building trade. It is the very 
lifeblood of the enterprise. " 
Traditionally, a contracting business was often used to bring in cash that would be 
invested in a profit-making subsidiary. David Taylor212 estimates that up to E60m 
of the E150m cash on Carillion's balance sheet is "other people's money". 
Contractors operating in this way tend to carry little debt, their construction 
business effectively being their bank. Simon Vivian, Chief Executive of Mowlern 
says "the fact that relatively little capital is employed in construction means it is 
possible to operate at very low marginS. 213 
2W Barnes, M 'Proper Payment Is worth more than cash on the nail. ' New Civil Engineer, pp. 35 to 36 31 August 1972 2W Government Statistical Service (1988) Size analysis of UK Businesses, HMSO, London 1988 210 Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J- op cit 211 Lord Denning (now deceased) - Quoted In Dawnay's Ltd v. S. G. Minter Ltd (2 All ER1389 - 1971) and reported by the Construction Federation. 
212 Taylor, D (Construction Analyst at Tether and Greenwood) - *Risk Junkies" - Building 17.06.05 p43 213 Vivian, S (Chief Executive of Mowlem) -"Risk Junkies' - Building p43 17 June 2005 
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Despite this, all commercial undertakings are essentially in business to make a 
profie 14 and profit maximisation is the conventional interpretation of a companys 
primary objective. 215 However, Simon '216 
Fellows et al 217 Hillebrande'8 and 
Woodward 21 9 have stated that this is clearly not the only project objective as 
increased turnover, efficient use of resources, maintaining the size of the 
workforce, keeping key workers serving the client well, improving quality and 
increasing the return on investments have all been identified as important 
objectives. 
Contractors are not uncommon in industry for announcing their strategies to focus 
on certain sectors of work such as ManselIS220 focus on housing, healthcare and 
PFI, or Morgan Sindall'S221 preference for fit-out and social housing. Others, such 
as Costain, have looked to improve margins by reducing their number of 
supplieS222 Galliford Try have utilised more "off-site" construction 223 and Gleeson 
has endeavoured to avoid completing contracts late due to overheating in the 
economy leading to skills shortages. 224 Such overheating is reported to negatively 
effect outcome marginS. 225 Rok are reported to prefer a large number of smaller 
contracts to offset risk. 
226 
Usually these announcements are intended to align strategies with expected 
growth areas or higher profitability. Some contractors have consciously avoided 
traditional contracting work in favour of PFI equity investments and work in the 
support services sector . 
227 Others, such as Laing O'Rourke '223 have brought more 
of their engineering and sub-contracting capacity in-house whilst Bovis Lend 
Lease 229 adopts a strategy to outsource and manage large groups of sub- 
contractors. 
214 Howard Wainwright, W& Wood, A. A. B, op cit. Page 17 
215 Skitmore. RM- Contract Bidding in Construction - Longman Scientific & Technical - Chapter 3, page 85 1997 216 Simon HA- Administrative Behaviour -A Study of the Decision Making Process In Administrative Organisations - The 
Free Press 1957 
217 Fellows, RF Langford, D A, Newcombe R& Urry, SA- Construction Management In Practice - Construction Press 1953 218 Hillebrandt, PM- op cit 
219 Woodward, JF- Quantitative Methods in Construction Management & Design - MacMillan 1975 220 Cleaver, P (Chief Operating Officer, Mansells) -"Mansell Profits up 12%' - Contract Journal - 12 April 2000 221 Morgan, J (Chief Executive. Morgan Sindall) -"Morgan Sindall E2bn target" -Contract Journal 22 August 2001 Armitt, J (then Chief Executive) -ý"Costain to axe 90% of supplies In margins drive- Building 8 September 2000 223 Building Magazine Article - "Galliford Try set to make record profir - 14 January 2005 224 Muncey, A (Group MD of Gleeson) "Late contracts blamed for Gleeson low margin" - Contract Journal pl 0 20 October 2004 U5 Faculty of Building News -"31)" - Cover storey reporting Analysis of UK Building Contractors, Plimsoll Portfolio Analysis - 27 October 2004 
=6 Snook, G (Chief Executive of Rok) -"Risk Junkies"- Building p44 17 June 2005 227 Contract Journal Article - "Carillion shares give top contractor return" -p8 - 12 January 2005 228 Building Magazine Report in Leader Section - 26 January 2005 =9 Leftly, M -'Risk Junkies* - Building Maqazine - D44 17 June 2005 
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However, and perhaps more significantly to this research, is the number of 
companies pledging their allegiance to a particular procurement style. 
Numerous contraCtorS230,231,232,233,234,235,236,237.238,239,240 have directly linked 
increased profits to an increase in partnered and negotiated work which is also 
associated with a reduction in risk. 241 
Only occasionally does the construction media recognise that a contractor 242 might 
prefer to focus on the competitive tender market when others find it too "cut 
throat. " It is assumed that this strategy could be more profitable if the contractor 
wins more tendered work due to the lack of competition caused by other main 
contractors withdrawing from the competitive arena. 
A straw poll'243 of more than a dozen contractors in the top 100 found that the 
amount of traditionally tendered work they undertook in the previous year was 
overtaken by work negotiated, partnered or covered by the Private Finance 
Initiative. 
In 1998 roughly 57 per cent of the work of these contractors was done under 
traditional lowest- price tendering. This fell to 53 per cent in 1999 and dropped to 
45 per cent in the year 2000. Most contractors asked said they planned to get the 
amount of traditionally tendered work to below half, with many contractors having 
a target of 75 per cent and above for non- tendered work within the next two years. 
The general shift away from the poor returns and high risks of traditional lowest 
price tendered work, was also noted by Kevin Commack of Merryl Lynch. 244 
230 Enticknapp, C (then Chief Executive, Willmott Dixon) - "Willmott Dixon's drive for partnering sees profits rise by 20%" - 
231 
Contract Journal pl 3 op cit 14 April 2003 
232 
Morrison, F (then Chairman Morrison) -"Industries Margin of lmprovement7 article 
In Construction Now 28 May 1998 op cit 
M 
Mason, P (Chief Executive, Amec) -"Amec cuts 2500 jobs to boost margins' article in Building op cit -4 February 2000 
2U 
Watson, P (Chief Executive Birsey" Partnering path pays off for buoyant Birse* -Construction News - 10 February 2000 
2M 
Gains, Sir J (then Chief Executive Mowlemy (O'Rourke Rampage" -Construction News - page 14&15 - 18 March 2004 
2M 
Wyllie, A (MD, Taylor Woodrow) 'Building a Reputation" Contract Journal, page 18&19 op cit 17 September 2003 
Grice, I (Chief Executive, Alfred McAlpine) 'Contractors declare success in shifts to support services"ý-Building, page 22 op 
237 cit - 
19 March 2004 
2M 
Cleaver, P (ex: Chief Executive of MansellyMansell seeks Margins jump"- Construction News, 2001op cit 
239 
Bovis, Lend Lease - "Bovis Lend Lease lifts pre-tax profit"- Contract Journal op cit 22 August 2001 MunceY. A (MD of Gleeson) - 'Gleeson switches focus as construction profit shrinks" - Building 15/10/04 p20 and late 
240 
Contracts Blamed for Gleeson low margin' - Contract Journal page 10 20 October 2004 Hodgkinson, P (Chief Executive, Simons Construction) - "Simons makes El . 9m pre-tax profit In 2004"- Contract Journal p4 
241 
12 January 2005 
242 
Ibld 
243 
Sheldon, M (Bowmer& Kirkland Finance Directory 'B&K scores In competitive arena"- Contract Journal, 15 April 2004 op cit 
244 
Green, B -"Escaping from the tender trap* - Construction News Financial 
Review, 2001 
Cammack, K (Industry Analyst at Merrvi Lvnchi- Construction News- Financial Review 2001 
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24 believes contracting is Skanska Construction chief executive Keith Clarke 
undergoing a fundamental shift for the better. He says margins won on work 
i through the new procurement routes are higher than for traditional contract ng 
roughly half of one per cent at the out set of a contract, and through improving 
productivity and increasing value during construction, typical margins can be 
increased by a further 1 to 2 per cent at outturn. This ability to enhance a tender 
margin during a contract on a specific type of procurement is particularly relevant 
to this research. 
But Clarke 246 does not see extra margins as the most significant feature of the 
changing face of contracting. "The alternative procurement regimes all give us the 
ability to manage the risk on behalf of the client. The UK is years ahead of any 
other country in terms of how it is dealing with new procurement routes. This 
government has driven this further and faster than anyone else in the world. Mr 
Clarke says. He argues that from this new procurement regime will emerge a 
super league of contractors, which will handle most of the PFI and take the 
premium work. 
It is also claimed by MenarY247 that the client sector can also influence returns. 
Indeed, margins on private jobs are generally perceived as being higher than that 
for public work. 
A report in 1988 suggested the average profit margin for contractors in 1997 was 
just 1.4%248and in 2003 reports of 2 to 2.5% margin were not uncommon, all of 
which is very similar to the average margin reported in 1971 by Park249 which also 
found a construction industry average of just 2%. 
Building magazine,? 50 annually publish league tables of the top contractors in the 
UK. Thirteen league tables were published in July 2003 on the basis of the 
companies' annual accounts recorded in 2001/02 and of these the following were 
considered relevant to this research: - 
245 larke, K (Chief Executive of Skanska) reported In Construction News- Financial Review 2001 248 Ibid 
247 
Menary, 8 *Laing bucks trend as Public Jobs Targeted" - ConstrucUon News page 10 12 May 2004 24a 
249 
Morby. A- article In Construction News "Industry's margin of improvemenf - 28 May 1998 
2W 
Park, W R., An Economic Analysis of the Construction Industry, Final Report. American Road 
-'Building' 
Magazine 'Industry Rankinos* tables comr)lied by Martin Hewes and reported by Mark Lefty- 25 July 003 
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Top 50 contractors by contracting turnover 
0 Top 50 contractors by contracting operating profit (E) 
40 Top 50 contractors by contracting operating margin (%) 
Other league tables featuring house builders, FM companies, house sales prices 
and average pay were not considered to be relevant to this research. The Top 50 
Contractors league table based on "contracting turnover" is referred to as it is this 
that enables the operating margin % to be calculated. 
The subject companies, which provided the data for the statistical analysis of 
actual procurement/profit results, are featured in the top 50 list (see 4.5). In 
addition to this, of the 42 fully completed contractor responses to the questionnaire 
discussed in 4.4,18 are represented in the top 50 league table. 
The league table ranking contractors by "operating profit (E's)" is referred to in so 
much as it is the combination of this profit league with the turnover league which 
enables the table of the top 50 contractors by "contracting operating margin (%)" to 
be established. 
It is generally acknowledged 251 that operating margin is the construction industry's 
favourite business efficiency margin. 
The range of operating margins extends to a best return of 7.1 % secured by T. 
Clarke (47tt' largest contractor actually specialising in electrical installations often 
as a sub-contractor) to a worst return of a loss of 4.1 % secured by Ballast (now in 
liquidation). The range is therefore not that large, with the difference between the 
worst margin and the best totalling little over 11 %, but in this lies the difference 
between business success and failure. The importance of understanding the 
drivers of business profit, including procurement variance, is therefore considered 
to be of significant importance. 
251 Williams, A (director of Building Value Ltd, an Independent strategic advisor to the building materials, construction and Support services sectors). Operating Margin popularity claimed to be finding of survey In which three quarters of respondents were contractors, developers or building materials manufacturers - broadly In equal measure - with the balance in services & mixed activities. Total tally of 100 Included 60 replies to the survey, which contained 46 multiple- choice questions and one wTitten one. By geography, 39% of companies operated In a single market and 39% In six or more. One In four employed 1,000 to 2,499. Those employing less than 100 staff represented 11 % of the firms polled, equal to the frequency at the largest firms, employing 20,000 plus. Just 5% had 10,000 - 19,999 employees. See Why, 
-who, 
ýen and hOw? btLtg: //www. buildincivalueltd. com - editorial released In Construction News Top 100 Supp SeDt 2004. 
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Table 2.1 below is an illustration of the findings based on these aforementioned 
league tables. 
Table 2.1: - Top 50 Contractors by Operating Marain - Published by Building July 2003 
Ranking of contractors by 
operating margin (pre 
exceptional) 
Operating Margin % Contracting Operating 
Profit 
E'000's 
Contracting 
Turnover 
EIOOO's 
1 T. Clarke 7.10% 10,182 143,990 
2 Keller 7.10% 34,344 510,971 
3 Southern Electric Contracting 4.80% 8,459 176,419 
4 Severfield-Rowen 4.80% 7,526 157,418 
5 Alfred McAlpine 4.70% 16,957 363,786 
6 Interserve 3.80% 1.8,000 467,900 
7 J Murphy & Sons 3.70% 8,427 224,967 
8 Taylor Woodrow 3.50% 13,100 371,100 
9 Bowmer & Kirkland 3.20% 16,150 498,148 
10 RG Carter Holdings* 3.10% 6,481 208,532 
11 Seddon 3.10% 4,862 157,033 
12 Balfour Beatty* 3.00% 100,000 3,308,000 
13 Skanska Construction* 2.70% 36,100 1,350,000 
14 Shepherd Building Group 2.60% 14,700 551,300 
15 Miller 2.40% 6,200 254,700 
16 Peterhouse 2.40% 3,300 136,600 
17 MJ Gleeson 2.30% 10,053 428,230 
18 Willmott Dixon 2.30% 7,276 314,585 
19 Wates Group* 2.30% 11,615 505,000 
20 Fitzpatrick 2.20% 5,854 254,731 
21 Amec 2.20% 53,800 2,410,700 
22 May Gurney* 2.10% 4,341 206,905 
23 O'Rourke* 2.10% 6,614 318,939 
24 Vinci 2.00% 9,195 450,740 
25 Mowlem 2.00% 30,800 1,540,000 
26 Interior Services Group 1.70% 6,712 405,654 
27 HBG construction 1.60% 9,1000 575,400 
28 Carillion 1.50% 17,000 1,125,400 
29 Rok Property Solutions 1.50% 2,729 183,786 
30 Emcor Drake & Scull* 1.40% 4,773 329,971 
31 Mansell 1.40% 7,439 528,989 
32 Staveley Industries* 1.30% 
- 
3,164 239,318 
33 Osboume 1.30% 2,022 160,304 
34 Montpellier 1.10% 4,926 447,856 
35 Kier 1.00% 
- 
2,500 1,218,400 
36 McNicholas* 0.80% 1,144 140,069 
37 Dean & Dyball 0.80% 1,066 140,032 
38 NG Bailey 0.60% 2,540 448,894 
39 Bovis Lend Lease 0.50% 3,941 761,332 
40 Birse 0.50% 2,412 481,832 
41 Morgan S ndall 0.30% 1,596 617,592 
42 Sir Robert McAlpine 0.30% 1,648 648,332 
43 Costain 0.10% 500 525,500 
44 Galliford Try 0.10% 411 487,296 
45 Simons 0.10% 187 254,731 
46 Crest Nicholson -1.80% -3,400 183,900 
47 Lome Stewart* -2.40% -4,566 192,811 
48 Morrison Construction/AWG -2.40% -8,941 372,831 
49 McNicholas Construction* -2.60% -6,260 238,917 
50 Ballast -4.10% . 14,982 361,344 F 
- 
Totals Average 1.87% 491,997 26,242,325 
Notes 
AM based on pre-tax contracting profits/losses 
All adjusted to remove impact of interest etc refers In general to net interest payments/ receipts, exceptional and 
other non-trading Income or losses 
Crest Nicholson sold it's contracting arm, Pearce, In early 2002 
Peterhouse sold it's contracting arm, Propensity, In early 2002 
Contractors figures highlighted by the 1*' symbol are distorted due to the Inclusion of other activities such as 
facilities management 
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This result is, however, distorted by the inclusion of margins and turnover partially 
derived from activities other than pure contracting, such as facilities management 
and property development, as some contractors did not release details of the 
accounting streams in a manner that enabled clear analysis. 
Nevertheless, the aforementioned tables can still be analysed to demonstrate that 
the average/ mean contracting operating margin secured by the largest fifty 
contractors was 1.87%. 
This operating (or net) margin is the pre-tax position secured on contracting 
activity after deduction of overheads, adjusted to remove the impact of interest 
payments, receipts, exceptional items and other non-trading income or losses. 
This average return relates to Steve Menary' S252 findings that on average, 
operating margins for pure contracting was 1.6%, as reported in Construction 
News. This figure was gleaned from 2003 annual or half-year results from forty- 
one quoted firms on the main FTSE exchange, alternative investment markets or 
loosely regulated Ofex Exchange. The publicised headline return of 3.5% included 
results from high-margin operations such as property development or house 
building. By excluding these along with specialist and maintenance contractors, 
the average operating margin for the 20 firms undertaking pure contracting work 
fell to 1.6% 
Interestingly, the average operating margin of 1.87% reported by Building 
Magazine or 1.6% reported by Construction News compares very similarly with 
Park' S253 findings of a 2% margin in 1971. 
It is also worth noting that there is also some debate as to the accuracy and 
consistency of contractors published profitability achievements, as some 
contractors are said to include a value for future recoverability of cash within their 
statutory accounts, only to find that their anticipated figures do not ultimately 
materialise. 254 
252 
2W 
Menary, S (Construct e. map Glenigan) 'Contacting Margins Still Falling% Construction News, page 11 - 22 April 2004 Park, WR -op cit 2U Contract Journal Article fitled *Mowlern Blames E20m Profit Dive on Change of Definition". Article notes that Balfour Beatty only Include agreed Income on the face of its balance sheet, which was not the case at Mowlem - 13 July 2005 Construction Procurement and Profit - Saul D Humphrey 
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Johnson & ScholeS255 and Samuels & WilkeS256 have stated that profitability is the 
most important measure of financial acceptability - providing it relates back to a 
sensible basis for comparison. it is for this reason that this analysis of the 
relationship between contract profitability and the procurement factors addresses a 
statistical analysis of margins actually achieved. The results are analysed in 
relation to the original target margin and in absolute terms rather than simply 
studying the results in isolation. 
In any event, Hughes, Gray and Murdoch 257 have stated that clients and 
consultants should recognise that contractor's profitability depends more upon 
cash flows than on the relationship between mark-up and project value. 
This margin or mark-up will obviously vary depending on many criteria, including 
the variance caused due to individual contractors and their estimators preferred 
method of compiling the tender. In addition, Howard Wainwright and Wood 
outlined the following five factors that influence tender margin mark Up: 258 
1) Quantity of work in hand, ranging from minimal to overloaded 
ii) Future commitments 
lil) Placing in previous bids 
lv) Possibility of future work from the same source 
V) Assessment of the degree of competition 
Further variance on the margin applied will result due to the choice of pricing and 
costing methodology adopted. Variances include pricing certain overhead cost 
allowances within the cost estimate or within the final percentage allowance. This 
mark-up figure could vary significantly between various contractors and for various 
Projects dependent on head-office staff requirements, the need for ISO 9000 
Quality Assurance procedures, 259 performance bonds, insurance conditions, 
collateral warranty requirements etc. 
255 Johnson, G& Scholes, K- Exploring Corporate Strategy: Test & Cases - Prentice Hall, chapter 8, page 212 - 2004 256 Samuel, im& Wilkes, FM Brayshaw, M- Management of Company Finance (e Edition) - Nelson pages 217 & 218 - 
257 
Chapman Hall - 199o 
2N 
Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J (Reading University) oP cit 
259 
Howard Wainwright, W& Wood. AA. B. - op cit, page 18 Griffith, iii. j, "11i, 11,111,11, I'll (Assurance In Building- MacMillan, 1990 0-ý 70 Construction Procurement and Profit - Saul D Humphrey 
Similar variations on the individual cost estimates result from the question of 
whether or not subcontractors and suppliers discounts are left in or omitted to give 
the true cost estimate, whether cash-flow costs or front-loading benefits are 
included, whether rebate discounts are considered, or if adjustments are made to 
reflect the chance of benefiting by probable variations or a 'mistake' in the fine 
print of the tender documents which the firms understanding of the legal and 
contractual process may allow them to exploit. 260 
It has been reported 261 that contractors are also traditionally vulnerable to rising 
costs in the latter stages of the contractual cycle, particularly where they have 
taken on work on fixed price contracts. For contractors this is fine as long as they 
can actually achieve secure work at higher tender prices. The larger contractors 
are thought to be probably the best protected; with the public and private markets 
enabling them to be more selective. But many smaller and medium-sized 
contractors may struggle to raise tender prices significantly while still facing 
pressure on costs. 
According to EC Harris, 262 tenders today are not being as keenly priced and 
contractors are looking for more bespoke, negotiated contract arrangements and 
clients are having to be more receptive and flexible. Contractors are also 
exploring alternative forms of procurement to contain costs. 
The chance of an error being made in the preparation of the cost estimate is also 
worth consideration. With traditional procurement methods based on completed 
design, fully measured Bills of Quantities and a sufficiently long tender period the 
chance of a mistake being made is not too high, providing all the proposed works 
are relatively typical of the firms normal activity. However, with shortened tender 
periods, unusual or different forms of procurement of either design and build, fast 
track, construction management or high value, complex or plan and specification 
projects the level of risk is increased and the chance of making a 'mistake' in the 
cost estimate is substantially greater. Similarly, new methods of measurement or 
untested clauses in new or unfamiliar client's forms of contract, increase the 
chances of an error or insufficient cost allowance being made. 
2W Bower, D (University of Leeds) Editor of Management of Procurement, Thomas Telford, op cit page 23 - 2003 261 Fishlock, B -'Rising Costs Call For Extra Vigilance'- Construction News p1l 0-2 September 2004 E. C. HLms (Quantity Surveyors) reported In Construction News pI 0-2 September 2004 
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A short contract duration coupled with a high level of liquidated and ascertained 
damages may also increase the risk factor on a contract should the contractor 
263 complete the works late and no extension of time be granted. Complexity of 
work 264 and the contractor taking on design responsibilit y265 also increases risk, 
however, it is said that in reality there is no correlation between risk and return; in 
fact it is even reported that highest risk projects deliver the lowest returnS. 266 
Bentley267 stated that the risk of a mistake or damages being imposed can be 
countered by virtue of an addition to the bill mark-up, although this adjustment may 
be 'built-into' the profit margin rather than becoming a separate tender element. 
Regardless of the method of tender preparation, Mudd 268 clarified the overall goal 
of any contractor when submitting a bid. That is, that 'the maximum profit should 
be sought which will still secure the project for the company. ' 
With this objective in mind, some contractors devote considerable resources to 
analysing market trends, probability theory, previous results and forecasting likely 
competitors intentions in order to secure the project at the highest possible price. 
This process is known as Bidding Strategy. 
2.8 BIDDING STRATEGY 
It is considered the most common objective for a contractor to generally wish to 
secure any given project that he is tendering for at the highest level of profitability. 
This profitability could be measured in actual financial terms, as a percentage of 
turnover or as a percentage of capital employed. 269 
AnSoff270,271 and GateS272 also felt that a business would not only seek to 
maximise profit from a tender, but must also strive to secure adequate turnover to 
ensure the human resources and plant of a contractor remain usefully employed 
and thus make a contribution to the maintenance of a company. 
2e3 Audors, M (revised by Wreghift. J) - Extension of Time - The Chartered Institute of Building (revised 1988) M Gleeson, D (Chairman on Gleeson) - *Gleeson Sells Building Arm in Black Month for Contractors' Building 24 March 2005 2W Drechsler, P (Chief Executive of Wates) -"Contractors Must Learn To Assess Risk" - Contract Journal p8 6 July 2005 266 Ibld 
2e7 Bentley, JIW- Construction Tendering and Estimating- E&FN Spon, page 174 - 1987 2N Mudd, DR- Estimating and Tendering For Construction Work - Butterworths, page 246 - 1984 269 
270 
Woodward, J. F. - Quantitative Methods In Construction Management and Design, MacMillan 
271 
Ansoff, H. I., "Corporate Strategy", Penguin, London, 1970 
272 
Ansoff, H. I., ed., "Business Strategy". Penguin, London, 1969 
. 
Gates, M. "Bidding Strategies", American Society of Civil Engineers, Construction Division, 1967 
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Some contractors have also been viewed as being driven by growth in turnover 
rather than profits . 
273,274 In addition to these primary objectives, Woodward275 also 
noted that from time to time there would be subsidiary or secondary objectives 
expressed by a contractor. He may have a particular desire to be successful in 
tendering for a contract in order to obtain experience of work of a particular type or 
in a new area. He may also at times seek to keep his competitors out of a 
particular area or even to deprive them of work altogether. 
Woodward 276 also noted that it is usual for an estimator to give his best estimate of 
the actual cost of the completion of the work, if possible giving some idea of his 
confidence in that best estimate by quoting also upper and lower limits to the cost 
of completing the work. This cost estimate should take account of possible 
variations due to technical factors such as price changes, productivity, delays and 
so on, but should exclude consideration of how keen the company is to obtain the 
contract. This latter point is a matter of a business policy decision and the 
strategy adopted by the company should be decided at a high level. It cannot be 
over-emphasised that the estimator should always work on the principle that the 
bid will be successful and that his task is to produce a realistic assessment of what 
the cost of completion of the work will be. It is subsequently the responsibility of 
senior management in the company to decide on the bid price to be submitted 
taking account of the cost estimate, the objectives of the company, the general 
economic climate, and the workload of the company. If the estimator is allowed to 
build into his costs such factors as the company's keenness to win then his 
estimate will not be truly an estimate of the cost of the work and it will become 
correspondingly difficult to apply an appropriate mark-up in order to arrive at a 
tender price. 
Despite this common ground, on especially large, unusual or complex projects the 
likelihood of similar cost estimates being prepared by rival competitors is remote 
and in such circumstances the actual overhead and profit mark-up variance, which 
after all only forms a small proportion of the tender, is unlikely to be the difference 
between the lowest two tenderers. 
273 Gains, Sir J (then Chief Executive MovAem) quoted In reference to Laing O'Rourke's goal to chase a volume target of five 
274 
billion turnover at expense of profitable margins "O'Rourke Rampage% Construction News, page 14 & 15 - 18 March 2004 Faculty of Building News '313" Issue 27 - cover story reporting Analysis of UK Building Contractors, Plimsoll Portfolio 
27 
Analysis - October 2004 
27, 
: Woodward, J. F., op. cit 
ibid 
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However, Broemser 277 recognised that there were a number of occasions when 
the importance of the actual margin percentage on a tender is enhanced. This 
occurs when the variable elements of the cost estimate are significantly reduced 
due to common factors, thereby increasing the probability of similar cost estimates 
being produced by contractors. This is often found when the project is of a 
relatively simple nature and includes a large number of prime cost and/or 
provisional sums. Cost estimates prepared by firms working in a certain location 
are likely to approach the same domestic subcontractors and suppliers for their 
tenders. In such a case the only variables, which the estimator has to calculate, 
are the labour costs associated with their own work and the preliminary costs. 
Consequently, such projects are likely to be estimated by many of the competitors 
at a similar level, as the variable labour and preliminary costs within the cost 
estimate may only equate to 20% of the entire project cost; hence any differences 
in this element of the forecast have a minimal effect overall. In such cases the 
impact of the final profit margin percentage is substantially increased as the 
standard deviation between the competitors tenders and the overall bid range is 
likely to be small. 
Bearing in mind the probability of similar cost estimates, the final profit margin 
adjustment to secure the project at the maximum profit, becomes very important. 
As a result, the utilisation of statistical data and probability theory is of use, 
providing the tenderer is aware of the variables affecting such models. Statistical 
models exist for various purposes in the construction industry. For instance, 
Friedman 278 and Rubey & Milner 279 suggested that size and type of project could 
indicate the number of competitors. Skitmore 280 introduced a method of estimating 
the likely number of bidders on the basis of market conditions and Benjamin 281 
noticed the influence of the individual client and project location. 
Furthermore, from careful analysis of previous bid results for similar projects, a 
contractor could theoretically assess the likely mark-up any contractor may add to 
their cost estimate. 
2" proemser, GM -competitive Bidding In the Construction Industry - PhD Dissertation, Stanford University 1968 278 Friedman, L-A Competitive Bidding Strategy - operations Research pages 104-112 1956 279 Rubey. H& Milner, WW- Construction and Professional Management - MacMillan pages 229-265 - 1966 280 Skitmore, R. M. - Bidding Dispersion - An Investigation Into a Method of Measuring the Accuracy of Building Cost Estimates 
281 - 
MSc Thesis - University of Salford, 1951 Benjamin, NBH- Competitive Bidding for Building Construction Contracts - PhD Dissertation, Stanford University 1969 
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However, Benjamin 282 suggested that each job was unique, Park283 and 
Beeston 284 argued against the assumption that competitors will follow the same 
bidding patterns and many have recognised the effects of unknown contractors 
and market conditions. The difficulties of acquiring similar previous bid results are 
also to be considered and rough or 'cover prices, or previous mistakes could 
distort the analysis. 
The basis of such statistical models rests upon ParkS285 assumption that the 'likely 
cost! of a contract to each company is similar, but Fine and Hackener286 simulation 
studies indicated that cost spread equates to 8% to 11 % and therefore suggested 
that this variance would over-ride any differential on the overhead and profit 
margin adjustment. It is also worth noting that some 287,288 have reported that 
smaller projects are more profitable than larger ones. 
2.9 SUMMARY 
The construction industry is plagued by a volatile demand, unforeseeable weather 
conditions, ubiquitous variations, unpredictable productivity levels and a lack of 
task repetition. Consequently the level of cost certainty at the outset of a project 
is low in comparison to more manufacturing based industries and therefore the 
decision on what target margin to add to a cost estimate, to allow for overheads 
and profit is of great importance. 
However, despite the obvious uncertainty which surrounds the cost estimate 
Vergora 289 and Park290 agree that the final outcome cost is statistically distributed 
symmetrically around the estimated cost. Against this background, the importance 
of understanding the idiosyncrasies and potential impact of alternative methods of 
selecting contractors by differing procurement routes is perhaps obvious. 
282 Benjamin, NBH- Competitive Bidding - The Probability of Winning - Journal of the Construction 283 Park, WR- How Low to Bid to Get Both Job and Profit - Engineering News Record pages 3840 - 1962 284 Beeston, DT- Statistical Models for Building Price Data E &FN Spon - 1983 285 Park, WR- Cost Engineering Analysis -J Wiley, New York - 1972 288 Fine, B and Hackner, G- Estimating and Bidding Technology and Management - pages 8&9 - September 1970 287 Rackstraw, J (Chief Executive of Pearce Group) - 'Delayed Work Gives Pearce E50M Boost7 reporting having found "the E500,000 to El M contract sector to be the most rewarding, with the group's Chief Executive John Rackstraw describing the 
285 
El M to E4M sector as a tougher one to make decent margins In. ' - Contract Journal 25 August 2004 Fishlock, B- editorial comment In 'City Site" Construction News page 8 stating "perhaps margins are easier to sustain on 
289 smaller projects" quoted In reference to Rok Property Solutions first half results 2004 rising to 2% profit 12 August 2004 Vergora, AJ- Probabilistic Estimating and Applications of Portfolio Theory In Construction - PhD Dissertation - University 
2W of 
Illinois - 1997 Park, WR- The Strategy of Contracting for Profit - Prentice Hall - 1966 
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Competitive tendering, negotiated tendering, semi-negotiated or two-stage 
tenders, contractor selection by partnering, or framework all have potentially 
different influences on a contractor's outcome profitability. 
The likely outcome profit margin for contracting companies is also low when 
compared against other industries and the risk, which in part depends on the 
procurement choice, is also relatively high. 
As a consequence, contractors business and bidding strategies have developed 
considerably to optimise the likely success rates in the context of the 
aforementioned pre-contract or tender variables. The goal is, of course, to 
consistently secure business opportunities or contracts that are likely to present 
the highest margins at the lowest risk. 
Estimates of likely costs are often similar for contractors competing for the same 
project. It can therefore be established that generally the estimated cost of a 
project is, for the purposes of this study, reasonably accurate and therefore much 
of the variance between tender/target margin and actual margin is due to the 
method of contractor selection and pre-contract procurement. Clearly this 
approach has inherent weaknesses, however, these are acknowledged and 
discussed in chapter 6 and the methodology adopted of statistically testing if profit 
is related to procurement - aims to mitigate these factors. 
Furthermore, certain post-tender issues are also considered to influence the level 
of a contractor's project profitability. These issues and particularly the principal 
modes of procurement along with their compatible forms of contracts are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PROCUREMENT & CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS 
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3.0 PROCUREMENT & CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter aims to analyse the background to the subject of procurement in the 
construction industry, the varying styles of contract arrangement, the differing 
allocations of risk and opportunity for reward. This appraisal highlights the 
differences associated with the traditional and the more innovative methods of 
procurement and explains how their contract differences could impact upon a 
contractor's profitability. 
The term procurement derives from the verb "procure" meaning to obtain or 
291 
acquire; secure. The Department of Trade and Ind UStry292 has defined 
procurement as the process of acquisition of goods, services or projects from third 
parties (including logistical aspects), from initial concept and definition of business 
needs through to the end of the useful life of a procured asset or services contract. 
Bower293 defined procurement in the context of construction as the process by 
which the necessary contributions of the various participants in the design and 
construction phases of a project are secured. 
This procurement research therefore compliments the pre-contract and profitability 
discussion in chapter 2 and facilitates the statistical analysis, which is the subject 
of chapter 6. It is anticipated that this analysis of construction procurement will 
facilitate the analysis of the influences procurement has on a contractor's 
profitability. 
3.2 BACKGROUND 
Construction is key to Britain's prosperity. It is one of the country's most important 
industries, employing over two million people, with an annual turnover of E203.5 
billion and gross value of E74.5 billion, which represents nearly 9% of GID p. 294 
291 
292 
Collins English Dictionary, page 673 -William Collins Sons and Co Ltd 1986 
293 
httP: IANww. dit. gov. uk/abouVprocuremenVprocual-5. htm 
Bower, D (University of Leeds) Editor of Management of Procurement, Construction Management Series, Thomas Telford, 
2% page 
I op cit - 2003 Griffiths, N- (then Minister for Construction at Department of Trade and Industry) 'Opportunities for the Industry' Construction Assessment Autumn 2003 
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Construction procurement has recently become a very 'fashionable' subjeCt, 295 but 
the actual question of the best methods for clients to obtain or acquire a new 
building - be it a complete city centre redevelopment or motorway to a home 
extension or new house - has long been debated. 
In 1944 the Simon Reporj296 studied the management and placing of contracts and 
the Phillips Report of 1950297 commented upon the extensive use of nominated 
subcontractors, lack of co-operation and the late issue of drawings. In 1962 the 
Emerson Report298 reiterated these findings and concluded that efficiency was 
being impaired by methods used in the placing and management of contracts that 
by their nature tended to discourage efficiency and encourage, if anything, abuse. 
Following this, the Banwell Report published in 1964 299 and its review in 1967, 
Action on the Banwell Report 300 had a significant impact on the industry and its 
professions with particular emphasis on considering the design and construction 
activities concurrently. Until then the United Kingdom's procurement of 
construction services has been dominated by the traditional architect led, design- 
tender-build method for over a hundred years. 
Bowley called this method 'the systeM9301 and it is alleged 302 to have its origins in 
the class structure of British society at the end of the nineteenth century. 
Higgins and Jessop's Report of 1965 303 concentrated on the communication 
problems in the industry and at the same time the National Economic 
Development Council (NEDC)304 was calling for improvement in the management 
process and the co-ordination of activities of the members of the construction team 
and the administrative framework within which they were working. 
295 Turner, A- Building Procurement - MacMillan - Preface, page Ix - 1997 295 Simon Report of the Management and Planning of Contracts (The Simon Report, 1944), London: HMSO - 1944 297 Phillips Report of the Working Party on the Building Industry (The Phillips Report, 1950), London: HMSO - 1950 no Emmerson Report - Survey of the Problems before the Construction Industries (The Emmerson Report, 1962) London: 
HMSO - 1960 20 Banwell Report - The Placing and Management of Contracts for Building and Civil Engineering Works (The Banwell Report 
300 
1964) London: HMSO - 1964 Banwell Report -A Survey of the Implementation of the Recommendations of the Committee under the Chairmanship of Sir Harold Banwell on the Placing and Management of Contracts for Building and Civil Engineering Works (Acton on the 
301 
Banwell Report) London: HMSO - 1967 
W2 
Bowley, M- The British Building Industry, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press - 1966 Newcombe R (University of Reading) "Procurement Paths- A Simulation'ý-paper published at Procurement Systems 
303 
Symposium North Meets South, Durban, 1996 
304 
Higgins, G and Jessop, N- Communication In the Construction Industry) London: Tavistock Publications - 1965 National Economic Development Council - The Construction Industry. London: HMSO - 1964 
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In 1966 the Institute of Economic Affairs Report305 criticised the restrictive practice 
of the professions and in 1968 the Building Research Station 9S306 report identified 
that future work would be concerned more with the management of the total 
building process. 
During the 1970's three reports by the NEDC307,308,309 continued to stress the 
importance of restructuring the building process to create conditions for co- 
operation between the contributors as did the Wood Report of 1975 310 - although 
this concentrated more on the government's impact on the industry. 
In the 1980's Carpenter3l' was typical of employers, stating that the industry 
frequently adopted inappropriate structures, which led to the British Property 
Federation 312 introducing its own system. In parallel to these developments two 
further teXtS313,314 on construction management called for project structure to be 
tailored to suit individual projects. Similarly, the Co-ordinated Project Information 
documentS315 published in 1987 and 1988 aimed to improve co-ordination of 
drawings, specifications and Bills of Quantities. 
More recent publications include Reading Universitys report 'Building Towards 
2001 9316 which was sponsored by the National Contractors' Group. This dealt with 
education and training; organisation and structure; research and development; and 
image. One notable outcome of this report was the fact that construction 
management was seen to be a "befter" procurement option that management 
contracting, although this view was countered by the University of Southampton's, 
publications by CIRIA317 which went some way towards redressing the balance 
towards management contracting. 
3W Knox, F and Hennesey, J- Restrictive Practices In the Building Industry. London: Institute of Economic Affairs - 1966 3W Bishop, D (- The Background to Management Studies by the BRS. London: Building Research Station Current Paper 60/68 
-1968 307 National Economic Development Council - The Public Client and the Construction Industries. London: HMSO - (1 976a) 308 National Economic Development Council - The Professions In the Construction Industdes. London: HMSO - (I 976b) 3W National Economic Development Council - Construction for Industrial Recovery, London: HMSO - (1978) 310 Wood, The Report - The Public Client and the Construction Industries - 1975 311 Carpenter, JBG- The UK System of Construction Procurement and What Is Wrong & How to Improve. London Paper to 
312 
RICS Quantity Surveyors 12"'Triennial Conference - 1981 
313 
BdtIsh Property Federation - Manual of the BPF System. London: Bdtish Property Federation - 1983 
314 
Barrie. DS and Pawson, BC- Professional Construction Management. New York: McGraw-Hill - 1978 
315 
Bennett, J- Construction Project Management. Cambddge. Butterworth - 1985 ibid 
316 Atkin, Dr (Reading University) & Kennedy, B (National Contractors' Group) et al - Building Towards 2001 - Reproduced 317 Science & Engineering Research Council/Southampton Universitys Report - Jockeying for Position - Advance Report by 'Building' Maoazine 20 JuIv 1990 
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However, perhaps the most influential publications of recent years were Sir 
Michael Latham's "Trust & Money" (interim report of December 1993)318 and 
"Constructing the Team" (final report July 1994)319, which it is claimed involved 
more thought and debate than all the previous reports put together. 320 
The catalyst for Sir Michael Latham's recommendation had its origins in the 
recession of the early 1990's. After the economic boom in the late 1980s the 
construction industry suffered a catastrophic downturn in the early 1990s. No one 
involved in the industry at that time needs to be convinced of the extent of the 
problems that arose and there is an abundance of established evidence 321. For 
example: 322 
e 500,000 jobs were lost in the industry between 1989 and 1994 
9 Construction output was 39% down between 1990 and 1993 
4, Over 35,000 small businesses and companies became insolvent between 1989 
and 1994 
The statistics and the anecdotal evidence available from the time indicate the 
extent of the crisis across a wide part of the construction industry. It was against 
this background that in July 1993 the government and industry commissioned Sir 
Michael Latham to prepare the aforementioned report with the objectives of 
making recommendations to reduce conflict and litigation and encourage the 
industry's productivity and competitiveneSS. 323 
The interim report published in December 1993, entitled "Trust and Money", 324 was 
intended to stimulate debate and assist in formulation of recommendations for the 
final report. The problems with the industry were summed up in Sir Michael's 
memorable phrase "too little trust and not enough money". 325 
318 Latham, Sir M- Trust & Money- Interim Report 1993 
319 Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team- Final Report, HMSO 1994 
Dixon, Sir I (Former Chairman of Construction Industry Board - now deceased) published in Riches, JL and Doncaster, C- 
321 
Construction Adjudication - LLP Reference Publishing - Foreword, page v- 1999 Wood, M- The Construction Act -A Practical Guide - Chandos Publishing (Oxford) Ltd, page 1 
3M 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team - HSMO, page 9 1994 
324 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team - Appendix 1, Terms of Reference for the Review 1994 
325 
Latham, Sir M- Trust and Money - Department of the Environment, 1993 Latham, Sir M- Trust and Monev - Daraaraph 17 - 1993 
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The final report entitled "Constructing the Team", published in July 1994, made a 
wide range of recommendations dealing not only with the terms of construction 
contracts, but also a wide range of practical recommendations, for example, with 
regard to tender procedures and training. 326 
Sir Michael Latham's report was generally greeted with widespread approval. In 
the process of consultation, which followed the Latham Report, the Government 
indicated a willingness to legislate, provided there was general support in the 
industry and among clients and that practical legislative effect could be given to 
the recommendation S. 327 The support led to a Review Implementation Forum 
being established to represent key industry sectors and oversee the 
implementation of the reformS. 328 
The report has not been without criticism. Indeed one part of the Latham Report 
that has been debated and discussed ubiquitously in the Construction Media even 
though it took up just six lines of Latham's original text. This most published 
aspects of the Report ostensibly centred on Latham's headline belief that the cost 
of building could be cut by 30%. 
A working group was set-up to study this area alone, concentrating on labour costs 
and productivity, quality control, mechanisation, prefabrication and standardisation 
and procurement (including the design process). 
To state that the initial reaction to Latham's headline belief regarding such a 30% 
cut was mixed is very much an understatement. Typically from the Employers 
side, Sir John Egan 329 (previously of Jaguar and BAA PLC) claimed that a 30% 
saving was too small and easily achievable. Perhaps this belief led to Sir John 
Egan's subsequent Repor 030. Meanwhile the Contractors initial reaction was 
perhaps epitomised by Midland Builder and EngineerS331 editorial, which stated 
the belief that 30% could be cut from an industry's costs, was nalive and faintly 
ridiculous and that it was 'time to bin the Latham Report'. 
326 Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team - Execubve Summary, paragraph 1- 1994 3v Fair Construction Contracts - DOE, paragraph 11, May 1995 3n lbid 
Egan, Sir J- Master of the Skies - extract from Midlands Builder and Engineer, pages 10 to 12 - June 1995, 330 Egan, Sir J (Chairman of Construction Task Force) - Rethinking Construction - DETR, July 1998 Construction Forum) 1995 
331 
op cit 
Midlands Bu Ider and Engineer, Issue 15, Editorial Opinion page 4- July 1995 
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It is fair to say that the construction industry has subsequently acknowledged that 
this 'knee jerk' reaction was somewhat irrational, but contractors were still initially 
sceptical. The 30% target cost reduction does not come straight from a drop in 
contractors' profit margins, but a whole string of measures of which just one is the 
choice of procurement. 
In fact Latham and the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply claim 30% 
can be saved by Clients themselves before they even think of engaging a 
consultant, let alone a contractor. 332 
In addition, many legal commentators have criticised the Report, but these critical 
views of various Lawyers and Arbitrators 333 were not, however, sufficient to deflect 
the Government and industry from implementing many of the proposed reforms. 
As a result of the Latham Report, the Government also undertook a review of its 
own procurement procedures. These have been revised to take into account the 
principles set out in the report and with a view to making Government a best 
practice client. 334 The industry also sought to implement part of the Latham 
recommendations. The work of the Construction Industry Board (CIB), particularly 
The Clients Charter335 promoted many of the Latham proposals and sought to put 
them into practice through its Working Group papers published in 1997. 
These papers enshrine sound practices for the construction industry. 336 
Accordingly, even without legislation, Sir Michael Latham's recommendations led 
to positive developments in many important areas. 
The legislation that did follow was The Housing Grants, Construction and 
Regeneration Act 1996 337 which received Royal Assent on 24 th jUly 1996. Only 
eight pages of the Act, which runs to some 103 pages, relate to construction; 
however, the Act and supporting Statutory Instruments provided a new framework 
of rules within which the construction industry must operate. 
W2 Contracts Journal Article - pages 24 to 29 - 27 April 1995 333 Construction Contract Reform -A Plea for Sanity - Edited by John Uff QC, CLP 1997 3U Levene, Sir P (Efficiency Advisor, Cabinet Office 1995) - Construction Procurement by Government - HMSO 1995 3M The Clients Charter instigated by the Deputy Prime Minister, John Prescott in July 2000, see Dr Steven Male's Chapter 12 
330 
'Innovative Procurement Methods" In Management of Procurement, edited by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford op cit p 193 
ibld 
337 The Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act often referred to as 'The Construction Act- 1996 
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Latham's work certainly inspired the Reading Construction Forum to publish 
"Trusting the Tearn', 338 and "Seven Pillars of Partnering" which focused on the 
partnering aspects of Latham's earlier work and it was also the catalyst for Sir 
John Egan to present the Construction Task Force's report "Rethinking 
339 Construction" in 1998. The Egan Report was drafted from the Client's 
perspective to the Deputy Prime Minister, John Prescott on the scope for 
improving the quality and efficiency of UK Construction. 
Following Egan's report the Strategic Forum for the Construction industry was 
formed directly after the general election of May 200 1340 again under the 
chairmanship of Sir John Egan. 
The Strategic Forum was the successor organisation to the Construction Industry 
Board (1995-2001); this was the body set up to implement Constructing the Team, 
Latham's 1994 report . 
341 The CIB lasted six years, but then the Clients Forum and 
the government wanted a structure that would concentrate on implementing the 
1998 Egan Report, Rethinking Construction. n342 
Nick Raynsford, the Construction Minister at the time, went on to announce the 
formation of a taskforce to promote the "best value" Egan agenda in government 
and local government 343 and the Housing Corporation went on to champion the 
Rethinking Construction message in Social Housing. 344 
Deryk Eke of the Office of Government Commerce 345 then championed this Egan 
agenda through Whitehall by promoting framework arrangements with a limited 
number of supplier teams in a similar manner as BAA had inspired in the private 
sector. 
346 
338 Bennett, Professor J& Jayes, S- Trusting the Team - The Best Practice Guide to Partnering in Construction, Centre for 
Strategic Studies In Construction - The University of Reading (with the partner task force of the Reading Construction 
339 
Forum) 1995 
Egan, Sir J (Chairman of Construction Task Force) - Rethinking Construction - DETR. July 1998 Construction Forum) 1995 
U0 
op cit 
341 
Latham, Sir Michael - 'What the Forum Is for" - article In building 24 January 2003 ! bid 
342 ibid 
343 RaYnsford, N (then Construction Minister) - 'Taskforce launched to push Egan In councile Building Issue 41 - 1999 3" Mosey, D (Trowers & Hamlins) - *Implementing the Egan Agenda* - Building, Issue 14 - 2001 U5 Eke, D (Construction Director of Office for Government Commerce) - 'Government to adopt BAA-style framework deale - 
340 
Building 31 August 2001 
Egan, Sir John refening to BAA framework - Building 31 August 2001 
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Numerous new forms of procurement and contract were inspired by the Latham 
and Egan proposals. References to partnering and best value became ubiquitous. 
Major government strategies such as PFI / PPP were launched. Defence Estates 
embraced the agenda by following Prime Contracting and NHS Estates initiated 
Procure 21 and LIFT. 347 
Indeed, Modernising Construction 348 confirmed that the Office of Government and 
Commerce (OGC) advised central government departments that, as from 1 June 
2000, they were to secure construction projects using three primary procurement 
routes; public-private partnerships; especially the Private Finance Initiative (PFI); 
design and build; and prime contracting. The OGC has also advised government 
clients to adopt these three routes for refurbishment and maintenance activity as 
from I June 2002. The OGC indicates that traditional non-integrated procurement 
options should only be used if they are to demonstrate best value for money with 
the expectation that they would seldom be used in practice. 349 
This report, and the report of the Committee of Public Accounts '350 emphasised 
the need for further action to improve government department's construction 
performance and the scope for significant financial savings and wider value for 
money benefits. 
Nick Raynsford also organised the setting up of the strategic forum in 2001, 
chaired by Egan, and the Confederation of Construction Clients was formed. The 
new body had a similar membership to the CIB, although with some extra 
members. It then published "Accelerating Change" in September 2002, after which 
Egan left to become president of the CBI and Peter Rogers of Stanhope became 
chairman . 
351 The Strategic Forum then published the "Accelerating Change" 
report on 12 September 2002 for Construction and with it set out rigorous targets 
for the construction industry. 352 
347 Eke, D -"Best Value Procuremenr -Contract Journal 114/3/01 p3 348 National Audit Office - Modernising Construction - Stationery Office, London -II January 2001 349 Male, Dr S (University of Leeds) - Innovative Procurement Methods, Chapter 12, p192 In "Management of Procuremenr 
350 
edited by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford op cit 
351 
Committee of Public Accounts - Improving Construction Performance - (HC 337,2001-02) Male, Dr S (University of Leeds) - Innovative Procurement Methods, Chapter 12, p192 in "Management of Procurement" 
W2 edited 
by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford op cit - 2003 Strategic Forum for Construction -"Accelerabno Chanoe" Dublished 12 September 2002 
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Key strategic targets set out in the report were: - 
0 By the end of 2004,20% of construction projects by value should be 
undertaken by integrated teams and supply chains to increase to 50% by 
2007. 
0 20% of client activity by value should embrace the principles of the Clients' 
Charter, increasing to 50% by 2007. 
0 Strategic Forum members will develop and implement strategies which will 
enable the industry to recruit and retain 300,000 qualified people by the 
end of 2006, resulting in a 50% increase in suitable applications to built 
environment higher and further education courses by 2007. 
Construction Minister, at the time, Brian Wilson MP and Sir John Egan, the 
Forum's outgoing chairman, welcomed the report saying he hoped the industry 
would rise to meet the "Accelerating Change" targets by working closely together 
to deliver an integrated service to its clients. 353 
Latha M354 also welcomed Accelerating Change although he felt the focus of the 
report should be limited to selection of teams by best value, not lowest price; 
attracting people into the industry; and finally increasing research on best practice. 
Peter RogerS355, the new head of the Strategic Forum also generally endorsed the 
Report, as his forum set about implementing the Accelerating Chance Programme. 
Turlough O'Brien 356 the Chairman of the CIC. also voiced only qualified support of 
Egans 'Accelerating Change' Report. O'Brien felt the Report made no allowance 
for smaller and regional firms, merited a properly commissioned study and 
overlooked design issues. Indeed the need for better dissemination and the need 
to involve smaller firms was substantiated by the disappointing findings of a survey 
conducted by the Rethinking Construction Body. 357 
3M Wilson, B and Egan, Sir J speaking at conference to launch "Accelerating Change" reprinted by The Movement for 
354 
Innovation. 
355 
Latham, Sir M- author of "Constructing The Team" HMSO, 1994 
Rogers, P( Director of Stanhope Developers and Chair of Strategic Forum) Interview reported by Marcus Fairs - "The New Man at the Top" - Peter Rogers Is the business partner to Sir Stuart Lipton, who Is also chairman of CABE. the architecture 
30 watchdog. 
Peter Rogers brother Is the architect Richard Rogers - Building 13 September 2002 
357 
O'Brien, T (CIC Chairman & Deputy Chairman Arup) -"No Yes-man* Interview by Andy Pearson In Building 16 August 2002 Rethinking Construction Survey summarised In Building by Thomas Lane 'Construction Is Ignorant of Egan Initiatives' - 25 October 2002 
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This survey found that only 12% of construction firms are aware of initiatives 
prompted by Rethinking Construction. The survey underlined industry concerns 
that the take-up of ideas in the 1998 Egan report had yet to penetrate the whole of 
the industry. 
The research questioned 1771 industry organisations, including contractors, 
consultants, manufacturers and clients. It found that only 12% of firms, 
representing 32% of industry turnover, were using partnering. Other findings were 
that only 10% of organisations quizzed used construction key performance 
indicators, and a mere 9% had been accredited as Investors in People. 
The report said awareness of the Egan movement was highest among public- 
sector clients and consultants, and lowest among contractors and manufacturers. 
The next step in the advancing the agenda of change was the creation of 
Constructing Excellence. -Ib- Constructing Excellence was created by merging 
Rethinking Construction (which incorporated Movement for Innovation) with the 
Department of Trade and Industry's Construction Best Practice programme. 358 
Construction Minister, Nigel Griffiths, announced the appointment of Dennis 
Lenard, the Australian academic as Constructing Excellence's first chief executive 
in July 2003. Lenard's plans for Constructing Excellence included three streams - 
innovation, best practice and prod UCtiVity. 359 
This coincided with the National Audit Office's report in March 2005 entitled 
"Improving Public Services through better construction . 
460 This report made many 
recommendations including encouraging longer term funding, strengthened the 
leadership, whole life cost considerations and more collaborative working whilst 
maintaining a competitive tension with effective contract strategies to better 
manage risk and maximise the opportunities for improved performance. 
fooftwe An Indusity-led and Department of Trade and Industry sponsored Initiative which aims to deWer rethrm through combining the Re-thinking Construction Agenda and 
the Construction Best prectics pýcgramme 
358 Hoy, George - "Constructing Excellence faces early funding test7 - Building 1817/02 M ibid 
360 National Audit Office - 'Improving Public Services through better construction" - Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General - HC364-1 Session 2004-2005 - Ordered By House of Commons, London - The Stationery Office - 15 March 2005 
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However, the headline emanating from this research was a potential E2.6bn cost 
saving which could be achieved by local and central government if partnering and 
the early development of an integrated project team was adopted on all public 
sector contracts. Indeed, industry leaders 361 predicted this figure would grow to 
E8bn if such best practice was adopted. 
The next development was Chancellor Gordon Brown's announcement in the 
March 2004 Budget of a new forum where the government and industry could 
meet to discuss how best to meet strategic goals. This new organisation was titled 
the construction industry Policy and European Regulation group (CIPER). 362 
Although generally welcomed 363 this new initiative was not supported by Peter 
Rogers (Head of the Strategic Foru M). 364 
Sir Peter Gershon then published his Independent Review of Public Sector 
EfficienCy165 , which considered the scope for efficiency savings across all public 
expenditure. This report included numerous initiatives to expedite perceived best 
practice in procurement. 
Almost all of these papers made reference to Egan's Report and consequently his 
recommendations became equally as ubiquitous as Latham's had just a few years 
earlier. Indeed, following his demand for "best value", 366 the Local Government 
Act 1999367 set out the Government's best value legislation. From Vt April 2000 
this effectively abolished the Thatcherite Compulsory Competitive Tendering 
regime. In short, the Latham and Egan Reports resulted in the whole ethos of 
construction procurement being forced to change. 
Although the recommendations and observations in these Reports were 
numerous, two key areas were consistently debated: profitability and 
procurement. 
351 Symes, M (Director of National Audit Office's Consulting Partner Concerto) quoted In Construction News - "Best Practice 
W2 could save govt 
Eftn" - p6 - 21 July 2005 
W3 
Brown, G (Chancellor of the Exchequer) quoted In Building, page 24 to 26 - 26 March 2003 
3" 
Klein, R& Morley, C quoted In Building, page 24 to 26 - 26 March 2004 
365 
Rogers, P( Chair of Strategic Forum) quoted In Building, page 24 to 26 - 26 March 2004 Gershon, Sir P- "Releasing resources to the front line" Independent Review of Public Sector Efficiency - published with 
306 permission of HM Treasury on 
behalf of Her Majesty's Stationery Office - July 2004 
367 
Building Magazine - Leader - page 3,28 January 2000 Jarvis, R- Is Best Value the Way? - Construction Manager, pages 36 & 37 January 2000 
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Egan acknowledged that the construction industry had a "low and unreliable rate of 
profitability" and that "margins are characteristically very IOW,, 368 and Latham's 
examination of main procurement and contractual routes was arguably the back- 
bone of his entire report. 369 
This background acted as the inspiration for this research on the relationship 
between construction procurement and profit. 
3.2.1 Procurement Options 
Given the extensive and comprehensive nature of the aforementioned reports and 
initiatives, it is not surprising that a large number of different methods of procuring 
construction works now exist. It is broadly accepted that the UK construction 
industry has, in recent years, become highly adversarial and contentious with 
many writers and researchers such as Clegg, 370 College, 371 Baden- Halford, 372 
373 374,375 377 378 Longford et al, Fenn, Newey, 
376 Heath and more recently Latham, all 
believing that the occurrence of conflict is inherent within the organisational 
framework of the UK construction industry. Considerable 
research 
379,380,381,382,383,384 has been undertaken to test the correlation between 
procurement choice and the incidence of claims or disputes. 
3W Jarvis, R- Is Best Value the Way? - Construction Manager, page 40 op dt January 2000 369 Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team - page 17 370 Clegg, S. R (Contracts Cause Conflicts, Construction Conflict: Management and Resolution, Peter Fenn and Rod Gameson 
371 
(Eds), pp 128-144, E &F. N. Spon, London 1992 
College, B "Construction Contracts: Towards a new relationship", construction conflict Management and Resolution, Peter 
Fenn and Rod Gameson (Eds), pp 229-249, E&FN Spon, London - 1992 372 Baden-Hellard, R "Construction Conflict- Management and Resolution% Construction Conflict: Management and Resolution, 
Peter Fenn and Rod Gameson (Eds), pp 35-46, E&F. N Spon, London - 1992 373 Langford, D. A, Kennedy, P. and Sommerville, J "Contingency Management of Conflict An Analysis of Contract Interfaces", 
Construction Conflict; Management and Resolution, Peter Fenn and Rod Gameson (Eds), pp 64-71. E&F. N. Spon, London 
-1992 374 Fenn, P- Managing Corporate Conflict and Resolving Disputes on Construction Projects. ARCOM - 1991 375 Fenn, P and Gould, N- Dispute Resolution In the UK Construction Industry, Proceedings of First Plenary Meeting of TG15, 
376 
Kentucky - 1994 
Newey, J "The Construction Industry", Construction Conflict Management and Resolution, Peter Fenn and Rod Gameson 
377 
(Eds), pp 21-24, E&F. N. Spon, London - 1992 
Heath, B. C, Hills, B, & Berry, M- "The Origin of Conflict Within the Construction Process", Proceedings of First Plenary 
378 
Meeting of TG1 5, Kentucky - 1994 
379 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team- HMSO 1994- op cit 
Davidson, C and Mohsinl, R. - "Building Procurement :A Strategic Organization and Management Decision'. CIB-W-65, 
380 
Symposium on The Organization and Management of Construction - 1987 
381 
Havilland, D S. - 'Project Delivery Approaches: An AIA Guide". AIA, Washington - 1976 
X2 
Havilland, D S. 'Managing Architectural Projects: The Procese. AIA Washington - 1981 Tarek A. AM and Davidson, CH (University of Montreal) 'Managed Claims Procurement Strategy (MCPS): A Preventive 
383 
Approach" paper published at Procurement Systems Proceedings of C. 1.13 W92 Symposium, Durban, South Africa 1996 
Mohsinl, R. A - Building Procurement Process: A Study of Temporary Multi- Organisations. Unpublished PhD Thesis, 
384 
Faculte d'Amenagment, Universite de Montreal, Montreal, Qc., Canada. 1984 
Roberts, C-J. B. - Project Analysis and Organizational Design In Building: An Investigation Into the Performance of Building 
-Projects. 
Unpublished report, Washington University, St. Lois, p220 - 1974 
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It has also been found by Conlin, Langford and Kennedy, 385 from the results 
obtained from the research so far that there is a correlation between the types of 
procurement method adopted and the types and frequencies of disputes occurring. 
One of the main findings by Colin, Langford and Kenned y386 was that the 
procurement method used and the type of client procuring the project, had an 
effect on the nature, frequency and spread of conflict occurring on a project. 
The research team identified the certain types of conflict occurred on certain types 
of procurement. In the case of payment and budget issues it was established that, 
in the main, it tendered to be the traditionally procured projects that returned 
disputes that were caused by payment and budget problems. Overall, the study 
showed that conflicts relating to administration and quality are more prevalent on 
design and build projects than on traditional projects, but conflicts relating to 
payments and budgets, delay and time, negligence and performance are more 
prevalent on traditional projects. 
Disputes are a very real risk on many construction projects and the management 
of such risks is generally believed to be a matter of procurement choice. 
The UK construction industry is said to spend as much as EM bn. per annurn on 
disputes and this is certainly accompanied by reduced productivity and increases 
CoStS. 
387 
388 Contract documents are defined as tools for managing risks. Their purpose is to 
determine the consequences of particular risks that must be previously identified. 
This means choosing a contractual framework, for the construction phase, which is 
appropriate to the objectives and constraints of that project. The aim of this 
process is to make more certain the practical and financial consequences of 
hazards. 
385 Conlin, JT Langford, DA & Kennedy, P- 'The Relationship between Construction Procurement Strategies and Construction 
386 
Contract Disputes" - CIB W92 Symposium, Durban, SA, 1996 Ibid 
387 
388 
Bower, D (University of Leeds) - Management of Procurement, chapter 1, Page II- Thomas Telford, 2003 CaPper, Professor P (Kings College, London)- *Overview of Risk In Construction *Paper presented by Centre of Annual 
Construction Law & Management Kings College London and CIRIA- Risk Management and Procurement In Construction 
Conference 16 September 1994 
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Professor UfO89 has also noted that contractual risk is a complex, many-sided 
issue, which has not been adequately analysed from the viewpoint of contract 
drafting. While the principles of risk placement may be clear, the way in which this 
is brought about in real contracts is usually complex. It is often difficult to ascertain 
which party is carrying what risks and in what degree. The opportunities for 
contractual risk management are well summarised by Thompson and Perry390 in 
their 1992 SERC report "Engineering Construction Risks". 
Professor Capper391 found that the essential reason for having a contract at all is 
this: "to try, so far as legal provisions reasonably can, to render more certain the 
practical and financial consequences of matters which are physically as factually 
uncertain at the time of entering into the contract. " 
He also noted that it is a very peculiar characteristic of construction projects, that 
they very often proceed despite high degrees of uncertainty. The participants show 
remarkable commercial willingness to go forward with uncertainty as to design 
solutions, uncertainty as to the eventual scope of the works, and uncertainty as to 
the time periods that will realistically be required in order to complete the works. 
Further uncertainties necessarily cascade from those, such as outrun costs, scope 
of sub-contract works and terms. The norm has been traditionally to postpone 
addressing uncertainties, leaving enormous discretion to be exercised in the future 
by those administrating the contract. Capper.. concluded that the management of 
construction risks would be better achieved by more pro-active contractual 
strategies. 
Another variable, which can influence a project's outcome, is that defined as client 
related factors. 393 Sidwe11394 observed that public clients can experience higher 
cost and time overruns as compared with privately funded clients. 
3W Uff, Professor J QC (Nash Professor of Engineering. Kings College, London) Contract Documents and the division of risk) 
paper published by Centre of Construction Law & Management Kings College, London and CIRIA - Risk Management & 
3W 
Procurement in Construction- Seventh Annual Conference 16 September 1994 
391 
Thomson & Perry- "Engineering Construction Risks% SERC Report, 1992 
3W 
Professor Philip Capper (Kings College, London) "Overview of Risk In Construction" op cit 
ibid 
393 Walker, DH. T. (RMIT Australia) "Procurement Systems and construction time Performance" Paper published East Meets 
394 
West Procurement Systems Symposium CIBW92 Hong Kong, CIB Proceedings Publications 175 - 1994 
Sidwell, AC., "A Critical study of project team organisational forms within the building process. * PhD thesis, Department of 
Construction and Environmental Health, University of Aston In Birmingham - 1982 
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He explains this in part by drawing attention to bureaucratic procedures that 
publicly funded and some privately funded clients are subject to. Client 
organisations may be highly experienced, but individuals acting in the role of 
project sponsor/client may be inexperienced or overloaded with work. Sidwell 
remains convinced that clients should participate actively and supportively 
throughout the project life cycle to facilitate project success. 
The importance of clients being clear in goals and communication is said to be of 
critical importance. 395,396,397 
Ferry398 and Naou M399 have also linked the experience and sophistication of a 
client to the likely success of a project, although Bresnen 400 found no such link. 
The procurement choice to optimise cost, quality and time outcomes and time and 
best to avoid disputes may vary between clients and their advisors. However, the 
procurement options to consider are many and varied. 
For the purpose of this analysis, the writer has highlighted four main well- 
established procurement variances and these are discussed in connection with 
their respective forms of contract in the following analysis. In addition the author 
has identified a number of more innovative procurement initiatives, which can be 
introduced separately, or in association with any of the four established 
procurement options. 
Whilst each of these procurement variances are discussed in some detail to 
facilitate interpretation of the procurement and profit relationship, a precise and 
detailed analysis of procurement and contractual options is not included, as such 
an appraisal is better obtained elsewhere. 401 
M Rowings, J. E., Nelson, MG., Perry, KS. - 'Project objective- setting by owners and contractors' A Report to the 
396 
Construction Industry Institute (CII), Austin Texas - 1987 
McGregor, D- The Human Side of Enterprise, McGraw-Hill, New York, USA - 1960, 
Hersey, P., Blanchard, K. - Management of Organisational Behaviour: Utilizing Human Resources, 4th ed., Prentice- Hall 
398 
International, Engle-Wood Cliffs, New Jersey, pages 117-118 - 1982 
Ferry, D- 'Client-consultant expectations : Fact or Fantasy? The Quantity Surveyor's point of view', The Building 
Economist, June, page 8-10 - 1978 
Naoum, S. G - 'Procurement an Project performance- a comparison of management contracting and traditional contracting' 
400 
Occasional paper no. 42, Chartered Institute of Building Ascot, UK. - 1991 
Brensen, M. J, Haslam, C. 0 , Beardsworth, 
A. D. Bryman A. E. Hell E. T - 'Performance on site and the Building Client! 
401 
Occasional Paper no 42, Chartered Institute of Building, Ascot, UK - 1988 
. 
Masten, nan, J -"An Introduction to Building Procurement Systeme Spon, London - 1992 
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Established Procurement Routes 
1) Traditional Procurement (Including Lump Sum, Guaranteed Maximum 
Price Contracts and Re-measurement Contracts) 
Design and Build 
Management (Including Management Contracting and Construction 
Management) 
iv) Cost Reimbursement / Prime Cost Contract 
Innovative Procurement Options 
V) Partnering (including PPC 2000 and Be Collaborative) 
VQ Private Finance Initiative (and Public Private Partnerships) 
vii) Prime Contracting 
viii) Major Projects Form 
ix) Procure 21 
X) NHS Lift 
The main determinants of the procurement choice relate to who is responsible for 
design; how quickly the project needs be completed, which affects when the 
design is carried out, how the project is funded, who contracts with whom and so 
on. 
However, to achieve one goal another may need to be compromised. For 
instance, if programme takes priority, it may be at an additional cost and quality 
may suffer. 
Murdoch and HugheS402 established a number of issues to consider when 
choosing the most appropriate method and these observations were broadly 
similar to N. E. D OvS403 findings. They identified eight procurement assessment 
criteria in their report "Thinking About Building" as a guide to client priorities, 
namely: - 
4Q Murdoch, J and Hughes, W- Construction Contracts, Law and Management, published by EUN Spon, London - 1992 4W National Economic Development Office -Thinking about Building, London: HMSO pages 6&7 - 1985 
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1) Timing (Speed of completion) 
ii) Controllable Variation (ease of introduction and cost control) 
111) Complexity (whether the procurement method is suitable for very complex 
projects) 
lv) Quality level (the degree to which the quality level can be controlled) 
lv) Price Certainty (how certain the final account is in relationship to the 
tender/contract sum) 
vi) Competition (the level of competition achievable at tender stage) 
vil) Responsibility (allocation of responsibility between the contracting parties) 
viii) Risks Avoidance (who pays for the risk of cost and time slippage) 
It is suggested 404 that Singh '405 
Skitmore and Marsden 9S406 studies into the 
identification of the optimum procurement system are the most advanced, 
although Ireland 407,408 concluded that no mutually exclusive sets of criteria 
uniquely and completely determine the appropriate procurement arrangements for 
a specific project. However, a numbe r409,41 0 of knowledge-based expert systems 
have been developed in the search for an appropriate procurement option. 
Despite these developments, Gillespie 411 maintains that the choice of procurement 
system for a building project is most often based on emotion, habit or feeling for 
what is right, rather than on any rational approach. 
Many of these criteria arguably reflect varying degrees of risks. Many consider 
procurement and contract choice to be examples of legal risk transfer and 
management. LathaM412 said "no construction project is free of risk. Risk can be 
managed, minimised, shared, transferred or accepted. It cannot be ignored" 
404 
405 
405 
407 
406 
409 
410 
411 
412 
Love, P (Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd and Skitmore, Professor RM- (Queensland University of Technology) Systems 
"Construction Project Delivery Systems : An Analysis of Selection Criteria Weighing% paper published at Procurement 
Symposium, Durban (CIB W92) 
rd Singh, S- Selection of Appropriate Project Delivery System for Building Construction Projects, Proceedings 3 International 
Symposium on Organisation and Management of Construction, Dublin - 1980) 
Skitmore, R M. Marsden, DE - 'Which Procurement System? Towards a universal Procurement Selection Technique, 
Construction Economics and Management, 6 71-89 - 1988 
Ireland, V. 1987, 'The Role of Managerial Actions In the Cost, Time and Quality Performance of High Rise Commercial 
Building Projects, PhD Thesis, University of Sydney, NSW. 1983. 
Ireland, V 1987, 'The choice of contractual arrangement', Proceedings of the Project Managers Forum, Adelaide 1987,176- 
190. -1987, 
Brandon, PS. -"ELSIE Expert systems after the hype', Proceedings of the CIB 90 Conference on Building Economics and Construction Management Sydney, Australia, vol. 2. pp. 314-344 - 1990 
Mohsini, RA Botros, AF- 'PASCON an expert system to evaluate altemative procurement process', Proceedings of the 
CIB 90 Conference on Building Economics and Construction Management, Sydney, Australia, vol 2, pp 525-537 - 1990 Gillespie, B The Choice of Procurement Route Is a key decision - so why not treat It as one? -page 46 - Building 29 June 2004 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team (HMSO) Final Report to the Government / Industry Review of Procurement and 
Contractual Arranoements In the Construction Industry - 1994 
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Based on the eight criteria identified by NEDO, Table 3.1 below, indicates the 
assessment of risk between the four traditional procurement routes although the 
issues are dealt with in more detail in the following analysis. This diagram is an 
extended version of Turner's mode1413, and is not dissimilar to the National Audit 
Office recommended Procurement Guidelines for Higher Education Projects. 414 
Given these variables and the distribution of risk, the CUP Guidance Note 
mode1415 can be used to guide Clients as to most appropriate procurement choice 
for their project. 
Table 3.1: - Assessment of Risk Between the Procurement Routes 
t Procurement Arran ment Option (PAO) Procuremen 
Assessment 
Criteria (PAC) 
Traditional Balance 
of Risk 
Design & Build 
Balance of Risk 
Management 
Balance of Risk 
Cost Re- 
imbursement 
Balance of Risk 
Client Contractor Client Contractor ClieWt Contractor Client Contractor 
Programme 
(timing) 2Y2 2Y2 1 4 1 4 2Y2 2Y2 
Variation 2Y2 2Y2 1 4 4 1 2Y2 2Y2 
Complexity 4 1 1 4 4 1 2 3 
Product (Quality) 11 4 3 2 11 4 1 4 
Price 1 4 1 4 4 1 4 1 
Competition 2Y2 2Y, 1 4 4 1 1 4 
Responsibility 2Y2 1 4 2 3 2Y2 2Y2 
Risk (Ove 11) 2 3 1 4 4 1 4 1 
The client who wishes to accept little or no risk should take different routes for 
procuring advice from the client who places importance on details, hands-on 
control P9.416 Similarly, Sharif and Morledgeý17 concluded that all procurement 
systems carry an inherent diversity of dominant risks. 
Hugh Clarnpý 18 also analysed the balance of risk under varying contract options 
and his findings are similar to those illustrated in Table 3.1. 
413 Turner, A- op cit, Chapter 5, page 67 414 Procurement Guidelines for Higher Education: Building and Engineering Projects from C. V. C. P. 
415 Central Unit of Procurement Guidance Note 36- Contract Strategy Selection for Major Projects- June 1992 410 Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team - HMSO. op cit, page 14 417 Sharif, A& Morfedge, R- (The Nottingham Trent University) "A Functional Approach to Modelling Procurement Systems 
Internationally and the Identification of Necessary Support Frameworks*- Procurement Systems Symposium, Durban - CIB 
CO 
W92 - 1996 
Clamp, H- The Shorter Forms of Building Contract- Third Edition by Blackwell Scientific Publications, Page 82, Figure 4 
lalso reprinted In Sir Michael Latham's Constructing the Team) - 1993 
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NaoaM419, Sidwe11420 and Sanvido et a1421 found that each member of the team has 
some criteria for success which differed from one another & Naoum and 
Mustapha 422 found that procurement method can be an important variable in 
affecting project performance, but not by its own is it the only determinate. 
Smith 423 has identified a number of potential construction risk sources as follows: 
Physical: Natural, ground conditions, adverse weather, physical obstructions 
Construction: Availability of plant and resources, industrial relations, 
quality, workmanship, damage, construction period, delay, 
construction programme, construction techniques, milestones, failure 
to complete, type of construction contracts, costs of construction, 
commissioning, insurances, bonds and insolvency 
Design: Incomplete design, availability of information, meeting specification 
and standards, changes in design during construction Technology: 
New technology, provisions for change in existing technology, 
development costs and intellectual property rights, and need for 
research and development 
Before seeking to simplify transfer of risk client organisations should appreciate, 
when deciding upon the allocation of risks, that they will pay for those risks that 
are the responsibility of the contractor, as well as those that are their own. 
Contractors employ contingencies in their tenders as a means of guaranteeing 
their return in the event of construction risks occurring. 424 
419 Naoum, S. G, I An Investigation Into the performance of management contracts and the traditional method of building 
420 
procurement" PhD Thesis, Brunei University, England - 1989 Sidwell, A, 'The measurement of success of various forms of construction Projects" Vol. 1, proceedings of the CIB W65 on 
421 
Organisation and Management, Waterloo, Canada - 1984 Sanvido, V. Grobler, K, Guvenis, M, Coyle. M, 'Critical Success Factors for Construction Projects' Journal of Construction 
422 
Engineering and Management, ASCE - 1992 Naoum, SG& Mustapha, FH- *Influences of the Client, Designers and Procurement Methods on Project Performance* 
423 paper published at Procurement Systems 
Symposium, Hong Kong 1994, CIB W92, No 175 - 1994. 
424 
Smith, N. J. "Managing Risk In Construction Projects. ' Blackwell Science, Oxford 1999 
Bower, D (University of Leeds) "Management of Procurement" chapter 2, *Contractor selection: contract award and contract law In the UK" -Thomas Telford op cit page 15 to 18 
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The size of the contingencies employed by the contracting parties will be 
dependent upon a number of factors, which may include the following: the risk of 
the project; the extent of the contractor's exposure to risks; the ability of the 
contractor to manage and bear the consequences of these risks occurring; the 
level of contractor competition; and the client's perception of the risk/return trade- 
offs for transferring the risk to other parties. 425 
Clearly the client is likely to wholly or partly pay for the risk events irrespective of 
which party bears responsibility for them. 426 
3.2.2 Contracts and Procurement in Use Survey 
k 
The 2001 RICS Survey of Contracts in Use, 427 the ninth in a series to determine 
trends in the use of contract and permanent methods, was based on 230 returned 
questionnaires that captured 2955 projects with a total value of E3,337m. The 
average project value was El. 1 3m. 
The survey questionnaire was sent to a sample of private practices and public 
authorities listed by RICS as employing chartered quantity surveyor members 
selected on a random basis. Contracting organisations were not sampled to avoid 
the possibility of double counting of contracts. 
The scope of the survey encompassed projects for which work on site started 
during the calendar year, I January to 31 December 2001. The survey attempted 
to sample all building work carried out in the United Kingdom, both new build and 
refurbishment. Survey respondents were asked to exclude specifically all overseas 
work, civil engineering work and heavy engineering projects. In addition, term 
contracts, routine maintenance and repair work and sub-contracts forming part of 
larger contracts were also excluded. 
4Z Bower, D (University of Leeds) 'Management of Procurement" chapter 2, "Contractor selection: contract award and contract 
425 
law in the UK" - Thomas Telford op cit page 15 to 18 ibid 
4V Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors- 'Contracts In Use- A survey Of Building Contracts In Use During 2001' Prepared 
tiy Davis Langdon & Everest, Published In 2003 
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Statistics compiled for the Department of Trade and Industry show that the total 
value of new orders (excluding infrastructure) obtained by contractors in the UK in 
2001 was E24,489m. 
The survey has thus captured 13.6% of new construction orders. The authors 
believed that the sample provided a sound representation of contracts in use in the 
industry as a whole in 2001. - 
The Principal findings of the survey included: 
0 In 2001 95% of building projects used a standard form of contract. 
0 91 % of all contracts employed one of the JCT standard forms. This 
was the same percentage as recorded in the 1998 survey and the 
highest proportion recorded during the 18 years of these surveys. 
There had been a continuing sharp decline in the use of bills of 
quantities. 
0 No significant increase in design and build had been identified since 
the 1998 survey. 
0 There had been an increase in both numbers and value of contracts 
relying on specification and drawings. 
0 Management contracts had recorded their lowest incidences of 
usage since the surveys began. 
0 Construction management had shown an increase in use for the 
fourth survey running by value, but not by number. 
The survey revealed a poor take up of the NEC contract for building 
construction work. 
Partnering agreements accounted for 0.6% of contracts by number 
and 1.7% by value. 
9 Partnering arrangements in conjunction with a standard contract 
accounted for a further 1.0% of contracts by number and 2.75% by 
value. Binding and non-binding partnering clauses were used in 
equal number. 
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Specifically, the survey in 2001 indicated that by number 84.2% of contracts let are 
still procured on the traditional basis (43.3% by value), with design and build 
accounting for 13.9% by number (42.7% by value), management contracting 0.6% 
by number (2.3% by value), construction management 0.4% by number (9.6% by 
value) and prime cost/reimbursement 0.2% by number (0.3% by value). The 
survey also included a review of the current trends which suggested that the value 
of contracts procured traditionally was still decreasing, whilst the design and build 
option had risen sharply in popularity, from 8% to 42.7% of the market in just 16 
years. A slight drop in the use of prime cost / reimbursement and management 
contracting and construction management was recorded. 
An extract from the RICS survey428 is reproduced in Table 3.2 below. 
Table 3.2 - RICS Contracts in Use - 2001 Survey Extract 
Trends in methods of procurement - by number of contracts 
1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1998 2001 
42.8 35.6 39.7 29.0 34.5 39.2 30.8 19.6 
L-Um sum - spec and drawings 47.1 55.4 49.7 59.2 45.6 43.7 43.9 62.9 
Luýýp sum - design and build 3.6 3.6 5.2 9.1 16.0 11.8 20.7 13.9 
Re-measurement -approx. BQ 2.7 1.9 2.9 1.5 2.3 2.1 1.9 1.7 
ji-rime cost plus fixed fee 2.1 2.3 0.9 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.2 
Management contract 
- 
1.7 1.2 1.4 0.8 0.9 1.2 1.5 0.6 
nstructlon management 6o- - - 0.2 0.2 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.4 
- - - 0.6 Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 loo-. 0- 100.0 100.0 
Trends in methods of procurement - by value of contract 
1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1998 2001 
Lump sum - firm BQ 59.3 52.1 52.3 48.3 41.6 43.7 28.4 20.3 
Lump sum - spec and drawings 10.2 17.7 10.2 7.0 8.3 12.2 10.0 20.2 
Lump sum - design and build 8.0 12.2 10.9 14.8 35.7 30.1 41.4 42.7 
Re-measurement -approx. BQ 5.4 3.4 3.6 2.5 4.1 2.4 1.7 2.8 
Prime cost plus fixed fee 2.7 5.2 1.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 
Management contract 14.4 9.4 15.0 7.9 6.2 6.9 10.4 2.3 
Construction management 6.9 19.4 3.9 4.2 7.7 9.6 
Partnering agreements - - - - 1.7 Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Note: Percentages adjusted to exclude 'other contracts' 
426 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 op cit 
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The recent procurement trend towards partnering was only recorded for the first 
time in this survey and it is noticeable that the whole concept of 'partnering' has 
further complicated this analysis as it is possible to have an umbrella partnering 
contract over-riding any one of these procurement alternatives and embracing 
almost any form of contract. The aforementioned RICS survey429 indicated that 
still only 0.6% of contracts by number (1.7% by value) utilised partnering 
agreements in 2001. The impact of such an arrangement is undeniably 
considerable and therefore the role of partnering and similarly, Private Finance 
Initiative, Prime Contracting and the like also complicates and influences this 
analysis and therefore these more innovative procurement options are also 
analysed under section 3.8. 
As mentioned in Chapter One the basis of this thesis is a combination of an 
analysis of the subject companies' profitability data and the procurement factors 
that would cause a variance in such results. The subject companies discussed in 
Chapter Four have not carried out a significant number of PFI contracts or prime 
contracting, but due to these procurement options considerable and growing share 
of the market these options are still discussed in the following analysis. 
To facilitate the study, an introduction precedes the appraisal of the individual 
procurement options and the main forms of contract associated therewith are then 
discussed. The findings are then summarised and the principal merits and 
demerits of each option are tabulated with a particular intention of highlighting the 
procurement variables that might influence a contractor's profitability. A summary 
then concludes this Chapter. 
3.3 TRADITIONAL PROCUREMENT 
3.3.1 Introduction 
The traditional system of construction procurement has been used for centuries. 
Distinctively the client appoints consultants for design and cost control then, 
usually after design has been 'completed', a main contractor is appointed. 430 
4n Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors- 'Contracts In use -A Survey of Building contracts In use dudng 2001' prepared by 
4W 
Davis Langdon & Everest, published In 2002 op cit 
Turner, A- Building Procurement - Macmillan, Chapter 5, page 48 - 1997 
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TEXT BOUND INTO 
THE SPINE 
The traditional or conventional procurement system is often referred to as being 
designer-led and, has the unique characteristic of the separation 431 of the 
responsibility for the design of the project from that of its construction . 
432 Most 
architects regard this approach as the normal way to build, and continue to 
support it. 433 
Generally the lead designer (Architect or Engineer), in addition to being 
responsible for design, acts as 'supervisory officer and effectively manages the 
project on behalf of the client. The contractor simply agrees to erect the structure 
as designed in a 'good and workmanlike manner, providing good and proper 
materials and to complete the work by the date for completion stated in the 
contraCt. 434 The organisational/contractual structure adopted under the traditional 
method of procurement is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1 A Typical Traditional Procurement Organisational/Contractual 
Structure 
CLIENT 
. 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
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D EE SS 11 GG NN EE RR ------------------------- ýoj 
MAIN CONTRACTOR 
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AN CONSULTANT DOMESTIC NOMINATED 
vI UR EYOR ----- ENGINEERS 
[SUBCONTRACTORS 
SUBCONTRACTORS 
CO U TITY 
Contractual Links 
Communication Routes 
431 Valiance, K and Kintyre, A (Glasgow Caledonian University) "Building Procurement Systems Selection and Flexibiliv- 
4V 
Procurement Systems CIB W92 Durban, SA 1996 
44 
Masterman, ME - An Introduction to Building Procurement Systems. E &FN Spon, London - 1992 
4M 
Pain, J- Design and Build compared with Traditional Contracts. Architects'Joumal, 20 November. Page 34-35 - 1993 Powell-Smith, V and Chappell, D- Building Contracts Compared & Tabulated (2nd Edition) Legal Studies & Service 
(Publishina) Ltd - Chaoter 1, page 13 - 1990 
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Despite the continued popularity of the traditional method of procurement 
mentioned in section 3.2 the system has long been criticised for its separation of 
the design and construction processes 435,436,437,438 for the consequential split 
liabilit y439 and for the excessive overall contract duration caused by not fast 
tracking the project by overlapping design and construction. 440,441,442 Indeed, the 
traditional method may be characterised as a sequential approach; conception, 
development and implementation' phases are each completed and approved 
before proceeding to the next. 443 
A graphic description of the complexity of the design process, and its potential for 
lack of co-ordination, was submitted to Sir Michael Latham's Review by Mr James 
Nisbet. 444 He said: "Architects are expected to produce working drawings and the 
builder is expected to carry out works in accordance with such drawings. The 
structural engineer relies upon the manufacturers to design the connections for a 
steel frame. The services engineer expects a subcontractor, appointed after the 
builder, to prepare all installation (i. e. working) drawings. Design co-ordination 
before construction starts is therefore impossible and ad hoc alterations on site are 
inevitable. Further, the tender and contract procedures adopted by architects and 
service engineers are at variance one with the other and this leads to difficulties 
and animosity in the management of cost and the administration of the contract 
conditions. Architects' designs are usually the subject of Bills of Quantities but 
services engineers resolutely require tenders to be based on drawings and 
specifications. The common range of conditions of contract place responsibility for 
the cost of a project solely upon one person, usually an architect or engineer. The 
procedures adopted by the services engineer effectively prevent the architect or 
engineer from exercising control over the cost of the services element of a project. 
Urgent attention should therefore be given to the elimination of this muddle. " 
4M Emmerson, H- A Study of Problems Before the Construction Industries - London: HMSO - 1962 4M Banwell, The Report- The placing and Management of Contracts for Building and Civil Engineering Works - HMSO 1964 437 Higgins, G& Jessop, N- Communication In the Construction Industry - Tavistock Publications - 1965 4M Latham, Sir M- op cit 
439 Frank, J- Assessing the Alternative Systems for Managing the Building Process - Building Trades Journal, p40 12 May 1983 
4Q NEDO Fast Building for Industry- HMSO 1983 
"I Lane, J- Case Study In Factory Building: A Clients View of the Industry- Building Technology & Management, p18 -24 - 
442 
September 1979 
"3 
Garlick, R- More Haste, Less Waste - Extract from Chief Executive - pages 73-75 - November 1981 
444 
Kwakye, A. A. "Fast tracking Construction" Occasional Paper No: 46, UK, C. I. O. B 
Nisbet J- Evidence - March 1994 for Sir Michael Latham's Report. Re-printed Verbatim In 'Constructing The Team' HMSO 
page 24. Reference was also made to 'Fair and Reasonable- Building Contracts from 1550' Stoke Publications 1993. 
Conditions of Contract In the middle ages were clearly onerous. A contract In York In 1335 required the carpenter to 
complete work within three months on pain of ex-communication. A mason failing to complete a contract for the Duke of York In 1434 was threatened with prison and confiscation of property and goodsl (Nisbet, op cit, page 12) 
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This common form of procurement"' often called general contracting is criticised 
for denying proper links between the specialist trade contractors and the design 
team, all communication and liability flowing through the main contractor who has 
no design liability. This can produce vague and uncertain patterns of responsibility 
and liability and, consequently, much dispute. 446 
Notwithstanding this, the traditional system is undeniably well known, the financial 
commitment is relatively firm, quality is assured through independent site 
supervision, and the tender process is generally highly competitive. 447 
Under this heading of 'traditional contracts' one can identify two specific types of 
procurement: 
- Lump Sum Contracts 
- Re-measurement Contracts 
The former method as its title suggests, is the process whereby the final account is 
calculated on the basis of the contract sum/tender subject to adjustment for any 
variations, expenditure of P. C. and Provisional Sums etc. The latter option is 
distinctly different in that the entire project is re-measured and the final account 
calculated on the basis of actual quantities and the rates in the Bills of Quantities. 
Chris Hill 448 has claimed that experienced contractors can manage the risk in 
pricing lump-sum traditional contracts by a sort of arbitration. They build up the 
lump-sum price from market knowledge and then manage their cash flow by not 
paying subcontractors and suppliers before receiving payment from the employer. 
Contractors therefore require minimal working capital. But profit margins are low. 
A return of 2% on turnover before tax is commonly regarded as nirvana for this 
type of work. 449 
"S Bound, C and Morrison, N- Contracts In Use, Chartered Quantity Surveyor January, 9,1991 "a Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J- op cit 
Turner, A op cit, Chapter 6, pages 98 & 99 
Hill, C (Managing Partner of Solicitor Norton Rose's Construction and Engineering Group)- "Lump Sum: the essentials" Building 11 June 1999 
! bid 
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Professor Cappe r450 believed that it is an error to believe that disputes are 
necessarily likely to arise in construction, but paradoxically, disputes are perhaps 
more likely to arise through the use of traditional UK standard forms. As 
Thompson &Perry451 found "existing models do not greatly help the achievement 
of objectives i. e. they do not make a significant contribution to reducing the effects 
of risk. " 
On large, complex jobs where the risk to the contractor can be significantly 
increased, this level of return is unacceptable to investors, so lump sum 
contracting tends to be confined to simple, low-value projects. 452 
The following sub-sections attempt to analyse the key feature of the principal 
forms of contract classified as 'traditional forms' firstly outlining the lump sum 
forms of contract and then the re-measurement versions. 
3.3.2 Lump Sum Contracts 
3.3.3 The JCT Standard Form of Building Contract OCT SF 98) 
This 1998 Edition of the Standard Form of Building Contract was based on the 
printing of the 1980 edition incorporating Amendments 1 to 13 and 15, with the 
further incorporation of Amendments 14,16,17 and 18 and various corrections. 
The JCT Standard Form of Building ContraCt453 is currently available in six 
editions, four of which are classed as'lump sum'contracts, they being: - 
i) Local Authorities with Quantities 
ii) Local Authorities without Quantities 
iii) Private with Quantities 
iv) Private without Quantities 
The remaining two editions are covered under 3.3.13 Re-Measurement Contracts. 
450 Capper, Professor P op cit 451 Thompson & Perry. op cit, page 36 462 Hill, C- op cit 453 Joint Contracts Tribunal - Practice Note 20 - Deciding on the Appropriate Form of JCT Main Contract RIBA Publications, 
page 5- Revised July 1984 
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The difference between the local authorities editions and the private editions is 
minimal and caters only for the variances between local authority and private 
practice. 
The whole suite of JCT Contracts was revamped as 05 documents and launched, 
as the name suggests, in 2005 . 
454 However, this research focuses on the earlier 
revisions of which there is considerable industry knowledge and experience from 
which to obtain opinion and statistical data. 
There is a belief that cost over-runs are more frequent on public or local authority 
projects. It is felt that often the client is inexperienced, failing to draw on the 
collective experience of other government departments and so making the same 
mistakes. Political interference, changing specifications and the desire for a 
prestigious, high quality building can also be blamed. It was anticipated that the 
establishment of the Office of Government Commerce would help to remedy this, 
by providing a centre of excellence. 455 
The difference between the versions with and without quantities is basically the 
presence of Bills of Quantities or a specification as a contract document. 456 The 
JCT's Practice Note 20457 recommends that Bills of Quantities are generally 
necessary when the contract value is estimated at over F-1 00,000 (11984 prices) or 
if the works are complex. 
The question of the inclusion of Bills of Quantities is quite pertinent to this 
research, as the author shall seek to verify the impact, if any, of the presence of 
Bills of Quantities on profitability. 
Indeed, it is generally believed that in some cases a tendering contractor may load 
a particular rate based on its own calculations of the quantities required . 
458 They 
may also consider deliberately front loading some rates to accelerate cash floW. 459 
4% Gralthwaite, H (Partner at Taylor Wessing lawyers) In "Check It Out7 - Building p58 - 24 June 2005 4W Builder and Engineer- Feature on cost overruns on Public Buildings - p22/24 - August 2001 456 Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D- Building Contracts Compared and Tabulated (2"d Edition) Legal Studies & Services 
457 
(Publishing) Ltd- Chapter 2, page 44 
Joint Contracts Tribunal- Practice Note 20- Deciding on the appropriate Form of JCT main Contract) - RIBA Publications, 
40 page 
5- Revised July 1984 
459 
Bower, D- op cit page 23 
ibid 
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In all its forms the JCT Standard Form of Building Contract is long and 
comprehensive and is primarily designed for use in larger and more complex 
projects. Powell Smith and Chappe11460 noted its key characteristics include: - 
The mandatory appointment of an architect and a quantity surveyor. The 
architect has wide but strictly defined power to, 'issue' instructions, certify 
payments, ensure quality of work, contractors performance etc. The 
quantity surveyor is responsible for valuation of work, variations etc 
Provision for the nomination of subcontractors -and supplies involving 
complex administrative contractual procedures by the architect to link the 
nominated company to the contractor and employer 
Elaborate provisions for dealing with delay and disruption to the work 
Lengthy and complex insurance provisions 
0 Detailed determination clauses 
The introduction of the original JCT Standard Form of Building Contract led to 
much hostility, particularly from architects '461 but nearly twenty-five years and 
countless amendments later, Ph ippS462 Still claims that many of the confusing 
clauses remain and Powell-Smith 463 has referred to the 'notoriously obscure' 
wording of the form. 
Sir Christopher WateS464 went further, claiming that the JCT Contract is designed 
to apportion blame and create a conspiracy of deceit and silence throughout 
projects engenders a blame culture. Indeed, it is often said that the JCT form 
have led to much litigation and arbitration, at incalculable cost. 
In Construction Contract: Principles and Policy in Tort and Contract (1986), Ian 
Duncan Wallace QC465 said of JCT'80: "In 1980 the RIBA/JCT ... published a 
contract which was intended to be entirely new... whether intended or not, the 
draughtsmanship adopted was a very effective means of camouflaging or 
concealing its true meaning from any but the most expert and tireless reader. 
4W Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D- Chapter 1. page 19 op cit 451 Legal Studies & Services Ltd- JCT80- Administration & Interpretation of the Contract- Conference Paper, 16 February 1990 4M Phipps, M- Contracts - Standard Contracts Clauses, Changing with the Times - Extract from Building, page 40 28 
4a3 
September 1990 
4% 
POwell-Smith, V- Overcoming the Obscure Wording of JCT Contracts - Extract from Contract Journal, p8 25 October 1990 
4M 
Wates, Sir C (Chief Executive of Wales - The Father of Reinvention - Interview Building pages 34 & 35 - 17 January 1997 Wallace, D OC - Construction Contract: Principles & Policy In Tort and Contract 1986 
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"it would appear that there has been considerable (and very understandable) 
reluctance to use the contract, principally perhaps on grounds of 
incomprehensibility and administrative novelty and difficulty, but perhaps also 
because some public and private owners at least may at last have begun to realise 
how damaging the contract can be to their reasonable interest. " 
The 1998 update of the form received a mixed reception. Andrew Pike 466 
acknowledged the clarifications of the numerous ambiguities in line with current 
case law and legislation but Lipton noted that it did not fundamentally change the 
contract or its intent. 467 
To summarise the JCT Standard Form of Building Contract it must be praised for 
its extremely comprehensive coverage, but criticised for its length and complexity 
of its provisions and notably the provisions for nomination. However the form is 
well known and regularly updated and testimony to its suitability derives from the 
fact that the JCT Standard Form of Building Contract is still probably one of the 
most widely used standard form contracts in the construction industry. 4613 
The RICS Contracts in Use Survey 200 1469 noted that for the first time since their 
surveys began, the JCT Standard Form of Building Contract, in its form of With 
Quantities, Without Quantities or With Approximate Quantities, had no longer been 
the dominant form of contract. Between them, in the 2001 Survey, these forms 
(including the 1980 editions where these continued to be used) accounted for 
13.5% of the projects captured, compared to 26% in the 1998 survey. By value, 
the Standard Forms accounted for 24% of the total value of projects captured, 
compared to 30% in 1998. 
By number, in the 2001 survey, the most dominant contract was the agreement for 
minor building works, reflecting the much higher number of smaller value projects 
recorded in the latest survey. By value, the With Contractors Design form 
accounted for just fewer than 40% of the total value of projects recorded. 
4W 
4W 
Pike, A (Partner in Simmons and Simmons) - Practical Building Forms and Agreements - Spons, 1993 
4W 
Lipton, S- Guide to JCT 98 - RIBA 
4W 
Powell- Smith, V& Chappell, D op cit 
_Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survev 2001 oD cit 
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Where the Standard Form of Building Contract has been used, the use of the With 
Quantities or With Approximate Quantities variant (as opposed to Without 
Quantities or With Approximate Quantities - 3.3.14) has declined only slightly, 
from 67% to 63%. The Joint Contracts Tribunal, while recognising that price alone 
does not determine the use or otherwise of bills of quantities, suggest that a 
contract value above E200,000 (2001 prices) makes the relative certainty of 
quantities desirable for tenderers. For projects over C250,000 the use of the With 
Quantities variant has remained steady at 71% in both the 1998 & 2001 surveys. 
27% of the uses of the Standard Form of Building Contract were in respect of 
contracts below C250,000 in value, although the Joint Contracts Tribunal would 
normally recommend'a simpler form, the Intermediate Form or the Minor Works 
Agreement, for contracts below E375,000. A similar percentage usage was 
identified in the 1998 survey. 
3.3.4 The JCT Standard Form of Building Contract (63/77 Revision) 
Despite the JCT withdrawing its sanction of the 1963 Edition of the Standard Form 
(JCT '63) and ceasing to print new copies, a few contracts are still being let under 
this forM470 as is evident from the data collection analysed in Chapter 5. 
Powell-Smith and Chappe11471 pointed out that there are many legal and practical 
reasons why JCT'63 should not be used, including the gravely defective extension 
of time clause which makes no provision for the employers default in not allowing 
access to the site; the fluctuations clause is not frozen at the date due for 
completion; and, due to the JCT withdrawing its sanction to the document, as a 
matter of law any ambiguities will be interpreted against the person proposing the 
form. 
Although the 1980 and 1998 version of the JCT Standard Form of Building 
Contract were criticised for their complex structure and nomination provisions, its 
usage must be seen as an improvement on the JCT'63 edition. 
4M 
471 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey 2001 op cit, page 18 Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D op cit 
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3.3.5 The JCT Intermediate Form of Contract (IFC 98 
The Intermediate Form of Contract is for building works of simple content involving 
the normally recognised basic trades and skills of the industry. The form is not 
suitable where the building service installation or special work is of a complex 
nature and Intermediate Form should only be used where the works have been 
adequately specified, or specified and billed, as appropriate, prior to the invitation 
of tenders. 472 
Furthermore, the JCT's Practice Note 20473 recommends that the Form should not 
be used where the contract period exceeds 12 months or where the contract sum 
exceeds E250,000 (1984 prices), although these are not deciding factors. The 
Guide to IFC98 and the Joint Contracts Tribunal lifted this recommendation to 
E375,000 in 2001.474 
This 1998 Edition was based on the printing of the 1994 Edition incorporating 
Amendments 1 to 7 and 9, with the further incorporation of Amendments 8,10,11 
and 12 and various corrections. 
Powell-Smith & Chappe11475 recognised that the Intermediate Form is a hybrid form 
more akin to JCT Standard Form of Building Contract in wording and details than 
the Minor Works Form, although its structure follows the Minor Works Form 
pattern. 
This form has also been revised many times and contains provision for 'naming' 
subcontracts under clause 3, which effectively creates a collateral contract 
between the employer and subcontractor. Other idiosyncrasies include provision 
for the architect to issue instructions regarding failure of work and the inspection of 
similar work; there is no restriction on arbitration during the progress of the works; 
the Intermediate Form was the first form to introduce deferment of possession of 
the site. 476 
472 Joint Contract Tribunal - Intermediate Form of Building Contract for Works of Simple Content - RIBA Publications - 1984 
Edition 
473 ! bid 
474 Lipton, S- Guide to IFC98 - RIBA 475 Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D- Building Contracts Compared & Tabulated (2nd Edition) - Legal Studies & Services Ltd, 
476 chapter 
3, Page 115 - 1990 
. 
Eowell-Smith, V& Chappell, D op cAt, page 116 
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S. 477 It is also the only JCT form not to recognise oral instruction , it contains lengthy 
and elaborate insurance provisions; improved determination provisions; and 
shorter, but still complex provisions for dealing with delay and disruption. 478 
Powell-Smith & Chappe11479 recognised that the Intermediate Form was quite 
flexible, being suitable for both local authority and private use and with or without 
quantities as the contract document. However, because it is shorter than the JCT 
Standard Form of Building Contract, although still very complex, there was a real 
danger that the Intermediate Form would be used in situations it was not designed 
for as happened with the Minor Work Form. 
interestingly, the RICS 200 1480 survey indicated that the use of the Intermediate 
Form of Building Contract has declined slightly in its With Quantities form and 
increased slightly in its Without Quantities form. The JCT normally recommend 
the use of IFC for projects up to E375,000 value but 42% of the cases identified 
With Quantities were in respect of projects over E500,000, though only 16% in the 
case of Without Quantities. However 24% of the uses of the Without Quantities 
form were for projects below E100,000 in value, where the JCT would normally 
recommend the use of the Agreement for Minor Building Works. 
The predominant use (67% of instances) of the With Quantities form fell within the 
E250,000 - Elm value range, with an average value of E665,000,77% higher than 
the 'normally' recommended maximum of E375,000. 
3.3.6 The JCT Agreement for Minor Building Works (MW 98) 
In the words on the heading of the Minor Building Works Contract"" itself: - 'The 
Form of Agreement and Conditions is designed for use where minor building 
works are to be carried out for an agreed lump sum where an 
Arch itect/Su pe rvis ing officer has been appointed on behalf of the Employer. 
477 Phipps, M -Contracts -Beware the Dubious Value of Oral Instructions -Extract from 'Building' 22/6190, page 38 473 Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D op cit, page 20 479 ! bid, page 20 
4W Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey op cit 2001 
Joint Contracts Tribunal, Agreement for Minor Building Works, 1980 Edition- RIBA Publication 
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This Form is not for use on works for which Bills of Quantities have been prepared, 
or where the Employer wishes to nominate subcontractors or suppliers, or where 
duration is such that full labour and materials fluctuations provisions are required; 
nor for works of a complex nature or which involve complex services or require 
more than a short period of time for their execution. ' 
This 1998 Edition was based on the printing of the 1980 Edition incorporating 
Amendments MW1 to MW8, with the further incorporation of Amendments MW9, 
MW10 and MWI I and various corrections. 
It is acceptable for use on very small projects and according to the Practice Note 
20,482 should not be used on contracts over the value of E70,000 (1992 prices), 
although this was later revised to E100,000 (2001 prices). 4113 The form is 
specifically endorsed as 'not for use in Scotland' but it is suitable for local 
authorities as well as for private work. 
Turner, " points out that the Minor Works Form sets out clauses which are 
essentially a condensation of the relevant points of the JCT Standard Form of 
Building Contract, although they differ in drafting. The condensation inevitably 
produces less firmness of wording and only in the case of injury, insurances, 
fluctuations, value added tax and tax deductions are the clauses relatively full. 
One noticeable omission is, as Powell-Smith & Chappe11485 expressed, that the 
Minor Works Form contains no provision for the contractor to be reimbursed any 
direct loss and/or expense, which he may suffer as a result of, acts or defaults by 
the Employer/Architect. The result is that the contractor must pursue any claim by 
way of arbitration or an action at common law. 
Its simplicity can make the Minor Works Form a dangerous document to use on 
larger projects where its lack of provisions dealing with matters that may go wrong 
may leave the parties in an exposed position. 486 
4W Joint Contracts Tribunal - Practice Note 20 - Deciding on the Appropriate Form of JCT Main Contract (Revised July 1984) - 
403 
RIBA Publications, page 4 
484 
Lipton, S- Guide to MW98- RIBA 
406 
Turner, D- building Contracts- A Practical Guide (0 Edition) Longman, Scientific Technical, Chapter 35, page 320 Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D- Building Contracts Compared & Tabulated (2nd Edition) - Legal Studies & Services Ltd, 
4W chapter 4, page 174 Itild, page 20 
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The RICS Contracts in Use Survey 200 1487 indicates that the incidence of use of 
the Agreement for Minor Building Works has doubled from 20% of all contracts in 
1998 to 40% in 2001. However the figure in 1998 was the lowest ever recorded in 
these surveys and both figures are considered to be indicative of the sample of 
projects received rather than any change in the use of the Agreement. 
The JCT advise that the Agreement is suitable for contracts up to the value of 
E100,000 (2001 prices) and 82% of occurrences recorded were on contracts 
below this value. Thus 18% of incidences were in respect of contracts in excess of 
the recommended value: this compares with a figure of 23% in 1998. In 1998 14 
incidences were recorded of the use of the Agreement on contracts over E500,000 
in value: in the latest survey only five incidences were recorded of this seemingly 
inappropriate use. 
3.3.7 JCT Building Contract for a Home Owner/Occupier (HO/C) 
Jeff Howe11488 of the Sunday Telegraph described the Building Contract for Home 
Owners/Occu piers as "a small light at the end of the tunnel ...... as a little beauty 
with only four pages, most of which are tick boxes including vital questions of 
whether the builder is allowed to use the toilet and/or telephone. " 
The JCT Building Contract for Home Owners/Occu piers is simple and easy to 
understand and has won a Crystal Mark from the Plain English Campaign. 
The JCT also publish an Agreement for Housing Grant Works (2002 Edition) 
HG(A); a Contract for Home Repairs and Maintenance (2002 Edition) HO/RM; and 
a Jobbing Agreement (1990 Edition) (JA 90). 
3.3.8 The Engineering and Construction Contract (2nd ) Edition 
In July 1994, Sir Michael Latham published his Report 'Constructing The Team'. 
This fully endorsed and supported the use of the New Engineering Contract 
(NEC), 489describing it as 'extremely attractive' . 
490 
4W 
4% 
Royal Instituton of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 op cit 
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Howell, Jeff- Sunday Telegraph Review abstract by C. I. P. page 6 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team - HMSO op cit - 1994 
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In Sir Michael's report he listed 13 assumptions of best practice that the most 
effective Forms of Contract in modern conditions should include. Sir Michael 
acknowledged that the NEC contained virtually all of these and others and that 
with minor amendments it could be brought fully within the proposed principle. 
The NEC was accordingly revised to incorporate Sir Michael's comments and the 
second edition was issued in July 1995. This second edition was the first Form of 
Contract to fully comply with the recommendations in the Latham Report. 
The first NEC was produced and published by the Institution of Civil Engineers in 
1993 after a recommendation from its Legal Affairs committee "to lead a 
fundamental review of alternative contract strategies for civil engineering design 
and construction with the objective of identifying the needs for good practice". In 
his report, Sir Michael recommended that the name be changed to reflect its 
suitability for building contracts . 
491 The contract has accordingly been renamed as 
the Engineering and Construction Contract, although the NEC name has been 
retained for the family of documents, but it is evident that the common use of the 
acronym NEC will continue. 492 
The philosophy and indeed the basic principle of the NEC is that it is a non- 
adversarial Form of Contract. In the NEC Guide, it states "the NEC is intended to 
provide an up-to-date method for employers, designers, contractors and project 
managers to work collaboratively". The first core clause states: "The Employer, 
the Contractor, the Project Manager and the Supervisor shall act as stated in the 
contract and in a spirit of mutual trust and co-operation. t, 493 
The revised document was drafted by a team headed by Dr Martin Barnes; 494 it is 
made up of the core clauses, a main option clause and if required, secondary 
option clauses. The nine core clauses are mandatory and cover fundamental 
elements such as time, payment, testing and defects, compensation events, 
disputes, title and insurance. 
490 
401 
AJlen, JD - is it the answer to Latham's prayers? - Construction News, page 12 & 13 - 23 February 1995 
492 
Saunders - Williams, J- The Contract With Eyes on Latham- Construction Manager, page 25 - February 1996 
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DArcy, i- Updated NEC Includes Trust Fund Option - Contract Journal, page 8-6 July 1995 
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The employer must then select from a series of procurement options, which are: - 
a) Priced contract with activity schedule 
b) Price contract with bill of quantities 
C) Target contract with activity schedule 
d) Target contract with bill of quantities 
e) Cost reimbursable contract 
f) Management contract 
This form of Contract has been reviewed herein under the "Established" heading of 
Traditional Procurement, however, it is acknowledged that the NEC/ECC Contract 
could equally have been categorised as a cost-plus, management or under the 
more innovative heading of Partnering as options for all these alternative methods 
of procurement are available in this suite of contracts. 
This flexibility means that this contract could have been analysed under almost 
any procurement title within this thesis, but such repetition would not appear 
helpful; hence the sole inclusion here. 
The flexibility and choice for the employer are further increased by the availability 
of secondary options that may be added to suit specific circumstances. These 
may be used if required, but unlike the core clauses and main option, they are not 
necessary. The employer is free to select those that suit his particular project. 495 
As part of the interlocking family of documents, the NEC also includes the 
engineering and construction subcontract 
The first Edition of the Engineering and Construction Short Contract and its 
associated Guidance Notes and Flow Charts has also now joined the NEC family 
of contracts. The ECSC is intended for use on less complex projects rather than 
projects up to a particular value or duration. It is a contract for use internationally 
as well as in the UK. For simplicity there are no secondary options and the choice 
of method of payment is either based on a Bill of Quantities or a sum per item. 
The contract is written in simple English and includes 'fill in boxes' for simplicity. 
Saunders - Williams, i- op cit -pages 25 & 26 
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The things, which set aside the NEC/ECC from other contracts, include a tough 
sanction on contractors who fail to submit an acceptable programme; the parties 
agree that half the payment for work done to date is withheld from the contractor 
until he completes an acceptable programme. 496 
In an attempt to avoid delays, the contractor is also obliged to give an early 
warning notice if he has insufficient information within two weeks of noticing it or 
within two weeks of the time-an experienced contractor would have. 497 Despite 
this warning, if a delay does occur which will affect the completion date through no 
fault of the contractor, then a compensation notice must be issued seeking more 
time and perhaps money. 498 Whenever a compensation event arises, the 
contractor and project manager (whose duty is to manage the project on behalf of 
the client) have an obligation to advise each other. The contractor then has a 
limited period to provide a quotation for the event, which includes cost and time 
effects. 499 
Following the Latham Report '500 a trust fund has also been introduced as an 
optional clause. A trust has been defined by Tony Bingham as a device whereby 
ownership of money, land or anything is passed into the hands of a trustee who 
holds it not for himself but for the benefit of others (beneficiaries). 501 The trust 
fund option is, however, somewhat complex as it involves an interaction with 
insolvency law and other payment provisions in the contraCt. 502 The tie between 
the law of trusts and the law of contracts is acknowledged as being quite 
revolutionary. 503 However, Guy Cottam believes it will be unlikely that any client 
will choose to use this option unless compelled to do so by legislation. 504 
Peter HigginS505 (Symonds Travers Morgan), Brian Eggleston506 (Arbitrator), David 
Williams '507 Ken Lumb 
508 (MTL -a division of Yorkshire Water) and the Highways 
AgenCy509 have all praised the NEC Contract. 
4" Bingham, T (Barrister and Arbitrator) - page 32 - Building 28 October 1994 497 ibid 
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Andrew Baird 510 (ESKOM) has proclaimed that 'the NEC contract is-achieving the 
objective of introducing modern project management into contractual 
arrangements' and the NEC Partnering Option X12, which was published in June 
2001, has also been well received. 
The accompanying guidance notes say, the partnering option does not, by itself, 
create a multiparty contract but is incorporated into all the NEC contracts used on 
a project (or a number of projects) to create a common framework for the parties 
involved. Much of this is focused on the creation of a core group, which oversees 
the partnering arrangements. Whilst welcomed some NEC users might prefer to 
carry on with the NEC work with a partnering charter rather than utilise Option X12 
instead. 511 
Not everybody though was so welcoming of the NEC contract. For instance, the 
Ministry of Defence initially ardently refused to replace the well tried and tested 
GCMORKS/I 512 form and David CormeS513 has suggested that the simplicity of 
the NEC language and drafting could cause problems if disputes arise. 
The adjudication provisions have also been criticised for remaining so vague on 
the burden of proof required and how the decision should be arrived at. 514 Guy 
Cottarn also believes the adjudicator's power is too wide believing for instance that 
an adjudicator should not be empowered to accept workmanship condemned by 
the project manager. 515 
Criticisms of the Second Edition NEC, or as more correctly called, the New 
Engineering and Construction Contract, include Guy Cottam's observation that 
there is still no provision for reducing the delay damages when a part is taken 
over. This, he believes, could jeopardise the employers right to liquidated and 
ascertained damages for the remainder of the works. 516 
W? Williams, D (Projects Directors, BAA pIc - NEC Marketing Document - Thomas Telford Services Ltd 5011 Lumb, K (MD of MTL, a part of Yorkshire Water) - Legal Arguments - NEC - Building page 34 - 23 April 1993 5% Court M- Agency to Test NEC Contract on London Road Job - Construction News, page 5- 21 August 1995 510 Baird: A (Corporate consultant ESKOM, South Africa) - NEC Marketing Document -Thomas Telford Services Ltd III Lewis, S (Partner Dickenson Dees) -"Peace, Love and Understanding" - Building 27 July 2001 51, Allen, JD- Government Contracts: Too Tough and Not Really Fair? - Construction News, pp 12 & 13 -I February 1996 613 Comes, D (Solicitor and Partner, Winward Fearon & Co) - Conference on the New Engineering Contract - organised by the 
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The Achilles heel of the contract, Cottam claims, is its flexibility. Coftam believes 
that by trying to cover such a wide diversity of the requirements of a construction 
project, it actually becomes specific to none. 517 
Powell-Smith 518 goes even further in his criticism stating that he believes the New 
Engineering Contract to be ill adapted to conventional building. Furthermore, he 
believes it is full of traps for the unwary and cannot understand the media's 
enthusiasm for it. 
The third edition of the ICE's Engineering and Construction Contract (EC3) was 
released in July 2005 with the aspiration to correct some of these criticisms. 519 520 
This new family of documents has not been fully considered in this research, as 
there is insufficient contract experience from which to evaluate any statistical 
trends associated with this latest amendment. 
In summary, it should be noted that the RICS Contracts in Use Survey 200 1521 
observed that the Engineering and Construction Contract (NEC) family of 
contracts was first published in 1993 with the current second edition available from 
November 1995. The RICS emphasised that the NEC was strongly recommended 
by Sir Michael Latham in his report "Constructing the TeaM. "522 However, no 
significant take-up of the form has been identified in the 2001 survey for building 
works. A total of ten uses were reported, similar to the eight recorded instances in 
the 1998 Survey. 
Six of the ten projects used Option A: Priced contract with activity schedule with 
one recorded use of Option F: Management contract. No instances of the use of 
Options B, C, D or E were recorded although, for the remaining three projects, the 
option used was not identified. In total NEC/ECC contracts accounted for just 
0.3% of the total number of projects sampled and 0.7% of the total value of work 
sampled. The forms were used in the value ranges of El 00,000 to El Orn. 
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3.3.9 The Government Conditions of Contract (GCMORKS/11 
This, the most popular public works contraCt, 523 is officially titled the General 
Conditions-of Government Contracts for Building and Civil Engineering Works 
(form GCMorks/1). The form originates from an interdepartmental committee 
consisting of all the ministries concerned with construction that used to be 
orchestrated by the Property Services 'Agency of the Department of the 
Environment in consultation with the major employees federations regarding 
amendments. 524 
GCMorks/I Edition 2 was first published in September 1977 and was still used, 
long after the publication of Edition 3 that came into effect on I st April 1990.525 The 
GCMorks/1 contract was initially intended for use on projects over E50,000 (1974 
values) and is generally let with quantities, 526 however, some confusion initially 
existed as to whether or not the form should be used for private projects. 527 
GCMorks/1 was published in 1998 and effectively replaced Edition 3 as a 
response to the Latham Report528 and the Housing Grants Construction and 
Regeneration Act 1996. The 1998 version of CGMorks was published in four key 
parts: GCMorks/1,2,3 and 4. 
The first part is for major building and civil engineering works. It comprises 
GCMorks/1 1998 with Quantities, similar to the JCT, 80/98 Standard Form of 
Building Contract with Quantities and ICE 6th/7th Edition, but the risk balance is not 
the same. There is also GC/Works/1 1998 Without Quantities for lump-sum 
tenders based on specification and drawings only without bill of quantity, but 
supported by a schedule of rates prepared by the contractor to value variations. 
That is said to be akin to JCT 80/98 Without Quantities. 
54 
524 
Phipps, M- Welcome to the New GC/Works/1- edition 2- Extract from Building Magazine, page 3122 March 1991 
5a 
Turner, DF- Building Contracts: A Practical Guide- (4the Edition) Longman Scientific & Technical, Chapter 27. p332 - 1994 Powell-Smith, V, Chappell, D- Building Contracts Compared & Tabulated (2d Ed) - Legal Studies & Services (Publishing) 
5a 
Ltd, Chapter 9, page 440 
5V lbld 
54 Turner, D F, op cit, page 332 Latham, Sir M- Constructinq the Team- op cit 
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There is also GCMorks/1 Single Stage Design & Build 1998 which involves the 
employer providing "employers' requirements". The contractor responds with 
U contractors' proposals", developed by the contractor as a design responsibility. 
The document is said to be in the same breed as the JCT 81/98 With Contractors 
Design and ICE Design & Construct forms of contraCt. 529 
The second part of this GC/Works stable, GC/Works/2 1998, is intended for minor 
building and civil engineering works between E25,000 and C200,000 and for 
demolition works of any value. It replaces the old GC/Works/2 and C1010, 
requiring the contractor to be invited to give a lump sum bid from the employers' 
"specification & drawings" information. There is also an option to require the 
contractor to submit a schedule of rates in order to value variations ordered. 
Some say this is akin to the JCT IFC84/98 Intermediate Form and ICE Minor 
Works. 530 
Part Three, GC/Works/3 1998, is for mechanical and electrical engineering works 
of any value. The tender is lump sum by way of "specification and drawings" but 
there is an option to issue a bill of quantities to the contractor. It replaces C1020 
and C1030 and competes (possibly) with the Institution of Electrical Engineers' 
MF1 form . 
531 GC/Works/4 is for building, civil engineering and mechanical and 
electrical works up to E75,000. It replaces C1001. Bids will be invited on the basis 
of spec and drawings only to give a lump sum contract. It is essentially the same 
as JCT Minor Works, ICE Minor Works and MF1.532 
The early GCMorks/1 contracts combined the purposes of the JCT Form and the 
ICE Form, although the draft was more similar to the former, but perhaps with 
somewhat greater legal precision. 533,534 Many of the conditions were widely 
criticised for being balanced in favour of the employer, 535 with some contractors 
alleging that it is unfair. 536 
Bingham, T- (Barrister & Arbitrator at 3 Paper Buildings) -"Contract Cleaners* - op cit 
! bid 
ibid 
ld 
Turner, Dennis F. op cit, page 333 
POwell-Smith, V& Chappell, D op cit, page 439 
5M Phipps, M op cit, page 31 
. 
ýOwell-Smlth, V& Chappell, D op cit, page 439 P 
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Edition 3 showed little resemblance to its predecessor 
537 
and appeared to be 
538 better balanced. The revised form contained, in the main, clear and 
unambiguous terms covering all the required aspects intended for its use 539 with 
some major innovations. 540 
GCMorks/1 has been used extensively by the Ministry of Defence (MOD) 541 and 
contractors are said to generally recognise this contract as being 'tough, but 
fair'. 542,543 John Allen 544 summarised the Ministry's position by stating that they are 
convinced not only as to the toughness of GC/Works/1 from the standpoint of the 
client, but also as to its fairness and 'it would appear that the majority of 
contractors and suppliers who work for this important client are broadly in 
agreement. Despite this, critiCS545 have deplored the MOD's determination to stick 
to GC/Works/1, in contravention of Sir Michael Latha MPS546 recommendation to 
adopt the New Engineering Contract. 
Sir Peter Levene 547 was tasked with the duty to report to the Government on this 
procurement strategy. His team, headed by Neil Jackson from the Department of 
the Environment observed in its report that GCMorks/I measured up well against 
the Latham principles for an effective form of contract in modern conditions and 
that, "on no account should it be dropped until there is something better to put in 
its place, with a proven track record". 543 
Latham 549 urged greater use of the NEC by government departments and also the 
phasing out of GC/Works/I Edition 3. While Latham's suggested 33% use of the 
NEC over the next four years was not met, and the Levene report of 1995 rejected 
his recommendations about GCMorks/1, the GC document has in Latham's own 
words been "Lathamised". 
537 School of Business and Industrial Management - CGMorks/1, Edition 3- The New Government Conditions of the Contract- 
5M 
Conference Paper - 22 June 1990 
54 
Phipps, M op cit, page 31 
UO 
Scott, K- Contracts- Extract from 'Building Magazine, page 34 -I June 1990 
541 chool of Business and 
Industrial Management, op cit 
542 
Allen, JD - Government Contracts: Too Tough and Not Really Fair? - Construction News - pages 12 & 13 1 February 1996 
U3 owell- Smith, V& Chappell, D, op cit, page 441 
5" 
Allen, JD - Government Contracts: Too Tough and Not Really Fair? - Construction News op cit 
U5 i 
id 
5% ibid 
547 Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team- HMSO 1994 
548 
Levene, Sir P- (Efficiency Advisor to the Prime Minister) - Construction News, page 12 -I February 1996 
549 ibid Latham, Sir M- *Just My Opinion* article in Building, 10 May 2002 
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The latest 1998 amendment to GCMorks introduces many well-supported new 
procurement techniques. 550 The amendment brought changes to risk 
management, whole-life costing and value engineering. 
The number of instances of GCMorks forms identified in the RICS Contracts in 
Use Survey 2001 551 was slightly up on the 1998 Survey, which had been much 
lower than in earlier surveys. 
34 schemes were identified as using one of the latest editions of GCMorks Forms 
of Contract while a further 12 projects continued to use one of the earlier editions. 
In 1998 a total of 31 projects had been identified using GCMorks forms, although 
in 1995 the number had been 156. In the latest survey GCMorks forms 
accounted for 1.6% of the total number of contracts (1.3% in 1998) and 1.3% of 
the total value of work sampled (1.4% in 1998). In 1995 GCMorks forms had 
been used in 156 contracts sampled equating to 3.4% by number and 5.0% by 
value. 
27 of the instances in the latest survey used the With Quantities form, primarily in 
the F-100,000 to Elm range; the Without Quantities form was used on 14 
occasions, mostly below Elm in value; three occurrences were identified of use of 
the Minor Works form (but only of the older 1990 version); and single incidences 
were recorded of the Design and Build variant (1993 version) and the Small Works 
form. In the 1998 survey the Minor Works form had been the most commonly 
encountered of the GC/Works family. 
GCMorks/I though is likely to continue to run for several years and disputes 
arising from it inevitably longer, so it may be many years before the latest Edition 
can be fully appraised. 552 
GCMorks (1998) has been adapted to PCMorks (1998) for use by all non- 
government employers 553 (See 3.3.11). 
550 
551 Hernsley, A (MD of Cyril Sweeft)-The Tao of GCNVorks I ý- Building, Issue II- 2003 
M2 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey 2001 - op cit 
%3 Legal Studies and Services - GCMorks/1-Edifion 2& Edition 3, Conference paper 20 July 1990 Pike, A- (Morgan Cole Solicitors -'Lets ditch the JCT". Building feature, Issue 6- 2002 
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3.3.10 PSAII With Quantities, June 1994 
PSAM With Quantities (June 1994) General Conditions for Building & Civil 
Engineering Works are described as the Standard Form of Contract for use in both 
the private and public sectors for building and civil engineering projects. It was 
developed from GCNVorks/1 - General Conditions of Government Contracts for 
Building and Civil Engineering Works, Edition 3- December 1989 Revised 
1990.554 It is intended for use with Bills of Quantities where all or most of the 
quantities are firm and not subject to re-measurement, giving a lump sum contract 
subject to adjustment for variations ordered. 555 
PSAM was written by TBV Consult556 in association with Simmons & SimmonS557 
and was published by HMSO on 31 August 1994. It rivals both the JCT Standard 
Form of Contract 98 and the NEC Form of Contract in its 'With Quantities' version 
and is also an alternative to the Institute of Civil Engineers Conditions of Contract 
6th / 7th Ed itio n. 558 
Powell-Smith 559 is one the PSA/1's vocal supporters claiming it has substantial and 
well thought out merits with easily comprehensible language and guidance notes. 
Furthermore he believes it to be a viable and better alternative to the NEC forM560 
and can still meet all thirteen of Sir Michael Latham's essential criteria for a model 
contraCt561 (see 3.9) despite having been completed before final publication of 
'Constructing The Team'. 
Even though PSAM is still relatively new, most of its drafting is derived from a 
contract used on countless projects over many years, unlike the New Engineering 
ContraCt562 
554 PSA/1 With Quantities - The Contract of Today and For Tomorrow-Marketing Document HMSO - June 1994 555 Ibid 
555 TBV Consult (joint venture between Tarmac and US Consulting Engineering, Black & Veatch) formed after Tarmac acquired 
557 
PSA Projects from Government In 1992 - Building, page 34 - 28 October 1994 Simmons & Simmons Solicitors (contributors of all legal advice associated with PSA11 with Minet advising on risk and 
- 
Insurance) - Building 28/10/94, page 34. 
550 
Powell-Smith, V- Forget NEC - Lets Give PSA/1 a Fighting Chance - Contract Journal, page 13 - 11 August 1994 
Sao ibid 
Sol ibid 
5Q Latham, Sir M- Constructing The Team - HMSO 1994. Pike, A (Partner speciallsing In Construction Law as Solicitors Simmons and SimmonsyPSA-The Complete Works - Building, page 34 - 28 October 1994 
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Because PSAM unusually contains ancillary documents usually needed, such as 
collateral warranties, it is a substantial document at 119 A4 pages. However, the 
Conditions of Contract occupy only 47 pages. This is much less bulky than the 
JCT equivalent - JCT Standard Form With Quantities 1998, with its Amendments 
and Fluctuations, Sectional Completion and Contractor's Designed Portion 
supplements - even though JCT SF98 does not contain a Performance Bond 563 . 
'New' Forms of Contract are always open to criticism as to the uncertainty in terms 
of the correct definition or intent of some clauseS564 , but as PSAM is based on 
such a well-used document as the GCMorks/1 Form must be beneficial. 565 
3.3.11 PCMorks Form of Contract 
The PCMorks (1998) suite of contracts was introduced at the end of 1998 as an 
adapted form of GCMorks (1998) for use by private sector, local authority, NHS 
Trust and all non-central government employers. 566 It was published by Pinsent 
Curtis as it was their Head of Construction Law, Andrew Pinsent who drafted the 
GC/Works family of contracts. The PC/Works Form is often referred to as the fifth 
part of the GC/Works 1998 stable. 567 The RICS Contracts in Use Survey568 
reports very little take up of the PC/Works forms, the survey identifying just two 
instances of their use, one with the Without Quantities variant, the other using the 
Small Works variant. No project above E250 000 in value had used a PC/Works 
form. 
3.3.12 Guaranteed Maximum Price Contracts 
There is no published standard form of guaranteed maximum price (GMP) 
contract. Thus clients and their advisers have developed differing forms of GMP 
contract under the same name. 569 
sa Pike, A (Partner specialising In Construction Law as Solicitors Simmons and SimmonsyPSA-The Complete Works - 
5" 
Building, page 34 op cit - 28 October 1994 
N5 
Duncan-Wallace, QC, I -Construction Contract: Principles and Policy in Tort and Contract (1986), page 500. 
506 
Ike, A- op cit. 
5" 
Thomas, R -"Construction Contract Claims", published by Pagrave Basingstoke, 2001 
50 
Bingham, T (Barrister) - Contract Cleaners - published on web-site 21 May 2003 
5% 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 Gonder, A (Bovis Construction) & Hernsley. Andrew (Cyril Sweett & Partners) - Guaranteed Maximum Price Contracts- Chartered Surveyor Monthly Journal - pages 38 & 39 - January 1997 
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Some would argue that the GMP contract is more innovative than established, but 
the contract has clearly derived from traditional lump-sum contracting with the 
contractor taking responsibility and risk on quantities, legislative compliance and 
unforeseen events to name but some. This method of procurement has therefore 
been considered here rather than under 3.8, although the author acknowledges 
that such a classification may be equally valid. 
The intention of the GIVIP contract is to provide a lump sum contract under which 
there will be no adjustment of the tender price unless the scope required by the 
client changes. This may involve the contractor accepting responsibility for any 
quantities produced by the client's quantity surveyor. It also means that the 
contractor must include in his tender price something for the additional risks 
involved in the design development process, which would normally be paid under 
more traditional contract forms. 
Clarity of definition within the tender documentation is essential. The benefits of 
GMP contracts are said to be: 570 
0 Greater price certainty: the contractor normally includes in his GMP price a 
sum for future design development and for the risks involved in any 
unforeseen occurrence. Extras should therefore be related only to any 
scope changes required by the client 
Pre-agreement of changes: the GMP philosophy links neatly with a 
contractual requirement to pre-agree the cost and time implications of any 
potential changes 
9 Greater control over overspending: as the contractor is linked into a 
maximum price it is in his interest to alert the team to any potentially 
expensive items of design development. This should put the contractor 
more on the client/consultant side and encourage teamwork 
0 Quick settlement of the final account: pre-agreed costs for scope changes 
mean the final account is easily settled 
570 Gonder, A (Bovis Construction) & Hemsley, Andrew (Cyril Sweett & Partners) - Guaranteed Maximum Price Contracts- 
-Cha red 
Surveyor Monthly Journal - pages 38 & 39 - January 1997 
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With teamwork, mutual trust and good definition, GMP's work well and can deliver 
substantial benefits to the employer, while for the contractor this could lead to a 
partnering arrangement with a valued client. 
Gonder 571 noted that team work is probably best encouraged by the adoption of a 
two stage procurement approach, where the contractor is selected during the first 
stage on the basis of some limited price competition, for example, preliminaries 
and fee for the pre-construction period and where a construction management 
style of relationship is then developed. At a suitable point in the procurement, 
preferably before the project starts, a GMP figure is agreed between the client and 
the contractor., 
The two-stage approach also ensures that all those involved can achieve sufficient 
information and an understanding of the process. 
The potential disadvantages of a GMP approach are as folloWS: 
572 
0 Fear that the client may pay too much: the contractor takes on more 
responsibility and has included in his tender an allowance for design 
development and risk. At present there is little experience of the 
appropriate allowances to be made in the contracting market. 
0 The client might pay twice: there is no standard form so there is greater 
possibility of drafting errors and misunderstanding of liabilities between the 
parties 
0 Scope changes may cost more: it is now accepted that scope changes to 
design and build are likely to be more expensive than with a JCT Standard 
Form of Building Contract and the same can also be said for GMP 
Contracts 
0 Refurbishment projects are particularly complex and difficult to deal with as 
GMP Contracts 
571 Gonder, A op cit 572 ibld 
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Few contractors have much experience of GMP contracts and this can lead to a 
lack of clarity regarding their responsibilities. There are contractors now who have 
a higher than average proportion of their workload in GMP contracts and it was 
considered likely that they will become the specialists who will continue to satisfy 
the client's requirements for this type of cost certainty arrangement in the future. 573 
In a 'buyers market' GMP contracts will be favoured by clients, and then taken on 
board by contractors to ensure turnover, but in a 'sellers market' few contractors 
are keen to take on the excess risks of GMP contracts. 574 
Indeed, it is often quoted that the demise of Laing Construction stemmed from the 
excess risk the company undertook on a GMP contract for the'Cardiff stad iUM575 
and fears of similar unrecoverable cost over-runs on Multiplex's Wembley stadium 
GMP project are also being reported. 576 
The RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 200 1577 was the second survey to test the use 
of guaranteed maximum price provisions. The number of reported incidences was 
down from 40 in the 1998 survey to 16 in the 2001 survey. Some of the survey 
responses were incomplete in respect of this part of the questionnaire and the 
number of projects incorporating GMP provision may therefore be understated. 
Nevertheless, the authors felt the data indicated that the use of GMP might be in 
decline. 
3.3.13 Re-Measurement Contracts 
3.3.14 The JCT Standard Form of Contract - Approximate Quantities 
The two editions of JCT Standard Form of Building Contract that can be described 
as re-measurement forms are: - 
Local Authorities with Approximate Quantities 
Private with Approximate Quantities 
sm Gonder, A op cit 574 
575 ! bid 
Armstrong, J (Chairman of Laing Construction) Quoted by 'The Laing Goodbyeý- Construction News 30/1112000 as referred 
STO to in Building "Risk Junkies" - p43 - 17 June 2005 
577 Chevin D (Editor of Building) *Multiplex on the spot7 - Leader In Building p3 - 06 August 2004 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001- op cit 
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Both versions are suitable when adequately detailed contract documents cannot 
be prepared and therefore a lump sum cannot be quoted and, as Powell-Smith & 
Chappe11578 point out, the tender sum is merely indicative of the final figure. The 
entire project will be completely re-measured on completion and priced on the 
basis of the rates in the Bills of Quantities. 
JCT Practice Note 20579 states that the 'Approximate Quantities' form should be 
considered when the employer requires an early start on site such that adequately 
detailed contract documents cannot be prepared, but the final account price will 
obviously be far less certain. 
Apart from this, the 'Approximate Quantities' editions are basically the same as the 
other JCT Standard Form of Building Contract editions described in more detail in 
section 3.3.3. The use of the With Approximate Quantities variant has never been 
widely used and in the RICS, 2001 Survey580 only 12 instances were reported, 
representing only 0.4% of the total number of projects, half the proportion found in 
the 1998 survey and a third of that identified in 1995. 
Nevertheless, the question of lump-sum procurement or re-measurement may be 
significant in terms of a contractor's out-turn project profitability and therefore this 
is statistically analysed in Chapter 5. 
3.3.15 The ICE Conditions of Contract (7th Edition) 
The Institute of Civil Engineers, Conditions of Contract and Forms of Tender, 
Agreement and Bond, for use in connection with Works of civil Engineering 
construction, (the ICE Conditions of Contract) Fifth Edition, June 1973, revised 
January 1979, was formulated by the Institution of Civil Engineers, the Association 
of Consulting Engineers and the Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors. 581 
575 Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D- Building Contracts Compared & Tabulated (2nd editionyLegal Studies & Services 
(Publishing), Ltd, chapter 2, page 44 
Joint Contracts Tribunal- Practice Note 20- Deciding on the Appropriate Form of JCT Main Contract - RIBA Publications, 
Sao page 2- Revised July 1984 
551 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001- op cit Turner, D F- Building Contracts- A Practical Guide (4th Edition) Longman Scientific & Technical, Chapter 28, page 354 
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The form is issued in one version only and is intended for private and public sector 
clients alike. Turner 582 claimed it is not really suitable for 'building' work as the 
contract is drafted to suit the larger, perhaps coarser scale of civil engineering 
works, with heavy emphasis on plant cost and on ground and temporary works. 
Indeed, Haswell and de Silva 583 state the ICE is adopted for the vast majority of 
civil engineering projects in the United Kingdom. 
Unlike the JCT forms, the role of the Engineer encompasses that of the Architect 
and Quantity Surveyor all in one, with the employer fulfilling an essentially passive 
584 
role. 
The ICE Conditions of Contract were criticised by Morris and Hough 5135 for 
imposing a lack of real proactive project management on the part of the Engineer 
as is typical of traditional procurement options. Further doubts have been raised 
by Turner586 regarding the 'diffuse' wording of the conditions that, whilst having 
certain practical advantages, leave important issues to the imagination. 
The sixth edition of the ICE Conditions of Contract that was published on 28th 
January 1991587 was, however, well acclaimed by Powell-Smith 5811 for retaining the 
traditional allocation of risks between employer and contractor and it has been 
written in clearer language than its predecessor. Hawker, 589 who was a member 
of the Standing Joint Committee, which produced the sixth edition, claimed it to be 
basically the same as the fifth, with the all important Clause 14 programme 
requirements. 
The ICE 7 th Edition was published in September 1999. It was revised to take into 
account the Landfill Tax, Housing Grants Construction and Regeneration Act, and 
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act. There are minor alterations in the contract 
that bring the wording into line with the Design and Construct Conditions of 
Contract. 
582 Turner, D F- Building Contracts- A Practical Guide (O'Editlon) Longman Scientific & Technical, Chapter 28, page 354 5" Haswell, C& de Silva, D- Civil Engineering Contracts- Practice or Procedure (2nd Edition), Butterworth, page 52 584 Turner, D F, op cit, page 354 
Morris, PWG & Hough, GH - The Anatomy of Major Projects - John Wilson & Son, Chapter 5, page 99 - 1991 Turner, DF. op cit page 354. 
58e Nunn, D- The ICE New style Contract- A Civillsed New World- Extract from'Contract Journal', page 10 - 24 January 1991 
5% Powell-Smith, V- Major Changes in the ICE Sixth Edition- Extract from 'Contract Joumal'28 March 1991 Hawker, G- Sixth Edition Sessions Enthuse the Engineers- Extract from 'Construction News', page 17 - 18 ADril 1991 
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The RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 200 1590 also recognised that the ICE family of 
forms are designed for use in connection with works of civil engineering 
construction. Nevertheless, the authors also concurred that the forms are 
sometimes used for building works, particularly where large amounts of 
earthworks are involved, and for this reason the forms were included in their 
survey and in this research. 
The RI CS591 found that the ICE Seventh Edition has now largely superseded the 
sixth edition (1991) with 34 instances recorded in the latest survey compared to 
just two projects still using the sixth edition. Between them, these forms accounted 
for just 1.2% of the total number of contracts recorded, just fractionally higher than 
the 1.0% recorded in 1998. 
' 
By value, however, the forms accounted for only 0.6% 
of the total value of schemes sampled, compared to 1.2% in 1998. 
To the credit of those responsible for drafting the ICE Form, many professional 
institutions all over the world modelled their own conditions of contract on its text, 
making only minor amendments to accommodate differences in local matters of 
law and nomenclature and as consequence Brian Egglestone 592 has stated the 
ICE Conditions continue to be the dominant form of contract for civil engineering 
despite the growing importance of the New Engineering Contract. 
3.3.16 The FIDIC Form of Contract (The Red Book) 
In August 1956 the Association of Consulting Engineers in the United Kingdom, 
jointly with the Export Group for the Constructional Industries in the UK, and with 
the approval of the Institution of Civil Engineers, prepared a contract document for 
use outside the UK which became commonly known as the Overseas (Civil) 
Conditions of Contract (The ACE Form). Although, in text and format, this latter 
Form differed only slightly from the ICE Form. 593 The ACE Form as published in 
1956 included a standard Form of Tender, an Appendix, and a standard Form of 
Agreement. It was published in a blue cover that helped to distinguish it from the 
ICE Form. 
590 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 op cit 
Ibid 
Egglestone, 13- 'The ICE Conditions of Contract Seventh Edition"- Blackwell Sciences - 2001 Bunni, NG -The FIDIC Form of Contract, The Fourth Edition of the Red Book - BSP Professional Books - 1992. 
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It was perhaps the first standard form of international conditions of contract for civil 
engineering works. In concept and style, however, it remained faithful to the 
original domestic form. 
It had only been used for a short period of time when the Conditions of Contract 
(international) for Works of Civil Engineering Construction was published in August 
1957. This was also based on the ACE Form described above. Perhaps because 
of its long title, in a very short time, it became popularly know as the 'Red Book' 
(its cover was printed in red). It was prepared by the Fdd&ation Intemationale des 
Ing6nieurs Conseils. (The International Federation of Consulting Engineers, 
FIDIC) and the F6d6ration Intemationale du BcOment et des Travaux Publics (The 
International Federation of Building and Public Works, now known as the 
International European Construction Federation, FIEC). 594 
The Second Edition of the Red Book was published in July 1969 without major 
modification. However, the publication of the controversial Fifth Edition of the ICE 
Form in July 1973 proved an impetus for a further revision of the Red Book and so 
it was in March 1977 that the Third Edition of the Red Book was published, 
incorporating some significant changes. 
The Second and Third Editions of the Red Book proved to be successful in many 
projects throughout the world. The Third Edition in particular coincided with the 
major economic growth that took place in developing countries towards the end of 
the 1970's and the major part of the 1980's and particularly in the Middle East and 
the Far East. The Third Edition was translated into French, German and Spanish. 
Criticism only came to the surface in recent years when the number of disputes 
ending in arbitration increased and every clause and term in the Red Book came 
under the scrutiny of lawyers experienced in discovering different interpretations to 
a set of words. This problem and others were dealt with quite successfully when 
the revision of the Third Edition was undertaken by FIDIC. 
1144 Bunni, NG - The FIDIC Form of Contract, The Fourth Edition of the Red Book - BSP Professional Books - 1992 op cAt 
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The Third Edition of the Red Book remained unaltered until the Fourth Edition was 
published in 1987 when major revisions were made which extended even to the 
title of the document. The word 'international' was deleted, inviting parties from all 
over the world to use the Red Book in domestic as well as international 
contracts. 595 It is estimated that more than half the world's international 
construction projects are procured under the FIDIC Form of ContraCt. 596 
3.3.17 Association of Consultant Architects Contract 
The RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 200 1597 found no recorded case of use of the 
ACA Form of Building Agreement 1982. However ten instances have been 
identified of the use of the ACA Standard Form of Project Partnering (PPC2000), 
which is discussed later in this research. 
3.3.18 Other Standard Forms of Contract 
The RICS Survey, 200 1598 also found that the FMB Small Works Building Contract 
was used on six occasions, up to E250,000 project value. The IMech E/IEE 
Model Form MF/1 in either its 1998 or 2000 edition was used on eight occasions. 
By contrast, seven instances of use of the ICE Minor Works contracts were 
identified compared to just one in the 1998 Survey. Six of the projects used the 
1995 version rather than the 2001 edition, which was published in April 2001. The 
contracts were used on projects up to E500,000 in value, the recommended 
maximum value for the 2001 third edition. 
3.3.19 Non-standard Forms of Contract 
In addition the survey599 found that Non-standard forms accounted for 4.8% of all 
the contracts identified by number and 9.1 % by value. These are smaller 
percentages than in either of the previous two surveys, and probably relate 
primarily to Employers own contract forms. 
595 unni. NG- op cit 505 Rose, M (Partner at Pinsent Masons Solicitors) -"Bad News From The World Bank" - Building pp54&55 -8 July 2005 W7 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001. op CA 50 ibid 
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3.3.20 Summary 
Turner600 stated that traditional procurement options should be considered when: - 
A programme allows sufficient time 
Consultant design is preferred and product quality is required 
A client wishes to appoint designers and constructors separately 
Price certainty is wanted before the start of construction 
0A balance of risk is to be placed between the client and constructor 
However, Professor Capperr'01 has noted that competitive tendering coupled with 
traditional contractual arrangements limit the realistic management of risk. The 
pressure is always on those bidding for contracts to keep their tender prices as low 
as possible, which can put both them and their clients at great financial risk if 
things go wrong. When some provision has been made for eventualities, it is 
often buried in the total bid. This hinders the effective management of risk and 
militates against a systematic and equitable basis of payments. 
Hughes, Gray and Murdoch 602 have noted that there are many forms of 
procurement, but most are simply variations on these basic themes. All of them 
have arisen as a response to deficiencies in traditional systems of contracting. 603 
To summarise the principal advantages and disadvantages of this traditional form 
of procurement Table 3.3 illustrates the opinions voiced by many of the writers 
listed in the references within this chapter. It is anticipated that this summary will 
highlight the idiosyncrasies associated with traditional procurement, many of which 
could have an impact on a contractor's profitability. 
The RICS survey of 1988 604 and 200 1605 indicated that well-over three quarters of 
all projects (by number) are still procured traditionally, however, as AndreWS606 
points out, one must question if the traditional process has already reached the 
end of its evolutionary road. 
Goo umer, A- Building Procurement - MacMillan, Chapter 4, page 60. am Capper, Professor P- op cit 002 
OW 
Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J- (Reading University) op cit 
W4 
Rougvle, A (1987) Project Evaluation and Development. Mitchell's, London 
WS 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Junior Organisation (qs)- Procurement Trends Survey- published November 1988 
we 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts in Use Survey 2001 - op cit Andrew, J- The Age of the Client - Architects Journal, pages I to 3- JuIv 1983 
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Table 3.3 - Traditional Procurement: Merits & Demerits, Compared & 
Tabulated, 
ADVANTAGES 
1. Very well known, hied & tested 
2. Financial commitment is relatively secure 
providing the design Is sufficiently developed 
3. Design can be carried without undue pressures of 
programme or price as works are not started until 
the design Is practically complete 
4. Independent professional consultants are 
employed to advise the dient on all issues 
5. Subcontractors/Specialist design can be obtained 
in competition separately to the main contract by 
nomination 
6. Drawings and Bills of Quantities (usually) provide 
a common basis for tendering and easy 
evaluation 
7. The'risk'Is shared equally between the parties 
8. Tendering Is relatively Inexpensive given the 
above and therefore maximum competition can be 
expected 
9. Two stage tendering can allow the contractor to 
advise on buildability' etc whilst maintaining 
maximum competition 
10. The system Is relatively flexible, providing 
programme Is not affected by variations 
11. Variations can often be costed easily on the basis 
of rates In the Bills of Quantities 
12. Earlier commencement can be facilitated by 
using approximate quantities at tender stage and 
developing the design In parallel with construction 
13. Quality Is secured by Independent 
Architects/Engineers who approve the works 
14. Extensive choice of standard form contracts are 
available to suit individual projects 
DISADVANTAGES 
1. The overall project duration Is longer as design is 
generally completed before construction starts 
and the overall cost is consequently higher as the 
completed project cannot be used, let, sold etc 
unfil complete 
2. Specialist nominated/named sub-contractors may 
dilute the contractors responsibility/liability 
3. Experienced clients have found the system 
unsatisfactory on complex large projects 
4. Adversarial attitudes often develop due to the 
separation of design teams from construction 
teams 
5. Nomination clauses are very lengthy and complex 
6. No advantages of the contractors knowledge of 
'buildability' can be Incorporated Into the design 
7. Any buying savings accrued by the contractor are 
not passed onto the cJient 
8. Many 'claims' result due to delays, nominated 
subcontractors and Incomplete design 
9. The client has little Involvement with the 
contractor, other than contractual obligations 
10. Variations are numerous 
11. Information delays, variations, design mistakes 
and omissions are paid for by the client 
12. Complex contractual ties between the parties with 
split liability and no single - point contact exists 
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3.4 DESIGN AND BUILD 
3.4.1 Introduction 
Design and Build is not a 'new' procurement concept dreamt up by innovative and 
power hungry contractors. In fact the great architects and engineers of the past 
such as Wren and Brunei never considered splitting the design and construction 
proceSS607 and Crowther6o'3 argues that its popular return is due to the failure of the 
professions within the industry to adapt the traditional method of procuring 
buildings to the actual needs of the client. 
Much of the considerable experimentation with forms of procurement has been 
motivated by the desire to increase the interaction between the design and 
production processes . 
609 The traditional lack of interaction between the design and 
the production processeS61 0 has been exacerbated by the emergence of 
technologically sophisticated specialists whose work inherently involves some kind 
of specialist design. The traditional general contracting approach to procurement 
was based upon the assumption that the contractor tendered on a complete 
design and had no design responsibility. 611 
Both the Emerson Report of 1962 612 and the Banwell Report in 1964 613 stressed 
the need to improve co-ordination and reform the organisational structure of 
building projects. Later, Higgins and JeSSOp614 reiterated these findings and 
suggested that design and construction should be controlled by a single source. 
The characteristics, practical issues, nature and potential advantages and 
disadvantages of design and build and traditional methods were also documented 
by Barrie, 615 Bronca, 616 Jansens, 617 Moore, 618 Stoneý19 and Turner. 620 
W7 Silvey, M- Design & Build Contract: Why Use Design & Build? The Contractor's View Conference Paper (Extract from Legal 
406 
Studies & Services Conference - 24 September 1990 
000 
Crowther, MS- Design/ Build Contract 1981- Quantity Surveyor - page 25-27 - February 1982 
610 
Honeyman, S- Construction management forum: report and guidance. Centre for Strategic Studies: Reading - 1991 
ell 
Banwell, H- The Placing and Management of contracts for Building and Civil Engineering works. HMSO; London - 1964 
612 
Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J-( Reading University) op cit 
Emerson, HA-A Survey of Problem before the Construction Industries - London; HMSO 1962 
Banwell Report - The Placing & Management of Contracts For Building and Civil Engineering Works - London: HMSO 1964 
GIs 
Higgins, G& Jessop, N- Communications In the Construction Industry - Tavistock Publication - 1965 
Id Barrie, DS- Professional construction management: Including CM, Design Construct and General Contracting (3 Edition), 
Ole 
New York: McGraw-Hill - 1992 
617 
Branca, A. J- Cost effective design/ build construction, Kingston, MA: RS, Means Co (1987) 
GIs 
Jansens, D. L - Design-Build explain, Basingstoke: Macmillan - 1991 Moore, RF- Response to Change and Development of Non Traditional Forms of Contract, Ascot: The Chartered Institute of 
GIs 
Building - 1984 
. 
Stone, PA - Building Economy (3d Edition), Oxford: Pergamon - 1983 
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Today, Design, and Build is being acclaimed as one of the most spectacular 
procurement success stories, enjoying some 15% of the construction market621 
and sales figures for the JCT With Contractors Design contract show that roughly 
three times as many copies were sold in 1989 as in 1984.622 Its advocates claim it 
addresses traditional problems encountered throughout the procurement process. 
23 The key benefits include single point responsibility6 ,a more flexible approach 
facilitating 'buildability'624 and the standardisation of the construction process . 
625 
The price is relatively guaranteed and risk to the employer is minimal providing the 
design and build contractor maintains liquidity and sufficient public 
liability/professional indemnity insurance cover . 
626 Providing these pre-requisites 
are in place, the project's detail design and construction can progress in parallel 
under the contractor's sole control. 627 This can lead to cheaper and quicker 
buildings for the employer and the contractor's profits can be greater because 
contracts are easier to manage. 628 
Much research has been done on the characteristics, efficiency and applicability of 
the design and build (also known as a package deal or turnkey) procurement 
method. 629 However, very little empirical work has been done on the cost 
effectiveness of this system. This is probably partly due to the fact that good 
quality objective data is difficult to come by in the construction industry and partly 
to do with the heterogeneous nature of construction projects. The latter renders 
controlling the effects of other cost influencing factors (such as design, quality, 
building types, project size and types of clients etc) very difficult. 
am Turner, DF- Design and Build Contract Practice, (2nd Edition), London: Longman - 1995 021 Webb, C- Negotiating the Management Minefield - Extract from 'kchitect, Builder, Contractor & Developer Magazine' page 
022 
18 - April 1991 
V3 
Phipps, M- Contracts - Coping with Changes to your D&B Contract Extract from 'Building Magazine'- 23 March 1990 
024 
Franks, J- Building Procurement Systems, CIOB, Englemere, UK - 1990 
Webb, C- op cit. 
Bhoyrul, A- Birmingham National Indoor Arena - John Laing Races to the Finish with D&B- Extract from Contract 
Journal, page 13 -9 May 1991 Turner, A- op cit, Chapter 6, page 97. 
ibid, page 96 
W9 
Legal Studies & Services - Design & Building Contracts - One-day conference, 27 March 1990. Chau, KVV Leung, HF and Ho, DCW (Department of Surveying, The University of Hong Kong) 'The Economics of 
Procurement Methods- with Special Reference to Public Housing Projects In Hong Kong. ' - North Meets South Procurement Systems Symposium - Presented at University of Natal, Durban, CIB W92 Proceedings - 1996 
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Rowlinson 630 suggests that "design build contracts are no cheaper or more 
expensive than traditional contracts", and that, "a client is expected to pay 10.6% 
in addition to the tendered construction cost for fees under the traditional approach 
against only 3.9% with a design build project. The overall effect is that "the client 
pays less by taking the design build approach. " However Chau, Leung and Ho 631 
felt it would be dangerous to generalise the result since it is likely to be dependent 
upon the type and nature of the building project chosen for the study. 
It is indeed difficult to assess competitiveness of design and build and tender 
expenses tend to be high, although this can be partially avoided by using two 
stage tenders and novating design teams. Therefore all the advantages of 
competition may not be passed onto the client and any variation may carry a 
heavy price penalty (although arguably there should be fewer). Detractors have 
also raised doubts regarding the quality standard and some claim that Design and 
Build is not suitable for complex buildingS. 632 
In fact many purist architects claim this system of procurement is only suitable for 
providing 'crinkly tin sheds', 633 Brooke 634 has also claimed that Design and Build 
fails to serve the best interests of the client as it allows the contractor to rake 
money out of the job through converting discounts into profits and making 
design/material savings which are not passed on to the Employer. 
Design and Build arguably places more responsibility and liability on to the 
contractor than any other form of procurement. A major feature that separates 
design and build from general contracting is the lack of an independent certifying 
role for the lead designer. 635 
This greater responsibly and liability being placed on the contractor equates to 
greater risk, but perversely, it is reported that Design and Build tenders and 
Traditional tenders attract the same margin, despite the risk allocation. 636 
wo Rowlinson SM- Design build: Its development and present status, Ascot Chartered Institute of Building - 1987 031 Chau, KW I Leung HF and Ho, DCW - op cit W2 
033 umer, A- op cit. page 97 
Ou 
Webb C, op cit, Page 18 
%5 
Brooke P- Negotiating the Management Minefield- Extract From Architect, Builder, Contractor & Developer, pl 9 April 1991 
W6 Hughes, W Gray, C& Murdoch, J (Reading 
University) - op cit 
Leffly, M et al -"Risk Junkies" - Building 17 June 2005 
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This has caused McNicholaS637 and Haym iIIS638 to both publicly retreat from the 
design and build market. - Indeed, losses on large and complex Design and Build 
contracts led Gleeson to sell its building division in an attempt to reduce exposure 
to construction risk. 639 
However, views differ on whether design and build contracts are good or bad for 
margins. While some contractors complain that they can no longer claim back for 
architects' delays, Stewarl: 640 believes taking responsibility, and therefore control, 
is a positive shift for builders. He said "Design changes often result in the biggest 
losses for contractors. In other words, the prettier the contract in terms of design 
content, the more likely it is to go wrong. The risk of cost overruns goes up when 
there is a high design content and when the architect is in charge. Design and 
build schemes are far less risky options for contractors. " 
Clearly though, despite differing opinions, Design and Build looks certain to 
survive such criticisms and the economic cycles. Indeed, pundits in 1991 who 
confidently predicted Design and Build having a 25% share of the market by the 
year 2000, have been proved more than correct at least in terms of market share 
by value, if not yet by number. 64' 
Reading University's report "Designing and Building a world class indUStry642 found 
that design and build is 12% faster in construction speed than traditional 
procurement and takes 30% less time to deliver a project from start of design to 
completion. It is also 13% cheaper than traditional procurement. Design and build 
projects are 50% more likely to finish on time, although technical quality is 
generally lower, and the worst quality occurs when novation is used. 
037 
oherty, M (Managing Director of McNicholsY "McNichols axes 20 In retreat from Design and Build" Building April 2004 
Brandon, J (Managing Director of Haymills) article In Contract Journal - "Haymills tries new tactics' - 13 February 2002 
40 Clark, P 'Gleeson sells building arm In black month for contractors"- Building 24 March 2005 
641 Stewart, A (Dresdner Kleinwort) -"Risk Junkies" - Building 17 June 2005 
GQ Webb C, op cit, Page 19 "Designing and Building the Industry" Published by the Centre for Strategic Studies and Construction, Reading University prepared for the Reading Design and Build Forum) - featured In Buildina 14 June 1996 
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The term design and build now encompasses a multitude of hybrids including 
develop and construct, novation, traditional, turnkey and package deaI643 with 
contractor-led or client-led design and build being recognised as discreet 
variances. 644 In general, some of these hybrids have been introduced by clients to 
bring more competition into the process and to achieve a balanced allocation of 
risks associated with construction work. 645 
Based on Turner's 646 model the Design and Build Contractor/Client Relationship is 
indicated in Figure 3.2. W This diagram, although apparently simple, emphasises 
the client's need to possess in-house skills or obtain them in order to prepare the 
Employees Requirements document and to undertake his contractual 
responsibilities in accordance with the main form of contract, JCT With Contractors 
Design, which is outlined in the following section. A brief introduction to the 
alternative forms of Design and Build contracts, which are also available, then 
precedes the summary. 
FIGURE 3.2 A Typical Design & Build Procurement Organisational/ 
Contractual Structure 
CLIENT L ýM F: _4 
PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS 
I DESIGN & BUILD CONTRACTOR I 
IN-HOUSE / NOVATED 
DESIGN TEAM 
I CONSTRUCTION TEAM I 
CONTRACTUAL LINKS 
COMMUNICATION ROUTES 
%3 Akintoye, A (1994) Design and Build: A survey of Construction Contractors' views. Construction Management and 
54 
Economics, Vol. 12. No. 2, London, pp 155-163 
go 
Standing, N. Value Engineering and the Contractor. PhD thesis, University of Leeds, Leeds 2000 
64a 
Valiance, K and Akintoye, A- op cit 
047 Turner, A- op cit, page 36. ibid 
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3.4.2 The JCT Form of Contract With Contractor's Desiq-n (WCD 98) 
Design and build is a method of procurement, which has been around for a long 
time and before the emergence of architecture as a profession. Society invariably 
obtained its buildings in this way. 648 It was the separation of responsibility for 
fabrication from that for design, which led to the emergence of 'traditional' general 
contracting in the nineteenth century. This separation has always been a source of 
problems. 649 
The purpose of the building contract is to identify and apportion risks between the 
parties, as well as providing mechanisms for the administration of the project. The 
way in which risks should be apportioned ought to depend upon the nature of the 
risk, its predictability, its magnitude and its frequenCy. 650 
Therefore to seek to use the same contract for each of them is absurd. It is clear 
that the industry no longer tries to standardise to this extent, but as uncertainty 
and risk increases, so the participants in the process seek familiar ground and 
familiar contracts. So although standardisation is not necessarily appropriate, it is 
a phenomenon, which seems inevitable . 
651 For these reasons, the emergence of a 
standard form of contract for Design and build took a long time. One milestone on 
the way was the publication by the NFBTE in 1970 of a standard form of Contract 
for'Design and Construct' packages. 652 This form was not generally well received 
and it rapidly faded into obscurity. 
The publication in 1981 of the JCT Standard Form of Contract with contractors 
design (JCT81) coincided with the publication of the Contractors Designed Portion 
Supplement to JCT80. The JCT81 form is for use where the contractors design 
responsibility extends over the whole of the works, even though significant parts of 
the design may have already been carried out before the contract is executed. 
The 1981 version was last revised in 1998. 
646 Hughes, W. P. - An Analysis of the JCT Design and Build Contracts The Chartered Institute of Building- construction papers 
649 
No 6- 1992 
%0 
Banwell, GH - The Placing And Management of Contracts for Building and Civil Engineering Work, HMSO 1964 
051 
Hayes, W W, Perry, J. G, Thompson, PA & Willmer, G- Risk management In construction. SERC: Swindon 1986 
%2 Bresnen, M- Organising construction ; Project organisation and the matrix management, Routledge 1991 Evans, RW - Hallmark of Real Change. Building, 20 January, page 71 - 1978 
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The contractors designed portion supplement is limited to specific elements of the 
works for which the contractor is to assume design responsibility. This option is 
referred to under 3.4.4. 
Design and build projects under this form of contract (JCT WCD) are, as the 
contract title suggests, essentially a package deal contract whereby the contractor 
takes full responsibility for- the whole of -the t'construction' process from initial 
briefing to completion, 653 including the traditional responsibility for construction 
plus all design liability. 654 Consequently, there is no provision for persons who 
exercise the functions ascribed to the Architect and Quantity Surveyor, 655 although 
they may be appointed as the Employees Representative. 
JCT WCD has been amended on a number of occasions and is generally 
regarded as an exceptionally good form of contract, however, like the JCT 
Standard Form of Building Contract, it is extremely complex from an administrative 
point of vieW656 It gives adequate safeguards to both the employer and contractor, 
but requires considerable pre-planning on the part of the employer and/or his 
professional advisers, which Trickey 657 emphasised by the importance of careful 
wording of the 'Employers Requirements' document to avoid leaving the door 
open for the contractor to fill the gap with what might suit him. 
The nature of this brief and invitation is left quite open and in the words of the 
practice note, 'there may be little more than a description of accommodation 
required, or may be anything up to a full scheme design. P658 
In addition to the 'Employers Requirements' the form of contract is also 
accompanied by the 'Contractors Proposals' and the 'Contract Sum Analysis'. As 
the definition of the contractors work is confined to the two latter documents, their 
importance cannot be over emphasised . 
659 The former document dictates the 
basis of stage/ interim payments, fluctuations. 
%3 Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D-op cit, page 352 M4 Turner DF- op cit, Chapter 23, page 299. %5 1 
to 
Knowles, JR - Better by Design Conference Paper, Knowles Publications, Page 1- 1990 Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D op cit page 322. 
Trickey G- Design & Build: The New Form - Chartered Quantity Surveyor, page 16-21 - August 1984 JCT Practice Note CDIA & CDID. 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D, op cit, page 352. 
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The valuation procedures under JCT WCD is also significantly different to the 
traditional system and can be more advantageous to the contractor, due to the 
reduced cost control mechanisms that are available when compared with those 
that are available under the traditional system. 660 
Although JCT WCD is similar to the JCT Standard Form of Building Contract in 
many aspects of its wording there is no provision for the nomination of sub- 
contractors, but persons 'named as subcontractors' can be incorporated in a 
similar manner as the Intermediate Form of ContraCt. 661 One potential 
disadvantage of this form is that the employers only contractual right of recourse 
is against the contractor, so if the contractor proves insolvent, the client may have 
nobody to sue. 
However, this situation may be eased by exercising any rights at common law: 
through collateral warranties if required: or from the bankrupt contractor's 
professional indemnity insurance providing this cover was stipulated in the 
Employees Requirements. 662 
Contractor selection on JCT With Contactor's Design projects include negotiated 
and competitive tendering, although a maximum of four tenders is generally 
recommended, due to the high cost of bidding663 which can typically be somewhat 
more expensive than under traditional procurement, 664 although this finding is 
mitigated by novated design as recognised by the University of Reading's 
research. 665 This can be further mitigated by inviting two stage tenders or it is also 
possible for the client to employ consultants to design the building to a partial 
stage, often called a scope design, before inviting tenders. 666 The successful 
contractors could then develop and complete the design themselves or employ the 
client's consultant via a novation agreement to ensure that the client still maintains 
single point responsibility. 667 
050 British Property Federation Manual - Systems for Design & Construction- Procedure for raising a variation order - 1983 eel ibid page 323 N2 Legal Studies & Services- Design & Build Contracts- The best solution for Construction Procurement, Conference Paper 24 
am 
September 1990 
Turner, A- op cit. Chapter 4, page 47 
C. I. E. C. - An Analysis of the Cost of Tendering -reprinted In Sir Michael Latham's Constructing the Team - HMSO. page 55 February 1996 
Hughes, W- University of Reading-op cit 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team, page 56 
Turner, A- op cit 
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A 'package deal' is often specifically referred to buildings that are provided rather 
than innovative one off designS668 - hence, the 'tin shed' criticism, although design 
and build is now being increasingly used for complex and expensive structures as 
we11669 and even road construction has been let using this form . 
670,671 Although the 
JCT 98 WCD may need considerable adaptation for this type of work, this is still 
preferable to the 'in-house' contracts preferred by some specialiStS. 672 
By organising the process of building so that the contractual links reflect the 
communication needs, experience has shown that programmes and budgets are 
more likely to be met, and the speed of building is likely to be quicker under 
Design and Build Contracts such as JCT 98 WCD. 673 
The British Property Federation (BUPA) committed itself to supporting design and 
build and has developed its own system for procuring buildings that contain many 
of the elements of design and build as its basis. 674 
Andrew Hemsley675 noted that "Historically, JCT measured contracts carries little 
risk. If the quantities were measured wrongly, the client paid. If nominated sub 
contractors failed, the client paid. But there has been significant changes in the 
way buildings are procured. 
"Design and build now takes 30-40% of the market. Guaranteed maximum price 
contracts are flavour of the month. But both these carry significant risks, for 
contractors. So reflect next time you decide on procurement strategy for a project. 
Bear in mind that the days of passing risks at no cost have gone. 
Think about the old rules that said greater transfer of risk meant higher tender 
prices. Those rules apply again. " 
Turner, A- op cit. Chapter 4, page 47 
Bhoyrul, A- A Birmingham National Indoor Arena - John Laing Races to the finish with D&B- Extract from Contract 
070 
Journal, page 13 -9 May 1991 
671 
Fairclough - AJV- Yellowham Hill Scheme, Dorset Extract from Control Journal, 3 January 1991 
V2 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing The Team- HMSO, page 56 
on 
Powell- Smith, V& Chappell, D, op cit, page 324 
Pain, J. & Bennett, J- JCT with Contractor's Design Form of Contract. Construction Management & Economics. 6,307-337 
674 '1998 
075 British Property Federation - Manual of the BPF System. British Property Federation - 1983 Hemsley, A (Director of Cyril Sweett & Partners) - Pricing the risks - Building 7 June 1996 
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The RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 200676 indicated that, based on numbers of 
contracts, the percentage use of the JCT With Contractors Design form has 
declined from 18.1% in 1995 to 13.3% in 2001. Conversely, by value, the 
proportional use of the form has increased from 26.1 % to 39.7%. The reduction in 
the percentage by number has clearly been influenced by the large number of 
small value contracts picked up by the latest survey, attracting the use-of the 
Agreement for Minor Building Works. Excluding contracts below E100,000 in 
value, the latest survey shows that the WCD form has been used in 19% of 
contracts, compared to 21 % in 1998 and 14% in 1995. 
The most common value band for With Contractors Design projects is El -2m. 
64 out of 392 cases (16%) continued to use the 1981 version of the With 
Contractor's Design form rather than the 1998 edition. This was the highest 
percentage incidence of the previous versions being used in lieu of the JCT 1998 
editions. 
3.4.3 ICE Design and Construct Contract - Second Edition 
The ICE Design and Construct Contract Second Edition (2001) was published in 
September 2001, but in the RICS Survey677 just one instance of use was identified 
in the survey (which was not adequate to even register as 0.1%). Furthermore, no 
instances of the previous 1992 form were registered. This compares with nine 
occasions registered in 1998, including for some substantial sized schemes that 
took the percentage by value to 9.6%. 
3.4.4 Other Forms of Des! q-n and Build Contract 
The JCT Standard Form of Building Contract (with quantities) Form of Contract 
can be used with a Contractors Designed Portion Supplement if, as the title 
suggests only certain elements of the building are to be designed by the 
contractor. 678 
476 
W, Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001- op cit 
Wo ! bid Turner, A- op cit, page 98 
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The RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 200 1679 investigated the incidence of the 
contractors designed portion supplement and the figures show that a very 
substantial 25% of JCT Standard Forms of Contract also included the contractor's 
designed portion supplement, a figure substantially below the 48% recorded in the 
1998 survey, but still well above the 14% recorded in 1995. 
The British Property Federation System for building design and construction and 
the Association of Consultant Architects Form of Building Agreement (ACA 2) 
method of procurement is suitable for design and build contracts. 680 
The GCNVorks/1 Design and Build Contract (either single stage or two stage) and 
the NEC/ECC contract with appropriate modifications are also suitable for the form 
of procurement, but no example of their use was identified in the RICS Contracts 
in Use Survey, 2001.681 
One further quasi design and build alternative is to combine the design and build 
method with that of management contracting to offer a design and manage option. 
Advocates claim this offers the benefits of design and build, whilst ensuring the 
competitive nature and ability to control complex projects offered by management 
contracting. 682 
The RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 200 1683 noted and this research has 
commentary provided above on the use of the JCT With Contractors Design from 
compared to previous surveys. Table 3.4 plots the use of JCT and other principal 
Design and Build forms of contract over the last three surveys. 
Whereas in the 1995 and 1998 surveys significant values of projects were reported 
as using the ICE Design and Construct form and other Design and Build forms, the 
2001 survey shows an increased use of the JCT form (by value) but virtually no 
use of any other Design and Build form of contract. 
we Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 - op cit 080 
Sol Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D, op cit, page 387 
082 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 - op cit 
003 Turner, AJan, op cit 
-Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001- op cit 
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Single examples were recorded of the use each of a GC/Works form, an ICE form 
and an Other Design and Build form, none of them significant enough to register to 
even one decimal point. 
Even allowing for the use of GCMorks and ICE forms in the previous surveys and 
virtually none in this, the current total usage of Design and Build forms slightly 
exceeds the 1998 total by percentage of value and exceeds by more than 40% the 
percentage recorded in 1995. The percentage by number however remains 
considerably below the total recorded in 1998 (due largely to the much greater 
number of small value contracts recorded in the latest survey - see earlier 
commentary and only 18% higher than the number recorded in 1995. A tabulated 
extract from this survey is reproduced in Table 3.4 below. 
Table 3.4 - RICS Contracts in Use. 2001 Indicating use of Design and Build 
Forms 
Percentage by number 
1995 1998 2001 
Percentage by value 
1995 1998 2001 
JCT With Contractor's Design 10.0 18.9 13.8 21.0 27.1 42.7 
GCMorks Design and Build 0.3 0.2 0.0 1.6 0.2 0.0 
ICE Design and Construct 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.3 9.6 0.0 
Other Design ad Build 1.4 1.3 0.0 72 ý 4.6 0.0 TOTAL 
. 
11.8 20.7 13.9 
f 5ý 1 41.4 42.7 
Note: percentages adjusted to exclude other contracts 
3.4.5 Summary 
Design and build can bring savings in both cost and time to the client and it avoids 
the traditional argument of whether a defect is a design fault, or one attributable to 
workmanship or material specification . 
684 However, the expression 'horses for 
courses' suggests that Design and Build is not necessarily the answer if a client 
requires flexibility or if day-to-day involvement in the construction process is 
required as in Construction Management. 
Typically, design and build should be considered when: - 
%4 Turner, A- op cit, page 60 
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0A building is functional rather than prestigious 
0A building is simple rather than complex, is not highly serviced and does not 
require technical innovation 
A brief for scope design is unlikely to change 
A firm price is needed in advance of construction 
A programme can be accelerated by overlapping design and construction 
A single organisation is required to take responsibility and risk for design 
and construction 
Chau, Leung and H0685 concluded that Design and Build might, in theory, be a 
potential solution to the communication problems that exist in the traditional 
building procurement method. However, due to the fact that the product cannot 
be fully specified before design is completed, design and build can be costly in 
terms of discovering the price of the product (i. e. the building) and subsequent 
enforcement of the contract. Therefore, design and build may not necessarily be 
the most cost effective procurement system. Design and build is a more efficient 
procurement method (compared with the traditional method) when the product can 
be easily specified (i. e. in terms of its functions and performance). 686 
Recent innovations would suggest that the former terms on this list are flexible and 
not entirely true, but, given current trends, one would expect to see continued and 
considerable growth under this form of procurement. One further advantage is 
that the contractor's knowledge of 'buildability' will be available at an early stage, 
when the vast majority of costs are committed, and therefore the design can be 
altered to reflect the most economical option. 687 
Lastly, to complete this analysis of the Design and Build method of procurement, a 
schedule of Advantages and Disadvantages is illustrated in Table 3.5. This table 
highlights the aspects of D&B procurement that could influence a contractor's 
profitability. The merits and demerits have all been collected from existing 
literature, but due to their quantity and duplicity they have not been referenced 
individually, however, all sources are identified from the references, which appear 
in this chapter, and the bibliography appended to this thesis. 
M5 Chau, KW Leung, HF & Ho, DCW - OP Cit 085 
007 
ibld 
Turner, A- op cit, page 78 
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Table 3.5 - Design and Build: Merits and Demerits, Compared and 
Tabulated 
ADVANTAGES 
Single point responsibility for design 
construction 
2) Quicker start can be achieved and construction on 
site can be faster than Traditional methods as 
design and construction can overlap 
3) Buildability and standardisation can produce 
savings for both parties and better value for 
money 
4) Can be cheaper 
5) Price is relatively certain 
6) Duration is relatively certain 
7) Greater co-ordination and integration 
8) Improved communication & simpler project 
structure through single point contact and control 
9) Variations are restricted 
10) Design mistakes and omissions are rectified at the 
contractors expense 
1) The client need only place one contract and pay 
one party 
12) Team spirit is generally better leading to a less 
adversarial attitude 
13) No Nominated Sub-contractors. Contractor can 
gain advantage from using S/Cons & Suppliers 
with whom he has a good working relationship 
14) Fewer claims/disputes usually result 
15) Team members tend to know the entire project 
better leading to a more professional approach 
16) More client involvement is expected 
17) Design can be managed to give a competitive 
advantage 
18) The client can employ an independent 
professional advisor to ensure quality, design, 
time and cost constraints are maintained 
19) The JCT'81/98 WCD Standard Form of Building 
Contract is generally recognised as being an 
exceptionally good form of contract 
DISADVANTAGES 
1) Quality of design is questioned 
2) Can be more expensive due to less competition 
3) Variation can be more costly 
4) On site quality may suffer 
5) Less flexible 
6) High tender costs which for the majority are 
abortive and need to be recovered on future 
projects 
7) Discrepancies between Employer's Requirement 
and Proposals often remain 
8) Difficulty in specifying performance rather than to 
actually design and choose products and services 
9) Risk of clients stipulating some design/material 
types and therefore compromising the contractors 
liability 
10) Some 'professionals' discourage D&B with 
arguably the'befter, designers and engineers 
preferring the traditional approach where the 
Architect is team leader 
11) Professional Institutes have fiercely protected 
roles hoping to ensure the survival of their 
members specialisms 
12) Some argue that D&B is not suitable for highly 
innovative, complex or serviced buildings 
13) Relatively few standard forms of contract to 
- choose from 
14) High risk to client should contractor be-come 
insolvent as no other parties are contractually tied 
to the employer 
15) Less cost control 
16) Need to impose Professional liability insurance 
requirement on contractor to ensure design 
liability 
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3.5 MANAGEMENT 
3.5.1 Introduction 
At the macro-level of management philosophy general management theory has 
evolved greatly in the -last century from the Classical/Traditional School of 
TayloeS688 scientific Management approach; Fayol, S689 Administrative theory; to 
the Bureaucratic system of Webber . 
690 Later, Mayo 
'691 
McGregor692 and MaSIOW693 
preferred the Human Relations and Behavioural/Motivational School before the 
Management -Science School's Decision Theory Approach and Quantitative 
Method was introduced. Today, the Modern View of Systems and contingency 
concepts as optimised by Burns & Stalker, 694 Woodward 695 and Mintzberg696 tend 
to dictate the organisational structure and decision-making techniques. 
The General System's Theory697 key concepts include considering the 
organisation as an open system, interacting with the environment consisting of an 
organised whole of interdependent subsystems arranged hierarchically and 
delineated by identifiable, permeable boundaries from its environmental super 
698 system. The organisation will have multiple goals achieved through equifinality, 
employing feedback to ensure negative entropy whilst balancing stability and 
adaptability. 699 
This broad macro view from which all types of system can be examined has been 
adopted at the micro level of the construction industry where the management 
resource of project organisations has evolved considerably. 
des Taylor, FW-The Principles of Scientific Management- Scientific Management, Harper & Row, 1947 089 Fayol, H- General & Industrial Management, Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons Ltd, London 1949 ago Webber, M -The Theory of Social and Economic Organisation -The Free Press of Glencoe, New York, 1964 Mayo, E- The Social Problems of an Industrial Civilisation - Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, Boston, 1945 
McGregor, D- The Human Side of Enterprise - McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1960 
%4 aslow, A. H -A Theory of Human Motivation - Psychological Review, July 1943, pages 370-396 
- 
Bums, T& Stalker, GM - The Management of Innovation - Tavistock Publications Ltd, London, 1961 ; Woodward, J- Industrial Organisation: Theory & Practice - Oxford University Press, 1965 
ow 
Mintzberg, H- The Nature of Managerial Work - Harper & Row, New York, 1973 Bertalanffy, L- The Theory of Open Systems in Physics & Biology - Science, Ir January 1950, pages 23-29 Kast, FE& Rosenzweig, JE- Organisation & Management: A System and Contingency Approach (0 Edition) - McGraw Hill International Edition, Chapter 5 
Checkland, PB- Science and the Systems Movement - panes 288-314 
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The Emerson 700 and Banwel1701 Reports (see 3.1) did not specifically consider 
'management' but Higgins & JeSSop702 suggested that a single person or body 
should manage the construction process and concurrently, the National Economic 
Development Council (NEDC)703 called for improved management techniques, as 
did the Building Research Station's report in 1968.704 
Three further reports in the 1970's by the NEDC705,706,707 stressed that more 
attention be paid to structuring and managing project organisations, each 
recognising the distinctive nature of Project Management. 
During the 1980's Carpenter: 708 was typical of clients stressing that the industry 
frequently adopted inappropriate organisational structures and the British Property 
Federation 70'9 along with two further reportS710,711 on construction management 
called for project structures to be tailor-made to suit individual contracts. 
Design and Build, as discussed earlier (see 3.4), is one of the construction 
industry's answers to these demands. Another is Project Management, 712 but as 
Walker: 713 acknowledges this option defines the individual project manager's tasks 
and duties and can take many roles in practice. The two main management 
procurement optionS, 714 are: - 
01 Management Contracting 
0 Construction Management 
These two procurement options specifically promote managerial involvement by 
incorporating the contractor into the design team on the equivalent basis as the 
other consultants to manage the project and advise on the buildability, 
programming and cost control. 
700 
701 
Emerson, The Report - op cit 
702 anwell, 
The Report - op cit 
7w 
Higgins, G& Jessop, N- op cit 
7w ational Economic Development 
Council - (1964) op cit 
705 
Bishop, D- op cit 
Too atonal Economic Development Council - (I 976a) op cit 
?w 
National Economic Development Council - (I 976b) op cit 
708 allonal Economic Development Council - (1978) op cit 
ft Carpenter, JBG- op cit 
710 
British Property Federation - op cit 
711 arrie, DS& Pawson, BC- op cit 
712 Bennett, J op cit 
713 Turner, A -'Building Procurement7 - Macmillan, London, 1990 
N Walker, A- Project Management In Construction (2"" Ed) - BSP Professional Books, page 5- 1984 CIRIA - Special Report 100 "Management Contracting", London : CIRIA 1983 
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These procurement options and the appropriate forms of contract are discussed 
briefly in the following section along with their reception by the industry including 
the Reading715 and Southampton 716 Reports on their usage. A summary then 
concludes this analysis. 
3.5.2 The JCT Form of Manaqement Contract (MC 98 
Hughes, Gray and Murdoch 717 , have reported that in a technologically 
sophisticated development project, the contractual risks for the contractor are so 
high as to lead to inflated tenders. The clients for such a project may be in a 
stronger position to be able to bear the risk, especially if the client is a property 
developer who builds frequently. It is a fundamental principle of risk apportionment 
that where a client builds frequently, and has large resources, the uncertainty 
associated with contractual risk is reduced. Therefore it is meaningless to pay 
someone else to absorb it. This is why it is in the interest of the clients to be able 
to choose contractual forms, which reduce, or eliminate, contractual risk for the 
contractor. 
The dual pressures of a keener need for co-ordination, and the client's desire to 
reduce the contractors exposure to risk in the main contract led to the 
development of management contracting. A management contractor was one who 
would be appointed at an early stage of the process, effectively joining the design 
team, to advise on management and production issues, ensure timely involvement 
of the Works Contractors/Specialist Trade Contractors' designers and manage the 
site process. 718 
The first pure management contract in the UK is believed to have been undertaken 
by Bovis in 1972, although the approach had commonly been in use in the United 
719 States since the 1940's. 
115 
716 Atkin, Dr (Reading University) & Kennedy, B (National Contractor's Group) et al - op cit 
717 Science & Engineering Research Council/Southampton University's Report - et al - op cit 
718 Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J (Reading University) op cit CIRIA -A Client's Guide to Management Contracting In Building. Special Publication No 33, Construction Industry 
lie Research and Information Association; London - 1984 
-PDx, 
A, Townsend M- Strategic Procurement In Construction op cit page 39 - 1996 
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It should be noted that there is some inconsistency in the use of terminology when 
describing this approach; in America it is described as "construction management", 
and should not be confused with the UK professional management discipline of 
the same name. 720 (see 3.5.3) 
The JCT 1998 Form of Management Contract, which is similar in its philosophy 
and drafting to the complex JCT Standard Form of Building Contract, was initially 
issued in 1987 in response to the demands for standardised documentation to 
cover this popular form of procurement. 
Powell-Smith and Chappe11721 state that Management Contracting essentially 
involves the early appointment of a contractor whose function is to manage the 
execution of the works in return for a fee. The management contractor takes no 
part in physically carrying out the works as this is undertaken by works contractors 
who are directly employed by the management contractor. This relationship is 
illustrated in figure 3.3. 
FIGURE 3.3 A Typical Management Contract Organisational/Contractual 
Structure 
Client 
Designer 
I----- 
II 
Quantity 
Surveyor 
Management Contractor 
Consultant 
Engineers 
I Works 
Contractors 
Contractual Links 
ClOrnmunication Links 
M 
721 Rougvle, A (1987) ProJect. Evaluation and 
Development London: Mitchell 
. 
E2vmll-Smith, V& Chappell, D- op cit 
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JCT Standard Form of Management Contract is not a lump-sum contract; in fact 
the employer pays the prime cost of the works contractors and the management 
contractors actual on site expenses for the provision of many of the 'preliminary' 
type items together with a management fee. Consequently, the management 
contractor takes a relatively small risk, but the employer must be prepared to be 
actively involved and accept considerable responsibility and risk. 722 Minogue 723 
reaffirmed this by expressing that a works contractor who suffers loss or expense 
due to another delay is ultimately entitled to reimbursement from the employer. 
The contract is split into two phases; pre-construction and construction -, but 
although the intention is that the management contractor be involved in both 
phases a 'break-clause' provides the employer with authority to end the contract at 
the end of the pre-construction phase. Another notable provision is that the 
architect is empowered to instruct acceleration of the progress or alter its timing or 
sequence. 724 
One criticism of management contracting is the allegedly common practice of 
contractors taking secret discounts without the client's knowledge from works 
contractors either on a one-off project basis or by an annual volume discount. 725 
This practice is inexorably linked with fraud but Peter Rogers 726 has claimed such 
a practice is rife. 
Despite this, there are many virtues of management contracting including the 
ability to secure an early start on site even before the design is fully complete and 
then to proceed with the construction in parallel with the development of the 
design by fast tracking. However, Minogue 727 has criticised this by claiming that 
this inevitably leads to design information then being released too late resulting in 
variations, delays and claims from both the works contractors and management 
contractors. 
Minogue, A -Law -Taking on the Risk without the Power to Control -Extract from 'Building'-p4330 March 1990 Minogue, A- Law - Shock In Store for Employers as Final Accounts Beckon - Extract from 'Building', p 43 21 September 
1990 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D, op cit, page 20 
Ridout, G- Conning the Client - The Discount Scam - Extract from Building, page 20 & 21 - 10 September 1993 Rogers, P (Construction Director - Stanhope Properties) MinOgue, A (Partner, McKenna & Co, Solicitors) - Management Contracting - No Panacea In the Claims Game - Extract Lorn Building - page 46 - 16 March 1990 
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Indeed, Ireland 7213 found that whilst overlapped or fast- track construction can 
shorten the overall project delivery time it may increase the construction period. 
OtherS729,730 conclude that project delivery system was not a dependant factor in 
determining construction speed. 
Ward et al 731 found that the main advantage of involving the builder early in the 
design process is that advise may be given on buildability and a practical design 
can be achieved which enhances construction time performance and reduces 
unnecessary costs. Naoum and Langford 732 found that the challenge of the 
builder taking on a consulting role has been documented as being patchy in its 
success. The effectiveness and nature of Management Contracting has certainly 
been widely researched by Sidwell '733 Elton 
734 
, FrankS735 and Naoum and 
Langford 736 to name but some. 
Vallance and Kintyre 737 have reported that the system allows buildability to be 
increased and, because design is run in parallel to construction, it provides a high 
degree of flexibility in design process. However, GrahaM738 found that, because of 
its flexibility, there tends to be a greater number of variations in the management 
contracting process. This co-ordinated approach and potential flexibility is said 739 
to result in a greater operational speed and efficiency, but this benefit is only 
apparent on larger, more complex and innovative projects. It has been recognised 
by Knight740 that this system apportions large amounts of risk to the client and a 
low risk option to the contractor. 
Ireland, V- "The Role of Managerial Actions In the Cost Time and Quality Performance of High Rise Commercial Building 
Projects, " PhD Thesis, Univ. Sydney, NSW 1983 
Barnes M. & Partners - Management Contracting for health building -a comparative study, Summary Report for the 
Department of Health and Social Security, M Barnes and Sons, London UK - 1984 
731 
Sidwell, A. C. - 'The time performance of Construction Projects', Architectural Science Review, vol. 27, pp. 85-91 - 1984 Ward, S. C., Curtis, B., Chapman, C. 13 -'Advantages of Management Contracting - Critical Analysis', Journal of Construction 
ra 
Engineering and Management vol. 117, no. 2, pp. 195-212 - 1991 
Naoum, S. G., Langford, D. A -'Management contracting - the client's view, Journal of Engineering Management vol. I 11, 
no. 3, pp. 369-384 - 1987 
Sidwell, A. C. - 'An evaluation of management contracting', Construction Management and Economics, vol. 1, pp. 47-55 - 1984 
Elton, J. R - 'Management Contracting, ' Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers (ICE) Conference on Management of International Projects, pp. 77-83 - 1985 
Franks, J- Building Procurement Systems, The Chartered Institute of Building, Ascot, UK. 1990 
Naoum S. G., Langford, D. A -'Management contracting: a review of the system, ' Proceedings of the CIB W-65 Symposium 
On Organisation and Management, Waterloo, Canada, October, 1984. 
Valiance, K and Akintoye, A- op cit 
Graham, P- Dream on fees - Chartered quantity surveyor - pp. 24-25 - October 1988 Clamp, H and Cox, S. - Which Contract? - Choosing the appropriate building contract - RIBA, London - 1994 Knight, G. - Management Contracting. Occasional Paper, CIOB. October, Englemere, UK - 1989 
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Practice Note MC/1741 recommends that management contracting should be 
considered when: - 
The employer wishes the design to be carried out by an independent 
architect and design team 
There is need for early completion 
The project is fairly large 
The project requirements are complex 
The project entails, or might entail, changing the employers' requirements 
during the construction period 
0 The employer, whilst requiring early completion, wants the maximum 
possible competition in respect to price for the building works 
The 1970's and 80's witnessed the increasing popularity of management 
contracting742 and the eventual publication of this form of contract in 1987, but 
PhipprS743 claims that many of its virtues have proved to have little substance and 
Rab BennettS744 claimed that "Management Contracting got corrupted by second- 
rate teams when the cutting-edge people moved on to Construction Management". 
Further criticism, notably from the Reading Report, 745 again discredits 
management contracting in favour of Construction Management (see 3.5.3), but 
the Southampton University Repoe6 countered Reading's wisdom. 
The RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 200 1747 indicated a marked fall in the use of 
the JCT Standard Form of Management Contract. The number of incidences has 
declined from 39 in 1995,18 in 1998 to 12 in 2001. Prior to the latest survey, the 
percentage use by number and by value had been fairly constant, but both 
measures have now shown a considerable drop. Its most common use is now in 
the E500,000 to Urn value range. 
The Joint Contracts Tribunal - Practice Note MC11 
Legal Studies & Services Construction Procurement-Which Contract Is Best For Whom and Why? - Conference paper 8 
743 
October 1990 
?" 
Phipps, M- Contracts - Empty Claims do no service to Management Contracting - Extract from 'Building' 27/4/90, page 45 
146 
Bennetts, R- (Partner Bennetts Associates) - Quotation from Building Magazine - page 24 - 31 January 1997 
746 
Atkin, Dr (Reading University) & Kennedy, B (National Contractors Group) et al - op dt 
?a Science & Engineering Research 
Council/Southampton University' Report - et al - op dt 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 - op cit 
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In spite of the decline, where management contracting is chosen as the preferred 
procurement route, the JCT Management form has been used on 75% of 
occasions. 
The decline in the use of other management contracts, employer, QS or contractor 
written, has been even more marked. The 1998 Survey identified 17 projects with 
employer or QS written management contracts and one contractor written 
contract: the 2001 survey has identified just three employer or QS written 
contracts with none written by a contractor and one use of the ECC Option F 
Management Contract. By value, management contracts accounted for just F-72rn 
of contracts in 2001 (or 2.3% of the total sampled) compared to E478m in 1998 
(10.4%). 
3.5.3 Construction Management (JCT CM02) 
Bennett and Grice 748 define Construction Management as a project delivery 
method where "the client appoints design and cost consultants and a contractor or 
consultant to manage construction for a fee. Specialist contractors are appointed 
to undertake the arrangements in which the client appoints an external 
organisation to manage and co-ordinate the design and construction phases of a 
project. The Construction Management organisation may provide specified 
common user service facilities, but does not normally execute any of the 
permanent works, which are undertaken by construction contractors. "749 
Hughes, Gary and Murdoch 750 believe the demand for this construction 
management form of procurement has been fuelled by clients who have become 
frustrated with the difficulties of securing an efficient output from the industry. in 
Construction Management, the client employs all of the firms directly and provides 
the co-ordination and management through a consultant construction manager. In 
this way a cohesive design and construction can be created, with the client 
absorbing the risks associated with co-ordination. 
740 Bennett, J Grice, T- Procurement system for building, In Quantity Surveying Techniques - New Directions, UK, BSP 
If* Professional Books - 1990 
IN CIRIA -A client's guide to traditional contract building, CIRIA Special Publication 29, London, CIRIA - 1983 Hughes, W Gray, C and Murdoch, J- (Reading University) op cit 
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A major feature of this approach is the way in which it elevates the status of the 
Works Contractor/Specialist Trade Contractor to a major participating role, which 
recognises their complete involvement with design and construction for their 
particular specialism. American and European practice is often cited as the origin 
of this technique but practices (for example, Separate Trades Contracting) have 
been common in the UK, especially in the North of England and Scotland, until 
relatively recently. 751 
Construction Management is said 752 to be based on the modern management 
principle of empowerment or power equalisation and reflects the trend towards a 
more pluralistic society. Whilst ultimate authority rests with the client, as indeed it 
should, the encouragement of participation by all the parties in decision-making 
coupled with the democratic distribution of power provides a radical new basis for 
conducting construction projects. 
Management thinking suggests that this is the only way to run successful 
organisations now and in the future. 753,754,755,756,757 Until recently, no standard form 
of contract existed for the Construction Management form of procurement in 
Britain, except Client or Contractors' own individual forms which tended to reflect 
the American Institute of Architect's Construction Management Edition of the 
General Conditions of the Contract for Construction. 758 
This was corrected in 2002, when the Joint Contracts Tribunal published the long 
awaited JCT Construction Management Documentation. It includes an agreement 
between the client and construction manager; a trade contract; fluctuation clauses; 
warranties to be given by a trade contractor to a purchaser and tenant and to a 
funder; invitation to tender and tender by a trade contractor. 759 
751 Masterman. J (1992) op dt M Newcombe, R (University of Reading) "Procurement Paths -A Power Paradigm* - paper published at Procurement 
753 
Systems Symposium Hong Kong - CIB W-92 Publication No 175 - 1994 
754 
Peters, T- Thriving On Chaos, London: Macmillan - 1987 
?m 
Peters, T- Liberation Management, London: Macmillan - 1992 
In Kanter, RM- The Change Masters, 
New York: Simon & Schuster - 1983 
79 Kanter, RM- When Giants Learn 
to Dance, New York: Simon & Schuster - 1989 
756 Morgan, G- Imaginization - the art of creative management, 
London: Sage - 1993 The American Institute of Architects - AIA Document A201 /CM - Construction Management Edition - General Conditions of 
IN the Contract for Construction (1980 Edition) Davis Langdon & Everest Information Sheet 7/2000 - 15 February 2002 
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A. Turner 760 and H i11761 stated that Construction Management offers a similar 
service to Management Contracting, but with the key distinction being that each 
works contractor and each member of the design team and the construction 
manager all enter into a direct contract with the Client. This relationship is 
illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
FIGURE 3.4 A Typical Construction Management Organisational/ 
Contractual Structure 
Client 
Design Team 
------------ 
Quantity Consultant 
Surveyor 
II 
Engineer 
Construction I 
Manager 
I 
Works 
Contractors 
Contractual Links Ommmop- 
Communication Links 
The construction manger has no direct contractual relationship with any other team 
member, but is bound by the construction management agreement to manage and 
co-ordinate the design 762 and construction process on behalf of the client in return 
for a fee. The construction manager offers no warranty of completion on time or to 
a fixed cost. 
?W Turner, A-op cit I" Hill. C (Managing partner of Norton Rose's Construction and Engineering Group) - *Construction Management" - Building 
7W 
Issue 13 - 1999 Lam, PTI & Chan, APC - *Construction Management as a Procurement Method -A New Direction for Asian Contractors* 
published at Procurement Systems Symposium Publication No. 175 CIB W92 - Hong Kong, 1994 
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As a result, final cost is unknown at the initial stage, but the CM firm's fee is 
generally considered to be less than general contractor's profit. 763,764 I ndeed, 
studies by Adrian 765 have shown that total construction costs have consequently 
been reduced, but otherS766 dispute this. 
NCDC767 found that cost estimates were more reliable due to progressive 
adjustments to the scope of the works. Naoum and Langford support th iS. 768 
However SCott769 found that the General Services Administration (GSA) in the US 
experienced substantial cost over-runs. 
Construction Management originated from the USA . 
770 As there is no single-point 
of responsibility for design, cost/time, construction management is only for those 
clients who are sufficiently experienced in procuring construction work to feel 
comfortable with a close involvement in the allocation of risk amongst the team. 
Construction management is particularly well suited to projects with short lead 
times. In which the construction of a building is only one element of a more 
complex task. For example, construction management is frequently used in the 
construction of process plant and for out-of-town retail outlets. 
Kwakye 771 found that Construction Management allows the concept of "fast- 
tracking" to be used on a project due to the early involvement of the Construction 
Manager, overlapping of planning, design, tender, award and construction. 
Nearly all studies concerned with Construction Management have recorded 
reduced construction time 
772,773,774,775.776,777 
. This was attributed to the use of 
"Fast-tracking" techniques and specialist trade contracts. 
778 
M Lammers, J. 1 - The Construction Industry: Construction management & design-construct firms, unpublished thesis - 1970 "4 Nahapiet, H. & Nahapiet, J. -A Comparison of contractual arrangements for building project% Construction Management 
and Economics, 3,217-231 - 1985 
Adrian, J. J. - CM: The Construction Management process, Prentice-Hall - 1981 
Naoum, S. G., Langford, D. A. - An Investigation Into the performance of management contracts and the traditional method of 
building procurement Building Economics and Construction Management, Vol. 4, International Council of Building Research 
and Documentation - 1991 NCDC - Project and construction management, Technical paper No. 54, National Capital Development Commission - 1987 
Naoum, SG & Langford, D. A. - op cit 1991 
Scott P. S. - The history of construction management, Construction Management -a state of the art update ASCE p51-61 - 
r/9 
1986 
Hill, C (Managing Partner of Solicitor Norton Rose's construction and engineering groupyConstructlon Management7- 
771 
Building issue 13 - 1999 
M 
Kwakye, A. A. - Fast tracking construction, Occasional Paper No. 46, UK, CIOB - 1991 
, 
CIRIA -A Client's guide to management contract building, CIRIA Special Publication 33, London, CIRIA - 1984 
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It is felt that the time savings are created by overlapping design construction. The 
actual time spent on constructing may well be similar to traditional contracting. 
There is no overall lump-sum bid with Construction Management, so the 
responsibility for managing the budget lies with the client. If a trade package 
cornes in over budget, the client can work with his construction manager and the 
design team to trim the package to get it back within budget or find savings 
elsewhere in the projeCt. 779 
One of the claimed benefits of Construction Management is that it allows the client 
"flexibility" to make changes. However, Chris Hills 780 has suggested that this 
should be regarded sceptically. It may be possible to make changes, but the 
procurement method that allows the client to change the design during the course 
of construction without consequential cost or delay has yet to be invented. 
This direct relationship led Chris Strickland 781 to suggest that "Management 
contracting is dead, and deservedly so. Construction management is the purer 
form of fee management contracting. Management contracting doesn't even 
create relationships between each member of the team. " 
The Reading Repod782 was favourable of Construction Managements benefits. 
Contract Journa1783 summarised Construction Management's merits as follows: - 
A Management Contractor has too much scope to take decisions that can 
result in unforeseen expenses for the Client. The Construction Manager is 
more constrained and must seek the Client's approval first if the cost of 
instructions cannot be contra-charged 
M Collins, R. G - Alternative contract strategies for building projects - Part 1, The Architectural Show, September, pp36-40, 
774 
NSW, TAS - 1987 
M 
Curtis, B., Ward, S., Chapman, C- Roles. responsibilities and risks In management contracting, London, CIRIA - 1991 
YN 
Masterman, JWE - An Introduction to building procurement systems, London, E& FN Spon - 1992 
M 
Naoum, S. G. - Procurement and project performance, Occasional Paper 45, UK, CIOB - 1991 
rN 
Turner, A. - Building procurement UK, MacMillan - 1990 
M 
Kwakye, A. A. - op cit 
Hill. C (Managing Partner of Solicitor Norton Rose's construction and engineering group)-ý"Construction Management7- 
Building - Issue 13 - 1999 ibid 
"2 
Strickland, C (Director of Greycoat)-Building Magazine 31 January 1997 
?a 
Reading, The Report Dr Atkin et al - op cit 
Contracts Journal Article- Identifying CM as the Better Option- Extract and Summary of the Reading Construction 
Management Forum, Extract from Contract Journal, pages 11-13 - 17 January 1991 
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Under Construction Management all decisions impinging on design must be 
approved by the designer/architect 
40 The contractual link between the Client and Works Contractor gives the 
Works Contractor higher status and possibly faster payments, while Clients 
have greater control on cost and direct redress for default 
0 There is greater scope for a Construction Manager to be removed for non- 
performance and, as the Client holds all works contracts, there are not the 
consequent disruptive problems of novation 
This has led to Paul Marston 784 to claim that Construction Management is 'simply 
the cleanest and most proficient way of providing a management service in 
construction' and for many to state that the, future belongs to the Construction 
Manager. 785 
The RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 2001786 indicated Construction Management 
has also shown a decline in popularity, judging by the number of occurrences 
recorded in the latest survey. A total of ten projects were notified as Construction 
Management compared to 19 in 1998. The proportion of employer or QS written 
contracts compared to construction management contractor written forms remains 
similar: in 2001 8 of the forms were employer or QS written compared to just one 
from a construction management contractor, with one recorded use of the new 
GC/Works/1 Construction Management Trade Contracts (1999) form. 
Proportionally, the number of uses has declined from 0.8% in 1998 to 0.4% in 
2001. 
By value, Construction Management has shown a slight increase in usage 
compared to 1998: in 2001 construction management forms accounted for E300m 
of work or 9.6% of the total; in 1998 construction management accounted for 
E355m of work or 7.7% of the total. 
IN Marston, P (Gardiner & Theobald) - Negotiating the Management Minefield - Construction Management - Extract from 
in 
Architect, Builder, Contractor & Developer, page 20 - April 1991 
In 
Henry S- Construction Management - Conference Paper, 30 November 1990 
Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001. op cit 
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Construction Management would appear to be used for higher value schemes than 
Management Contracting. Construction management has not been used on any 
projects below Urn in value while the majority of Management Contracting 
schemes were in the E500,000 to Urn range. 
Whilst the statistics appear quite strong for usage of Construction Management in 
2001, there is a view that construction management is not now as popular as it 
was 787 with clients now avoiding the Construction Management form of 
procurement788 due to lack of cost certaint y789 and the demand for a high level of 
790 client involvement. 
Indeed, Construction Management has been described 791,792 as being able to 
accelerate project duration, improve overall buildability, encompass flexibility and 
facilitate price competition. 
However, the Southampton University Report793 disputes this and KnowleS'794 has 
claimed that the probability of a large number of claims levied on the employer 
Way well spell the beginning of the end of Construction Management. ' 
Furthermore, the Court of Appeal decisions in Rosehaugh Stanhope v Redpath 
Dorman Long (1990) and Beaufort House v. Zimmcor (1990) may continue to 
reduce the popularity of Construction Management. 795 Further, problems at Great 
Eastern Hotel in Liverpool Stree t796, the Lion Plaza near the Bank of England 717, 
not to mention Holyrood, the new home of the Scottish Parliament that were all 
procured under Construction Management have led to further criticisms and 
perhaps a change to the risk profile associated with this mode of procurement. 798 
Clark, P- Vhatever Happened to Construction Managemenr- Building Issue 19 - 2001 
J. Sainsbury - Article In Building Magazine - Issue 19 - 2001 
Reeder, P (Managing Director, School) - Article In Building Magazine Issue 19 - 2001 
Paxford, C (Director PCM) - Article in Building - Issue 19 - 2001 
Sidwell A. C. et al - An International Comparison of Construction Management, Australian Institute of Building Papers, 2- 
1987 
Hughes, W. P. - Analysis of construction management contracts, CIOB Technical Information Service, CIOB - 1991 Science & Engineering Research Council, Southampton UnIversitys Report op cit 
Knowles, R- Law - Construction Managers Love their Appeal to Employers - Extract from 'Building' page 39 - 13 July 1990 
Legal Studies & Services, op cit 
Great Eastern Hotels Co Ltd v John Laing Co Ltd - CILL 2217 TCC . 2005 
Clark, P -The Uon and The Gherkin"- Building 15 August 2003 Clark, P (Deputy Editor of 'Building' magazine) - 'The final mistake" quoting Paul Morrell (Partner of Davis Langdon) before 
the release of Lord Fraser's report of the cost and time over-runs. on Holyrood - Building -3 September 2004 
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3.5.4 Summarv 
The management procurement option should be considered when: 799 
An early start to construction and an early programme completion, requiring 
design and construction to proceed in parallel, is wanted 
0 Flexibility in design is wanted to allow for changes to be made as the 
process of design and construction are carried out 
A project by its nature is organisationally complex, probably with a need to 
manage a multiplicity of client, consultant and contractor organisations 
A project is technologically complex resulting from often differing 
requirements of future users. 
A client and his advisers have insufficient management resources 
Maximum price competition for the works elements is wanted 
However, neither management contracting or construction management are 
suitable for all projects - particularly those, for example where the Client considers 
risk avoidance to be more important than early completion. 
To summarise, the general merits and demerits of 'management' procurement and 
those which might influence a contractors profitability are scheduled in Table 3.6. 
The opinions have been collated from Turner, 800 Spackman, 801 Minogue, 802 
Trickey, 803 McKenna, 804 Marston, 805 Spring806 and Franks. 807 
From the procurement trend analysis discussed earlier (section 3.2) it can be seen 
that the usage of the 'management' option appears to be decreasing and the 
'Reading Report s808 has certainly not promoted Management Contracting. 
However, it has been claimed809 that a form of management procurement looks to 
remain the best option for complex/large projects where programme is critical. 
no Turner, A- op cit 
moo Turner, A- op cit pages 100 & 101 s" Spackman, C (Bovis Construction Chairman) - Winter of Discontent - Extract Contract Journal, pi I-2 February 2001 802 Minogue, A- (McKenna & Co - Partner) - Management on Trial -'Building' Magazine pages 26-29 - 23 March 1990 Ics Trickey, G (Davis Langdon & Everest) Management on Trial -'Building' Magazine, p26-29 - 23 March 1990 IN McKenna, J (Taylor Woodrow) - Teamwork Key to Management Contracting - Construction News pp34/35 14 June 1990 
Marston, P (Gardiner & Theobald) - Negotiating the Management Minefield - Extract from Architect. Builder, Contractor & 
Developer, pages 18-20 April 1991 
Spring, M- The Late, Late Show - Extract from Building Magazine - pages 28 & 29 - 13 October 1989 
Franks, J- Building procurement Systems - The Chartered Institute of Building - pages 10 & 11 - 1990 
Atkin, Dr et al, op cit 
Cooke, D- The Return of the Projects Managers - Extract from Management Today page 119 - May 1990 
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Table 3.6 Management Contracting & Construction Management Merits 
& Demerits Compared and Tabulated 
AGES 
1) Greater competition for sub-contracttwork 
packages with the benefit of savings passed 
onto the Client 
2) Strong competition on agreeing a fee/charge for 
the MC/CM service 
3) Claimed to be fewer claims resulting from 
Incomplete design 
4) Savings due to MC/CM involvement in design to 
ensure 'buildabilityand meet cost requirements 
5) Time and money saving are accrued by 
overlapping design and construction. Parallel 
working generally results in an overall 
programme reduction and consequent financing 
cost savings 
6) Better'quality' of management gives improved 
co-ordination/integration 
7) Very flexible 
8) Ouality is ensured as an Architect and MC/CM 
checks quality control 
9) Most suitable for large/complex structures 
10) MC avoids the confrontational and adversarial 
environment associated with other forms of 
contract 
11) Some subcontractors prefer MC/CM 
12) mCjCM's frequently compete at first stage 
tender ensuring an economic fee is charged for 
the management role 
13) The design team is able to participate with the 
MC/CM in the organisation of the works 
packages 
14) Work's contracts are entered into near the time 
of commencement of their works making firm 
price, competitive tenders' possible. 
1) Arguably more expensive than traditional contracting 
2) CM/MC is claimed to be a'devious'form of 
procurement which splits work into confrontational 
packages and is hated by sub-contractors 
3) The Client suffers because no risk taken by 
management contractors 
4) Subcontract/Works Contractors payments are often 
delayed by MC 
5) Onerous Contract conditions are often imposed by 
MC/CM 
6) Under MC Client only entitled to recover damages 
from MC that MC can recover from defaulting works 
contractor 
7) Unrealistically high damages clauses are imposed on 
minor works packages 
8) Inappropriate and excessively complex works 
contract conditions are imposed on small packages 
I. e. plastering 
9) Management/on-site facilities are often duplicated by 
MC/CM and works contractors 
10) Less pressure to obtain a competitive price for works. 
MC/CM's organisation/ preliminary costs are 
generally reimbursed on a prime cost basis giving the 
Employer neither certainty or comfort as MC/CM has 
no incentive to reduce costs or seek greater efficiency 
11) No price certainty 
12) The more tightly the building process is planned, the 
more vulnerable it is to disruption 
13) Discipline of completing design prior to 
construction is removed by staggering the 
release of packages inevitably leading to delays 
and/or costs 
14) The Client takes delivery of the building more 
quickly because the project completion period is 
reduced and thus obtains a return on his 
investment more quickly 
15) The reduced pre-construction and construction 
duration places greater pressure on the design 
team. The design may suffer as a result 
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3.6 COST REIMBURSEMENT/PRIME COST PROCUREMENT 
3.6.1 Introduction 
A. TurnerBlo identified three forms of Cost based Contract, they being: - 
0 Cost Plus Percentage Fee - whereby the employer reimburse the contractor 
his price/actual cost plus a percentage fee for his overhead and profit 
0 Cost Plus Fixed Fee - as above, but the fee is a fixed lump sum and 
therefore the contractor has some incentive to minimise costs 
Cost Plus Fluctuating Fee - as above, but the fee fluctuates depending on 
the actual cost expended compared with the original estimate thereby 
awarding the contractor for lower than anticipated costs and penalising him 
for higher costs. (Similar to Target Cost Reimbursement) 
Historically, Cost Reimbursement or Prime Cost contracts were reported as having 
commanded approximately 5% of the market share (by value)81 1, but their usage is 
often more due to need than preference. The contractuallorganisational 
relationship associated with this form is the same as that adopted for traditional 
procurement (see Figure 3.1). 
CapperB12 has noted that Cost-Plus procurement has dangers of inefficiency, but 
at least it is flexible and can be more attuned to the day to day circumstances of a 
project: if combined with target incentives and close monitoring it avoids the 
inefficiencies of contingent pricing. 
The only standard form of contract available for this type of procurement is the 
Fixed Fee Form of Prime Cost Contract, 1998 published by the Joint Contractor 
Tribunal and this is discussed in the following section. 
I* 
oil 
Turner, A- op cit, Chapter 6, page 95 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Junior Organisation (QS Division) - Survey of Procurement Trends, op cit. (1988) Capper, Professor P- op cit 
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3.6.2 The JCT Prime Cost Contract 1998 Edition 
The Fixed Fee Form of cost reimbursement contract was first issued in 1967 and 
revised in 1976. The JCT Prime Cost Contract then replaced the old Fixed Fee 
Contract in 1998. It consists of an agreement, conditions, an attestation, six 
schedules and an append iX. 813 It is intended for use where the works cannot be 
precisely defined at tender stage, even to the extent of producing approximate bills 
of quantities. 
However, sufficient is generally known of the works to enable a contractor to 
produce an estimate of the likely prime cost of the works. A fixed fee for the 
builder's services is calculated on the basis of the prime cost estimate and this is 
paid to the contractor along with the 'actual cost' of carrying out the works. 814 
The form is particularly useful if work is required to commence urgently on such 
projects as renovations, alterations and the repair of fire damage. "'s 
Morris & Hough 816 also acknowledged this option as being beneficial on technically 
complex projects as it helps to avoid a hostile, claims-conscious environment 
which can exist under traditional, lump sum procurement. 
However, Powell-Smith and Chappell'317 stated that the Fixed Fee Form does not 
offer any real incentive for the contractor to work quickly and efficiently and if the 
nature and scope of works are not accurately defined the contractor may be 
unable to accurately estimate the fixed fee and the prime cost estimate my be so 
imprecise as to mislead the employer. 
Turner, Dennis F- op cit, Chapter 24, page 309 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D, op cit, Chapter 6, page 273 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D, op cit, Chapter 6, page 274 
Mords, PWG & Hough, GH- The Anatomy of Major Projects - John Wiley & Sons, Chapter 12, page 255 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D- op cit, page 274 
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This is arguably of little 'real' financial consequence, but Turner, 818 stated that it 
would affect the contractor's profit level considerably. In such a case, the contract 
could be amended to express the 'fixed' fee as a percentage of the prime cost 
expended (cost plus Percentage Fee) or by using a sliding scale (cost plus 
Fluctuating Fee) to award the contractor for any saving accrued against the 
original target cost in an attempt to introduce an incentive to reduce costs. 1119 Both 
of these variations are regularly practised. 820 
The RICS contracts in Use Survey, 2001 821 noted that in 1998 eight incidences of 
use of the Prime Cost Contract (1992) were recorded. In the 2001 survey seven 
incidences of the Prime Cost Contract 1998 edition were notified with no uses of 
the 1992 edition. As a percentage of contracts surveyed, the use of the Prime 
Cost Contract has declined to just 0.2% by number and remained steady over the 
last three surveys as representing 0.3% of the value of work surveyed. Egan 
principles, partnering and 'open book' ideals appear to have had no influence on 
encouraging the use of this form of contract. Nevertheless incidences were 
recorded of its use on contracts up to Orn in value. 
3.6.3 Summa 
Cost Reimbursement contracts clearly have their uses in times of emergency, 
where very complex/innovative works are envisaged or where the extent of the 
works cannot be even approximately measured/specified, but the lack of price 
certainty or incentive for the contractor to minimise costs make this form 
undesirable for most projects. 
With reference principally to Turner 822 and Powell-Smith & ChappeII823 the 
following table on Table 3.7 attempts to itemise the key merits and demerits of this 
procurement option in conclusion of this analysis. This summary highlights the 
aspects of cost-reimbursement procurement, which might influence a contractor's 
outcome profitability. 
umer, DF, op cit, page 310 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D, op cit, page 274 
lbld, page 274 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts in Use Survey, 2001 - op cit Turner, A, op cit Chapter 6, pages 94 to 99 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D, op cit, pages 273 & 274 
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Table 3.7 Cost Reimbursement Forms of Procurement: Merits & Demerits 
Compared and Tabulated 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
1) An early on site can be achieved as the tender I) No incentive for the contractor to minimise costs 
procedure is generally shorter 2) No price certainty until final completion 
2) A less adversarial attitude is often secured 3) Less competition can be achieved as only the 
3) Very flexible regarding variations fixed fee or mark-up is priced competitively 
4) Some incentive to minimise costs can be 4) Heavy risk balanced disproportionately on the 
gained by opting for a fluctuating fee/target cost client 
reimbursement option 5) Any excess buying costs and non-productive 
5) Particularly suitable for highly innovative or performance penalties are passed onto the 
complex projects client 
6) Quality is generally maintained as the 6) The client has litUe involvement with the 
contractor has less desire to 'cut comers' contractor other than contractual obligations 
7) A long established and well known form of 7) Complex contractual ties exist between the 
contract parties with split liability and no single point 
8) Tendering is relatively inexpensive contact 
9) All buying and productivity savings are passed 8) Assuming the extent of the works cannot be 
onto the Client accurately predicted the programme and fixed 
10) Time and therefore money can be saved by fee will be uncertain 
overlapping design and construction 9) Few standard forms of contract exist 
3.7 ESTABLISHED PROCUREMENT ROUTES SUMMARY 
In addition to the above a vast number of alternative forms of procurement exist 
including continuity tenders and serial contraCtS824 along with numerous additional 
contractual variances to deal with such idiosyncrasies as joint ventures and 
international contracting, measured term contracts, including the JCT Standard 
Form of Measured Term Contract 1998 Edition (MTC 98), Direct Labour 
undertakingS825 plus countless subcontract and supplier agreements . 
826 
824 Franks, J- Building procurement System- A Guide to Building Project Management- The Chartered Institute of Building 
125 pages 33 & 34 - 1990 
WS Bower, D- op cit page 64 Thurston Consultant/Building - Contracts Listing - Extract from 'Building' Magazine, page 34 - 29 June 1990 
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The presence of these additional forms of procurement and contracts is 
acknowledged, but they are not studied in detail in this thesis as the writer has 
attempted to concentrate on the most popular UK contract options covered under 
the four traditional forms of procurement outlined earlier. 
Clamp and COX827 concluded that clients procuring work traditionally will benefit in 
terms of cost and quality, but at the expense of time; the design and build clients 
will benefit in terms of cost and time, but at the expense of quality; the 
management contracting clients will benefit in terms of time and quality, but at the 
expense of cost. 
The procurement method chosen is not the only factor that will affect project 
performance. Masterman 828 states that the fragmented nature of the building 
industry particularly the separation of design and construction, the uniqueness of 
construction projects and the resulting ephemeral nature of the project 
organisation places great dependence on the project team on setting up the 
building process and bringing the project team in, setting up the building process 
and bringing the project to a successful conclusion. 
In an attempt to clarify the benefits of the conflicting procurement options NEDO 829 
have published a report identifying the key issues of each method. To summarise 
their findings in terms of risk, flexibility for change and contractors incentive, 
Figure 3.5 is illustrated below. 
This figure has been based principally upon A Turner830 and Morris and Hough' S831 
models. 
Clamp, H& Cox, S- Which Contract? Choosing the appropriate building contract, published by RIBA Publication Ltd 1990 
Masterman, J. W. E - An Introduction to Building Procurement Systems, Published by E& FN Spon. London 1992 National Economic Development Office- Thinking About Building- HMSO 
Turner, A- Building Procurement - MacMillan -Chapter 6, page 93 
Mwis, PWG & Hough, GH - The Anatomy of Major Projects - John Wiley & Sons, Chapter 11, Page 239 
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FIGURE 3.5 Procurement Risks & Characteristics of Tvpes of Buildinq 
Contracts 
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Furthermore, Table 3.8 is also illustrated below, on the basis of Powell-Smith and 
Chappell'SIB32 model, with a view to summarising the selection criteria offered by 
the forms of contract discussed earlier. 
Table 3.8 Contract Selection Criteria 
CRITERIA 4 
00 
00 
00 
C07N 
00 
00 
U 
P64 
0 
4) U 44 U Negotiated 
Sirnple 
CoWrchensive 
Flexible 
IMM sum 
Bill of Quantities can be used 
Schedule of Rates can be used 
Specification can be used cirl u pec I X 
i wo k Sýuitable for uncertain work r 
hj 
ý f, rc nip ex wor Suitable for complex work 
Suitable for early start work 
Suitable for contracts over one year 
Suitable for project management contracts 
St uitable for contracts under f 100,000 
SS. .tt, co uitnabllf. fn efr contracts f-100,000 to 
11,000.000 
Suitable for contracts over L1,000,000 
PýNCIPAL TOPICS COVERED 
Architect/Contract Administrator 
Quantity Surveyor 
Clerk of Works/ Resident Engineer 
Contractor's Obligations 
Discrepancies 
Statutory Requirements 
Drawings 
132 Powell - Smith, V and Chappell, D- op cit, Chapterl pages 27-29 
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'Ground Conditions 
Access by Architect/ Engineer 
Contractor's Supervision of the works 
Vesting of Property 
Insurance against injury to persons and 
vropcrty 
Insurance of works 
Insurance against non-negligent damage to 
dr works 
Disturbance to regular progress 
Instructions 
Valuation of Variations 
Assignrnent 
Sub-letting 
Names Subcontractors 
Nominated Subcontractors 
tWloyer's Licensees 
Liquidated Damages 
Extension of Time 
- - Time Review E!: - ýioWof 
Acceleration 
Postponezrient 
Defennent of Possession 
Practical Corripletion 
1 - cfects Liability Period 6 
Partial Completion 
Certification/Payment 
_ ý Fix -ýuo ns 
Detennination. by Employer 
Determination by Contractor 
Detennination at will of Employer 
Antiquities 
lionstilities 
10 Arbitration 
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The 2001 RICS Contracts in Use Survey833 noted that the Joint Contracts Tribunal 
Forms of Contract continue to serve a highly significant 91 % of all contracts used 
by number (79% by value) 
The JCT publish their own guide to selecting the appropriate JCT form of 
contract834 and this is reprinted below on figure 3.6. 
Rawlinson and McDermottS835 research into procurement has identified that some 
of these procurement methods have increased the risk of non-payment, under 
performance, delay, negligence, poor quality and maladministration. As a 
consequence, a number of more innovative procurement solutions have been 
developed. These are discussed in more detail in 3.8. 
ul 
834 
836 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001, op cit 
JCT-Guide to Selectina the Appropriate JCT Form of Contract as reproduced from JCT Practice Note 5 
RovAinson, S McDermott, P : Procurement Systems, Sp 
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FIGURE 3.6 - Guide to Selectinq an ApproDriate JCT Form Of Contract 
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3.8 INNOVATIVE PROCUREMENT OPTIONS 
As mentioned in 3.2, the established concept of procurement and related forms of 
contract has varied significantly in recent years by the growing trend towards 
collaborative forms of working such as partnering agreements, alliances and joint 
ventureS836 and also PFI contracts and prime contracting . 
837 The development of 
such alternative procurement models has been much debated 8311 , 
839 as the need 
for more innovative solutions has increased. 84() 
Each of these more innovative procurement variables can be utilised to overlay 
any number of the previously discussed more established procurement options, 
but the introduction of such an agreement can significantly affect the whole 
balance of risk and reward on a contract. Each of the popular more modern 
variables is discussed below to facilitate an analysis of their impact on the more 
established procurement routes. 
3.9 PARTNERING 
A Partnering agreement can overlay any type of procurement or traditional form of 
contract. It can also determine the method of contractor selection (see 2.3.4). 
For instance, Tesco Stores 'partner with nine contractors nationally, but each 
contract is still generally based on a Design and Build procurement option with 
Tesco's own form of Contract stipulating the terms. 841 
Whilst partnering is regarded as a relatively new phenomenon LathaM842 reminds 
us that the Banwell Report843 indicated that there was scope for awarding 
contracts in certain circumstances without competition to contractors who have 
shown particularly good performance on behalf of clients. 
Bower, D (University of Leeds) Management of Procurement Thomas Telford, page viii - 2003 
Wilcock, C (Partner Hill Dickenson Construction Division) *How to Choose the right contract"- Construction News, pages 28 
& 29 - 22 January 2004 
David, 1: Bidding to be best Professional Engineering, Vol 10. No 16, pp 28-29 - 1997 
Runeson, G, Skitmore, RM- Tendering theory revisited, Construction Management and Economics Vol 17, No 3,1999 pp 
28-0-296 - 1999 Crates, E- Surviving In the virtual world, Construction News No 6753, pp 24-25,27 - 2002 Building Magazine Article - "Top 50 Clients* - Tesco Stores Pic - UK Food Retailer - Building February 2003 - Top Supermarket and Construction News 29/01/04; classified as the 8! " largest clienttpromoter In Building league table 30 
January 2004 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team- op cit, page 61 
Banwell, The Report, op cit 
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Such 'serial contracting' or'negotiation' is especially suitable where it represents a 
follow on stage to a previous contract, either on an adjoining site or as a logical 
sequence to it. 
For a definition of partnering, we can look to the United States. The United States 
Institute's interpretation as adopted by the National Economic Development 
Council844 as being "a long term commitment between two or more organisations 
for the purpose of achieving specific business objectives by maximising the 
effectiveness of each participant's resources. The relationship is based upon 
trust, dedication to common goals and an understanding of each others individual 
expectations or values. Expected benefits include improved efficiency and cost 
effectiveness, increased opportunity for innovation and the continuous 
improvement of quality products and services. " Some claim that partnering is not, 
in itself, a procurement route, but an approach to supply chain integration. 845 
Co-operation and trust are key elements in a partnering agreement. 846 Partnering 
is based on a recognition that client, designer and contractor (and subcontractor) 
are all working to the same end: the successful completion of a construction 
project. It follows that this is best achieved if the principal players work with, rather 
than against, each other. 847 
it is generally acknowledged843,849 that the partnering system was first used in the 
United States manufacturing and petrochemical industries and then developed by 
US management experts. It has been extensively used by the US Army Corps of 
Engineers, which is a major public sector construction client. The Corps found 
that using partnering on both large and small contracts resulted in major benefits, 
including an 80-100% reduction in cost overruns, the virtual elimination of time 
overruns, 75% less paperwork, significant improvements in site safety and better 
morale. 850 
"4 The National Economic Development Council 1991 -'Partnering: Contracting Without Conflicr - Article In Contract Journal, 
be 
18 May 1995 & 25 May 1995 and Midland Builder and Engineer, July 1996 
Male, Dr S (University of Leeds) - Author of Chapter 12 "Innovative Procurement Methods In Management of Procurement% 
Thomas Telford op cit p 194 
Taylor, D -'Peace Together- Editorial on Partnering - Construction News, page 21 - 11 January 1996 Dixon, Sir I (Chairman of Willmott Dixon) article extracted from Construction News, page 21 - 11 January 1996 
'Partners in Decline'- Article extracted from Midlands Builder & Engineer, page 4- August 1996 
No 
McLellan, A -'rake Your Partners'- New Builder, pages 16-19 - 12 May 1995 Bennett Professor John & Jayes, Sarah- 'Trusting the Team'- The Best Practice Guide to Partnering In Construction, Centre 
for Strategic Studies In Construction, The University of Reading (with partner task force of the Reading Construction Forum) 
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John Bennett and Sarah Jayes, the authors of the Reading Construction Forum's 
Report 'Trusting the Tearn, 851 took this definition further by describing partnering 
as a technique that has been widely exploited elsewhere in business - if 
implemented effectively it can significantly reduce cost, improve quality, save time 
and offer security and on-going work continuity. On top of this, it can provide all 
those involved with good profit levels. 
Bennett and Jayes852 state that the partnering process consists of three essential 
features -a set of agreed mutual objectives; a way of resolving any disputes that 
may occur, and a commitment from all those involved to seek to continuously 
improve their performance. 
In the UK, analysis of the concept of partnering was initially undertaken in 1987 by 
the Construction Industry Institute (CII) Taskforce on Partnering. 853 However 
some point to Marks & Spencer's relationship with ý Bovis Construction since 1927 
to ostensibly appear to be an even earlier example of the partnering concept, 
albeit without the title. 854,855 
Then in 1991, the National Economic Development issued its first report on the 
subject entitled Partnering Contracting Without Conflict. This partnering approach 
to construction was also considered in the context of the Australian industry and 
recommended in Rodney Gyles QC's Royal Commission into Productivity in the 
Building Industry published in 1991.856 
The most acknowledged advocate of the partnering concept in the UK is, however, 
Sir Michael Latham whose report 'Constructing The Team' was published in 
1994.1357 
451 Bennett Professor J& Jayes, S- 'TrustIng the Team'- The Best Practice Guide to Partnering In Construction, Centre for 
02 
Strategic Studies In Construction, The University of Reading (with partner task force of the Reading Construction Forum) 
lbid 
053 Construction Industry Institute - Partnering Reviewed by Terry Fleet (Berwin Leighton) Midlands Builder & Engineer, lssue 
854 
26, page 12 - July 1996 
Davis, M (Vice Chairman, Drake & Scull Engineering Ltd) speaking at 'Partnering In Construction - Contracting Without 
055 
Conflict! Conference -4 May 1995 
Brewer, G (Director of James R Knowles) - The New Fashion - Partnering - Contract Journal, pl 8& 19 - 25 May 1995 Gyles, R OC's - Royal Commission Into Productivity In the Building Industry - an investigation of the Australian Industry's 
performance published In 1991 
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The overall theme of the report's thirty recommendations was to make the 
Construction Industry less adversarial. A productivity target recommending a 30% 
reduction in construction costs by the year 2000 got most of the headlines and 
some even felt "Mr 30%" to be an appropriate sobriquet for Sir Michael Latham. 858 
Whilst it is acknowledged by Sir Michael Latham that the central goal of his report 
'Constructing the Tearn'859 was to reduce construction costs by 30%, another of its 
key recommendations was a call for 'partnering' between clients, consultants, 
contractors and their subcontractors. 860 
Latham is adamant that partnering is no 'soft option'. He says partners should be 
selected only for a defined period and they should have benchmarks to monitor 
cost reductions. He points to Sainbury's experience, which has partnered four or 
five different companies as an example of the success of this methodology. They 
chose one store as their benchmark and then set to reduce costs on the next one. 
They apparently have already achieved the 30% cost reduction target set. 861 
Latham does, however, advocate that partners should be chosen by a competitive 
process although not necessarily by tendering, but instead by interview process 
perhaps. The result of such a partnering arrangement Latham claims is that the 
Employer gets the job at the price he wanted and 862 both the contractor and 
subcontractors also get their margin. 863 
Some sceptics, 1364,865 however, claim the praise heaped on Sir Michael Latham for 
his promotion of partnership was misplaced due to the fact that he devoted a mere 
half page in his report 'Constructing the Team' to the partnering concept whilst 
otherS866,867 argue that, despite this, partnering was still the central overall thrust of 
the report. 
858 Moody, A- The Team Player- Interview with Sir Michael Latham- Midland Builder and Engineer, , issue 31, pages 4-6 - 
we 
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In 1995, the Reading Construction Forum published a report entitled 'Trusting the 
Tea M, 868 which similarly claimed that partnering between clients, contractors, 
consultants and subcontractors could reduce construction costs by 30% or more. 
The Forum claimed partnering not only reduces costs, but also brings faster 
construction times, better quality, better certainty and continuity of work and 
improved profits. 869 
The School of Business and Industrial Management and Bernard Rimmer of 
Slough Estates opened a conference 870 with the view that the Construction 
industry should be constantly striving to maximise added value, reduce 
construction times and avoid costly disputes. Partnering is perceived by some to 
be the answer to these problems, promoting a new culture and motivation within a 
team instead of confrontation . 
871 Rimmer872 noted that partnering is a potentially 
difficult investment, but one than can reap substantial rewards and is a trend that 
will continue. 
One of the report's authors, John Bennett, claims 'partnering is the next step 
forward in UK management techniques'. 873 His synopsis was that partnering 
would make'everyone richer and work more enjoyable. ' 
The report was based on more than forty case studies and examples of its findings 
included construction being completed 13% ahead of schedule and costs being 
reduced by 25% which was the Arizona Dept of Transport's conclusion. 874 
Similarly, British Airways claimed partnering improved efficiency levels, enjoyed far 
less duplication and realised reduction in capital Costs Of 15%. 875 
Bennett Professor J& Jayes, S- 'Trusting the Team' - The Best Practice Guide to Partnering In Construction, Centre for 
Strategic Studies In Construction, The University of Reading (with partner task force of the Reading Construction Forum) 
1995 op cit 
Ibid 
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V4 page 
6 Contract Journal - 22 June 1995 
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The US Corps of Engineers 876 noted that before partnering a typical hospital 
project generated 12,000 letters between the team. With partnering, they found it 
reduced to 800. Similarly, Thames Water reported a 15% reduction in new 
construction costs whilst contractors consistently made profits of 2-3% even during 
a severe recession. 877 
The report backed up Sir Michael Latham's call for a 30% reduction in construction 
costs and crucially had support from the Treasury's White Paper on procurement 
'Setting New Standards'. 8M The Paper accepts the overall thrust of partnering and 
urges clients to consider partnering as a co-operative approach to the 
procurement exercise. 879 
The UK's Central Unit on Procurement, which issued the statement from HM 
Treasury, stated "Government Policy is to use competition to achieve best value 
for money and to improve the competitiveness of its suppliers. But the 
Government also appreciates the benefits of partnering and in appropriate 
circumstances these arrangements are being actively promoted. We expect a 
significant increase in partnering relationships in the public sector over the next 
few years" . 
880 This view was also supported by Sir Peter Levene (the Prime 
Minister's adviser on efficiency) following his scrutiny team's 90-day review and 
their interim report'Emerging Findings. P881 
Furthermore, the Working Group No 12 of the Construction Industry Board was 
established post Latham solely to address the use of partnering. However, 
Charles Johnson (then J Sainsbury's Group Property Services Manager and 
Chairman of the Working Grou p)882 was concerned at the amount of abuse of the 
system epitomised by contractors purporting to be in a partnership relationship 
when in practice they continue to operate in the old adversarial manner. 
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The use of partnering though looks set to continue to increase according to a 
survey by CBI Partnership Sourcing which was sent out to 400 UK companies and 
found that over 50% of respondents had already introduced the concept. 883 
Bernard Rimmer884, Geoff Brewer 885 and Professor Bennett886 are just three of the 
many to have recognised the Reading Construction Forurn'S887 view that there are 
essentially two types of partnering: - 
Project specific partnering 
0 Strategic partnering 
The Reading Report888 claimed that on project partnering savings of 2-10% are 
normally achieved. When strategic partnering is applied, savings of 30% or more 
can be achieved over a period of several years. 889 
Project specific partnering, as the name suggests, is recognised by the likes of 
Brewe090 as being an arrangement between all the parties to a single, usually 
large project. 
it attempts to define how the various participants will co-operate with each other by 
embracing voluntary codes of conduct and recognition of objectives. Normally it 
will overlay, but not dilute, the formal contractual arrangements, but the key 
elements of co-operation and trust highlighted by the late Sir Ian Dixon8l' should 
ensure a fundamental change of attitude and culture. 
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The existing Standards Forms of Contract though have been criticised by Andrew 
Hernsley of Cyril Sweett892 as not being entirely satisfactory. He believes that a 
target cost contract is best suited for partnering contracts such as the New 
Engineering Contract version or the NEDC's recommended Institution of Chemical 
Engineers Conditions of Contract for Process Plant (The Red Book) revised April 
1981 as a useful starting point for general conditions and the related green book 
for special conditions of contraCt. 893 However, many employer-partnering parties 
claim to have successfully partnered contractors on the basis of a framework or 
umbrella agreement and any of the standard contracts such as JCT80/98 SF98 
13C, JCT WCD 81/98 and JCT MC 87/98 or client hybrids without problem. 
In 2001 the Joint Contracts Tribunal894 also published Practice Note 4 "Partnering" 
to respond to confusion surrounding the partnering philosophy and standard 
contractual arrangements. This Practice Note also introduced a non-binding 
charter to overlay a more traditional contract. 
The contract approach to partnering was also considered by a report published by 
the Institute of Petroleum in 1994 ' Cost Reduction Initiative for the New Era'. 895 
The initiative also encouraged the use of cost-plus contracts with incentives, a 
risk/reward relationship and the removal from contracts of both liquidated damage 
provisions and adversarial clauses. 896 
Strategic partnering, on the other hand, is recognised by Brewer39' as being a 
longer term arrangement more closely aligned to the supplier arrangements found 
in the retail and other industries where a series of on-going projects are tackled by 
the same team. 
Employers arguably have been the strongest supporters of the partnering concept. 
Indeed private sector clients have led the way in promoting the approach. 898 
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Some of the first Employer Supporters included London Underground Ltd, J 
902 903 904 Sainsbury, 899 BAA, 900 Tesco9o' and British Gas, Whitbread, Rover, 
Gazeley Properties (ASIDA's development section)905 and Suffolk County Council 
who claimed to be the first local authority to enter into a partnering arrangement 
with a road builder. 906 Indeed Latham now sees his biggest success is the 
successful adoption of partnering by such companies, as he believes that such a 
procurement strategy reduces hassle, costs and eliminates unrealistic tender 
pricing. 907 
The popular construction media has been littered908 with positive reports of 
partnering success. 909 Even the Ministry of Defence has looked at introducing 
partnering to cut costs following Sir Peter Levene's9lo recommendations and the 
client on the E1.9 billion Jubilee Line extension project was the first to introduce a 
partnering agreement half way through a project to combat delays and cost 
overruns. 911 
Another employer advocate of partnering is Mr Alan Murphy, Construction 
Manager of Nortel (the UK estates division of US based telecommunications 
company), but he acknowledges clients must adopt the view that 'profit isn't a rude 
word - it's the key to everything'. 912 
it is perhaps this somewhat unusual public acknowledgement by an 
employer/client in the context of partnering that contractors are in business to 
make money that has led to such a swift and positive response from contractors 
eager to sign-up to such agreements. 
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Contractors have acknowledged the presence of sudh a margin. Fraser Morrison 
(then Morrison Construction Group's Chairman), has actively targeted such 'value 
added' contracts rather than just bidding for conventional 'lowest tender wins' 
opportunities. This type of work accounted for 70% of the group's turnover and he 
believed it was this tactic that contributed to a 50% increase in profits. 913 
Stuart Doughty (Chief Executive of Costain) claims his company has secured 50% 
of its future turnover in five-year contracts with utilities companies, reducing risk 
and providing a guaranteed income. "We avoid lump-sum fixed-price contracts, " 
he says. 'We're focusing more on the relationship between us and the client: 
there's more long-term security of margin. 414 
Indeed, it is easy to find supporters to partnership arrangements amongst 
contractors including MowleM915' Simons916, Taylor WoodroW 17 , LoveII9"3, Henry 
Booe'9, Birse 920, Galliford921 and JarViS. 
922 
Sub-contractors have also been quick to respond to those contractors willing to 
sign up to such agreements, but this is perhaps not surprising given the Reading 
Construction Forum's view which was summarised by Graham Anderson 923 that 
subcontractors must set up long term partnering deals with main contractors if they 
want to boost margins and reduce disputes. 
Similarly, consultants specialising in partnering arrangements have quickly formed 
practiceS924,925 to take advantage of the opportunity. Such savings on costs and 
increases in margins are apparently commonplace amongst contractors involved 
in partnership agreements. 
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Indeed, Colin Carter, as an advisor to the UK Treasury's Central Unit on 
Procurement, is quoted as claiming that most significantly of all partnering's 
benefits is that of contractors involved in his research their profits all rose by 
between 4% and 9% on partnering projects. 926 
Obstacles which can complicate or frustrate the success of the partnering concept 
include the close co-operation and often on-going relationships which restrict the 
acquisition of services inherent in partnering could run into risk of failing foul not 
only of the UK's Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1976 and compulsory competitive 
tendering rules, but also European Union Competition Law. 927,928 
EC directives forbid collusion with individual suppliers or contractors and 
partnering could breach Article 85 of the Treaty of Rome on the free movement of 
goods and services. However, it has been widely accepted that this is not the 
case. The Utilities Directive (93/38/EEC Article 5(1)) expressly contemplates 
framework agreements in which follow on contracts may be let in accordance with 
the Directive without a further call for competition. There appears to be no 
opposition within the Community to agreements of this type extending to the public 
section and at least in a separate context the Public Works Directive 93/37/EEC 
acknowledges the use of 'term' type contracts. 
Brewer 929 also recognised the need to distinguish between partnering and 
partnerships. Christopher H i11930 recognised that the distinct legal framework of a 
partnership assumes partners share a fiduciary relationship thereby requiring a 
higher standard of behaviour towards one another than is expected contractually. 
Hill claimed this could result in a principal and agent relationship between client 
and contractor such that the client could become liable to subcontractors should 
the contractor fail to pay and could potentially entail joint and several liability for 
each other's defaults and therefore a partnering arrangement should expressly 
exclude such a liability. 
026 Carter. C (Advisor to UK Treasury's Central Unit on Procurement) - Speaking at Euroforum Conference, May 1995, 
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Indeed, Christopher H iII931 highlighted the fact that a partnership agreement that 
restricts partners to only trading with invited parties and which is not notified to the 
Office of Fair Trading, may be void and unenforceable. 
Christopher H i11932 has also criticised the often ill-defined and vague partnership 
framework arrangements which, whilst apparently innocuous, often hides 
unintended consequences. Bernard Rimmer of Slough EstateS933 has also 
highlighted his belief than most construction litigation results from a lack of clarity 
in contractual relationships. Solicitor, Charles Twiss, believes this risk can be 
mitigated by a clearly defined partnering agreement as an adjunct to the main 
contraCt. 934 John Bolton of Davis Arnold Cooper 935 has also warned that 
partnering does not align itself with the normal British contracting approach and 
predicted that lawyers would be inundated with partnering disputes in years to 
come. 
Such disputes were anticipated by Christopher Hill who believes that they will be 
likely even where a formula for cost saving sharing is agreed due to the variable 
factors and the need for partners to insulate themselves from potential liability for 
the fraud or negligence of the other in the agreement. 936 Perhaps the biggest 
challenge to partnering's success does not come from legalistic minutiae, but from 
poorly managed partnering agreements and exploitation causing an artificial 
increase in costs as reported by Patrick ReynoldS. 937 
This followed a BAA backed research team's study of long term partnering 
arrangements in Japan 938 and BP's reports of suffering from warped market 
conditions after entering into framework deals. Indeed, some clients such as 
Marks & Spencer and Norwich Union are said to be less convinced with partnering 
and are now turning back to more traditional forms of competitive tendering to 
drive costs down. 939 
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Mike Townsend of the University of Birmingham who was part of the BAA funded 
research team highlighted the fear of contractor complacency and the need 
therefore to ensure Framework Agreements have short lives to mitigate associated 
risks. 940 This fear was compounded by Jennie Price941 who criticised the cosiness 
of some relationships and advocated transparency on long term partnering 
arrangements. 
A similarly negative report942 has also highlighted a study into different 
construction procurement routes, which found no evidence that partnering saves 
money. Dr Will Hughes, based at the University of Reading, said: "While it can be 
expensive to get into framework deals and partnering arrangements, the 
expectation of the parties is that this upfront investment results in lower 
downstream costs. But there is no evidence to support these findings. " 
In October 2002, Masons -Io- published their report, Construction Partnering in 
Practice. 943 This report was prepared on their behalf by Construction Forecasting 
and Research and comprised a survey of attitudes and experience among senior 
executives in construction contractors. 
Masons commissioned this research study with the aim of fostering wider 
knowledge of the practical realities and benefits of Partnering as perceived by 
Practitioners. Masons' intent was to cut through the definitional issues and focus 
on a cross section of senior management views. What is the rationale for 
Partnering? What is driving its growth and what happens in practice? In 
particular, Masons wanted to gain an insight into Partnering from those 
responsible for setting the strategic and commercial direction in the industry rather 
than a pure legally driven view. 
The study claimed to be the first of its kind and drew its results from interviews 
with Directors of 19 construction companies. 
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Companies participated either as a group as a whole or on a divisional basis. Their 
construction turnover ranged from E100m to Elbn. In aggregate they served all of 
the major construction markets from housing, infrastructure and non-residential 
building to the industrial and commercial sector, with clients in both the public and 
private sectors. The businesses varied from the highly diversified, serving most of 
these markets to relative niche players focussing for instance on public housing. 
In essence the sample took the view that Partnering was a business model with 
operational implications well beyond the ground covered by contractual 
relationships governing individual projects. As a philosophy or business approach 
it not only encompassed the relationship with the Client and supply chain, but also 
fundamentally influenced commercial policy (market focus) and internal 
organisation of the business. Partnering was perceived as a mindset and a way of 
doing business. 944 The key factors which were reported as having motivated the 
interview participants to "partner"were also included. 
These included the desire to develop a sustainable business with far more 
predictable workflows. Partnering was seen as a route to fostering long-term 
relationships, so increasing client satisfaction and thus a better ability to secure 
repeat business. 945 The prospect of reduced risk was also important in the 
financial sense. Partnering was seen as a route to locking in projects more 
firmly. 946 
For some the adoption of Partnering was explicitly seen as a way of lowering legal 
costs based on the expectation of avoiding litigation in disputes and adopting a 
standard set of arrangements with clients. Supply chain Partnering was motivated 
by quality and continuity of supply considerations. 
In reality, the actual benefits obtained from the experience of partnering were 
entirely positive. 
W4 Armitage, (MD Construction Forecasting and Research) 'Construction Partnering In Practice" -Masons October 2002, op cit us ibid 
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It had for the most part delivered or surpassed their expectations. On the key 
criterion of continuity, the ability to foster sustained, long-term relationships with 
clients was evident throughout the sample and was still gathering momentum. For 
most firms Partnering seems to have unleashed a virtuous cycle whereby the 
gains of Partnering provide an enhanced platform for business development, 
involving mainly further Partnering. 
A by-product of the closer and longer-term relationships developed under 
Partnering, in whatever form, was the growing ability of contractors to operate in a 
strategic rather than opportunistic manner. The ability to act more strategically 
was conferred by the more assured workflow under Partnering. Reduced 
marketing costs were reported by many of the Participants. The gain arose in two 
forms, nurturing known clients was inherently less costly than pursuing new ones 
and a further saving resulted from not having to "replace the whole order book 
pipeline" each year. Financially there were a number of different implications. 947 
In terms of the certainty of margins, Partnering clearly reduced risk. To quote one 
of the interviewees "the profit margin is now priced into contracts rather than being 
wrung out through wrangling over a conventional contract". Another termed it 
"achieving the expected margin without a fight". 948 
Whilst certainty of return was mainly reported to have improved, the overall margin 
on partnered projects was felt by many participants to be lower than that achieved 
on conventional projects. While that was naturally a source of regret, the other 
benefits of Partnering were felt to outweigh this. 949 
Internal benefits were diverse ranging from higher productivity, more focussed use 
of time and less energy expended on dispute resolution to an improved HR 
environment. Participants tended to put particular emphasis on the workforce 
impacts such as a more positive work environment leading to greater staff 
satisfaction and greater continuity in the workforce from the avoidance of peaks 
and troughs as well as reduced turnover also fostered greater investment in staff 
training and therefore a more qualified workforce. 
Armitage, (MD construction Forecasting and Research) *Construction Partnering In Practice* -masons October 2002, op cit 
Ibid 
! bid 
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Gains from closer integration with the supply chain were significant and instanced 
as a very positive factor by nearly all of the participants, fully living up to their 
expectations of this aspect of Partnering. 
The dividends accrued from improved reliability and cost reductions alongside 
enhanced quality were felt by many to be crucial in improving client satisfaction 
and project productivity. The longer-term relationship with suppliers was also 
frequently instanced as a "defence" against growing supply side difficulties in a 
tight market. 
in relation to legal overheads, participants indicated that there had been benefits in 
lowering tender costs, but the most significant factor was in relation to dispute 
resolution. 950 
However, the construction media headline emanating from this research was 
"Partnering doesn't Pay". 951 The statement went on to say: - "Margins on 
partnered work are lower than jobs run under traditional contracts. This was one 
of the findings of a survey of 19 contractors by Construction Forecasting and 
Research carried out for law firm Masons. 9P952 
Hand-in-hand with the lower margins is reduced risk, which contractors saw as a 
major benefit. However some were hanging on to their 30% higher risk, higher 
margin work and the old style project managers who run them, in case the 
economy flops and there is a return to a more adversarial style of business. 
Another difficulty facing partnering is the theory that ultimately the dominant 
partner will seek to abuse their position of strength. 953 
Indeed, professor Stuart Green954 referred to partnering as 'an act of seduction 
with and iron fist' as he believed the partnering in construction was "rhetoric and 
not reality. " Similarly, Neil Jarrett955 has reported that joining partnering 'Key 
Performance Indicators' is a "complete waste of time. " 
No Armitage, (MD Construction Forecasting and Research) 'Construction Partnering In Practice" -Masons; October 2002, op cit 161 Construction Manager Editorial -"Partnering Doesn't Pay%. page 9- March 2001. page 9 %2 Armitage, (MD Construction Forecasting and Research) 'Construction Partnering In Practice" -Masons October 2002, op Cit Z3 ibid 
154 Green, Professor S (Director of Innovation Construction Research Centre at Reading Unlversityý-Speech to delegates at 
South West division of the Civil Engineering Contractors Association, reported In Contract Journal 26 November 2003 
Jarrett, N (Director of Collaborative Working Centre for Beyreported In Contract Journal 26 November 2003 
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Tesco's stores as one of the UK's largest clients and champions of partnering was 
specifically criticised for it's poor performance 956 particularly for its abuse of E- 
Tendering Procedures, which have been called electronic reverse (or 'Dutch') 
auctions which Tesco's use to procure many elements of their projects. Alan 
Crane 957 echoed the concern of this apparent Employer abuse, although Sir John 
Egan 958 has subsequently condoned this practice. 
Conversely, Contractor abuse of open-book accounting systems has also been 
alleged under Partnering arrangements . 
959 It is suggested that contractors employ 
a number of techniques to artificially inflate and retain costs, such as using group 
companies or favourite suppliers in the supply chain who provide healthy group 
discounts or volume rebates; or over-paying a supplier on the Partnered contract 
to create a genuine audit trail of incurred cost whilst underpaying on another 
separate traditional contract where costs are not simply recoverable . 
960 Over 
ordering materials for use on non-partnered contracts is reported and 
disagreements on disallowed costs are common. 
Further anomalies are reported 961 in the allocation and definition of overheads, 
which become re-classified and job costed for double-recovery, internal plant 
charges are inflated for excessive depreciation rates and maintenance charges 
with repairs job costed (and secretly reimbursed a second time via insurance 
claims); and supplier credit notes also do not always get posted. 
The contractor may recover all costs for which he is or may become due (including 
accruals), not just those that he has paid thereby benefiting from extended credit 
periodS. 962 
it would appear that popular opinion is that the popularity of partnering continues 
to grow with the benefits of reduced marketing, tendering and legal costs, not to 
mention better risk management. 
Contract Journal Report - "Contractors Urged to Shun Tesco's Dutch Auctions" - 26 November 2003 
Crane, A (then Chairman of Rethinking Construction - now Constructing Excellence Director) Contract Journal 26 
November 2003 
0 January 2004 Egan, Sir J- *Heads on the Block" Building 3 
goo 
Gracla, P (Project Development Manager, KnoWes) 'Psst.... " Construction Manager p34-36 - June 2005 
IM 
ibld 
It ibid Ibld 
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There is, however, certainly growing evidence to suggest that client dominance 
and abuse means contracting margins might not be quite what was anticipated. 
Indeed, a number of demonstration projects that emerged from the Egan963 
inspired Construction Excellence964 purporting to be 'example' contracts 
epitomising best practice initiatives, tend to confirm this opinion. The key 
performance indicators emerging from their projects did indicate stronger 
performance in soft-issues such as staff turnover, employee satisfaction, 
environmental issues and reasonably strong performance on measures such as 
965 minimisation of defects and predictability of cost and time. 
However, and perhaps most critically to this research, the demonstration projects 
which generally included many 'partnering' style approaches returned lower 
contract profitability than that achieved on average by 'all construction' companies 
carrying out more traditionally procured contracts. Although the comparison 
lacked a robust or academically structured comparison the result nevertheless was 
reported as suggesting that collaboration does not enhance a contractor's 
profitabil ity. 966 
Constructing Excellence Chief Executive Dennis Lenard967 suggested that this was 
because demonstration project companies invested much more heavily in training, 
but a more widely-held industry view is that one makes less profit working 
collaboratively - because there is less risk. 968 
3.9.1 PPC 2000 Standard Form of Partnering Contract 
PPC 2000 was the first Standard Form of Partnering Contract. It provided the 
foundation for the partnering process and can be applied to any type of partnered 
project with the support of legal or other professional advice on its implementation. 
983 Egan, Sir J (author of Rethinking Construction - DETR), 1998 quoted In Builder & Engineer July 2004 at launch of 2004 UK 
ON 
Construction Key Performance Indicator (KPI) results. 
Hoy, George - 'Constructing Excellence faces early funding test7 - Building 18/7/02 Construction Manager Article - page 10 - published In July/August 2004 
! bid 
Lenard, D (then Chief Executive of Constructing Excellence) quoted In Construction Manager - July/August 2004 page 10 
and RICS Business p5- July/August 2004 
Construction Manager Article - page 10 - published In July/August 2004 op cit 
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David Mosey of Trower and Hamlins Solicitors drafted this standard form in 
association with The Association of Consultant Architects Ltd . 
969 The Contract 
was launched by Sir John Egan on 14th September 2000 and was formally 
endorsed by the Construction Industry Council, Movement for Innovation, the 
Housing Forum, Local Government Taskforce and the Construction Best Practice 
Programme (now Constructing Excellence). 
PPC 2000 is a multiparty document governing the whole procurement process and 
is a direct result of the Egan report, Rethinking Construction. Indeed, Egan 970 
described the contract as a "blow for freedom" and a high quality response to 
Rethinking Construction. 
The new form embraces a number of radical ideas formulated by the Construction 
industry's Council partnering taskforce and set out its Guide to Project Team 
partnering, launched by then construction minister Nick Raynsford. 
David MoseyP71 claims PPC 2000 differs from other standard form contracts in a 
number of ways: - 
PPC 2000 allows the client, the contractor and all consultants and key specialists 
to sign a single partnering contract. This avoids the need for two-party 
professional appointments and a separate building contract and/or partnering 
agreement, substantially reducing paperwork, encouraging a team based 
commitment and reducing the temptation to hide behind loosely connected two- 
party agreements. 
The new form provides for the early selection of a project partnering team and the 
collaborative finalisation of designs, prices and selection of members of the supply 
chain, encouraging the contributions of the contractor and sub-contractors, 
suppliers and sub consultants (specialists). This applies during the key period 
before the start on site as well as during supply and construction. 
in Mosey, D (Head of Projects & Construction Trowers and Hamlins Solicitors) - PPC200O. ACA Partnering Contract published 
Sig 
2000 
W1 
Egan, Sir J- article "Rethinking partnerlngý-Bullder & Engineer, Issue 73. page 8- October 2000 
Mosey, D- (Head of Projects and Construction Group, Trowers and Hamlins)-"Setting a New Standard" Building Magazine 8 
September 2000 
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The contract expressly recognises the recommendations in the Egan Report and 
links these to the objectives of the partnering team on each project - achievement 
being measured against agreed key performance indicators. 
Provision is made for finalising the supply chain on an open-book basis, 
encouraging partnering with all specialists, and allowing key specialists to become 
full members of the team. It provides for a core group of key individuals 
representing team members who serve as an early warning system for problems 
and undertake regular progress and performance reviews. 
The new form provides for a partnering timetable to govern the contributions of all 
partnering team members to partnered activities, including development of 
designs, and for a project timetable to govern their activities once work has begun 
on site. Signature of the project partnering agreement initiates the partnering 
process, with flexibility for the contractor to undertake early work on site under a 
pre-possession agreement. However, all necessary project details need to be 
finalised and agreed before the team signs an agreement to begin. 
PPC 2000 provides for agreement of profit, central office overheads and site 
overheads, and encourages partnering team members to agree shared savings 
and added-value incentives. Payments can also be linked for performance against 
performance indicators. Value engineering and value management exercises are 
expressly recognised. 
The new form provides a clear system for reducing, managing and sharing risks 
and for agreeing changes openly and equitably. Risk management is a duty of 
team members. Risk allocation is tailored to individual projects. 
The contract also provides for a problem-solving hierarchy of senior individuals 
within each team member's firm, working to strict time limits, with further reference 
of any problem to the core group. It also includes a facility for conciliation or other 
forms of alternative dispute resolution. 
I 
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The contract also permits the team to appoint an independent partnering adviser 
who has a duty of care to the whole team, although his or her fees would be paid 
by the client. 
972 Rudi Klein, chief executive of Specialist Engineering Contractors Group3. John 
Wright, CIC and ACA President973 and Andrew Hemsley of Cyril Sweett974 have all 
welcomed the PPC 2000 Contract. There is however a body of opinion which 
believes partnering contracts, such as PPC 2000, do very little to promote 
partnering as partnering is said to be about relationships and not contracts. If 
anything, some believe partnering has more to do with procurement than 
contracts. 975 
The author of PPC 2000 predictably disagrees with this view believing it is 
dangerous to divorce procurement from contracts, stating that if a contract cannot 
accurately describe procurement processes and partnering relationships then it is 
not doing its job. 976 
on 12 June 2003 the ACA, the publisher of the PPC2000 contract, launched its 
Guide to the ACA Project Partnering Contracts PPC2000 and SPC 2000 the 
associated specialist contract to clarify certain practices. This was generally well 
received. 977 
it is claimed that there are two schools of thought on PPC2000978 . One says that 
the contract is a huge boon to the construction industry. The other says that the 
multi-party nature of the contract and the obligations and liabilities that this creates 
between the parties is an accident waiting to happen. The publication of the guide 
was welcomed as a useful step forward in how the contract works, but it leaves 
that question open. 
in Mein, R- Article *Egan to Launch Standard Partnering Contracr- Issue 36 - Building 2000 V3 Wright J (Chair of CIC Partnering Task Force) - "Partnering Contract Will Open Door for Subcontractors" - Construction 
074 
Manager page 7, February 2002 
vs 
Hernsley, A (MD of Cyril Sweett)- Article In Building "A Guide for the Perplexed"-Building Magazine Issue 24 - 2003 
Wein, R- Legal article *Brief Encounter: Trust or Busr- Building 12 September 2003 
Mosey, D- Legal article "Brief Encounter: Trust or Busr - Building 12 September 2003 
Crossman, H -"New Guide Record Straight on Partnedngý-Construcfion News page 25 - 2016102 
Hernsley, A- op cit 
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Whilst the RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 2001 '979 reported only 
ten instances of 
the PPC2000 Contract being used, as described earlier, this finding is somewhat 
contradicted by the enormous sales figures for the new form of contract reported 
by the publishers of over 10,000 prints in the first year. 980 
3.9.2 Be Collaborative Contract 
The 'Be' contract as the Be Collaborative Contract is to be called has at its 
foundation the precept that the parties are committed to collaboration. Peter 
Thompson of Slough Estates981 claims Be uniquely, comprehensively and 
consistently supports this approach. 
The Be contract is of an unusual appearance. It is said 982 to contain vague and 
subjective motions such as the "overriding principle of collaborative behaviour"and 
"mutual trust and respect". The parties must also draw up a "project protocol" that 
has no contractual effect. There is also provision for a "risk allocation schedule". 
Thus the parties allocate future risks at the time of contracting. 
Indeed, some claim that the difficulty that the Be contract will face is not lawyers 
but contractors, architects and quantity surveyors, who will need to be convinced 
that it offers something sufficiently different and more worthwhile than the JCT 
forms. 983 This is supported by the view expressed by Peter Thompson of Slough 
Estates984 at the launch of the Be contract. He said that "collaboration requires 
commitment, not contracts" and that they should concentrate on building effective 
relationships between the construction team while sticking with the contractual 
framework of the JCT devil they know. 
Chris Wilcock985 has said that a number of partnering contracts have been 
developed to formalise partnering, but only PPC 2000 and the Be Collaborative 
Construction contract stand out. 
wo Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001, op cit No Association of Consultant Architects Ltd - report 16 January 2004 W Thompson, P- (Slough Estates) -The Bits You Missed" article in Building Magazine Issue 41 - 2003 2a Henchle, N- (Mayer BrownyBye-Bye Bambl' article In Building Magazine Issue 42 - 2003 in ibid 
ON 
us 
Thompson, P- op cit 
Wilcock, C- (Partner, Hill Dickinson Construction Division)" How to choose the right contractor' - Construction News pp28- 
29 - 22 Januarv 2004 
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3.9.3 Other Partnerina Aareements 
As mentioned earlier, the initial response to the ACA Standard Form of Contract 
for Project Partnering (PPC2000) has been highlighted by the RICS Contracts in 
Use Survey, 986 with only ten instances of its use being recorded, but the survey 
also asked for "Other Partnering Agreements/Contracts specifically drafted for use 
in partnering" to be identified. This question solicited a further seven project 
responses, with a combined project value of E12.6m, used in the E250,000 to E5m 
project value range. 
As well as specific partnering agreements, a number of partnering arrangements 
have been devised for use in connection with standard contracts: These include 
the JCT's Non-Binding Partnering Charter for a Single Project which is addressed 
in the JCT's Practice Note 4.987 This was used on six occasions on projects 
988 totalling Ell m in value in the RICS survey. 
The NEC provides Option X12: Partnering Option (2001) was used on three 
occasions on projects totalling Um in value (NEC forms were used on only ten 
occasions in total, so the Partnering Option was incorporated on 30% of occasions 
of the use of a NEC form). 
The ICE Conditions of Contract Partnering Addendum is also available. It works in 
a similar fashion to the Partnering Option X12 used with the ECC. It can be used 
with the ICE conditions and consultancy and sub-contract agreements produced 
by the ACE and CECA. 989 Other binding Partnering Agreements were used in 
conjunction with a standard/traditional contract on eleven occasions on projects 
totalling El 6m in value. 
New Partnering Agreements such as Knowles' Perform 21 (Built on Partnering) 
Contrac? 90,991 has also been released, but did not feature in the aforementioned 
RICS Survey or the data sample discussed in Chapter 4 and 5. 
gee Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 -op cit "Y JCT - Practice Note 4-ý"Partnering" (Series 2) 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts in Use Survey, 2001, op cit 
Knowles, R -"Partnering Contracts Compared"- JR Knowfes - 2004 The Perform 21 (Built on Partnering) Contract comprising the Public Sector Partnering Contract and Local Government Best 
Practice Toolkit - Knowfes & The Federation of Property Services Knowles, R -"Partnering Contracts Compared" -JR Knowfes -2004 op cit 
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It would appear therefore that a binding agreement might be more likely to be used 
on a larger value scheme than a non-binding arrangement. 992 
As clients recognise the value of long-term arrangements, framework agreements 
are also becoming increasingly popular. A framework in itself gives no work to the 
contractor and may be non-exclusive. It is a long term commitment between the 
parties to enable clients to place contracts on pre-agreed terms, specifications, 
rates and prices and mark-up that are embedded in the framework to cover a 
certain type of work over a period of time or in a certain location, or both. 993 A 
mixture of definitions for frameworks, partnering charters and alliances are used, 
but the intent to promote longer-term collaboration is common to all. 
3.10 PRIVATE FINANCE INITIATIVE (& PPP) 
The Private Finance Initiative (PFI) was launched in 1993, under John Majors 
Conservative Government, but the procurement procedure remains complicated 
with adverts in the European Unions Official Journal almost mandatory, 
994 
uncertain procedures from the Treasury and problems arising from flexibility of the 
negotiated procurement methodS, 
995 however, some standardisation of the 
996 
procurement process is still emerging. 
The use of private finance for major "public sector" projects is not neW. 997 Many 
private canal and railway transport projects were undertaken in England in the 
1880's and 1890's requiring approval by Act of Parliament, prior to shares being 
issued to individual and corporate private investors to raise the capital. An 
engineer would then be engaged to procure the necessary goods and services to 
implement the works. The private owners would then operate the service and 
charge the public and other private users. Better known international examples 
include the Suez and Panama Canals and the Trans-Siberian Railway. 998 
092 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts in Use Survey, 2001, op cit W3 Bower, D op cit page 66 
PFI - Building Magazine Page 31 -I November 1996 
James Knowles and Contract Journal - Making PFI Work - featured In Contract Journal, II July 1996 
James, S (Masons) - Labour and the PFI-Building, 10 October 1997, page 37 
Smith, Professor N- (University of Leeds) Chapter 10 "Procurement Strategies for privately financed projects - contained In 
Management of Procurement, edited by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford page 147 & 148 - 2003 
! bid 
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These types of project tended to be overshadowed by state or public sector 
financed projects in most countries during the 20th century, but by the mid 1980's 
pressures on public debt and levels of taxation revived interest in the concept. 999 
Generally the use of private sector funding for a typically public sector project has 
become known as a "concession contract". Such contracts are also known as 
"concession contract". Such contractors are also known as build-operate-transfer 
(BOT) contracts and many other acronyms exist for variants of these procurement 
strategies. 1000 Concession contracts may be defined as a project based on the 
granting of a concession by a principal, usually a government, to a promoter, 
sometimes known as the concessionaire, who is responsible for the construction, 
financing, operation and maintenance of a facility over the period of the 
concession, typically 25 or 30 years before finally transferring the facility, at no 
cost to the principal, a fully operational facility. During the concession period the 
promoter owns and operates the facility and collects revenues in order to repay 
the financing and investment costs, maintain and operate the facility and make a 
margin of profit. 1001 
The first generation of concession contracts or PFI contracts were large, but 
profitable projects in which the private sector was responsible for raising all of the 
necessary finance. However, many of the current generation of concession 
projects are politically and socially attractive to the principal, but are not sufficiently 
financially robust to be fully funded by the private sector; hence the balance of 
public and private sector financing is required. These types of concession are 
known as public-private partnerships (PPP). 
Design, Build, Finance and Operate (DBFO) projects and in particular those 
relating to roads are generally regarded as being amongst the most successful of 
the PFI sectors. 1002,1003 Smaller PFI contracts are also becoming more 
common 1004 despite the relatively high bidding and legal CoStSIO05 and only 
emerging contractual standard isation. 1006 1007 
we Smith, Professor N- (University of Leeds) Chapter 10 "Procurement Strategies for privately financed projects - contained in 
im 
Management of Procurement, edited by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford - page 147 & 148 op cit -2003 
100i 
ibid 
1002 
ibid 
104 
Minogue, A& Butcher, T (McKenna & Co) -'DBFO Roads - Round TwcY - Article In Building p32/33,21 February 1997 
U4 Reynolds, P -'Private Roads 
Ahead'- Contract Journal pages 20 and 21 -5 February 1997 
Webber, M (Innisfree Director) - PF1 Costly for the contractors - Contract Journal page 13 -I October 1997 
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The selection of funders can significantly influence the chances of winning a PFI 
contract. The cheapest finance from credible, experienced funders committed to 
the sector, the project and the bidder are crucial. ' 008,1009 
PFI (and Public Private Partnerships (PPP)) contracts avoid compliance with the 
Housing Grants Construction & Regeneration Act. 1010 
Debates regarding the importance of design quality as well as value for money as 
the prime criteria for the selection of a contractor's bid continue to rage. "" 
However, under the stewardship of labour Prime Minister Tony Blair, the number 
of PFI deals let increased enormously. 1012 By the start of 2004, nearly 500 
projects had been procured under PFI, 74 per cent involving some form of 
construction or engineering activity. The combined capital value of these projects 
was more than E24 billion. 1013 One area of particular growth was the health sector. 
Since 1997,85 per cent of capital investment in the National Health Service had 
been through the PFl/PPP. 
The central principle of PFl/PPP is that, in addition to attracting private investment, 
it transfers risk from the public sector to the private sector. This, theoretically, 
should lead to better-designed and more efficient buildings, with contractors and 
designers forced to take whole life costs into account. Merna and Njirul 014 have 
explored all aspects of private finance than this research attempts to capture. 
But the report - Lessons from UK PFI and Real Estate Partnerships: drivers, 
barriers and critical success factors, ' 015 concluded that the jury is still out on 
whether PFI has delivered increased investment, improved quality and offered 
befter value. 
, 0,5 Simms, Sir N (then Chief Executive of Tarmac (now Carillon) -'PFl Costs Warning'- Contract Journal p4O - 17 September 1997 
Cook, C (Head of Property & Construction at KPMG) -PFI on a Smaller Scale'- Building Magazine p38,24 October 1997 
Male, Dr S (University of Leeds) - Innovative Procurement Methods Chapter 12 within Management of Procurement edited 
by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford 2003 op cit - page 211 - 2003 
Cutler, P Rutledge, N- (Robson Rhodes) -'Beafing the Competition'- Building page 75 - 30 October 1998 
Herring, S (Ernst & Young) -'PFl - Not So Taxing'- Contract Journal Professional Services Supplement p14, December 
1996 
0 Hickman, D (Hammond Suddards Solicitors) - PFI and Construction Contracts - Builder and Engineer p1l 8, June 1998 "I Barrie, G- 'The Report They Don't Want You To Read'- Building pages 18 & 19 - 20 February 1998 *12 Crates, E- "Lets hear It for PFI* - Construction News - pl 0 and II-II December 2003 1013 itild 
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Mema, T and Njiru C- Financing Infrastructure Projects, Thomas Telford, London 2002 
College of Estate Management for the Foundation for the Built Environment *Lessons from the UK PFI and Real Estate Partnership, drivers, barriers and cAtical success factors" 2003 
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Tim Dixon, director of research at the college releasing the report, said: "The 
message is that it's so far good, but there are still a lot of improvements that can 
be made. "1016 
A National Audit Office survey in 2003 found most PFI projects had provided a 
high level of price certainty during the construction stage - although not all the 
problems have been ironed out, which 22 per cent of projects still experiencing 
delays and increasing building CoStS. 1017 It should be noted that this price 
certainly relates to price certainty for the Employer and not cost certainty for the 
contracting party. 
However, the report makes criticisms. 1018 The large size of contracts, excluded all 
but major players from entering the PFI arena, which is a common complaint from 
smaller contractors. ' 019 It also criticised the lack of PFI expertise in the public 
sector and suggested that the concept was stifling innovation in design and 
sustainability. 
High barriers to entry are also a concern to the report's authors. Some projects 
only attract one or two consortia and this is generally agreed to be another 
negative aspect of the process. 1020 Reports of excess profits through re-financing 
are also common. 1021 
Despite this, PFI/PPP is now the dominant procurement route for major public 
sector projects' 022 and due in part to the reported exceptional returns for 
contractors, ' 023,1024,1025 this mode of procurement looks set to remain popular for 
some time and even continue as a form of surrogate investment model for 
others. ' 026,1027 
10,6 College of Estate Management for the Foundation for the Built Environment 'Lessons from the UK PFI and Real Estate 
Partnership, drivers, barriers and critical success factors, op cit 2003 , O, y Crates, E -"Lets hear It for PFI* - Construction News - p1O and II- 11 December 2003 1015 College of Estate Management, op cit 1019 Briley, C (Financial Director, Thomas Vale Construction) - 'Small firms need share of PFI jobs* - Construction News pl 3 Ift Hughes, N (Director of PFI Specialist Rock Consulting)-article In Construction News II December 2003 14" Atkinson, J -ý'PF1/PPP- The only Game In Town"Article In Construction News pages 16 & 17 -9 May 2002 IW2 d 
Ims Carillon reported as making 400% profit on PFI project- Building 28 November 2003 IOU Atkins reported on having achieved spectacular return- Building 28 November 2003 im 
va 
Contract Journal Article - "Carillion shares give top contractor retum"-12 January 2005 
ion 
Tyler, I (Chief Executive, Balfour Beatty) -"Risk Junkies" Building p45 -17 June 2005 Bumand, V (Chief- Executive, Shepherd Construction) -"Risk Junkies" - Building p45 - 17 June 2005 
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At the site level, PFI is reported 1028 to provide margins of about 5% and has 
certainty of design while on site, because of the complexity of early negotiations. 
Specification changes are less commonplace than on traditional contracts, but the 
high margin only represents the reward for the early risk of bid costs and lengthy 
negotiations. It is reported that enough companies will be risk-averse enough to 
leave the market helping to sustain high margins for those who decide to 
1029 remain. However, some contractors have found the greater risk of PFI, 
particularly on refurbishment work, which is considered harder to cost than new 
build, could result in financial disaster for their companies. ' 
030,1031,1032,1033,10341035 
3.11 PRIME CONTRACTING 
The concept of prime contracting is now familiar to most people involved in 
construction management and Defence Estates is committed to making prime 
contracting its main form of procurement. Not only that, the government is now 
urging major construction clients in the private sector to adopt the principle of 
single point responsibility. ' 036 The handbook of supply chain management' 037 
developed out of the initial phases of the Building Down Barriers programme 
describes it as a systematic approach to the procurement and maintenance of 
1038 buildings. 
The role of the prime contractor is to integrate all the activities of a pre-assembled 
supply chain. The process replaces short-term contractually driven adversarial 
relationships with long-term strategic alliances based on trust and co-operation- 1039 
I= Leftly, M -"Risk Junkies' - Building p45&46 - 17 June 2005 
M29 ibid 
1030 Ebrahiml, H and Tomkinson, M 'McAlpine In the red and angry at PFI (Construction Giant Strikes Out After Losing Eloorn 
on Dudley Hospital PFI Deair - The Mail on Sunday 21 August 2005. See also 'Sir Robert McAlpine Is reported to have 
lost E24m on Dudley Hospital PFI contract" - Construction News 29/07/04 pl; Contract Journal 28107/04 pl; QS Week 
24/08/05 and Building oSome Relationship Advice" - 07/01/05 1031 Construction News Article - Jarvis reported results following PFI contracts reported In 05/08104 p2 & Building p 11 - 06 
1032 
August 2004 
Oughton, J (Chief Executive of Office of Government Commerce) 'OCG wams against suicidal PFI bids" Building - referring to financial disasters suffered by Jarvis, Ballast and Amey - December 2004 "33 Building Magazine Article - E300m National Physical Laboratory PFI In Teddington, West London alleged to have resulted In 
E70rn loss to Laings In 2001 prior to the sale of the company to O'Rourkes for El - 14/01/05 pl I 'DTI looks for firm to end 
"34 
National Physical lab fiasco. " and In Building 17/06/05 p49 'No Regrew 
Building Magazine Article - E80m loss on problematic PFI School projects announced by Japanese contractor, Kajima - 
Ims 
17/06105 - *Risk Junkies" Vivian, S (Chief Executive of Mowlem) - Quoted In 'The Blame Game* - Building 14/10105 (see also "Mowlem's Sifter 
Lessons* following Mowlem's PFI Schools programme In Exeter and the compan)(s announcement of a E73m pre tax loss 
Iwo 
30 September 2005. 
Ion 
Klfoy! e, P- Speech at D+ B Foundation Conference reprinted in Construction Manager, November/December 1999 
Holti, R, Nicoline, D& Smalley, M- Prime Contractor Handbook of Supply Chain Management -sections I& 11, Tavistock Institute - May 1999 Allen, JD -"GMP's preferred to lump sum pricing for prime contracting* - Construction Manager, pp 44 to 45 - January 2000 ibid 
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Prime contracting requires the contractor to operate the building after completion 
of construction. Part of the core strategy of prime contracting is to focus on the 
whole-life cost and functional performance of the building in order to create a 
feedback loop that allows improvements in the design and construction 
process. 1040 
These are the ideals that inspired the Aldershot and Wattisham pilot projects in the 
supply chain research and development venture jointly funded by DETR and 
Defence Estates. 
According to the evaluation report given by Richard Holt'041 of the Tavistock 
Institute at DETR's recent presentation on its construction research and innovation 
programme, perhaps the most fundamental lesson of the pilot projects concerns 
the key competencies that clients should look for when appointing prime 
contractors. They are, the ability to manage and integrate a number of different 
kinds of design inputs in a way that goes well beyond what is generally meant by 
design management in construction and the ability to work with the specialist 
contractors to manage costs with a new sense of rigour. 
This introduces another concept, that of clustering, forming groups of suppliers 
who work together under a cluster leader. The job of each cluster, it may be for 
M&E services, groundworks, frame and envelope or internal finishes, is to design 
and deliver an integrated part or element of the building. 
The responsibility of the prime contractor is to bring together the entire supply 
chain, from clusters to the end users, to design for best value in meeting the 
specification. In both pilot projects, key gains were registered when the prime 
contractors AMEC Construction and Laing brought together consultant designers 
to work with the sponsor and user representatives. 
A further factor in assessing the competence of the prime contractor is his ability to 
identify the key interfaces at an early stage in design development. 
iwo Hernsley, A (MD of Cyril Sweett)"Do prime numbers add upr- Building 15 September 2000 
Holtl, R et a[ -Second Evaluation Report by Tavistock Institute (DETER Presentation) 1999 
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Despite this notion of collaboration, Andrew Hemsley 1042 has cautioned that this 
should not be mistaken for'partnering'. In his opinion Prime Contracting is almost 
deliberately adversarial. 
That leads on to the all-important question of construction economics and how 
price is determined. The Tavistock Institute' 043 said, price is made up of two basic 
elements - underlying costs which the prime contractors and the clusters are 
always seeking to reduce, and ring-fenced profits and overhead figures which are 
agreed up-front. This make-up of the pricing structure has a profound influence 
on the conventional approach to construction pricing, such as to find out what 
something similar cost last time and then add an allowance for risk. Under the 
target cost incentive fee, all parties share savings or extra CoStS. 1044 
Members of the two supply chains in the Building Down Barriers project are said to 
be making fair and predictable margins, covering overhead recovery and profit. 
Once settled at the outset, these margins are not subject to any further discussion. 
At Aldershot they have been explicitly set in the range 8 to 14 per cent for key 
suppliers. The Wattisharn levels are broadly consistent. 
The pilot projects have borne out the belief inherent in the experiment that design 
is the ultimate driver of cost and price. ' 045 Savings of the order of seven per cent 
compared with the through life cost benchmark achieved at concept phase 
illustrate the power of supply chain collaboration and, according to the report, 
represent a major achievement when implementing a radically new approach to 
project integration. 1046 
Prime contracting is now the primary procurement route of the MoUs Defence 
Estates organisation for capital works (capital prime) and maintenance works 
(regional prime). ' 047 
*12 Hernsley, A (MD of Cyril Sweeft) 'A declaration of war"-Building 16 March 2001 
V43 Holti, R- op cit 
V" Lewis, S- (Partner at Dickenson Dees SollcitorsyAs bad as all that? "-Building 20 October 2000 Im Building Magazine, page 12, Editorial -4 June 1999 to Allen, J D. op cit im? Male, Dr S (University of Leeds) - Innovative Procurement Methods Chapter 12 within Management of Procurement edited 
by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford op cit page 211 - 2003 
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Defence Estates has produced a model form of contract for prime contracting'04". 
The contract makes much of supply-chain management, but does not contain any 
acceptance of partnering principles or a partnering charter. 1049 
The perceived success of Prime Contracting is perhaps best substantiated by the 
acknowledgement that the food retailer J. Sainsbury are said to have now adopted 
this form of procurement. 1050 , 
Prime contracting is one of the three main procurement options, along with PFI 
and design and build, which all government departments are pledged to adopt. ' 051 
The NHS estates procurement initiative Procure 21 is said to be a form of prime 
contracting. 1052 (see 3.13) 
3.12 JCT MAJOR PROJECT FORM (2003 EDITION) 
To quote the JCT's own Guidance Note'053 on the Major Project Form, this new 
form of contract within the JCT suite of documents has been prepared to respond 
to the specific needs of those employers who have in-house contractual 
procedures and regularly undertake major projects and the contractors with whom 
they work. As a consequence, it has been possible to reduce the amount of detail 
within the Contract Conditions such that they are both shorter and simpler than the 
existing JCT Standard Form of Building Contract. 
The intention of the Contract is that, having defined its requirements, the employer 
should then permit the contractor to undertake the project without the contractor 
being reliant upon the employer for anything more than access to the site, the 
review of design documents and payment. In particular, there is no requirement 
for the employer to issue any further information to the contractor, as all design 
information beyond that contained in the requirements will be produced by the 
contractor. 1054 
we Male, Dr S (University of Leeds) - Innovative Procurement Methods Chapter 12 within Management of Procurement edited 
wo 
by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford op cit page 211 - 2003 
,,, 
Lewis, S- op cit 
1051 
Contract Journal Article - Best Value In Procurement - P3 - 14 March 2001 
1062 
Watson, K- 'The MOD brings up the big gune- contract Journal 15 March 2002 
vu 
ibid 
1054 
JCT Major Project Form - Guidance Notes - 2003 Edition 
lbid 
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Under this form of contract the contractor assumes more risks and responsibilities 
than under existing JCT standard forms, and to allow this approach to work it is 
essential that the demands of the project are fully identified at tender stage in 
order that they can be appreciated by the tenderers. The identification of risk at 
this stage permits the contractor not only to allow for these matters within its 
pricing, but also to subsequently manage its responsibilities in the most efficient 
rnanner. The contractor must at this stage be able to understand the risk it is to 
assume. 1055 
This form will be most effective where both the employer and the contractor, 
together with their respective teams of advisors and sub-contractors, are 
experienced in detailed risk management and undertaking large commercial 
projects. ' 056 
Hammonds' 057 stated that the Major Project Form appeared different from the 
main JCT documents, being both clearer and simpler in drafting style. Many JCT 
shibboleths are gone, with the additions of some 'novel' features, for example: 
No retentions 
No arbitration 
A definition of practical completion that states the standard to be met 
Fewer express grounds for extensions of time 
Reduced opportunities for loss and expense 
A bonus for early completion, and cost savings provisions (which 
advocates a 50: 50 split) 
New acceleration provisions 
Flexible payment options 
The Major Project Form even recognises that unforeseen ground conditions can 
be the responsibility of the contractor, provided the correct use is made of an 
optional clause. 
IM5 
ift 
JCT Major Project Form - Guidance Notes op cit - 2003 Edition 
1057 
lbid 
Macculsh, A- (Hammonds Solicitors) Alert-ý"JCT: The New Major Project Form' -2 July 200 
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This is familiar with other forms of contract for major projects and PFI with similar 
concepts of a design approval process, fitness for purpose obligation on the part of 
the contractor (albeit in the form of an option to be completed), a "change" 
procedure rather than the use of variations and the more limited scope for 
extensions of time. 1058 
As acknowledged by the JCT the Major Project Form will be most appropriate for 
use by contractors who are experienced in detailed risk management and 
undertaking large commercial projects. In *reality, the JCT Design and Build 
contract may well in the future cease to be a significant form for procurement. " 
Another notable feature is that the Major Project Form is the first JCT form to 
provide specifically for the conferment of rights on third parties. The relevant 
provisions provide rights for funds and purchasers/tenants equivalent to those 
rights more usually given under the BPF standard deeds of collateral warranty, 
including step-in rights for funders, but no net-contribution clauses. No separate 
collateral warranties from the contractor, sub-contractors and consultants are 
called for. 1060 
However the Society of Construction Law's delay protocol has not been 
addressed. There is also no parent company guarantee, with the only express 
1061 
provision for a bond being an advance payment bond. 
'Building' magazine's legal supplement'062 generally agreed that the form favoured 
the employer. However the new form was still generally welcomed because it set 
out the risks up front so clearly' 063 although some felt the form was disappointingly 
lacking in any new ideas which are appropriate for major projects introducing little 
more than cost innovations'064 and others felt that the form was not suitable for 
smaller contractors or inexperienced clients because they would not have the 
experience to deal with risk management. 1065 
JCT Major Projects Form - Guidance Notes - op cit - 2003 
ibid 
low ! bid 
W Maccuish, A- op cit ift James, N; Birkley, G and Minogue, A- *Brief Encounter The Battle of Words* - Chatroorn editorial published by Building 7 
,. 
November 2003 
U4 
Fleet, T- *Fine Form" - Building P52 -4 July 2003 
10% 
Eversheds; briefing note -'New JCT Major Projects Form AJerr 
Smith, N (John Laing Manager) published In article by Broughton, Tom In Building- "JCT Draws Up High-Risk Form for 
Major Contractors" - 20 June 2003 
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3.13 PROCURE21 
ProCure 21 is often described as NHS Estates' response to Egan -a partnering 
programme that will give pre-selected private sector suppliers a series of projects 
over a four year period. 1066 The pioneering initiative, launched in April 2000, is 
designed to cover publicly funded health projects worth more than Elm but not 
PFl/PPP projects. 
Under the initiative, framework agreements were established between NHS 
Estates and principal supply chain partners. Procure 21 formally integrates a 
mandatory requirement to use structured value management, value engineering 
and risk management, partnering, supply chain management, clustering or 
incentivisation procedures. ' 067 
ProCure 21 was intended to become the standard procurement method across the 
NHS, eventually including large PFI projects. The twelve contract-led consortiums 
selected for the 5-year F-7bn framework agreement were named in 2003. The 
successful contractors are known as 'principal supply chain partners. ' 
NHS Estates chief executive Peter Wearmouth said: "Trusts in the pilot areas have 
told us how much they value the experience and commitment of the partners, and 
the benefits they are obtaining from ProCure 21's focus on cutting timescales and 
delivering predictability. "1068 
In an announcement to the London Stock Exchange, John Vyse, a director of 
support services group Interserve, said: "ProCure 21 is all about partnership and 
commitment to the frameworks aims: value for money, accelerated procurement 
and quality. "' 069 
The NHS trusts that will use the ProCure 21 method have been set a target of 
taking at least nine months off the usual procurement time. 
UN Building Magazine feature - Rebuilding Britain "A Beginners Guide to Health Procurement" - Building, Issue 37 p 245 - 
im 
2001 
Male, Dr S (University of Leeds) - Further Trends In Procurement Chapter 14 within Management of Procurement edited by 
Ift 
Denise Bower, Thomas Telford - op cit page 245 - 2003 
i(IN 
Wearmouth, P (NHS Estates) - NHS Estates Names Procure 21 Dozen' - article In Building Issue 37 - 2003 Vyse, J (Interserve) -"NHS Estates Names Procure 21 Dozen"- article In Building, Issue 37 - 2003 
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SEC Group chief executive Rudi Klein'070 praised ProCure 21 for helping the 
construction industry "become more efficient, productive and profitable" by 
introducing new methods of working and greater efficiencies. Klein also praised 
NHS estates for challenging industry to innovate, for including specialist 
contractors early in the process and for promoting fairer supply chain relations. Be 
chief executive Don Ward'071 called ProCure 21 "the single most important 
construction framework initiative in the UK construction industry. " He added: "it is 
the leading example of collaborative working - its core requirements include 
supply chain integration, early involvement, innovation and value - and its lessons 
are thus vital for the future reform of the industry. " 
National Federation of Builders chief executive Barry Stephens, 072 has stated that 
"ProCure 21 isn't perfect, but it has provided a beacon for procurement practice 
within central government and constitutes an important building block for 
partnering between the public sector and the industry. 
The chief executive of Guy's and St Thomas' Hospital Trust, said "As a trust chief 
executive, I need certainty from my capital programme. I need cost certainty and I 
need to know the project will finish on time. NHS ProCure 21 offers me both. 0073 
074 However not all observers have been so complimentary. Colin Harding' 
chairman of Bournemouth-based contractor firm George & Harding described 
ProCure 21 as "a shambles before it starts. Neither framework contractors nor 
their clients understand how it works, and the smaller firms are avoiding it like the 
Black Death. " 
ProCure 21 is now under threat following reports of the demise of NHS Estates, 10" 
despite the DTi praising NHS Estates for achieving all the tacts of Achieving 
Excellence in Construction' 076 , 
but this has led to considerable support of ProCure 
21's intentions from all sides of the industry. 1077,1078,1079 
wo Klein, R (SEC Group Chief Executive)- "Save ProCure 21" Contract Journal 25 August 2004 
wl Ward, D (Be Chief Executive) -"Save ProCure 21* Contract Journal 25 August 2004 ion Stephens, B (NFB Chief Executive)- 'Save ProCure 21" Contract Journal 25 August 2004 
Vn Michael, J (Guy's & St Thomas NHS Trust) - 'NHS Estates Names Procure 21 Dozen" - article In Building, Issue 37 - 2003 1074 Harding, C (George & Harding) -"Making Plan for Nigel" article In Building Issue 37 - 2003 ws Contract Journal Editorial - "Save ProCure 21' page I- 25 August 2004 We Warner, Lord (Health Minister) report 'Lord Warner to face Procure 21 grilling* - Contract Journal 20 October 2004 Ion Klein R (SEC Group Chief Executive) - Contract Journal page I- 25 August 2004 I" Ward, D (Be Chief Executive) - Contract Journal page I- 25 August 2004 V79 Stephens, B (NF13 Chief Executive) - Contract Journal page I- 25 August 2004 
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3.14 NHS LIFT 
NHS Lift is a Elbn public-private partnership initiative to overhaul inadequate and 
outdated community health facilities. It aims to refurbish or replace up to 3000 GP 
and dental surgeries and 500 one-stop health centres by 2004. 
Lift, launched in July 2001, is an acronym for Local Improvement Finance Trust. A 
joint venture between the Department of Health and Partnership UK, it is designed 
to bring framework -type efficiencies to smaller projects. 
Lift will be delivered regionally by local health authorities and primary care trusts, 
which are expected to form PPP's with private sector consortiums. Local Lifts will 
establish partnering arrangements with successful consortiums for the provision of 
batches of facilities in their areas. Each deal could involve hundreds of small 
projects over several years. 
Successful consortiums will be expected to come up with innovative ways of 
irnproving health provision by, for example, bringing in dispensing chemists to 
provide pharmacies at doctors surgeries. 
The Lift programme is intended to target inner city areas where facilities are 
deemed to be particularly poor and health needs most acute. According to the 
governments own figures, only 40% of existing primary care premises are purpose 
built: 80% are deemed too small, and disabled access is often inadequate. 1080 
Criticisms of excess bureaucracy, delicate design and conflicting shareholder 
relationships have all been tabled, but complaints of delays are quite 
ubiquitous. ' 081,1 082,1083 
Despite this, some contractors 
1084,1085 
are already linking increases in profit 
margins to successfully securing LIFT projects. 
i0m Building Magazine feature- Rebuilding Britain "A Beginners Guide to Health Procuremenr-Building - Issue 37 - 2001 1081 Hyam, H- (MD of Primary Health Properties) article "Starting LIFT off"- Building Issue 11 - 2002 to Lafferty, H- (Jarvis Primary Care) article 'Starting LlFr off* - Building, Issue 11 - 2002 1083 Smith, M- (MD of Amey Health) article "Starting LIFT off*-Building, Issue 11 - 2002 104 Clavedey, D- (Chief Executive, Galliford) - 'Galliford hits target" Article In Contract Journal p8 following announcement that 
Galliford are on track to deliver planned Increase In profit margins following award of E130m worth of LIFT projects 12 
. 
January 2005 
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3.15 EARLY CONTRACTOR INVOLVEMENT 
In conjunction with the New Engineering Contract, the Highways Agency has 
introduced a new form of procurement where contractors are involved early to 
increase the level of supply chain integration. 1086 
The approach does not specify the use of supply chain clustering as a way of 
working but sanctions the use of value management, value engineering, risk 
management and incentivisation, whole-life performance and sustainability. 1087 
3.16 INNOVATIVE PROCUREMENT ROUTES SUMMARY 
The impact of a long term partnering agreement overlaying a JCT 98 Standard 
Form of Building Contract is obviously considerable for both parties as it may 
completely change the relationship of the partners, the longevity of the contract 
and most probably the contracts profitability. 
Similarly, a Private Finance Initiative venture may over-lay and modify a JCT 98 
With Contractors Design Form of Contract, but the very existence of the PFI 
contract may well have impacted on the profitability profile (and risk) for the 
contractor. The Prime Contracting route conversely sets the contractors out-turn 
profitability even before the contract starts. The fact that this may then ostensibly 
still be a design and build contract is somewhat overshadowed by the impact of 
the prime contracting ethos which in reality transforms the primary procurement 
function into something more akin to a cost-reimbursement form. 
Other procurement developments such as Programme Management has not been 
discussed herein as rather than only being a procurement solutions it is more of a 
structural framework or value adding business function that interfaces strategic 
management and project management to provide sustained Organisation wide 
capabilities and benefits over time. ' 081 
ift Building Magazine Article - *Galliford Try set fair to mature record profit7 - Article following announcement that E134m of 
Im 
LIFT projects were underway -p20 - 14 January 2005 
Male, Dr S- (University of Leeds) - Innovative Procurement Methods Chapter 12 within Management of Procurement edited 
low 
by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford op cit - page 211 - 2003 
Ift 
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Graham, Dr M and Male Dr S- Procurement Through Programme Management, Chapter 13 In Management of 
Procurement edited by Denise Bower, Thomas Telford op cit 
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Additional definitions of programme management have been proposed by Turner 
and Speiser'089, Gray'090, Offices of Government Commerce, 1091 Association of 
Project Management, ' 092 and Pellegrinelli. 1093 
The 2001 RICS Contracts in Use Survey'094 highlights that the new forms of 
contract that allegedly embrace the Egan and Latham agendas are however still 
far from popular. 
Although the survey provides only a snapshot of contracts in use in 2001, the 
survey records that although the Egan-friendly ECC and PPC2000 contracts were 
used on 20 projects with a combined value of about E60m, the old, much criticised 
JCT contracts were used more than 2700 times on projects worth a total of more 
than E2.5bn. 
The lack of success of the ECC and PPC2000 contracts and the likely lack of take- 
up of the Be contract has also been widely reported. 1095 The inclusion of these 
and other innovative and emerging procurement options, including E-tendering, 096 
and the much criticised electronic auctions, ' 097 certainly complicates the 
established concept of construction procurement options and their very existence 
not only influences the profitability of some projects, but even goes as far as to 
influence the entire corporate strategy of some contractors. 
For instance, the like of Galliford, 1098 Mansell and Miller'099 all reasoned that their 
increased exposure to 'partnering' and 'negotiated' contracts was the principal 
reason their improved profits. 
Turner, JR and Speiser, A. Programme Management and Its Information systems requirements. International Journal of 
Project Management, 10 (4) 196-206 - 1992 
Gray, RJ Alternative Approaches to programme management. Intemational Journal of Project Management, 15 (1) 5-9 
1997 
Office of Government Commerce. Managing Successful Pro "12 
gTmmes. HMSO London 1999 
Association for Project Management. Body of Knowledge. 4 Edition. APM High Wycombe, 2000 
Pellegrinelli, S. Programme Management. Organising Project Based Change, International Journal of Project Management 
15 (3) 141-149 - 1997 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts of Use Survey 2001- op cit 
Hanson, M (CMS Cameron McKenna) -A New Devil to get to Know"- Building 3 October 2003 
NUT 
Construction Confederation editorial In Construction News pages 1&2- 11 July 2002 
Hyde, T- (MD of Thomas Vale) 'Cheap online bids are bad for Business%article In Construction News page II- 11 
December 2003 
ices 
Gallifords accounting results as reported In Contract Journal, page 11 (pre Try merger) - 12 March 1997 
Contract Journal Article - Mansell's accounting results 'Miller watches the margins to double profits In a year' - page 23, Page 2- 23 April 1997 
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3.17 PROCUREMENT & FORMS OF CONTRACT SUMMARY 
The preceding analysis does not claim to be fully comprehensive, however, it is 
hoped that the study will have uncovered a number of the principal contractual 
variances between the four individual conventional or established procurement 
options and their respective forms of contract and analysed a number of the more 
popular innovative approaches to construction procurement. 
It is also apparent from the 2001 RICS Contracts in Use Survey"00 that the JCT 
forms continue to serve a highly significant proportion of the market: within the 
survey sample, 91% of all contracts by number, employed a JCT standard form, 
exactly the same number as that recorded in the 1998 survey and higher than the 
figures from all the previous surveys. By value the proportion records a figure of 
79%, only just below the highest percentage ever recorded. The results in full are 
tabulated below as Table 3.9. 
Table 3.9 Long4erm trends in the use of JCT standard forms 
1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1998 2001 
Percentage of total number 81 86 81 78 82 85 91 91 
percentage of total value 70 74 81 61 80 76 68 79 
By value the proportion always records a slightly lower percentage than by number, 
the result of higher value schemes more likely to employ some alternative form of 
contract such as construction management. 
Table 3.10 below combines both the 1998 editions and the earlier editions. The 
table plots the breakdown by type of JCT form of the percentage recorded showing a 
comparison with the 1995 and 1998 survey results. 
1100 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001- op cit 
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Table3.10 Use of JCT Standard Forms RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 
2001 
Percentage by number 
1995 1998 2001 
Percentage by value 
1995 1998 2001 
JCT Standard Form (Private or L. A. ) 
- With quantities 
22.4 17.5 8.5 32.3 23.3 12.7 
- Without quantities 5.2 7.8 4.6 3.6 6.2 10.4 
- With approximate quantities 1.1 0.8 0.4 1.5 0.5 0.9 
With contractor's design 9.3 18.1 13.3 20.4 26.1 39.7 
intermediate form with quantities 12.0 11.9 9.4 7.0 3.1 5.2 
intermediate form without quantities 9.9 13.3 14.0 3.5 2.2 4.8 
, iýg-re-emeWntforFminorFBuildýiincgiWoýrks 22.7 20.1 40.0 2.3 1.0 2.9 
-FR-me cost contract - 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Management contract 0.8 0.7 0.4 4.5 4.9 2.0 
76.1 67.6 78.9 
The decline in the use of Contracts with Quantities continues to be pre-evident; 
more so with the standard form than the Intermediate Form. The decline in the use 
of the Standard Form With Quantities is quite dramatic, in terms of both the 
number and value of contracts. 
The use of the With Contractors design form shows a clear increase in terms of 
value of contracts but less so in terms of number of contracts. The RICS noted 
that one of the most dramatic numbers in the above table is the fact that 40% of all 
projects in the survey employed the JCT Agreement for Minor Building Works, 
virtually double the percentage in the 1998 survey. 
This is not altogether surprising considering that in 1998 only 28% of the contracts 
captured were below El 00,000 in value, compared to 42% in the current survey. 
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However in the 1995 survey 44% of contracts were below E100,000 in value, yet 
the Agreement was used in only 23% of cases. The JCT Agreement in 2001 was 
used for 79% of projects below El 00,000 in value, most of the remainder using the 
Intermediate Form Without Quantities or private clients' own forms. 
Turning to more innovative procurement methods, it is interesting to note that 
according to a survey of 75 contractors in 2000 which was commissioned by 
Building"O' contractors are certainly now boosting workloads with PFI and 
partnering deals. Non-traditional contracting increased for more than two in three 
firms that responded to the research, which was carried out by Hewes Associates. 
John Morgan, chairman of Morgan Sindall' 102, whose non-traditional contracting 
has risen to 20% of turnover in the year 2000 said it was an exciting time for the 
industry. He said: "We've been partnering on many similar contracts which have 
been lumped together in framework agreements. Over half of our work comes 
from projects where price has not been the only factor in our winning it. " 
Majors, including Carillion and Mowlem, have reduced their traditional contracting 
workloads, almost certainly reflecting pressure from the City over margins. ' 103 
Gleeson and Shepherd Construction also saw the portion of PFI and partnering 
work rise significantly as a percentage of turnover. ' 104 Notwithstanding this broad 
consensus of opinion that more innovative modes of procurement are starting to 
permeate the industry, it is still apparent from the RICS Contractors in Use 2001 
Survey, ' 105 that the procurement trends are still heavily biased in favour of the 
more popular conventional procurement routes. Indeed, the JCT now publish 
almost 140 different contract forms, amendments and guidance notes., 106 The 
RICS's procurement findings are re-produced below as Table 3.11 and 3.12 and 
extended to illustrate on average for the whole 16 year period of the surveys. 
1101 Building / Hewes Associates Survey of 75 Contractors 2000 - "Report Finds Majors Shunning Traditional Work" - featured 
In Building, p2l op cit 24 November 2000 1102 
11C3 
1104 Ibid 
1106 
Ibid 
NO 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey op cit 2001 
Wilcock, C (Partner Hill Dickinson's Construction Division) -'How to choose the right contract7 - Construction News P 28 & 
29 - 22 January 2004 
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Table 3.11 Table indicating trend in methods of procurement - by No of contracts 
1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1998 2001 Average 
Lump sum - fIrm BQ 42.8 35.6 39.7 29.0 34.5 39.2 30.8 19.6 33.9 
Lump sum - spec and drawings 47.1 55.4 49.7 59.2 45.6 43.7 43.9 62.9 50.9 
Lump sum -design and build 3.6 3.6 5.2 9.1 16.0 11.8 20.7 13.9 10.6 
Re-me2surement - approx. BQ 2.7 1.9 2.9 1.5 2.3 2.1 1.9 1.7 2.1 
prime cost plus fixed fee 2.1 2.3 0.9 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.9 
Management contract 1.7 1.2 1.4 0.8 0.9 1.2 1.5 0.6 1.2 
Construction management - - 0.2 0.2 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.4 0.4 
Partnering agreements -- - - - 0.6 Excl 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Table 3.12 Table indicating trends in methods of procurement - by f of contracts 
1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1998 2001 Average 
Lu np sum -firm BQ 59.3 52.1 52.3 48.3 41.6 43.7 28.4 20.3 43.3 
Lu np sum - spec and drawings 10.2 17.7 10.2 7.0 8.3 12.2 10.0 20.2 12.0 
Lu np sum - design and build 8.0 12.2 10.9 14.8 35.7 30.1 41.4 42.7 24.5 
Re-measurement - app ox. BQ 5.4 3.4 3.6 2.5 4.1 2.4 1.7 2.8 3.2 
Pri rne cost plus fixed fee 2.7 5.2 1.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 1.3 
Management contract 14.4 9.4 15.0 7.9 6.2 6.9 10.4 2.3 9.2 
Con - - 6.9 19.4 3.9 4.2 7.7 9.6 6.5 
Partnering agreements - - - - . -- 
1.7 Excl 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0. 
Note: Percentages adjusted to exclude 'other contracts'. Partncring is excluded from the 'average' as it is only 
materially effected the 2001 data and it is generally considered to rclate more to a method of contractor 
selection than procurement choice. 
Notwithstanding the bias toward JCT contracts, there is still a vast array of 
construction procurement options, each with their own advantages and 
disadvantages in terms of risk, time, cost and quality plus numerous contractual 
variances. However, the principal goal of this thesis is not simply to compare 
procurement options, but to consider if there is a relationship between the 
procurement choice and the contractors eventual profit outcome. 
This Chapter has therefore focused on the idiosyncrasies of differing procurement 
and contract choices, which can potentially influence a contractors profitability. 
The allocation of risk is fundamental to this concept and therefore this research 
has focused on aspects of alternative procurement and contract options which 
could impact on margins such as the type of client, the incidence of claims or 
disputes, the responsibility for design, the method of measuring work (bills of 
quantities, plans and specification etc) or the use of partnering. 
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The frequency with which different types of procurement are practised and the 
popularity of different forms of contract has also been reviewed against the RICS 
Contracts In Use Survey, as it is this publication which enables the researcher to 
establish the confidence level for the sample of contracts used for the statistical 
tests employed in the quantitative data survey described in Chapters 4 and 5. 
It is on the basis of this study of construction procurement and forms of contract, 
coupled with the pre-contract and contractor selection issues discussed in Chapter 
2, that this analysis of the procurement and profit relationship is founded. The 
methodology adopted to aid this study is the subject of Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHODOLOGY 
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4.0 METHODOLOGY 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is concerned with the possible relationship between procurement and 
the eventual profit outcome in the construction industry - indeed it is this 
relationship that forms the basis of the research proposition or hypothesis that: 
"Procurement Influences Contractor's Profitability. " 
A hypothesis is a supposition/proposition made, as a starting point for further 
investigation, from known facts. ' 107 To facilitate the study of this hypothesis, three 
specific areas of research have been considered - they being the literature review 
contained within Chapters 2 and 3; together with an industry questionnaire; and a 
data collection to enable a statistical analysis of the relationship, both of which 
comprise the methodology outlined in this Chapter. Coupled with this, an analysis 
of the subject companies upon which the data is collected and finally the selected 
methodology, along with a pr6cis of its inherent weaknesses concludes this 
section. 
it is anticipated that this methodology will properly consider the impact of the pre- 
construction procurement issues and tender/bidding strategy idiosyncrasies 
discussed in Chapter 2 with the post-contract procurement and contractual 
arrangement variances analysed in Chapter 3 in the context of perceived and 
actual outcome profit variances. 
The methodology to address the perceived relationship between procurement and 
profit comprises the use of a qualitative industry survey. The methodology to then 
test the actual outcome correlation of procurement and profit variances comprises 
a quantitative data collection. The research methodology, the objectives and the 
steps in the process are areas of research described in 4.2 and 4.3 herein. The 
rationale supporting the literature review contained in Chapter 2 and 3 is described 
in 4.4. 
Im Fellows, R& Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - Second Edition - Blackwell Publishing. p16 - 1997 
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The first part of the statistical methodology to test the qualitative perception by 
survey of procurement and profit variances is described under 4.5. The second 
section of this methodology to statistically analyse actual outcome data is 
contained in 4.6 herein. The concept of triangulation and peer group review to 
ensure reliability and validity are contained in 4.7,4.8 and 4.9 before the 
Methodology is summarised under 4.10. 
4.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND METHODS 
Research methodology was defined as the philosophy, system of methods and 
principles used in a particular discipline. It is the branch of philosophy concerned 
with the science of methods where methods were defined as the way, techniques 
or arrangement of processing or doing something especially systematic or regular 
for a particular field or subject. In the research context, methodology may be 
perceived as the overall method to satisfy the aim of the investigation. ' 108,1109,1110 
4.2.1 The Research Aims 
This research aims to: 
Analyse to what extent procurement variables can influence profitability 
from a contractor's perspective in the construction industry. 
The aim of a research project is a statement of what the research will attempt to 
do - often in the form of what is to be investigated, which is more appropriate for 
qualitative research, or what impact the main independent variables, in this context 
a number of procurement issues, are believed to have on the dependant variable, 
in this case: profit. The aim is really a statement at the strategic level so, usefully, 
can be considered to be what the researcher would like to do if the resource 
constraints did not exist. Clearly, constraints do exist, and so the research should 
not be judged, once completed, against the yardstick of the statement aim. 
Rather, the aim provides the identification of the context of what is attempted. "" 
lios 
1109 
Hall, D and Hall, I. - practical Social Research : Project Work In the Community. London: MacMillan Press - 1996 
Holt, G. - A Guide to Successful Dissertation Study for Students of the Built Environment 2rd ed, Wolverhampton: Built 
11jo 
Environment Research Unit, University of Wolverhampton - 1998 
Collins English Dictionary - Collins English Dictionary and Thesaurus - Glasgow, Harper Collins - 1993 
Fellows, R and Llu; A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit, p45 -1997 
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4.2.2 The Research Oboectives 
In order to achieve this aim, the following objectives were developed: 
Develop a clear understanding of the pre-contract construction issues of 
procurement, contractor selection and profitability analysis (chapter 2). 
Identify the post-contract procurement options and contract options, their 
idiosyncrasies and possible impact on profitability (chapter 3) 
Investigate the industry's qualitative perception of how procurement can 
influence profitability by sample survey, utilising an industry questionnaire 
(Appendix 1) 
iv) Analyse quantitative data from contractors necessary to analyse the 
construction procurement and profit relationship (Appendix 2) 
V) Triangulate the findings to yield synergy and test the hypothesis/ 
hypotheses and extent of relationship. 
vi) Review the methodology, approach and identify limitations. 
vii) Quantify the impact of construction procurement choice on contractor's 
outcome profit. 
viii) Identify potential contractors business benefits in terms of enhanced 
profitability resulting from research into the impact of procurement 
variables. 
These objectives are statements within the strategic statement of aim; they are 
statements at the tactical/operational level. Objectives take the aim of the 
research and, given the constraints, translate the aim into coherent, operational 
statements. These are statements which relate to each other logically but which 
are, each, self-sufficient also and describe what the research hopes to achieve or 
discover through the study. ' 112 
4.2.3 The Relationship between the Research Oblectives & Methods 
This Chapters objective was to explain the research methodology adopted to 
achieve the research aim and objectives. 
1112 Fellows, R and Liu, 
-A- 
Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit, p45 & 46 - 1997 
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In view of the need to select the appropriate approach for this research, a brief 
resume of the research processes and research approaches was completed. In 
order to make sure that the correct research methodology was selected and that 
each objective was assigned the right methodology, the factors used for choosing 
the research methodology were considered and the relationship between the 
research objectives and the research methods was established. To conclude, 
descriptions of the activities of the research methodology and selected methods 
were discussed in full. 
It was important to ensure that the adopted research methodology and tests 
achieved the research aim and objectives. By making sure that every objective 
was assigned the appropriate method(s). The following table surnmarises the 
methods applied to address the specific research objectives. 
Table 4.1 The Research Methods Used to Achieve The Research Oboectives 
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4.2.4 Steps in the Research Process 
There are different types of research and different approaches to it. However, 
most approaches follow a similar process such as: 
1. Selection of general topic 
2. Focus project area of interest within a theory 
3. Design a study 
4. Collect data 
5. Analyse the data 
6. Interpret the findings and draw conclusion 
7. Inform others in a report 
These seven steps promote the research process simplistically and represent the 
necessary activities to be undertaken. It is unusual to complete stage one before 
commencing stage 2 as the process tends to overlap as often a later stage 
stimulates reconsideration of an earlier one. Each research project builds on prior 
research and contributes to a large body of knowledge and does not end when 
one completes stage seven as research is an ongoing process. " 13,1114 
The author recognises Fellows and Liu's statement that research, by its nature, is 
a 'voyage of discovery', an iterative learning process, and investigation of the 
unknown is likely to require changes from a priori expectations. 
The precise extent and shape of the research in this case has certainly developed 
and changed, but not so radically as to compromise the focus of the research. 11" 
The principal research steps adopted for this thesis are illustrated below in the 
Methodology Flow Diagram, Fig 4.1 
1113 Nachmlas, C. and Nachmias, D. Research Methods In the Social Sciences 5h Edition, London - Arnold - 1996 
Neuman, W. L Social Research Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches 2nd Edition - London - Allyn and Bacon 
-1994 
fellows, R and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit page 43 - 1997 
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Fig 4.1 
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4.3 AREAS OF RESEARCH 
Chambers English Dictionary' 116 defines research as: 
A careful search 
Investigation 
Systematic investigation towards increasing the sum of knowledge 
The Concise Oxford Dictionary' 117 provides a more extensive definition of research 
as 'the systematic investigation and study of materials, sources etc. in order to 
establish facts and reach new conclusions'. The dictionary continues: 'an 
endeavour to discover new or collate old facts etc. by the scientific study of a 
subject or by a course of critical investigation. ' 
Traditionally, the essential feature of research for a doctoral degree (PhD) is that 
the work makes an original (incremental) contribution to knowledge. 1118 
4.4 LITERATURE REVIEW 
An extensive review of published literature has been undertaken to ascertain both 
the historical and present day procurement concepts along with their inherent 
merits and demerits and in particular their influence on costs and ultimately profits. 
Literature review was defined as the compilation and assimilation of as much 
information as can be discovered with respect to a given topic. It forms an 
important part of conducting academic research. 1119 An extensive literature review 
was undertaken to gather information in order to achieve the following four 
objectives: 
1 Full understanding of the research topic. 
2. Facilitating precise formulation of the research problem. 
3. Assessing previous and related works in that field. 
4. Avoiding duplication of previous work 
Ills Chambers English Dictionary 9 th Edition 
1117 The Concise Oxford Dictionary, 1995 
Ills 
Ills 
Fellows, R& Liu A- Research Methods for Construction - Second Edition - Blackwell Publishing. op cit p5 - 1997 
Holt G-A Gulýe to Successful Dissertation for Students of the Built Environment 2nd Edition ed. Wolverhampton: Built 
Environment Research Unit, University of Wolverhampton op cit - 1998 
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The literature review process followed could be divided into six stages: 
1. Defining the research topic 
2. Defining research keywords 
3. Selecting data resources 
4. Scanning available materials 
5. Examining relevant materials 
6. Recording and classifying selected materials 
The research topic was identified in a broad spectrum based on the literature 
review and the researcher's observations and experience as promoted by 
Edwards and Talbot. ' 120 Then key words such as procurement, profit, margins, 
tender, results, financial results, contractor selection, value management, risk 
management and construction cost were defined to focus the search process. 
The resources used to search for the key words were selected. These were 
academic journals, textbooks, professional magazines, periodicals, seminar 
presentation notes, conference proceedings, organisations' publications, 
dissertations and theses workshop and technical reports, CD-ROMs as well as 
online database system and indices at Loughbrough University, United Kingdom. 
Using advanced computer search database facilitated finding data relevant to the 
research topic. MetaLib online database system, which uses wide variety of 
resource, databases and e-journals, offered the facility to search for a keyword or 
a phrase in many databases simultaneously such as BIDS, OCLC, ZETOC and 
Compendex. All these resources were utilised to ensure all relevant work. in the 
field was collected and reviewed. 
The data collected from the previous stages was scanned by reading their 
abstracts, keywords and contents. The relevant materials were selected for in 
depth reading. Information from the selected materials was recorded and 
classified. The process was repeated when any particular refereed paper 
referenced related papers. 
1,20 Edwards, A and Talbot R- The Hard Pressed Researcher A research Handbook for the Caring Professions. New York, 
Longman - 1996 
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Collecting recent publications and latest editions of the relevant materials was a 
continuous process throughout the research period which ensured up to date 
knowledge, latest developments and relevant contributions to the study were 
captured and considered. Material quoted in the thesis was all cited in the 
numbered references and repeated alphabetically as a bibliography. 
Having said this, despite the plethora of published literature which discussed 
options of construction procurement and form of contract, much less has been 
said of the influence these factors have on reducing construction costs as noted by 
Geoff Brewer, ' 121 but even less has been said of the relevance of the construction 
procurement choice in influencing the contractors outcome profit margin. 
It is only really this other subject of contractor's profits than can rival the propensity 
of Latham' 122 and Egan' 123 induced media coverage on the broad subject of 
procurement. Again, however, little academic research exists on the relationship 
between contractors profits and procurement. 
In view of this, the author has had to unashamedly resort to other sources of 
information regarding procurement and profit relationship including the trade 
periodicals and construction business magazines although clearly such sources 
can only contribute unsubstantiated opinion as they lack the academic authenticity 
and validity one would prefer. 
The literature study has not been summarised in isolation for fear of duplication. 
Instead, the principal findings have been divided into two specific groups. Firstly, 
those issues relating to pre-contract procurement, contractor selection and 
profitability have been discussed in Chapter 2 and then the various procurement 
and contractual arrangements were analysed in Chapter 3. By following this 
procedure, the same authors may be referenced in a number of sections, but it 
was considered that the advantages of clarity and ease of reference outweighed 
this duplicity. 
1121 Brewer, G- (previously Director of James R Knowles, now of Brewer Consulting), 'Reducing the Cost of Construction' 
IM article extracted 
form Contract Journal, page 22 - 24 November 1994 
1123 
Latham, Sir M- op cit 
Egan, Sir J- op Cit 
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The author has followed the Numeric or Vancouver style of bibliographic 
references with Arabic numerals for in-text citations linking directly to the footnotes 
at the bottom of the page in which the reference appears for ease of cross 
referencing and as a preferred method to the Harvard style of referencing. By 
acknowledging the work of others the author has prevented plagiarising someone 
else's work and allowed the reader to trace the line of research. 
Despite this structured approach, the literature review is not considered to be 
entirely exhaustive, but nevertheless it is regarded as having been sufficiently 
thorough and robust to permit a thorough and reliable investigation of construction 
procurement and profitability. 
4.4.1 Quantitative and Qualitative Research 
The research methods adopted in this thesis are broadly, quantitative and 
qualitative. Quantitative approaches adopt 'scientific method' in which initial study 
of theory and literature yields precise aims and objectives with hypotheses to be 
tested - conjecture and refutation may be adopted, as discussed by authors such 
as Popper. ' 124 In qualitative research, an exploration of the subject is undertaken 
without prior formulations - the object is to gain understanding and collect 
information and data such that theories will emerge. Thus, qualitative research is 
a precursor to quantitative research. ' 125 
irrespective of the nature of the study, rigour and objectivity are paramount 
throughout. Commonly, qualitative data, which are subjective data (such as 
obtained in opinion surveys and in the case of this thesis, an industry 
questionnaire - see 4.5), can and should be analysed objectively, often using 
quantitative techniques. However, one should not lose sight of the richness that 
qualitative data can provide and, often, quantitative data cannot. ' 126 Triangulation 
- the use of qualitative and quantitative techniques together - can be very 
powerful to gain insights and results, to assist in making inferences and in drawing 
conclusions as illustrated by Fellows and Liu' 127 and reproduced in Fig. 4.2 
1124 Popper, K. R. - The Logic of Scientific Discovery, Hutchinson, Oxford - 1972 1125 
Fellows R. and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - 1997 op cit, pq 1125 
1W 
lbid Page 10 
lbid 
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Fig. 4.2 Trianquiation of quantitative and qualitative data 
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---F ---I 
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Insights and I 
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I 
Conclusions and I 
recommendation I 
4.5 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH - INDUSTRY QUESTIONNAIRE 
A questionnaire was defined as a list or grouping of written questions that a 
respondent answers themselves. ' 128 It is a data-gathering device that elicits from a 
respondent the answers or reactions to (pre-arranged) printed questions 
presented in a specific order. ' 129 
In order to establish the industry's perceived view of how procurement can 
influence contractor's profitability, it was decided to conduct a survey of a 
significant number of construction professionals. This qualitative approach seeks 
to gain insights and to understand people's perceptions. In qualitative research, 
the beliefs, understandings, opinions and views of people are investigated - the 
data gathered may be unstructured. Consequently, the objectivity of qualitative 
data often is questioned, especially by people with a background in the scientific, 
quantitative tradition. 
112B 
,, 2, Hall & Hall - op cit Addams, G. R. and Schvaneveldt, J. D. - Understanding Research Methods - New York, Longman - 1991 
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Analyses of such data tend to be considerably more difficult than with quantitative 
data. ' 130 However, in this instance a structured industry questionnaire was derived 
to ease the use of various analytic techniques to probe the results. 
It was, however, acknowledged by Kant' 131 that the scope of peoples' knowledge 
is limited to the area of, their possible experience. Similarly Kuhn' 132 notes that 
'what a man sees depends both upon what he looks at and also upon what his 
previous visual-conceptual experience has taught him to see. ' 
4.5.1 Backwound to Questionnaire 
Surveys operate on the basis of statistical sampling; only extremely rarely are full 
population surveys possible, practical or desirable. The principles of statistical 
sampling - to secure a representative sample - are employed for economy and 
speed. ' 133 
It is generally recognised that three major methods are used to elicit information 
from respondents: the personnel interview, the mail questionnaire and the 
telephone survey. 1134 These methods can be subsumed under the concept of 
Isurvey research'. 
For this thesis the author decided that the mail questionnaire was the most 
appropriate method of survey research to elicit information from respondents. 
one of the principal reasons for this decision was summarised by Claire Selltiz' 135 
and co-authors wrote that "questionnaires can be sent through the mail, 
interviewers cannot", they pointed out one of the chief advantages of the mail 
questionnaire: it is cheaper than personal interviewing. The mail questionnaire 
does not require a trained staff of interviewers; all it needs is the cost of planning, 
sampling, mailing and providing stamped, self-addressed envelopes for the 
returns. 
1130 Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit page 28 - 1997 1131 Kant, 1. - Critique of Pure Reason, 2nd edition, (trans. FM Muller), Macrnillan, New York - 1934 M2 Kuhn, T. S. - The structure of Scientific Revolutions, 
V edn, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago - 1996 1133 Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit, page 24 - 1997 Ilu Nachmias, C&D -'Research Methods In the Social Sciences'Afternative 2nd Edition, St Martins Press Inc, Chapter 8, page 
1135 
179 - Reprinted 1989 
Sellitz, C Wdqhtman, L and Cook, SW- Research Methods 
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The processing and analysis are usually also simpler and cheaper than those of 
the personal interview. The lower cost in the administration of a mail 
questionnaire is particularly evident when the population under study is widely 
spread geographically as in this case. Under such circumstances the cost of 
interviewing could become prohibitive, and the mail questionnaire was therefore 
the only feasible instrument. 
Another major advantage of the mail questionnaire is that it reduces biasing errors 
that might result from the personal characteristics of interviewers and from 
variabilities in their skills. There are many possibilities for bias in a personal 
interview situation that may arise because of the nature of the personal interaction 
between the interviewer and the respondent. This can be completely avoided with 
a mail questionnaire. 1136 
Furthermore, the mail questionnaire also offers greater anonymity. The assurance 
of anonymity with mail questionnaires is especially helpful when the survey deals 
with sensitive issues, such as questions about profitability as in this case. With 
such questions, a mail questionnaire may elicit a higher response rate than a 
personal interview. 1137 
Mail questionnaires are also preferable when questions demand a considered 
(rather than an immediate) answer or if the answer required consultations of 
documents or of other people. " 38 Conversely, there are some disadvantages 
with the mail questionnaire, including the fact that the mail questionnaire can be 
used as an instrument for data collection only when the questions are 
straightforward enough to be comprehended solely with the help of printed 
instructions and definitions. 
The answers have to be accepted as final; there is no opportunity to probe beyond 
the given answer, to clarify ambiguous answers, or to appraise the non-verbal 
behaviour of respondents. ' 139 
1136 
Sellitz. C Wrightman, L and Cook, SW- Research Methods op cit 1137 
1136 Ibid 
1130 ibid 
ibid 
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With a mail questionnaire, researchers have no control over the respondent's 
environment; thus they cannot be sure that the right person completes the 
questionnaire. An individual other than the intended respondent may reply. 1140 
The final disadvantage of mail questionnaires - and perhaps their most serious 
problem - is that they often fail to obtain an adequate response rate. For many 
mail surveys, the reported response rates are much lower than for personal 
interviews. The typical response rate for a personal interview is about 95 per cent, 
whereas that for a mail survey is between 20 and 40 per cent. Researchers who 
use mail questionnaires are almost always faced with the problem of how to 
estimate the effect the non-respondents may have on their findings. 
With most surveys the non-respondents are usually quite different from those who 
answer the questionnaire. Often they are the poorly educated who may have 
problems understanding the questions, the elderly who are unable to respond, or 
those that are more mobile and thus cannot be located. Therefore, the group of 
non-respondents is not likely to constitute a representative group of the one 
originally defined by the investigators and will undoubtedly introduce a serious bias 
into the study. 1141 However, to avoid this bias, it was decided to target only senior 
construction professionals for this study. 
4.5.2 Questionnaire Response Rate 
In order to secure an acceptable response rate for this survey a number of 
common techniques were instigated. 
Firstly, the fact that the survey was in association with Loughborough University 
was made very evident. This 'sponsorship' is known to help motivate a higher 
response rate. ' 142 Another technique was to 'induce' the reply by appealing to the 
respondents' altruistic sentiments and to convince them of the study's 
significance. ' 143 
" Sellitz, C Wrightman, L and Cook, SW- Research Methods op cit 1$41 ibid 
1142 Bailey, KD- Methods of Social Research, New York: Free Press, 1978 1U3 Bumim, ML- An Evaluation of the Public Service Employment Projects In Florida Created Under Title VI of the 
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (Florida: Department of Community Affairs) pl 64 - 1978 
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The design of the questionnaire was also considered to be of significance as the 
high quality paper and a structured format with adequate spacing is known to 
improve the questionnaire response rate' 144,1145 although the length of the 
questionnaire is not thought to be significant. ' 146 
Another factor considered in designing the questionnaire is the cover letter. The 
cover letter must succeed in convincing the respondents to fill out the 
questionnaire and mail it back. It should therefore identify the sponsor of the 
study, explain its purpose, tell the respondents why it is important that they fill out 
the questionnaire, and assure them that the answers will be held in strict 
confidence. The use of a semi-personalised address was also instigated as this is 
thought to generate a slightly higher response rate than a form letter. ' 147 The 
inclusion of a stamped, self-addressed envelope was also considered to be 
essential if the response rate was to be enhanced. 
The question of the selection of respondents would normally be one of the most 
important decisions in sampling for qualitative analysis, but in this instance only a 
typical perception of the industry's understanding of profit and procurement 
relationships was required. In order to elicit a valued response it was decided to 
concentrate the questionnaire on a homogeneous group of senior construction 
professionals. Their interest and familiarity with the topic under investigation was 
also considered to be an important factor in determining the rate of return. 
it would be normal practice' 148 to follow up the questionnaire with a reminder letter 
sent to all those who did not initially respond, however this was not possible as 
many of the respondents who did reply, wished to remain anonymous thus 
precluding contact with the uncertain remainder. ' 149 The inability to follow up 
questionnaires due to the need to retain anonymity may have been a serious 
factor in the eventual response rate as Delbert Miller' 150 ranked the 'follow-up' as 
the most important technique in increasing questionnaire response rates. 
11" Goode, WJ and Hatt PK- Methods in Social Research (New York: McGraw-Hill), p179 - 1957 1145 Scott C- Research on Mail survey - Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 127, Series A, 143-195 - 1961 1146 Miller, DC- Handbook of Research Design and Social Measurement - (New York: David McKay) pp79-80 - 1977 1147 Matteson, MT- Type of Transmittal Letter and Questionnaire Colour as Two Variables Influencing Rates In a Mail Survey- 
1148 
Journal of Applied Psychology, 59 - pp 532-536 - August 1947 
Dillman, DA Christensen, JA Carpenter, EH and Brooks RM- Increasing Mail Questionnaire Response: A Four-State 
i1o 
Comparison - American Sociological Review, 39 755 - October 1974 
1150 
Moser, CA and Kalton, G- Survey Methods In Social Investigation (London: Heinemann Educational Books) p266 - 1971 Miller, DC- Handbook of Research Design and Social Measurement- (New York: David McKay) 077-78 - 1977 
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The question of what constitutes an acceptable response to the questionnaire 
cannot easily be answered. Whereas some investigators consider a response rate 
of at least 60 per cent adequate, ' 151 most are somewhat more conservative. 
Bailey' 152 maintains that with the proper use of follow-ups, preferably two reminder 
letters and a telephone call as a third reminder, one should achieve a response 
rate of approximately 75 per cent or more. 
Finally, there is some evidence that response rates on mail questionnaires have 
been declining perhaps as a result of the increased saturation in the field widely. 
Indeed, Fellows and Liu' 153 expect a usable response rate of 25% - 35%. 
4.5.3 Formation and Structure of Questionnaire 
The foundation of all questionnaires is the question. The questionnaire's objective 
is to translate the research objectives into specific questions; answers to such 
questions will provide the data for hypothesis testing. The question must also 
motivate the respondent so that the necessary information is obtained. It is to 
these two ends that the question becomes the focus around which the 
questionnaire is constructed. The major considerations involved in formulating the 
question are its content, structure, format and sequence. Most questions can be 
classified into the two general categories of factual questions or opinion and 
attitude questions. 
Factual questions are designed to elicit objective information from the respondents 
regarding their background, environment, habits, and the like. The most common 
type of factual questions is the background question, which is asked mainly to 
provide information by which respondents can be classified. Such classification, in 
11 54 turn, may aid in explaining differences in behaviours and attitudes. 
Factual questions are thought to be easier than other types of questions, but 
Oppenheiml 155 recognised that difficulties can occur even here, but it is with 
I opinion and attitude questions' that problems really start. 
1151 Babble, ER- The Practice of Social Research - (Belmont, California: Wadsworth), p335 - 1979 1152 Bailey, KID et al - Methods of Social Research- The Free Press, London page 153 - 1987 1153 Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit Page 109 - 1997 1154 Nachmias. op cit page 208 I% Oppenhelm, NA- Questionnaire Design and Attitude Management ( New York: Basic Books) page 55 - 1966 
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The concept 'attitude' refers to the sum total of a person's inclinations, prejudices, 
ideas, fears and convictions about any specific topiC. 1156 Opinions, however, are 
the verbal expressions of attitudes. ' 157 In general, the purpose of measuring 
attitudes is to account for the respondent's general inclination. The study of 
opinion is of interest only in so far as it is a symbol of an attitude. 
The main difference between asking for opinions and measuring attitudes is that 
an opinion is generally measured by estimating what proportion of the surveyed 
population say they agree with a single opinion statement. Attitudes are measured 
by attitude scales consisting of statements, with which the respondent is asked to 
agree or disagree. An essential requirement of attitude measurement is that such 
attitude statements be scaled; that is, that the statements be selected and put 
together from a much larger number of attitude statements according to certain 
techniques. 
Survey questions about opinions and attitudes present more problems in 
construction than questions about facts, particularly as the assumption that the 
respondents know cannot always be made. It is generally recognised that the 
researcher must consider the content and structure of the question and the format 
of the response categories accompanying the questions. Three types of question 
structures can be distinguished, namely: (1) open-ended questions, (2) close- 
ended questions, and (3) contingency questions. ' 158 
In a close-ended question, respondents are offered a set of answers from which 
they are asked to choose the one that most represents their views. Such 
questions are easy to ask and quick to be answered; they require no writing by 
either respondent or interviewer, and their analysis is straightforward. ' 159 Their 
major drawback is that they may introduce bias, either by forcing the respondent to 
choose from given alternatives or by making the respondent select alternatives 
that might not have otherwise occurred. 
1156 Thurstone, LL- Attitudes Can Be Measured - American Journal of Sociology, 33 pp 529-555 - January 1928 1157 Ibld 
115B 
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Nachmias, op cit, page 210 
Baker, T. L. - Doing Social Res arch - 2nd Edition - New York, McGraw Hill Inc - 1994 
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Open-ended questions are not followed by any kind of specified choice, and the 
respondents' answers are recorded in full. The virtue of the open-ended question 
is that it does not force the respondent to adapt to preconceived answers; having 
understood the intent of the question, one can express one's thoughts freely, 
spontaneously, and in one's own language. 
If the answers to open-ended questions are unclear, the interviewer may probe, 
that is, ask the respondent to explain further or to give a rationale for something 
stated earlier. Open-ended questions, then, are flexible; they have personalities of 
depth, they enable the interviewer to clear up misunderstandings, and they 
encourage rapport. However, open-ended questions are difficult to answer and 
still more difficult to analyse. The researcher has to design a coding frame in 
order to classify the various answers; in this process, the details of the information 
provided by the respondent might get lost. ' 160 
The appropriateness of either open-ended or close-ended questions depends 
upon a number of factors. By using Paul Lazarsfeld' 161 considerations to 
determine appropriateness closed-ended questions were generally considered 
more appropriate to this study. 
Closed-ended questions are suitable when the researchees objective is to lead the 
respondent to express agreement or disagreement with an explicit point of view, 
but the use of a closed-ended question involves a risk that in accepting one of the 
alternatives offered, the respondent may make a choice that is quite different from 
an opinion that would have otherwise been expressed had he or she gone through 
the process of recall and evaluation of past experience. ' 162 
A contingency question -a special case of closed-ended question - is one that 
applies only to a subgroup of respondents. The relevance of the question to this 
subgroup is determined by the answer of all respondents to a preceding filter 
question. 
1100 Seashore, SE- Group Cohesiveness In the Indushial Work Group (Ann Arbor Survey Research Centre, Institute of Social 
1141 
Research, University of Michigan) 1954 
Lazarsfeld, PF- The Controversy over Detailed Interviews - An Offer for Negotiation - Public Opinion Quarterly, 8, page 
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One of the most common formats for questions asked in social science surveys is 
the rating scale. ' 163 The rating scale is used whenever respondents are asked to 
make a judgement in terms of sets of ordered categories, such as 'strongly agree', 
'favourable'or'very often'. 
The response categories for such questions are termed 'quantifiers'; they reflect 
the intensity of the particular judgement involved. The following sets of response 
categories are quite common: 
i) Strongly agree 
Agree 
Depends (or neither agree or disagree) 
iv) Disagree 
V) Strongly disagree 
Scaling methods are an alternative to asking questions, by utilising simultaneously 
a number of observations on each respondent. 1164 
Ranking is a useful devise in providing some sense of relative order among 
objects or judgements. This is particularly important given that many properties 
measured in the social science cannot be given any precise numerical value. 
However, with the use of ranking such as the Liked scale' 165 this research has 
obtained information regarding their relative order. It should be emphasised, 
however, that ranking does not provide any information about the distance 
between the ranks. The difference between, say, rank 1 and rank 2 may not be 
the same as the difference between rank 2 and rank 3. 
After the format of questions is determined, consideration has been given to the 
order in which they are placed in the questionnaire. Two general patterns of 
question sequence have been found to be most appropriate for motivating 
respondents to co-operate: the funnel sequence and the inverted funnel 
sequence. ' 166 
1103 
Nachmias, op cit, page 215 
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In the funnel sequence, each successive question is related to the previous 
question and has a progressively narrower scope. 
When the objective of the survey is to obtain detailed information and when the 
respondent is motivated to supply the information, the funnel approach helps the 
respondent recall details more efficiently. Furthermore, by asking the broadest 
questions first, the interviewer can avoid imposing a frame of reference before 
obtaining the respondent's perspective. When the object of the survey is to 
discover unanticipated responses broader questions should be pursued first. ' 167 
In the inverted funnel sequence, narrower questions are followed by broader ones. 
When the topic of the survey does not strongly motivate the respondents to 
communicate - either because the topic is not important to them or because their 
experiences are not recent enough to be vivid in their memory - it may be helpful 
to begin with the narrow questions, which are easier to answer, and reserve the 
broader (and more difficult) ones until later. If the purpose is to obtain a 
generalisation in the form of a judgement regarding a concrete situation and if the 
interviewer is unfamiliar with the facts but the respondent knows them, then 
narrower questions airhed at establishing specific facts should precede questions 
requiring an overall judgement. ' 168 
The order in which the questions are presented has been shown to affect the 
degree to which the respondent is willing to co-operate with the researcher., "9 In 
addition, questions order influences the reliability of the response. For example, 
there is evidence that the position of an item in a list has a significant impact on its 
being chosen, with items appearing first being endorsed more often. " 70 It has 
also been shown that when respondents are asked to assign numerical values to a 
set of items (for example, according to their degree of importance), the items 
appearing first tend to receive a higher rank. 
III? 
lies 
Gorden, RL- Interviewing : Stratregy, Techniques and Tactics - Homewood, lll: Dorsey 1969 
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A response set where a respondent may answer all questions in a specific 
direction regardless of the question's content can also be avoided by varying the 
question format. ' 171 Leading questions' 172,1173 and threatening questions, 1174 and 
double-barrelled questions, ' 175 should also be avoided. 
Finally, it should be remembered that the question must be worded so that it is 
comprehended by the respondents' likely vocabulary. ' 176 
4.5.4 Preliminary Testin-q of Questionnaire 
When a questionnaire draft was completed, it was tested to determine its 
effectiveness. This preliminary test was done by colleagues who agreed to take 
the questionnaire. They were asked to answer the questions as if received from 
someone unknown and go through the questionnaire again to point out any 
problem they noted with the questions. After going over the responses of the 
preliminary test and making changes, the questionnaire was then subject to 
academic scrutiny by interview with the PhD supervisor at Loughbrough University 
and then by industry peer-group review (see 4.8) only then was the questionnaire 
ready for formal test as recognised as good practise. ' 177,1178 
4.5.5 Industrv Questionnaire Presentation 
The specific introductory letter and questionnaire, which was finalised to 
encapsulate all of the proceeding techniques, is presented in Appendix 1. 
4.5.6 Target Respondents for Industrv Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was sent to judgemental sample of industry practitioners 
comprising 204 construction industry personalities including 128 contractors, 62 
consultants and 14 clients/developers. 
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These individuals were selected as each was named in 'Building' magazine during 
July/August 1999 thus creating a broad cross-section of the whole construction 
industry. The precise make up of this sample was not considered critical to this 
research, as only an impression of the industry's perception was desired. This 
included each of the 'Top 50 Contractors' as ranked by turnover in 'Building' 
magazine, the Top 10 Consultants and the Top 10 Clients. The remaining 
contacts were derived from the industry media, which named or referred to them in 
the text for any of a number of various reasons. 
Nevertheless by inviting every company named in this magazine for the period 
stated a judgemental sample was adopted so that the resulting sample would be 
distributed in a similar way as the (construction) population' 179,1180 albeit with a 
known and preferred bias towards building contractors as it was their opinion on 
contractors' profitability which was preferred. Clearly, such judgement may involve 
bias, which is recognised and noted, 1181 but not considered to be a concern in this 
instance, as the industry response is only intended to demonstrate a cross section 
of the construction industry's perceptions. The qualitative survey is to find a 
typical impression of procurement and profit correlations, it is the hard quantitative 
data collection in 4.6, which requires precise sampling methods to be adopted. 
4.5.7 Industry Questionnaire Response and Analvsis 
Full details of the response to the questionnaire is presented in Chapter 5. The 
emerging data was explored by measure of the central tendency and dispersion of 
the questionnaire and interview responses. Measure of central tendency was 
used to get some overall assessment of the typical value for each variable. 1182 
The results were analysed using Microsoft's Excel package. The well-established 
relative importance index ranking technique was used to determine the relative 
importance of the procurement and profit variables. 1183,1184,1185 
1179 Bernard, H. R. - Social Research Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches. London: Sage Publications Ltd - 2000 "80 Bryman, A. -Social Research Methods. London Oxford University Press - 2001 1141 Fellows, R& Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit page 112/141 - 1997 1112 Bernard, H- op cit - 2000 1183 Olomolalye, P. 0., Price, A. D. F. and Wahab, K. A. - Problems Influencing Craftsmen's Productivity In Nigeria. Built 
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4.6 QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH - DATA COLLECTION PROCESS 
The quantitative approach for this thesis required a case study to conduct a data 
collection process to be instigated. 
Whilst the qualitative approach of the industry survey results from the 
questionnaire were intended to elicit a clear opinion of how construction 
professionals consider procurement and profitability are linked, it would not offer a 
definitive statement of what actually determines the relationship or to what degree. 
For this reason, a separate case study to give a quantitative approach in the form 
of a data collection exercise had to be instigated. 
In case study research which investigates phenomenon within contexts such as 
this, often the contextual variables are so numerous and qualitatively different that 
no single survey or data collection approach can be used to collect information 
about these variables. 1186 Hence, Yin' 187 contrasts experimental design where 
focus is on testing one or two specific variables whilst others are 'controlled out' or 
'kept constant' with case study design as 'an empirical enquiry in which the 
number of variables exceeds the number of data points. ' 
In order to statistically analyse the relationship between eventual profit margin and 
certain procurement criteria a 'complete' set of data had to be collated. Harper"" 
noted that 'a conclusion can never be better than the original figures on which it is 
based'. Indeed, the design of appropriate experiments remains fundamental to all 
aspects of statistical inference - and to hypothesis testing in particular. 
Quantitative approaches tend to relate to positivism and seek to gather factual 
data and to study relationships between facts and how such facts and 
relationships accord with theories and the findings of any research executed 
previously (literature). Scientific techniques are used to obtain measurements - 
quantified data. Analyses of the data yield quantified results and conclusions 
derived from evaluation results in the light of theory and literature. 1181 
lies 
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The experimental design in this case is concerned with the identification of the 
hypothesis to test the selection of appropriate variables to test the hypothesis, the 
source of data and the statistical approach to be employed. Fischer"90 
summarised the process by recommending that statistical procedure and 
experimental design be put into partnership before the experiment survey is 
commenced. Hayslett"91 noted that surveys should also be as comprehensive as 
possible - the ideal would comprise a survey of an entire population. In practice, 
this if often not feasible, but any sample must be treated with caution as Huff" 92 
stated that an inappropriate sample can be the basis of an entirely incorrect result. 
For the analysis in question, the mode of data collection was dictated by the 
almost non-existence of any published secondary data referring to precise 
measures of procurement and profit variances in the construction industry. 
Consequently the decision to collect primary data was the only available option. 
Despite construction contractors inherent desire to retain confidentially of such 
sensitive data the author was able to extend the survey to include 15 separate 
autonomous companies results as the extent of the quantitative survey. 
As a result, the sample of results from these 15 companies allows a reasonably 
high level of confidence to be assumed, but the author has attempted to mitigate 
any remaining uncertainty by firstly analysing the subject companies and then 
designing subsequent tests accordingly. 
The following section acts as a synopsis of the subject companies and is included 
to enable the reader to appreciate the background; structure; and activities of the 
companies which in turn affects the power of any subsequent tests. 
4.6.1 Introduction to the Subeect Companies 
Contractors are notoriously reluctant to ever publicise their individual project 
outturn margins and are even less likely to overtly release information regarding 
profit margins and tender mark-ups on individual contracts. 
1120 
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This information could ultimately allow competitors to analyse their margin 
percentages and compromise the subject company's own bidding strategy. 
Similarly, the final margin achieved by a contractor would not normally be 
disclosed to a Client (except under the most open-book partnering arrangements). 
It is for these reasons, that the companies being studied for this analysis, have all 
requested anonymity and therefore the company name has not been disclosed 
and all references to work type, Employer names, project titles, geographical area 
and size/turnover all purposefully recorded in a coded manner as appended to this 
thesis in order to preserve the contractors' identify. Despite this, it is hoped that 
the reader will still be able to benefit from the following analysis, which has been 
split into sections dealing with the companies' background; organisational 
structure and their activities respectively. 
4.6.2 Sublect Companies Background 
The 15 subject companies are all part of the same regional contractors Group of 
Companies, however, all remain entirely autonomous and separate profit centres. 
The founding Group parent company was founded as a building and construction 
firm almost a century ago and initially specialised in general repairs, 
refurbishments and smaller contract works supplemented by house-building 
projects. This in turn led to larger contracts from both the private and public 
sector and enabled the group to evolve and grow; both in terms of geographical 
spread and representation and by structural extension to the depth of services 
offered by its construction and related companies. The development and growth 
was achieved principally by: 
Natural growth as the groups reputation spread throughout the region 
Offering an increased depth and range of construction service in parallel with 
developments within the industry generally 
Acquisition of other local building companies 
Setting up or acquiring businesses in manufacturing, plant and subcontract 
services - all ancillary to the needs of the construction industry 
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This steady growth and expansion has continued to the present day and at the 
end of 2003 the group was again ranked as one of the fifty largest and most 
profitable contractors in the UK (see Table 2.1) 
4.6.3 Sublect Companies Organisational Structure 
The subject companies are part of a Group, which claims to be a thriving, well- 
managed, well-financed and well-organised building firm, which is now one of the 
leading construction businesses in Britain. 
The affairs and finances are controlled and directed by an ultimate parent 
company with policy, communication and day-to-day co-ordination being 
determined in conjunction with the group's regional directors and the senior 
management of each of the operating companies. The holding company also 
provides a number of support services including some safety, investment, 
technical, development training, quality, engineering and personnel functions. 
A brief synopsis of the scope and range of services offered by the various 
construction, maintenance and design and build/ project management companies 
follows, although this again lacks detail and precision in order to maintain the 
contractors' anonymity. 
4.6.4 Subiect Companies Construction Related Services & Activities 
The 15 construction companies whose results are the basis of this analysis range 
in size from the biggest accounting for an annual turnover in excess of 
E40m/annum, to the smallest with sales of less than El m/annum. 
The majority of the groups' income still results from traditionally procured lump 
sum building work which the client has procured conventionally in conjunction with 
the employers own appointed team of Architects, Quantity Surveyors and 
Engineers, but this is supplemented by a proportional contingent of Design & 
Build, Management and Cost-Plus works. 
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Additionally, the Group enjoys a number of well-founded long-term partnering 
agreements and is now active on a number of PFI and Prime Contracting 
associated projects and they are actively courting a number of ProCure 21 and 
LIFT opportunities. Consequently, the subject companies have some knowledge 
and/or experience of all of the procurement options discussed in Chapter 3, 
however, the relative youth of the more innovative Private Finance Initiative, Prime 
Contracting, ProCure 21 and LIFT opportunities contracts precludes a reliable 
analysis of these forms of procurement. 
4.6.5 Data Collection Introduction 
Having outlined the areas of research, the principles of a data collection process 
and the relevant information regarding the anonymous subject companies, the 
chosen methodology for data collection can now be selected. As mentioned in 
4.5, the first and arguably most important step in carrying out a statistical analysis 
is to collect the correct data. 
4.6.6 Data Collection Parameters 
Having discussed the subject companies in some detail, a number of important 
facts can be identified. 
Firstly, it is noted that the contractor had minimal experience of larger scale civil 
engineering projects and had limited experience of management contract/ 
construction management contracts. Similarly, the fact that PFI contracts, Prime 
Contracting, ProCure 21 and LIFT projects are still in their relative infancy has 
precluded the collection of sufficient data relative to these more innovative modes 
of procurement. This data limitation is acknowledged but also enables the data to 
run closely with the RICS Contracts in Use Survey's own findings. 1193 In addition, 
to ensure the study of 'contracts' only, rather than maintenance and small works 
contracts, it was decided to concentrate the data collection on projects valued in 
excess of E50,000. Lastly, in order to ensure that the sample was both consistent 
and as up to date as possible, it was decided that the study would include all 
projects fulfilling the above criteria, which were awarded between 1986 and 2000. 
1103 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 - op cit 
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To summarise the above, three key points can be identified as the survey sample 
parameters: 
Only contracts undertaken by the 15 subject companies were considered 
Only projects valued in excess of E50,000 were included 
Only projects awarded between 1986 and 2000 were considered 
4.6.7 Data Collection Obiectives 
Although compliance with the above parameters must be absolute and complete 
the actual statistical objectives must be set prior to collecting the data in order to 
ensure the correct data is collected. 
The main objective of the sampling plan was to select a representative sample to 
escalate the reliability and validity of findings. Represantitiveness and non-bias 
were achieved by adequately covering all population categories over a given time- 
scale, thus avoiding having to apply random probability sampling methods. ' 194,1195 
Given that the hypothesis could not possibly be proved by any one single test a 
number of procurement and profit criteria need by collected. Consequently, the 
author has identified eleven factors or variances, which need to be analysed, and 
these are summarised as follows: - 
The variance between the tender/contract sum and final account 
value may affect the outcome profit and therefore both statistics need to be 
compiled 
Whether the Client is from the public or private sector as is often evident 
from the choice of Contract (eg Local Authorities or Private Edition of the 
JCT Contract) 
iii) Whether the project was procured on a Bills of Quantities or Plan and 
Specification basis (if applicable) 
iv) Potentially the margin achieved may be affected dependent on whether the 
project is let as a lump sum, re-measurement or fixed fee contract 
1104 De Vaus, D. A. - Survey In Social Research - 2"d Edition - London - Unwin Hyman - 1990 
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V) Whether the contract is let following a competitive tender or if the project 
was negotiated or semi-negotiated 
A) What method of procurement was employed including: traditional, design & 
build, traditional with a design-portion supplement, cost reimbursement or 
management contracts, or other. No other options were considered due to 
data limitations from the subject companies) 
A) More specifically, the actual form of contract (JCT Standard Form, 
Intermediate Form GCMks/I etc. ) need also be reviewed to test if this has 
a significant effect on the eventual out-turn margin 
Vii) The individual operating company was also recorded to monitor the effects, 
if any, of their impact on the eventual profit margin 
Vill) The difference between the target/ tender margin and that actually achieved 
needs to be recorded. It is this variance that forms the principal measure of 
the impact of the proceeding factors 
ix) The impact of a 'partnering' agreement which could overlay and form 
procurement mentioned in vi above 
X) Lastly, the degree of disputes associated with a given procurement/contract 
type will be reviewed to measure the impact, if any, on the final margin 
it is not claimed that the above is any exhaustive list of procurement or profit 
criteria, but it is considered that these factors are the principal procurement 
determinants of the eventual outcome margin. 
4.6.8 Data Collection Methodoloqv 
Contrary to the statement in 4.5, it was found that much of the eleven key data 
values/facts could in fact be gathered from a form of quasi secondary data, being 
an assortment of the subject companies' internal reports. Clearly, this was of 
considerable advantage and accorded with Moroney's"96 aim to achieve 
maximum economy in taking samples whilst benefiting further from the merits 
associated with retrospective surveys identified by Langley. 1197 
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Specifically, the subject companies 'New Contract Notification' reports stated 
seven of the eleven variances whilst also stating the key personnel's names and 
duties. This contact in turn led to the tender basis and number of disputes being 
recorded. 
Lastly, the variance between tender/contract sum and final account along with the 
difference between the target margin and that actually achieved was obtained from 
the companies own internal 'Surveyors Cost/Value Reconciliation' reports. it is 
this variance between the target and actual margin as well as the actual margin 
achieved that the various procurement criteria are measured against. 
The reason for the variance between target and actual margin being used is to 
avoid simply comparing the outcome margin, which could be compromised by 
market conditions, high or low tender mark-ups and competition. However, it is 
not claimed that this methodology will eliminate any possible rogue results. The 
lirnitations of this procedure are discussed in the following section. 
4.6.9 Data Collection Limitations 
The results and quality of the data collected need to be assessed in terms of the 
constraints imposed upon the survey, both by circumstances and as a result of the 
limited fund of resources. These include: 
il A Sinqle Data Source 
The study of one single construction group's results may create some bias due to 
the subject firm's possible strength or weakness in certain areas that a larger 
sample would eradicate. Unfortunately, due to the confidential nature of the data 
and time and cost constraints, no further subject companies could be included in 
the survey. However, some of the potential bias is mitigated by the inclusion of 
fifteen separate operating subsidiaries from within the Group. 
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11) The Size of the Sample 
In all 1,510 projects were studied with a combined value in excess of Elbn and, 
although this is not necessarily representative of National data, it is not considered 
that this quantity is too low to be significant, particularly as the procurement 
experience mirrors the national trend established by the RICS1198 so closely (see 
Chapter 5). Statistical ' inference validity, judged by inference statistical 
measurements is therefore high as the sample is a good representation of the 
population. Hence, effects on the population can be inferred with a high level of 
confidence from the behaviours of the sample because the statistics of the sample 
are close approximations to the parameters of the population. 1199 
iii) Procurement Experience 
The subject company acknowledged their lack of international experience, minimal 
exposure to civil engineering works and the fact that they had undertaken only a 
limited number of management contracting/ construction management forms of 
procurement. This lack of data reduces the significance of the subsequent tests. 
Similarly, the relative youth of PFI contracts, Prime contracting, Procure 21 and 
LIFT contracts precludes a meaningful analysis of these projects profitability. 
Again, these limitations actually align closely with the RICS contracts in use 
survey, 2001 1200 discussed in 3.2.1. The fact that this RICS Survey was 
concluded in 2001 and this research collected data to the year 2000 must also be 
acknowledged. In the period since data collection results and procurement trends 
will have continued to develop. 
iv) Inaccurate Reports 
By adopting secondary data for the basis of the survey, the possibility of 
inaccurate reports which may have been erroneously repaired cannot be 
overlooked, but it is not anticipated that this possibility would detrimentally effect 
the overall results. 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In use Survey, 2001 op cit 
Fellows R, and Uu, A- Research Methods for Construction -2nd Edition -Blackwell Publishing - op cit page 134 - 1997 
ibid 
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Costing Errors 
Fine's 1201 research, which was echoed, by Fellows and Liu 
1202 indicated that the 
likelihood of cost mis-allocations was significant in the industry, particularly when 
numerous cost headings were used. This limitation is therefore acknowledged, 
although mitigated by the rigorous checking procedure implemented in this case 
including outlier identification followed by independent third party assistance. 
Naturally, for some "practical" purposes, small errors in coding data may not be 
significant, but for any type of research, errors are likely to be material. To 
eliminate errors this research has carefully designed a coding system to ensure 
clarity and ease of allocation together with checking of such allocations as is 
perceived to be good practice. 
1203 
In addition to these five principal limitations some further procurement factors have 
been considered, but cannot be entirely measured or isolated. These include the 
potential influences of the proportion or performance of subcontractors, the 
programme intensity and the liquidated and ascertained damages provision along 
with the individual project idiosyncrasies such as the impact of new build projects 
rather than refurbishment work. 1204 These include the job classification (industrial, 
commercial, retail etc. ), the individual team members input or any seasonal or 
economic fluctuations, which may affect any one project more than another or 
vice-versa. 
However, despite these acknowledged limitations, the author does not consider 
the data to be inherently flawed, particularly as no subjectivity on the part of the 
observer is possible due to the empirical nature of the data, which required 
minimal interpretation. Furthermore, the study of over 1500 projects should 
mitigate the potential of any mistakes or errors in the data collection as the 
quantity of data sampled should restrict the possibility of any one error significantly 
affecting the overall result. 
12" Fine B- Extract From Aspects of the Economics of Construction-Edited by DA Turin, Goodwin -chapter 8., Tendering 
to 
Strategy, page 208 - 1975 
fax 
Fellows, R and Uu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit page 225 - 1997 
am 
ibld 
Oughton. J (Chief Executive of Office of Government Commerce) -"OCG wams against suicidal PFI bids' article In Building 
In which It Is noted that refurbishment work is harder to cost than new build - 17 December 2004 
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Lastly, it should be noted that the purpose of this analysis of the limitations 
associated with the data set is not to simply minimise the value of any subsequent 
tests, but to highlight their potential impact and therefore facilitate a more accurate 
interpretation of the results in Chapter 6. 
4.6.10 Data Collection Compilation 
Having followed the procedures outlined in 4.5.8 the data was presented as a 
spreadsheet containing a number of columns and rows. This tabulated layout 
facilitated the calculation of derived statiStiCS1205 which were computed using 
Microsoft's Excel Package, 'S-Plus' software and SpSS1206 with the support of Dr 
Patricia ME Altham, Director of Studies for MPhil in Statistical Science at the 
Statistical Laboratory of the University of Cambridge Centre of Mathematical 
Sciences and Dr John Lowe of Glasgow Caledonian University. 
Only the summary results table is included within this document in Appendix 2. 
The contractor's identity has been concealed and coded by letter. The employer 
name, project address and reference number have also been suppressed to 
preserve both the contractors and client's identity and the confidentiality of the 
individual project results. However, in order to allow interpretation and analysis in 
Chapter 6, the results are summarised in Chapter 5. 
4.6.11 Statistical Tests 
Having identified the eleven key aspects of construction procurement and profit 
criteria and tabulated the data in accordance with 4.5.7, the process of statistically 
testing the data could now commence. 
Firstly, the author wished to outline the data results in broad terms by virtue of 
basic descriptive measures. From this analysis, tests for correlation and inference 
along with hypothesis testing were introduced to determine the accuracy of the 
theory that "procurement influences profitability'. 
Harper W M. OP cit, Chapter 4, pages 35-41 
Kirkpatrick, L. A. and Feeney, B. C-A Simple Guide to SPSS for Windows for Versions 8.0,9.0 and 10.0 London 
Thompson Learning - 2001 
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A theory is a system of ideas for explaining something; the exposition of the 
principles of science. Popper 1207 notes four approaches to testing a theory: 
i) The logical comparison of the conclusions among themselves, by which the 
internal consistency of the system is tested. 
1i) The investigation of the logical form of the theory, with the object of 
determining whether it has the character of an empirical or scientific theory. 
The comparison with other theories, chiefly with the aim of determining 
whether the theory would contribute a scientific advance should it survive 
our various tests. 
iv) The testing of the theory by way of empirical applications of the conclusions 
which can be derived from it. ' 
Tests (empiricism) can only corroborate or falsify a theory as noted by Lakatos. 1208 
Losee 1209 outlines Hempel tS121 0 notion of three stages for evaluating a scientific 
hypothesis: 
Accumulating observation reports which state the results of observations or 
experiments 
Ascertaining whether these observations confirm, disconfirm or are neutral 
toward the hypothesis; and 
Deciding whether to accept, reject or suspend judgement on the 
hypothesis in the light of this confirming or disconfirming evidence. 
Much research is designed to investigate the cause(s) of events/relationships. 1211 
The initial step is to determine whether a relationship exists and, if so, whether that 
relationship is statistically significant and then, if so, at what level of statistical 
significance (confidence). 
aw Popper, KR. - op cit - 1972 tax Lakatos, I- Proofs and refutations - Cambridge University Press, 1977 
Losee, J-A Historical Introduction to the Philosophy of Science - 3' edition opus, Oxford, 1993 
Hempel, CG - Aspects of Scientific Exploration and other 
Essays In the Philosophy of Science - Free Press New York 1965 
Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2"d Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit page 107 - 1997 
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Drenth et a11212 assert that three further conditions must be met in order to 
establish causality: "the supposed cause-effect relationship must be theoretically 
plausible; the relationship must not disappear when a third variable is introduced 
into the analysis; (and) the casual variable must precede the effect variable". 
In field studies and field (quasi) experiments, many unwanted, external effects are 
likely to impact on the data and it will be impossible to control them or, even if 
identified, allow for them adequately in the analysis. 
Even in comparative studies, no two projects, firms, departments etc are really the 
same. No "control group" can really be established and used properly, hence, 
there are many and large threats to internal validity1213 
The proposed test procedure could not be absolutely prescribed at this stage 
instead the first descriptive analysis and analysis of margin variance tests were 
canied out and subsequent tests were then employed subject to preceding results. 
To avoid duplicity the actual tests employed and a brief introduction and 
methodology of each is not discussed at this stage. Instead, Chapter 5 outlines 
these aspects along with the test results to aid interpretation. 
4.7 TRIANGULATION OF RESEARCH 
By combining the results of the literature survey (4.3) (Chapters 2& 3), the 
Qualitative Industry Questionnaire (4.4) and the Quantitative Data Collection (4.5) 
a form of triangulation study will be employed to reduce or eliminate 
disadvantages of each individual approach whilst gaining the advantage of each, 
and of the combination -a multi-dimensional view of the subject, gained through 
synergy. 1214 
QU Drenth, PJD - Research In work & organisational psychology: principles & methods. In: Handbook of Work & Organisational 
Un 
Psychology, Vol 1,2nd Ed (Editors PDJ Drenth, H. Thierry & CJ de Wolff pp. 1 1-46, Psychology Press, Hove - 1998 
Cook, TD & Campbell DT - Quasi-Experimentation: Design & analysis Issues for Field Settings, Rand McNally, Chicago - 
W4 
1979 
Fellows, R& Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction (Second Edition) Blackwell Publishing - op cit p 29 - 1997 
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4.8 INTERVIEWS OF VERIFY METHODOLOGY 
Once the research aims and objective had been established, the Industry 
Questionnaire and data collection matrix had been developed, the author 
endeavoured to verify the research methods and objectives by peer-group review. 
Academically, this research methodology was reviewed by the author's supervisor 
at Loughborough University, Dr Christine Pasquire. In addition, Mr M. P. W. 
Scarth (Managing Director of Kier Regional Ltd - see Page 31) acted as 
independent contractor to verify the model from a contractors perspective. It 
should be noted that Kier are not one of the subject companies contributing data to 
their research; thus independently verifying the methodology and benefit of such 
research, without compromising the confidentiality of the data. 
These interviews were conducted over an eight-week period in 1997. The various 
discussions and piloting led to some modifications for both the qualitative industry 
questionnaire and the quantitative data collection requirements, all of which were 
incorporated into the final models represented in Appendices one and two. 
Finally, Mr David Adamson (Director of Estate Management and Building Service 
and the University of Cambridge - See Page 32) independently reviewed the 
purpose and intent of the research to ensure it would contribute to the industry's 
procurement knowledge, particularly from an employers perspective. Mr 
Adamson was assisted by his colleague, Mr Frank Wells who is also from 
Cambridge University. These meetings were conducted in 2003 and led to some 
further development of the quantitative data analysis techniques. 
Discussion of the questionnaire with the supervisor and with industry were 
considered to be a useful supplement as it provided a research-oriented view of 
the questions, the components and assembly of the questionnaire and probable 
approaches to the analysis of responses. 1215 
in Fellows, R and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - Op cit page 111 - 1997 
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4.9 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 
The concepts of reliability and validity were built into the heart of the research 
rnethodology used during the course of this research to ensure that the methods 
used and conclusions produced were reliable and valid. 1216 
Reliability was defined as the extent to which a test would give consistent results 
applied by a different researcher more than once to the same people under 
standard conditions. 1217 
Hammersley1218 defined validity as another word for truth. It refers to the 
correctness or credibility of a description, conclusion, explanation, interpretation or 
other sort of account. Hall and HaII1219 found that validity is the extent to which a 
test, questionnaire or other method is really measuring what it is intended to 
measure. 
In conclusion, the following certain course of actions and procedures were adopted 
to ensure reliability and validity: 
i) A clear explanation of the research aim, objectives, methodology and 
methods used was provided. 
ii) The logic and reasoning behind key decisions made was explained 1220 
including sampling. 
iii) The reliability and validity of observation was achieved by consistent 
process of collecting and recording data, based on the researcher's 
perception and analysis derived from the studies undertaken. 1221 
12* Litwin, M. S. How to Measure Survey Reliability and Validity. London: SAGE Publications Ltd. - 1995 1w Hall. D. & Hall, I. - Practical Social Research: Project Work In the Community. London: MacMillan Press Ltd Op Cit - 1996 ale Hammersley, M. - What's Wrong With Ethnography?: Methodological Explorations. London: Routledge - 1992 " Hall, D& Hall, I op cit 12N Denscombe, K- The Good Research Guide: for Small Scale Social Projects - Buckingham: Open University Press - 1998 Im Silverman, 13 - Interpreting Qualitative Data: Methods 
for Analysing Talk, Text and Interaction 2nd Edition London Sage 2001 
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IV) The reliability and validity of survey, questionnaire and interview was 
ensured by designing the questionnaire and interview to be fully 
representative. The domain of meaning of the underlying concept being 
studied ; 1222 consulting a number of specialists to assess the extent to which 
the questions relate to the subject being investigated 1223 using as much as 
possible of fixed choice answers, pre-testing of the questionnaire and data 
collection matrix and interviewing experts to verify the content, with a 
representative, non-biased sample encouraging respondents to answer the 
questions honestly and competently. 1224 
V) Strengthening the reliability and validity of case studies and data 
collection was achieved by documenting the data collection process in a 
standardised and categorised way to allow any researcher to read the data 
collection through its various steps and use the same categories adopted 
thus enabling other researchers to repeat the research effort to reach the 
same conclusion. 1225 Using different sources of data such as documentary 
data to validate the collected information and the results making sense and 
agreed by all concerned parties. 1226 
A) The research findings were triangulated with other sources as a way of 
strengthening their validity. 1227,1228 
4.10 SUMMARY 
This chapter has been concerned with the methodology involved in testing the 
research proposition or hypothesis that "procurement influences profitability". To 
that end, the author has attempted to outline the principal steps in facilitating this 
analysis. The methodology adapted for this research was developed to produce a 
better analysis of the procurement issues, which can influence a contractors profit 
in the construction industry, allowing bidding business strategies to be developed 
accordingly. 
Baker, T. L. - Doing Social Research - 2nd Edition - New York, McGraw Hill Inc - 1994 
Nachmias, C. and Nachmias, D. - Research Methods In the Social Sciences. 5ýh ed. London: Arnold - 1996 
Adams, GR and Schvaneveldt, JD -Understanding Research Methods. New York: Longman - 1991 
Baker. TL- op cit - 1994 
Bums, R. B. - Introduction to Research Methods. London: SAGE Publications Ltd. - 2000 12V lbid , 12a Denscombe M- The Good Research Guide for Small Scale Social Projects. Buckingham Open Univ Press oD cit - 1998 
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A number of well-defined objectives were presented to facilitate the achievement 
of the research aim. A description of the research process and the different 
research approaches was introduced to establish the appropriate approach for this 
research. Choosing the research methodology was primarily evolved from the 
specific research aim and objectives and how they could be achieved; and the 
nature of the research characteristics. This research adopted the applied 
approach and used quantitative and qualitative methods for data collection and 
data analysis utilising the concept of triangulation, which increased the reliability 
and validity of data findings. The methods used for data collection were 
observation, literature review, survey questionnaire, verification interview and a 
case study for data collection. 
The experimental design itself has been summarised and represented using the 
framework established by Fellows and Liu's model 1229 shown in Table 4.2 
Table 4.2 Experimental Deskin Framework, 2" 
Experimenta Design 
Alm To test the theory, hypothesis or claim, quantitatively, that procurement influences profit 
Determine what is to be tested and what limits to the scope of the Objectives t apply 
Determine the variables likely to be involved and their probable 
Identify variables relationship - 
from theory and literature eg method of tender 
invitation, client selection, size of job, operating covering 
idiosyncrasies, form of contract, type of procurement etc. 
Hypothesis State the 
hypothesis which is to be tested by the experiment: 
" " Procurement Influences Profitability 
Decide what is to be measured and how those measurements will be 
Design the experiment made and consider confidence intervals for the results and practical 
aspects. 
Conduct the Maintain constant and known conditions for validity and consistency 
of results. Collect data accurately. 
Use appropriate techniques to analyse the results of the experiment Data analysis to test the hypothesis (see 4.5) 
Consider the results in the context of the likely impact of experimental 
Discuss conditions and procedures as well as theory and literature derived 
knowledge. 
Use the results of the analyses and the known experimental 
technique(s) and conditions, via statistical inference etc. and in the Conclude light of other knowledge, to draw conclusions about the sample and 
populatio . (Chapter 7) 
Further research 
Note further work that is advisable to test the hypothesis more 
thoroughl . 
us Fellow, R and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction (2nd Edition) Blackwell Publishing - op cit (Figure 1.5 page 25) 
ibid -adapted for this research - 
1997 
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The method used and the research findings gained were reliable and valid. This 
was achieved through applying a certain course of action and defined procedures. 
it is anticipated that the prescribed methodology - that is the literature review 
which was confined to Chapters 2 and 3 and the data collection of both survey 
findings from the industry via questionnaire and actual data from construction 
companies actual procurement/profit results - has been assisted by including a 
synopsis of the subject companies and some discussion of the procedural aspects 
and subsequent limitations of the data collection. 
Having carried out this analysis the methodology and data collection can now be 
used to statistically test the hypothesis in a number of ways. The results of these 
tests form the subject of the next chapter, which simply presents the data and 
survey results along with a brief introduction to each. Chapter 6 then aims to 
analyse these results and interpret the data. 
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CHAPTER5 
SURVEY RESULTS & DATA PRESENTATION 
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5.0 DATA PRESENTATION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
As outlined in Chapter 4, the purpose of this section was to statistically test the 
data to determine the hypothesis that 'procurement effects profitability. ' 
Due to the nature of the subject, no single statistical test could be employed to 
categorically prove or disprove the hypothesis. 
Instead, the author has, firstly, presented the findings from the qualitative industry 
questionnaire/survey to record the industry's perception of the relationship and, 
secondly, the subject companies' actual procurement data is analysed by 
conducting 10 separate quantitative tests with a view to finally summarising the 
results and either accepting or rejecting the hypothesis. 
To aid interpretation the qualitative questionnaire survey results are presented 
under 5.2 of this Chapter and the quantitative data test results are analysed under 
5.3. 
5.2 QUALITATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY 
Of the 204 questionnaires that were sent out, 84 responded. In addition to these 
84 responses another 11 replied, but only to advise that they had declined to 
complete the questionnaire generally on the grounds of confidentiality or lack of 
time. 
The remaining 84 responses comprised 26 partially complete questionnaires and 
58 fully completed questionnaires. 
This response rate has been presented in Table 5.1 below: - 
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Table 5.1 - Questionnaire Response Table 
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Consultant 62 30.4% 19 15 11 19.0% 
Contractor 128 62.7% 68 61 42 72.4% 
Total 2041 100% 1 951 841 581 100% 
Completed replies include those that had completed all sections necessary to facilitate an accurate 
statistical analysis. 
58 completed questionnaires out of 204 sampled constitute a response rate of 28.4%. Fellows and 
UU1231 recognise a response rate of between 25 and 35% to be what is expected and what Is usable 
from a survey. 
The proportion of responses type is not dissimilar to the proportion of questionnaires Issued, although 
proportionally less consultants and clients completed the questionnaire than contractors, presumably 
as contractors have a greater knowledge and interest in the relationship between procurement and 
contractor's profitability. 
Of the 42 completed contractor questionnaires only 22 revealed their precise Identity. Of these, 18 
are represented in the Building Magazine Top 50 Contractors League Table 1232 
Following this introduction the full analysis of each completed survey question is 
now presented below: - 
5.2.1 Question I 
Question I of the Questionnaire was simply a statement that "if you have no 
knowledge or experience of any procurement concept, please disregard this 
question and move on to the next" No specific response to this statement was 
required. 
Clearly no response was required on this statement or the intention was to solicit 
as many responses as possible, even if they were only partial. It was however, 
clear that of the 84 partially and fully completed questionnaires, which were 
returned, only 58 were reasonably or fully complete. 
= Fellows R. and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit page 109 - 1997 un Lefty, M -Report In Building Magazine 'Building 
Magazine Industry rankings tables' compiled by Martin Hewes 25 July 2003 
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5.2.2 Question 2 
"Please state whether your experience is predominantly that of a client/developer, 
consultant or contractor. " 
Table 5.2 - Question 2 Response Table 
Sector Number of 
Responses 
Proportion of Responses 
Client/Developer 5 8.62% 
Consultant 11 18.97% 
Contractor 42 72.41% 
TOTAL 58 100% 
This response is presented graphically below in Figure 5.1 
fl_q 5.1 Industry Questionnaire response to Question 2 indicating 
number and proportion of respondents from each sector 
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From this analysis of the response it is clear that the majority of respondents are 
contractors, but the reply ratio is very similar to the questionnaire ratio. It must 
however be noted that the results that follow will favour the contractors point of 
view as regards to construction procurement and profit. The relatively low "turn 
out" with regard to response of client/developers and consultants should likewise 
be noted and taken into account when interpreting these results. 
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5.2.3 Question 3 
5.2.3.1 Question 3a 
'wThe method of procurement adopted can influence the final outcome profit margin 
for a contractor. " 
please state your opinion on this statement. 
Table 5.3 ý Response to Q 3A 
Sector -M 
rA 
Z 0 
Cliqnt/DcveIopcr 3 2 0 0 0 
Consultant 5 6 0 0 
Contmctor 16 23- 2 0 0 
_ 
All Rcsponses 24 31 2 0 0 
Proportion of 42.1% 54.4% 3.5% 0% 0% 
Responses 
96.5% 
(57 responses) 
This response is presented below in Figure 5.2 
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Fiq 5.2 Industry Questionnaire response to Q3a indicating % level of 
agreement that Procurement can influence Profit 
Question 3(a) 
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it would appear that those surveyed are clearly of the opinion that the method of 
procurement adopted can influence the final outcome margin. 
There was an approximate 50/50 split between respondents who "Strongly 
Agreed" and "Agreed" which totalled 96.5% of the response rate. This ratio of 
opinion in mirrored in the three "experience" categories. 
5.2.3.2 Question 3b 
Which of the following principal methods do you believe to be generally the more 
profitable? 
Traditional 
Design and Build 
Cost Plus/Reimbursement 
Management 
The results of this question are illustrated in Table 5.4 below 
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Table 5.4 Industry's Perception of Most Profitable Method of Procurement 
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From these results we can surmise that a majority of 48.28% of respondents 
believed that "Cost Plus/Reimbursement" to be the most profitable method of 
procurement, whereas 43.10% believe the "Traditional" method to be the least 
profitable. 
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These opinions are shared by consultants and contractors but where 
client/developers also believe "Cost Plus/Reimbursement" is the most profitable 
they consider "Design and Build" not "Traditional" to be the least profitable method 
of procurement. 
These results, interpreted in the isolation of each level of perceived profitability, do 
not provide a complete picture of the respondent's opinions regarding procurement 
profitability. If we were to take into account all perceptions of profitability for each 
procurement method it is quite possible that a somewhat different picture may 
emerge. 
The "complete picture" can be assessed by calculating a useful, if somewhat 
arbitrary, descriptive statistic based on compiling "scores" for each of the four 
procurement methods. A method scores four points for each respondent that 
considers it to be the most profitable, three points for the second most profitable 
and so on. These scores are then totalled and a percentage calculated. This 
scored relationship "softens" the peaks and troughs due to the scaling. 
This scaled relationship is shown graphically on Fig 5.3 below 
Fig 5.3 Industry Questionnaire Response to Q3b Perception of Most 
Profitable Procurement Type 
Question 3(b) 
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These percentages clearly show a split between perceived profitability. "Cost 
Plus/Reimbursement" and "Design and Build" are perceived to be the most 
profitable methods, whereas "Management" and "Traditional" are perceived the 
least. There is little difference however between the perceived profitability with the 
two pairs, but plenty between them. However, one interesting observation made 
by Taylor Woodrow's -I'D- respondent noted that the more consistent profits were 
derived from management contracting due to the better risk management. 
In conclusion, it would be safer to assume based on the sample size that both 
OlDesign and Build" and "Cost Plus/Reimbursement" are equally perceived to be 
the most profitable methods of procurement, whereas the "Traditional" and 
Wanagement" methods are equally perceived to be the least profitable. 
it may be worth noting that using this method the maximum score a method can 
receive is 232, which relates to 40%. 
5.2.4 Question 4 
5.2.4.1 Question 4a 
Do you believe the form of contract adopted influences the final outcome profit for 
a contractor? 
Table 5.5 - Response to Q4A 
YES NO 
Client/Developer 5 100.00% 0 0.00% 
Consultant 11 100.00% 0 0.00% 
Contractor 32 82.76% 10 23.81% 
TOTAL 48 82.76% 
1 
10 17.24% 
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These results would suggest that the majority of those surveyed clearly believe 
that the form of contract adopted influences the final outcome profit for the 
contractor. Both Client/Developers and Consultants are in 100% agreement with 
this; approximately one quarter of Contractors however disagreed. 
This relationship is presented graphically in Fig 5.4 
Fig 5.4 Industry Questionnaire Response to Q4a to measure number of 
respondents who believe Form of Contract can influence profit. 
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5.2.4.2 Question 4b 
Olf "yes", which of the following forms of contract do you believe to be generally the 
more profitable? " 
JCT 80 Private with Quantities 
JCT 80 Local with Quantities 
JCT 80 Private with Approximate Quantities 
JCT 80 Local Authority with Approximate Quantities 
JCT 80 Private without Quantities 
JCT 80 LA without Quantities 
JCT 63 Private with Quantities (77 rev. ) 
IFC 84 Intermediate Form 
JCT 80 Agreement for Minor Works 
ICE Minor Works 
NEC - Engineering and Construction Contract (2nd Ed) 
CG/Works/1 
PSA/1 
ICE 5th Edition 
ICE 6th Edition 
JCT 81 with Contractors Design 
ICE Design and Construct 
Non-Standard D&B Form (Client's Own) 
JCT 67 Fixed Fee Form (76 rev. ) 
JCT 92 Standard Form of Prime Cost Contract 
JCT 89 Measured Term Contract 
JCT 87 Management Contract 
Non-Standard Management Form 
FIDIC Form of Contract 
No Form of Contract 
Other, please state 
Please rank the most profitable 'T', the second most profitable "T and so on in 
descending order. If you have no experience of a particular Form of Contract, 
simply leave the corresponding box blank. 
Those surveyed were then asked to rank 26 forms of contract in order of perceived 
profitability. 
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Only 33 of the 48 respondents, who believed that the form of contract influences 
the final outcome, attempted to answer this question. These responses were 
highly inconsistent. Some ranked their top five or top ten most profitable contract 
forms and some just marked those contracts they believed to be most profitable. 
These inconsistencies in these results make it difficult to make any inferences as 
to the respondent's beliefs as regard to contract profitability, however the results 
that were obtained are presented below in Table 5.6: - 
Table 5.6 - Industry Questionnaire Response to Q4b To assess perception of most 
. Lý Profit ble Form of Contract 
. . R (, D 0 0 5 2 Je 
C '2 -5 'I 6 U C-4 V) T ) 
jCT 80 Private with Quantities 1 7 6 4 4 27 88 8.90% 2 
80 Local with Quantities 6 2 3 5 2 16 49 4.95% 7 
0 Private with Approx Quantities 4 3 2 7 3 22 70 7.08% 3 
0 Local Authority with App[2x! mate Quantities 7 3 1 7 1 17 55 5.56% 5 
r 80 private without Quantities ý 
5 2 6 6 5 21 53 5.36% 6 
LAwýthout Quantities : ro 21 2 3 15 41 16 41 1 4.15% 9 
ý'6 private with Quantities (77 rev. ) 
- 
2 0 2 3 3 10 25 2.53% 17 
Inteqqediate Form cjýý 2 0 2 7 3 15 38 3.84% 13 
80 A reement for Minor Works 3 1 3 7 3 16 40 4.04% 11 
Minor Works 2 1 2 1 0 4 12 1.21% 23 
NEC - En ineerinq & Construction 
Contract 0 1 3 11 0 9 35 3.54% 15 
orks/1 4 11 3 1 51 10 20 1 2.02% 19 
SAM 0 1 2 0 3 6 13 1.31% 22 
5th Edition 0 0 3 1 0 7 26 2.63% 16 
CE 6th Edition 3 2 1 1 0 5 18 1.82% 20 
jCT 81 with Contractors Design 20 5 3 3 3 34 138 13.95% 1 
ICE Desi n and Construct 0 11 2 4 2 9 20 2.02% 18 
Non-Standard D&B Form (Client's Own) 0 6 4 1 31 14 41 1 4.15% 81 
jCT 67 Fixed Fee Form (76 rev. 1 2 1 6 3 1 13 39 
1 3.94% 12 
jCT 92 Standard Form Prime Cost Contract 4 1 2 2 2 11 36 3.64% 14 
jCT 89 Measured Term Contract 2 4 4 0 2 12 40 4.04% 10 
1 87 Management Contract 2 4 6 7 0 19 58 5.86% 4 
Non-Standard Manaqement Form I 1 0 12 1 5 14 1.42% 21 
FIDIC Form of Contract 0 11 0 0 2 3 6 0.61% 25 
No Form of Contract 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 10 1 1.0101/ 24 4 
I Other 
0 1 0 0 0 1 4 OcIf 1 0.4 0 
0ý 
E;: 
Q h d 
These results are presented graphically in Fig 5.5 
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Fiq 5.5 Industrv Questionnaire Response to assess perception of Most 
Profitable Form of Contract (%) 
Question 4(b) 
JCT 81 with Contractors Design 
JCT 80 Private with Quantities 
JCT 80 Private with A rox Quantities pp 
JCT 87 Wnagem ent Contract 
with A roximate Quantities cal A"thorit T 80 L pp o y jC 
JCT 80 Private without Quantities 
JCT 80 Local with Quantities 
Non-Standard D&B Form (Client's Own) 
JCT 80 LA without Quantities 
JCT 89 Was ured Term Contract 
JCT 80 Agreement for Mnor Works 
JCT 67 Fixed Fee Form (76 rev. ) 
IFC 84 Intermediate Form 
JCT 92 Standard Form Prime Cost Contract 
NEC - Engineering & Construction Contract 
ICE 5th Edition 
JCT 63 Private with Quantities (77 rev. ) 
ICE Design and Construct 
CG/Works/1 
ICE 6th Edition 
Non-Standard Wnagement Form 
PSAIII 
ICE Mnor Works 
No Form of Contract 
FIDIC Form of Contract 
Other 
0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 
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The most profitable form of contract was perceived to be the JCT 81/98 With 
Contractors Design. Second was the JCT 80/98 Standard Form of Contract 
Private with Quantities; third was Standard Form of Contract Approximate 
Quantities; fourth the JCT 87198 Management Contract; and fifth the JCT 80/98 
Standard Form of Contract Private without Quantities. 
Interestingly one anonymous respondent added a comment to the questionnaire to 
note that the level of amendments to these standard forms of contract would have 
a significant bearing on profitability. 
Another, anonymous respondent noted that the level of risk varied with each form 
of contract and this higher acceptance of risk by a contractor could lead to greater 
profits or greater losses. 
5.2.5 Question 5 
5.2.5.1 Question 5a 
The tender/target margin significantly influences the final outcome margin. Please 
state your opinion on this statement. 
Table 5.7 - Response to Q5 
Str ngly 
Agree 
Agree Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
fient/Developer 1 20.00% 3 60.00% 0 0.00% 1 20.00% 0 0.00% E 
Cor nsultant 2 18.18% 4 36.36% 4 36.36% 1 9.09% 0 0.00% 
C Cor ontractor 6 14.29% 17 40.48% 13 30.95% 6 14.29% 0 0.00% 
I I I I I 
All Respons s1 9 15.52% 1 24 41.38% 1 17 29.31% 1 8 13.79% 1 0 
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These responses are presented graphically in Fig 5.6 below: - 
Fiq 5.6 Industry response to Questionnaire Q5a to indicate Number of 
Respondents agreeing that the tender/tarqet marain influences 
final outcome marqin 
Question 5(a) 
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These results would appear to suggest that there is a general agreement that 
tender/target margin significantly influences the final outcome margin. 
Over 50% of respondents either "Agree" or "Strongly Agree" that final outcome 
margins are significantly influenced by the tender/target margin. The three 
experience categories appear to be in general agreement. 
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5.2.6 Question 6 
5.2.6.1 Question 6a 
"The scale of the difference between the tender/contract sum and the ultimate final 
account sum can influence the outcome margin for contractors". 
Please state your opinion on this statement. 
Table 5.8 
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagr e 
Client/Developer 0 0.00% 5 100.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
Consultant 4 33.33% 5 41.67% 2 16.67% 0 0.00% 1 8.33% 
Contractor 5 11.90% 26 61.90% 9 21.43% 1 2.38% 0 0.00% 
These results are presented in Fig 5.7 below: - 
ELq 5.7 Industry Questionnaire Response to Q6a to measure number of 
respondents agreeing that the difference between 
tender/contract sum and final account can influence profit. 
Question 6(a) 
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These results would appear to suggest that the majority agree that the difference 
between tender/contract sum and the final account can influence the final outcome 
margin for contractors. 
over 75% of respondents either "Agree" or "Strongly Agree" that the final outcome 
margins are influenced by tender/contract sum. Again, the three experience 
categories appear to be in general agreement. 
5.2.6.2 Question 6b 
OThe greater the difference between the tender/contract sum and the final account 
sum will result generally in a higher margin". 
Please state your opinion on this statement. 
Table 5.9 - Response to Question 6b 
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
rient/Developer 0 0.00% 4 80.00% 1 20.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
ns 
K 
Consultant 2 18.18% 5 45.45% 3 27.27% 1 9.09% 0 0.00% 
C Cont ; ontractor 4 9.52% 15 35.71% 14 33.33% 9 21.43% 0 0.00% 
AN Responses 16 10.34% 1 24 41.38% 1 18 31.03% 1 10 17.24% 10 0.0 0- 
These results, which are presented graphically in Fig 5.8, would appear to suggest 
that the purported relationship between increased final accounts and increased 
margins is agreed by only a small majority of respondents. Whilst this perceived 
correlation was less certain still only 17% disagreed with the relationship. 
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Fin 5.8 Industry response to Questionnaire Q6b to measure number of 
respondents agreeing that the higher the difference between 
tender/contract sum and final account, the higher the 
contractor's profit. 
----------- 
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5.2.7 Question 7 
5.2.7.1 Question 7a 
"Do you believe that the mode of tender invitation (i. e. competitive or negotiated) 
can influence a contractor's final outcome margin? " 
YES NO 
55 3 
94.83% 5.17% 
Question 7(a) 
58 Respondents 
L 
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Of the 58 respondents, an overwhelming 95% felt that the mode of tender 
invitation could influence final margins 
5.2.7.2 Question 7b 
"yes" which mode of tender invitation do you believe is more profitable? 
Question 7(b) 
Competitive Negotiated 
7 51 
12.07% 87.93% 
58 respondents 
0 Corypetitive 
1: 1 Negotiated 
Clearly, the vast majority (88%) felt that negotiated tenders resulted in more 
profitable work for the contractor 
5.2.8 Question 8 
5.2.8.1 Question 8a 
"Do you believe the type of tender measurement on traditional contracts can 
influence contractor's profitability? " 
Yes No 
55 3 
94.83% 5.17% 
58 Respondents 
H2 5.11 Question 8 (a) 
Yes 
No 
Fi2 5.10 
k 
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Again of the 58 respondents an overwhelming 95% felt that the type of tender 
measurement could influence a contractor's profitability. 
5.2.8.2 Question 8b 
"if "yes", which type of tender measurement in your experience is likely to be most 
profitable? " 
Bills of Quantities 
Bills of Approximate Quantities 
Plans and Specifications 
Schedule of Rates 
Cost Plus 
Please rank the most profitable "I", the second "T and so on in descending order. 
The response to Question 8b can be surnmarised thus: - 
Table 5.10 - Response to Question 8b 
Bills of 
Quantities 
Bills of 
Approximate 
Quantities 
Plan and 
Specification 
Schedule of 
Rates 
Cost Plus 
most Profitable 7 12.07% 6 10.34% 5 8.62% 8 13.79% 32 55.17% 
2 Most Profitable able ble 12 20.69% 18 31.03% 7 12.07% 14 24.14% 7 12.07% 
able 3 Most Profitable able 10 17.24% 1 - 
34.48% 20 10 17.24% 1 11 18.97% 1 7 0.4% 
le bleE 4 Most Profita 17 29.31 0/,, rl 2 20.69% 11 18.97% 12 20.69% 1 6 10.34% E 
le 
ELe 
aslt PErOfitaEbEleEý 12 20.69% 2 3.45% 25 43.10% 13 22.41% 1 6 10.34% A 
Total 18.28% 21.61% 14.94% 19.08% 1 26.09% 
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This response is presented graphically in Fig 5.12 below: - 
Fiq 5.12 Industry response to Questionnaire Q8b to measure perception 
of most profitable type of tender measurement M) 
Question 8 (b) 
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0% 
From the 58 respondents it would appear that "Cost Plus" is perceived to be the 
most profitable method of measurement method for a contractor. Bills of 
Approximate Quantities are considered more profitable than Schedules of Rates 
and firm Bills of Quantities. Plan and specification is considered the least 
profitable form of tender measurement. 
5.2.9 Question 9 
5.2.9.1 Question 9a 
"The type of client can influence the outcome profit". 
Please state your opinion on this statement: - 
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Cost Plus Bills of Schedule of Bills of Plan and 
Approximate Rates Quantities Specification 
Quantities 
Table 5.11 
Strongly Agree 
Neither 
Agree Nor Disagree Strongly Agree Disagree Disagree 
12 42 3 1 0 
20.69% 72.41% 5.17% 1.72% 0% 
The vast majority of the 58 respondents considered that the type of client could 
influence the outcome profit for a contractor as indicated graphically in Fig 5.13 
Fiq 5.13 Response to Industry Questionnaire Q9a Perception of Number 
of Recipients agreeing the type of client can influence outcome 
profit 
45 
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Question 9 (a) 
NEEL--, -- 
Strongly Agree Neither Disagree Strongly 
Agree Agree Nor Disagree 
Disagree 
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5.2.9.2 Question 9b 
O'Which type of client is likely to generate the greater profit for the contractor? " 
Public 
Privatised Utility 
Private (End User) 
Private (Developer) 
Please rank the greater profit generator "I", the second greatest "T and so on in 
descending order. 
Table 5.12 - Response to Question 9b 
Public Pri vatisod 
Utility 
Private 
(End User) 
Private 
(Developer) 
Most Profitable 14 24.14% 6 10.34% 28 48.28% 10 17.24% 
2no Most Profitable 7 12.07% 15 25.86% 14 24.14% 22 37.93% 
Y' Most Profitable 15 25.86% 21 36.21% 13 22.41% 9 15.52% 
Least Profitable 22 37.93% 16 27.95% 3 5.17% 17 29.31% 
Score 22.24% 21.90% 31.55% 24.31% 
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These results are presented graphically in Fig 5.14 below: - 
Fiq 5.14 Response to Industry Questionnaire to measure perception of 
client type most likely to generate highest profit for contractors 
C&I 
Question 9 (b) 
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From this response it is apparent that Private (End Users) are perceived as the 
most profitable client type with Private (Developers) second, however, the 
respondents view was not consistent perhaps suggesting that this result was not 
significant. 
5.2.9.3 Question 9c 
"Contractors achieve higher profits from inexperienced clients". 
Please state your opinion on this statement: - 
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Private End User Private Deýeloper Public Priwatised Utility 
Table 5.13 - Response to Question 9c 
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Neither Agree Nor 
Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
3 15 28 12 0 
5.17% 25.86% 48.28%_ 20.69% 0% 
These results are presented graphically in Fig 5.15 below: - 
Fig 5.15 Response to Industry Questionnaire Q9c to indicate number of 
respondents agreeing that contractors achieve higher profit 
from inexperienced clients. 
Question 9 (c) 
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This response suggests that there is only a small majority of respondents that 
considered profit to be more easily secured from inexperienced clients. The split 
response would tend to suggest this factor is not significant. 
Z, ,, 
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Strongly Agree Neither Agree Disagree Strongly 
Agree Nor Disagree Disagree 
5.2.10 Question 10 
5.2.10.1 Question 10a 
"Do you believe that the form of procurement adopted can influence the number 
and/or scale of disputes in the industry? " 
Please delete accordingly. 
YES NO 
56 2 
96.55% 3.45% 
Fie 5.16 Question 10 (a) 
MYESý 
mNO 
This response, as presented graphically in Fig 5.16 would again clearly suggest 
that the form of procurement is considered to be a factor in influencing the number 
and/or scale of disputes in the industry. 
5.2.10.2 Question 10b 
"If "yes", do you believe the number and/or scale of disputes can influence the 
outcome profit for a contractor? " 
Please delete accordingly. 
YES NO 
58 0 
100% 0% 
Fie 5.17 Question 10 (b) 
: YES 
NO 
A unanimous response as presented in Fig 5.17 determined that all 58 
respondents felt that the number and/or scale of disputes can influence the 
outcome profit for a contractor. 
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5.2.10.3 Question 10c 
"Which mode of procurement is least likely to experience significant disputes? " 
Traditional 
Design and Build 
Cost Plus/Reimbursement 
Please rank the least likely to experience disputes I ", the second "T and continue 
in descending order. 
Table 5.14 - Response to Question 1 Oc 
Traditional Design and 
Build 
Cost Plus Management 
Least Likely 4 6.90% 14 24.14% 27 46.55% 13 22.41% 
-Yý--Least Likely 8 13.79% 17 29.31% 20 34.48% 13 22.41%- 
3 ro Least Likely 16 27.59% 16 27.59% 6 10.34% 20 34.48% 
Most Likely 30 51.72% 11 18.97% 5 8.62% 12 20.69% 
Score 17.59% 25.86% 31.90% 24.66% 
These responses are presented graphically in Fig 5.18 below: - 
Fig 5.18 - Industry Response to Questionnaire 10c to reflect respondent's 
opinion as to which method of procurement is least likely to 
experience siqnificant disputes (%). 
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This response would suggest that "Cost Plus" is perceived to be the least 
adversarial form of procurement, but "Traditional" was though to be the most likely 
procurement option to result in disputes. The "Design and Build" and 
"Management" options were considered to be very similar in terms of propensity to 
experience disputes. 
One anonymous respondent added a note to the questionnaire to identify that the 
quality and thoroughness of the tender would be more of an influencing factor. 
5.2.11 Question 11 
5.2.11 .1 Question 11 a 
"The procurement concept of "Partnering" generally increases contractors 
outcome profit. " 
Please state your opinion on this statement. 
Table 5.15 - Response to Question 11 a 
Strongly Agree 
Neither 
Agree Nor Disagree Strongly Agree Disagree Disagree 
6 32 12 7 1 
10.34% 55.17% 20.69% 12.07% 1.72% 
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This response is presented graphically in Fig 5.19: - 
Fiq 5.19 Industry Response to Questionnaire Qlla to reflect number of 
industry's respondents aqreeing that Partnerina increases the 
contractor's outcome profit. 
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A significant majority of respondents felt that partnering generally increases the 
contractor's outcome profit, although the Managing Director of Galliford, and the 
Managing Director of Wates Construction both added a note to the questionnaire 
to identify their opinion that long-term partnering reduces the profit margin, but is 
more sustainable. 
5.2.11.2 Question 11 b 
"Do you believe "Partnering" reduces the level of disputes on a project? " 
Please delete accordingly. 
YES NO 
55 3 
94. C3% 5.17% 
Fig. 5.20 Question 11 (b) 
YES 
NO 
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Strongly Agree Neither Disagree Strongly 
Agree Agree Nor Disagree 
Disagree 
As indicated on Fig 5.20 a very significant 55 of the 58 respondents 
believed partnering reduced the level of disputes on a project. 
5.2.12 Question 12 
5.2.12.1 Question 12a 
"Do you believe that some contractors are generally more likely to be profitable 
than others? " 
Please delete accordingly. 
Fip- 5.21 
Question 12 la) 
YES NO 
53 5 
91.38% 8.62% 
5.2.12.2 Question 12b 
wis 
NO 
"Do you believe that some contractors are more likely to enjoy greater profits than 
others under certain forms of procurement? " 
Please delete accordingly. ý 
Fit! 5.22 Question 12 (b) 
YES NO 
53 5 
91.38% 8.62% ES 
NO 
yý 
: %4 
Pr. 
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As indicated in Fig 5.22, an identical proportion of respondents felt that some 
contractors are more likely to enjoy greater profits than others under certain forms 
of procurement. 
5.2.13 Question-13 
"Do you wish to keep your identity confidential? " 
Please delete accordingly. 
YES NO 
43 15 
74.14% 25.88% 
Interestingly, 74% of respondents wished to keep their identity confidential. 
5.2.14 Question 14 
5.2.14.1 Question 14a 
"Do you wish to receive a synopsis of the results of this research? " 
Please delete accordingly. 
YES NO 
40 18 
65.97% 31.03% 
5.2.14.2 Question l4b 
"If "yes" please complete your name and address below: " 
Name 
Company 
Address 
Post Code 
The response to this question is not of statistical concern. 
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5.2.15 Survev questionnaire summa 
The responses to this questionnaire were considered to be very significant in 
determining the construction industry's perception of the procurement and profit 
relationship. However, it is the actual reality of quantifiable measurements of 
these factors, which is much less readily tested or publicised. It is the results of 
this data collection and testing which are presented in 5.3 
5.3 QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION RESULTS PRESENTATION 
The data collected from the 1510 projects is presented in Appendix 2. The tests 
employed were: 
Test No. IA presentation and analysis of the Procurement and Main Forms of 
Contract Data 
Test No. 2A Regression Analysis to Determine the Relationship Between 
Target margin and Actual outcome Margin 
Test No. 3 An Analysis of the Variance Between the Target Margin and the 
Actual Outcome Margin 
Test No. 4 An Analysis of the Variance Between the contract Sum and the Final 
Account 
Test No. 5A One Way Analysis of Variance to Determine the Margin Variance 
Between 6 Currently Different Modes of Procurement 
Test No. 6A One Way Analysis of Variance to Determine the 19 Different 
Forms of Contract 
Test No. 7 An Analysis of Variance to Determine the Margin Variance 
Attributable to the Type of Client, Method of Tender Measurement, 
Lump Sum or Re-measure Contract and the Mode of Tender 
Invitation 
Test No. 8A One Way Analysis of Variance to Determine the Margin Variance 
Between the Contracting Companies 
Test No. 9 An Analysis of Variance to Determine the Margin Variance 
attributable to Partnering Procurement Arrangements 
TestNo. 10 An Analysis of Variance to Determine the Margin attributable to the 
degree of dispute experience. 
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As the results could not accurately be predicted the tests themselves were not 
entirely predetermined; instead the tests evolved subject to the results of the 
preceding tests. 
A brief introduction precedes the data presentation and survey results in order to 
outline the principal, goals and techniques associated with the specified tests. 
This methodology introduction is involved with the individual tests rather than 
within the previous chapter in order to aid interpretation and avoid duplicity. 
The results were then summarised, but the calculations - which were complied 
using the Excel, 'S-Plus' software and SpSS1233 package - are not presented with- 
in this documentation in order to preserve the anonymity of the subject company 
and the confidentiality of the individual project data. 
Finally a brief summary concludes this chapter, but the results are discussed in 
detail in Chapter 6. 
5.3.1 Test 1 
5.3.1.1 Procurement and Contract Definition and Experience Analysis 
The precise methodology of analysing procurement is somewhat complicated by 
the number of differing definitions of procurement. 
This thesis has firstly analysed the four conventional modes of procurement; 
namely: traditional management; design and build (with a number of variances 
therein); and cost reimbursement/fixed fee; and then a number of more innovative 
procurement alternatives were considered. 
The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI )1234 identified six broad types of 
procurement; namely: traditional lump sum; design and build; construction 
management; management contracting; design manage contract. 
%03 Kilpatrick, LA and Feeney BC- A Simple Guide to SPSS for Windows for Versions 8.0.9.0 and 10.0 London Thompson 
XIM 
Learning, op cit - 2001 
Department of Trade & Industry - Construction Market Intelligence K. D. I. Contractor Survey conducted by Keith Folwell, Oct 
2002 
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In addition the DTI 1235 considered the contractor selection process separately from 
the procurement choice by identifying six options; namely: single stage tendering; 
two stage tendering; negotiated; partnering; PFI; and "other'. 
The Joint Contracts Tribunal 1236 identifies just 3 principal procurement variances, 
namely: management procurement; traditional procurement; and design and 
build. 
The RICS Contracts in Use Survey, 2001,1237 however, analysed their results into 
eight different categories, subcategories namely: 
Lump Sum (specification and drawing) 
Lump Sum (firm BQ) 
Design and Build 
Re-measurement 
Partnering 
Management Contract 
Construction Management 
Prime Cost 
Countless other publications have nearly all identified the four principal broad 
procurement variances of traditional; cost plus/fixed fee; design and build; and 
management, but there is little agreement as to the industry's precise definition of 
broad procurement types. 
Whilst almost all parties essentially agree the definition of what determines or 
describes a given procurement style, there is little commonality on agreed generic 
headings for procurement type. Furthermore, more innovative approaches are 
often so recent as to preclude the opportunity to obtain adequate data to analyse 
trends. Similarly, the subject companies' own data is also limited by its own 
inherent trading operations and procurement experience. Given these variances, 
the author's analysis of procurement type is limited to the following broad 
classifications: - 
Department of Trade & Industry - Construction Market Intelligence K. D. I. Contractor Survey by Keith Folwell, Oct 2002 
Joint Contract Tribunal Procurement Guide - op cit 
Roval Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In use Survey, 2001 
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Traditional/ Lump Sum 
Cost Reimbursement/ Fixed Fee 
Traditional with a Design Supplement 
Design and Build 
Management 
And Other 
The accompanying forms of contract associated with the procurement options is 
tabulated alongside with the subject companies' experience in terms of these 
procurement and contractual variances on Table 5.16. 
Table5.16 Analysis of Subject Companies' Procurement and Contract Type 
Experience 
Number 
Modes of Procurement Modes of contract of times % used 
used 
1) Traditional/Lump Sum 1) GC/wks/1 51 
2) GC/wks/2 32 
3) ICE 7 
4) IFC Intermediate 548 
5) JCT 63 SF of BC 18 
6) JCT 80 SF of BC 282 
7) JCT 98 SF of BC 19 
8) MW (Minor Works) 181 
1138 75.36% 
2) Cost Reimbursed/Fixed Fee 9) JCT 67 12 
12 0.80% 
3) Traditional with Design Portion 10) JCT 80 with Contractors 
Supplement design portion 58 
supplement 
11) JCT 98 with Contractors 
design portion 4 
supplement 
62 4.10% 
4) Design & Build 12) JCT 81 (WCD) 182 
13) JCT 98 (WCD) 12 
5) Management 14) JCT 87 5 
5 0.33% 
6) Other 15) Subcontract S/Cont 16 
16) Special (Client Own 77 Form) 
17) ECC 1 
18) MTC (Measured Term) 5 
99 6.56 
11510 100% 
This distribution is illustrated by procurement type distribution in Fig 5.23 
and by contract form distribution in Fig 5.24 below. 
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Fig 5.23 Subaect Company's Distribution of Pro*ects by Procurement Choice 
Projects by Procurement Route 
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Fig 5.24 Subeect Company's Distribution of Projects by Contract Tvpe 
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Minimal transposition of the procurement trend results from the RICS Contracts in 
Use Survey, 2001 1238 presented in figure 3.17, enables a comparison between the 
subject companies procurement experience, with what is generally accepted as 
the procurement experience representative of National trends. The result of this 
comparison is tabulated below in Table 5.17. 
Table 5.17 Comparison of Subiect Company Procurement Experience with 
National Trends, 
RICS Survey Procurement 
Average by No. of Contract 
RICS2 
Average 
% 
RICS 
Consolidated 
Average 
Procurement Choice 
Identified In This 
Research 
Subject 
Company 
Average 
Lump Sum - Firm BQ 
- Spec and Drawings 
Re-measurement 
33.9 
50.9 
2.1 
86.9 Traditional Lump Sum' 86.02 
prime Cost plus fixed fee 0.9 0.9 Prime Cost / Cost Reimbursement 0.80 
-Lump Sum - Design and Build 10.6 10.6 Design and Build 12.85 
1%4anagement Contracting 1.2 1.6 Management 0.33 
Construction Management 0.4 
100.0 100.0 100.00 
Notý-' 
'Traditional Procurement" with a 'design portion supplement' and "other" procurement options identified by the subject 
company, can not be compared directly with the RICS data which does not record such options, but these have been re- 
classified as Traditional' as this Is considered the nearest match. (Hence total count for traditional lump sum totals 75.36 + 
4.10 + 6.56 = 86.02% 
2 RICS Average figures are based on number. not value of contracts In the RICS Contract In Use Survey 2001 abeit re-stated 
to exclude other contracts and to standardise the grouping 
The similarity of these data sets allows one to consider the subject company 
results as being broadly very similar to the RICS survey1239 and therefore very 
representative of National findings, however, this observation must be balanced by 
the fact that the subject companies are marginally u nder-re presented on 
Management procurement. 
Ux Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 op cit 
1230 Ibid 
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5.3.1.2 Procurement Route Profitability Analysis 
From the sample survey the following summary repeats the types of Procurement 
entered into and the number of projects undertaken under each type. It then 
additionally indicates the mean outcome margin and the mean margin variance 
(that being the difference between the tender margin and the outcome margin 
achieved) under each procurement type. 
Table 5.18 - Margin By Procurement Route 
Procurement Route Number 
Mean 
Outcome 
Margin % 
Mean Margin 
Variance % 
Traditional 1138 10.99 6.02 
Cost Plus 12 13.30 3.61 
Traditional with Contractors' Design 62 8.75 5.67 
Design and Build 194 9.99 5.22 
5 Management 5 9.52 4.16 
Other 99 16.81 10.78 
- Total/Mean 1510 11.17 6.19 
The above procurement margin and margin variance data is indicated graphically 
below in Fig 5.25. 
Fiq 5.25 Procurement Margin and Margin Variance (%) 
Procurement margin and margin variance 
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Contractors' Contracting 
Design 
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Fig 5.26 then repeats the findings to indicate just the mean outcome margin by 
procurement type 
Fig 5.26 Outcome Margin % by Procurement TVpe 
Outcome margin (%) by procument type 
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Fig 5.27 then similarly indicates the procurement and mean margin variance 
relationship only. 
ELq 5.27 Margin Variance M) by Procurement Type 
Margin Variance (%) by procurement type 
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Other Cost Plus Traditional Design and Management Traditional ýMth 
Build Contracting Contractors' 
Design 
The procurement type outcome margin is achieved from a combination of the 
original tender/target margin and the margin variance. This combination is 
indicated by procurement type in Fig 5.28 below. 
Fiq 5.28 Actual Marqin, Comprising Tender Margin and Margin Variance 
by Procurement Type 
Tender margin and margin variance by procurement type 
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5.3.1.3 Contract Form Profit Analysis 
The same sample survey also facilitated the analysis of contract data to allow the 
outcome margin and margin variance by contract type to be presented in Table 
5.19 below. 
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Other Cost Plus Traditional Design and Management Traditional 
Build Contracting with 
Contractors' 
Design 
Table 5.19 Marqin By Contract Form 
Mean Mean 
Procurement Route Outcome Margin 
Contract Form Number Margin % Variane e 0/0 
I) GCWKSI 51 12.43 - - 6.43 
2) GCWKS2 32 11.74 5.69 
3) ICE 7 9.13 2.34 
4) IFC ra itional 548 11.78 6.91 
5) JCT63 18 8.46 3.44 
7) JCT80 282 8.16 4.09 
7) JCT98 19 9.30 3.04 
MW 181 13.01 6.98 
JCT67 cost Plus 12 13.30 3.61 
JCT80 CDPS Traditional with CD 58 8.69 5.47 
11). JCT98 CDPS 4 9.58 8.55 
12) jCT81 Design and Build 
182 9.77 5.20 
13) JCT98 WCD 
- 
12 13.45 5.49 
14) -j CT87 Management Contracting 5 9.52 4.16 
15) Subcontract 16 5.98 1.16 
16) Special Other 77 17.72 11.67 
17) ECC 1 15.50 10.50 
18) 1 MTC 51 37.66 27.94 
The above contract margin and margin variance data is indicated graphically 
below in Fig 5.29. 
Fig 5.29 - Contract Outcome Margin and Margin Variance 
Contract margin and margin variance 
Contract margin 
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Figure 5.30 then repeats the findings to indicate just the outcome margin by 
contract form. 
Fig 5.30 - Outcome Margin % by Contract Form 
Outcome margin (0/4 by contract form 
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Fig 5.31 then similarly indicates the contract form and margin variance 
experienced thereon to indicate this relationship only. 
Fig 5.31 - Margin Variance % by Contract Form 
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The contract form outcome margin is achieved from the combination of the original 
tender/target margin and the margin variance achieved thereon. This combination 
is illustrated in Fig 5.32 below: - 
Fig 5.32 - Actual Margin Comprising Tender Margin and Margin Variance 
% bv Contract Form 
Tender margin and margin variance by contract form 
5.3-1.4 Variance in Final Account by Procurement Type 
The same sample of data also enabled an analysis of project data to find the mode 
of procurement which enjoyed the least, or in this case a negative, mean variance 
from the tender contract sum to final account and the mode of procurement which 
results in the highest mean variance between tender/contract sum and final 
account. The results are as follows: - 
Table 5.20 - Variation in Final Account M) By Procurement TVpe 
Mode of procurement Contract Sum 
E 
Final Account Cost 
Overrun E 
% uplift from 
contract sum 
5ýement/Fixed Fee Cost ReiTb 5,017,676 5,365,200 347,524 6.93% 
_ Design & Build 
_265,340,937 
280,786,700 15,445,763 5.82% 
Management 9,421,179 7,647,400 -1,773,779 -18.83% 
Other 134,207,783 137,453,800 3,246,017 2.42% 
Traditional Lump Sum 579,176,933 613,554,600 34,377,667 5.94% 
fr-aditional With Design 124,954,302 134,329,900 9,375,598 7.50% 
Total 1,118,118,810 1,179,137,600 61,018,790 
. 46% 
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Fiqure 5.33 - Variations in Final Account (%) By Procurement Tvpe 
Variations in Final Account (%) by Procurement Type 
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The highest cost over-spend or variation in final account was found to be on 
traditional procurement with the design portion supplement (such as JCT98 SFBC 
WCDPS contracts). The detailed results for this mode of procurement alone are 
presented in figure 5.34 
Ficlure 5.34 
Variation in Final Account (%) on 
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The second highest final account overspend was on cost reimbursement/fixed fee 
procurement, albeit this result was far more mixed and was based on a smaller 
sample. 
The results for variation in final account on cost reimbursement/fixed fee 
procurement is illustrated below in figure 5.35 
Ficiure 5.35 
Variation in Final Account (%) on Cost 
Reimbursement/ Fixed Fee Procurement 
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The next highest Final Account variation was on Traditional Procurement as 
illustrated below in Fig 5.36: 
Fiqure 5.36 
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Variation in Final Account (%) on Traditional 
Procurement 
Predictably, design and build showed comparatively little variance (except for one 
extraordinary outlier) between Tender/Contract sum and Final Account as 
illustrated below in figure 5.37 
Fiqure 5.37 
Variation in Final Account (%) on D&B Procurement 
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Other procurement (which grouped client and Forms of Contracts Subcontractors, 
Measured Terms Contracts and the New Engineering Contract) displayed little 
variance in final account, illustrated below in Figure 5.38 
Figure 5.38 
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Finally, Management Procurement statistically had the lowest mean variance in 
Final Account but a much higher standard deviation. This strong averaqe result 
was caused by a relatively small data sample and a large overspend on one large 
project which nullified the underspend on a number of others. This is illustrated 
below in figure 5.39 
Fiqure 5.39 
Variation in Final Account (%) on Management 
Procurement 
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5.3-1.5 Procurement Profitabilitv by Type of Client 
The subject companies classified their client or employer as being from either the 
public or private sector. 
The tender margin/margin variance and the outcome margin experienced under 
each type of client is tabulated below in table 5.21 
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Table 5.21 - Marqin By Client Type 
Public Client Pri - vate Client 
Mean Tender Margin 
- -- 
4.77% 5.05% 
41 e anMargin Variance 5.08% 6.57% 
Mean Outcome Margin 9.85% 11.62% 
Number 388 1122 
Percentage 25.7%1 - 74.3% 
Figure 5.40 below illustrates this result graphically. 
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Figure 5.40 Tender Margin and Margin Variance by 
5.3.1.6 Outcome Margin by Form of Tender Documentation 
The subject companies experienced three variances in tender documentation 
namely: plan and specification; Bills of Quantities; and other which incorporated 
projects procured under Schedule of Rates Measured Term Contracts; Cost 
Reimbursement projects etc. 
The outcome margin experienced on these vacancies is tabulated below: 
ýig 5.41 
Outcome Margin (%) by Tender Documentation 
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5.3.1.7 Procurement Profitability by Form of Tender Measurement 
I M Variance! 
E Tender ý 
The method of measuring tenders has been defined as: lump sum (firm quantities, 
plan and specification or design and build); fixed sum (such as cost- 
reimbursement) and remeasurement (such as bills of approximate quantities) 
The variance in outcome margin cost associated with this is tabulated below in 
Table 5.22 and illustrated graphically in figure 5.42 
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BQ Plan & Spec N/A 
Table 5.22 
Sample Size Avg % tender 
margin 
Avg % margin 
variance 
Avg % 
actual/outcome 
margin 
Fixed 11 9.83 3.94- 13.78 
Lump Sum 1457 4.92 6.16 11.08 LRemeasure 421 5.78 7.50 13.28 
1 Total 1510 1 
Fig 5.42 
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5.3.1.8 Procurement Profitabilitv by Type of Tender Competition 
The subject companies' experienced three different types of invitation to tender, 
namely: 
Competitive - Where the subject companies' would typically submit a bona- 
fide tender in competition against 3 to 5 rival contractors 
Negotiated - Where the subject companies would enter into an exclusive 
negotiation directly with the employer (and their advisors) to 
agree a mutually acceptable contract/tender 
Semi-Negotiated - In the case of these subject companies this definition 
captured the contracts secured under a two-stage tender 
process where typically the first-stage would involve 
submifting a price for preliminaries and a lump sum fee or 
percentage margin for overheads and margin in competition 
with others. The employer would then normally select one 
contractor from their first stage bidders and then negotiate the 
contract sum as the design is completed in the second-stage. 
The subject companies experience under these three methods of tender invitation 
and the tender margins, margin variance and outcome margin secured against 
each method is tabulated below in Table 5.23 and graphically in Figure 5.43: 
Table 5.23 - Variance in Marqin By Tender Type 
Competitive Semi-negotiated Negotiated 
Mea i Tender Margin 4.75% 5.17% 5.72% 
Mean Margin Variance 5.17% 10.43% 9.11% 
Mean outcome margin 9.92% 15.60% 14.83% 
Number 11 36 342 
75% 
_2.4% 
22.6% 
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Fiq 5.43 
5.43 - Tender Margin and Margin Variance by Tender 
Type 
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5.3.1.9 Profitability by Varvinq Operating Companies 
Fifteen separate operating companies made up the sample for the quantitative 
data collection exercise, each experienced different outcome margins as follows: 
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Negotiated Competetive Semi Neg 
Table 5.24 - Margin By Operating Company 
Company 
Tender 
Margin 
Average% 
Margin 
Variance 
Average% 
Outcome 
Actual Margin 
Average % 
A 6.97 5.12 12.09 
B 7.45 3.81 11.26 
C 9.26 4.44 13.70 
D 3.17 7.86 11.02 
E 6.71 4.44 11.15 
IF 4.27 4.85 9.12 
G 5.10 5.73 10.83 
H 3.97 5.75 9.73 
1 7.21 5.04 12.25 
1 4.65 6.90 11.55 
K 4.34 5.65 9.99 
L 3.52 9.31 12.84 
M 3.59 9.21 12.80 
N 6.91 5.14 12.05 
0 6.27 7.00 13.27 
These results as illustrated graphically in figure 5.44 
Fig 5.44 
Figure 5.44 -Average Outcome Margin 
(%) by Company 
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5.3.1.10 Procurement Profit by Partnering 
I 
iM Nbrgin Variance 
Average 
0 Tender Margin 
Average 
Actual margins on partnered projects varied from those procured more 
traditionally. These results are indicated in Table 5.25 below and illustrated 
graphically in figure 5.45 
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Table 5.25 - Margin bv Partnerinq 
Partnered Non Partnered 
Tender Margin % 6.61 4.86 
Margin Variance % 10.24 5.89 
_ Actual Margin % 16.84 10.75 
Fiq 5.45 
Partnered - vs - Non Partnered 
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Tender Margin % 
0 Margin variance % 
The trend in partnered average outcome margins experienced by the subject 
companies over the 15-year data collection period is illustrated below in figure 
5.46 
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Partnered Non Partnered 
Table 5.26 - Partnering Outcome Marqin bV Year 
Margin 
Year Actual % 
1986 6.38 
1987 9.13 
1988 7.65 
1989 9.96 
1990 7.35 
1991 6.5 
1992 13.0 
1993 15.3 
1994 4.9 
1995 24.5 
1996 14.4 
1997 11.98 
1998 9.89 
1999 24.98 
2000 20.26 
Fiq 5.46 - Partnering Outcome Marqin by Year 
Figure 5.46 - Partnering Outcome Margin by Year 
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5.3.1.11 Procurement Disputes and Profitabilit 
The incidence of disputes were analysed by the occurrence of informal disputes 
on matters such as significant disagreements on issues such as value, time or 
quality. More formal disputes were also recorded. This category included those 
mentioned above which were escalated to third-party resolution by formal 
mediation; adjudication; arbitration or litigation 
Table 5.27 - Disputes By Procurement Type 
% Resultina in Dispute 
Procurement Tvpe Formal Informal Total Samole Bv Procurement Tvp e 
_ 
Cost Reimbursement/Fixed Fee 0 0 0 12 0.00 
-fraditional lump sum 6 41 47 1138 4.13 
6ther 1 5 6 99 1 6.06 
Design & Build 7 16 23 194 11.86 
Traditional with design 4 7 11 62 17.74 
Management 0 1 1 5 20.00 
Number 18 70 1 88 1510 
The same results are illustrated graphically in figure 5.47 
Fig 5.47 
Figure 5.47 - Dispute % by Procurement 
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The impact of such disputes on outcome/contract margin is tabulated below in 
Table 5.28 and illustrated in figure 5.48 
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Table 5.28 - Outcome Margin by Disputes 
Outcome Margin (%) By Disputes 
Formal Disputes 4.05 
_ Informal Disputes 8.84 
No 
_11.37 
Fiq 5.48 - Outcome Margin % Bv Disputes 
Outcome Margin by Disputes % 
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Similar variance on the incidence of disputes was also noted with the mode of 
tender invitation in competitive; semi-negotiated; or negotiated. These results are 
indicated below in Table 5.29 and illustrated graphically in Figure 5 
Table 5.29 
Tender Invitation Formal Informal Total Sample 
Resultinq in 
Disputes 
Negotiated 3 10 13 342 3.80% 
Competitive 14 57 1 '71 1132 1 6.27OX 
Semi negotiated 1 31 4 36 F- 11.1 
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Fig 5.49 
Figure 5.49 - Dispute % by Tender 
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The incidence of disputes was also analysed when a Partnering approach was 
introduced. These results are indicated in Table 5.30 below and illustrated in 
figure 5.50 
Table 5.30 - Disputes by Partnering 
Sample Formal Informal Total 
Disputes in 
sample 
Partnering 
_ 
104 0 2 2 1.92% 
Non Partnering 1406, 18. 68 86 6.12% 
Fig 5.50 - Dispute % By Partnering 
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5.3.1.12 Profitability by size of progect 
The operating companies data sample included experienced individual projects 
ranging in value from E50,765 to F-1 3,231,000. 
All 1510 projects have been split into four bands namely: 
Projects f-50,000 to F-250,000 
Projects E250,000 to 2,000,000 
Projects E2,000,000 to C5,000,000 
4 Projects E5,000,000 + 
The mean profitability % by contract size was then analysed to reveal the following 
results in Table 5.31 shown graphically in Figure 5.51: 
Table 5.31 
contract C 
size EE 
0 tr I 
sz 
Final 
AccountE 
Tender 
Margin E 
Margin- 
variance E 
Actual - 
Margin E 
-Actual 
Margin % 
- E50-250k 0 97,915,100 4,482,515 5,611,283 10,093,798 10.31 
E250k-2m 564,025,800 21,071,700 24,997,948 46,069,648 8.17 
E2m-5m 294,242,000 11,274,329 9,966,640 21,240,969 7.22 
>E5m 222,954,700 8,499,222 7,663,895 16,163,117 7.25 
1,179,137,600 1 45,327,766 1 48,239,766 1 93,567,532 
ELq 5.51 
Figure 5.51 -Outcome Margin by 
Project Value 
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5.3.1.13 Outcome Marqin bv Year 
The variance in outcome margin over each of the fifteen years in which data was 
collected is tabulated below against the movement in Gross Domestic Product 
"elco-As over the same period. 
Table 5.32 - Outcome Margin by Chanqe in GDP 
Year Avg outcome 
margin % 
Changein 
GDP% 
1986 7.44 3.9 
1987 7.52 4.5 
1988 10.48 5.2 
19891 11.76 2.2 
19901 8.90 0.8 
1991 11.10 -1.4 
1992 8.14 0.2 
1993 9.81 2.5 
1994 8.19 4.7 
1995 10.63 2.9 
1996 10.56 2.6 
1997 12.01 3.4 
1998 12.17 2.9 
1999 14.74 2.4 
2000 11.16 3.1 
IbW, m GM" Domestic produd (GDP) is a measure of the total economic activity ki a region. GDP is often referred to as one ofthe main 'summary Indicators' of economic 
activity and references 10 growth in the economy'are quoting the growth In 
GDP during the period. These figures are based on the UK economy am issued by the 
Oftioe OfNational Statistics Dataset Name., nalod, Time Series 29109104 
GDP by category ofincome. 
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The same results are illustrated graphically below in Figure 5.52 
Fiq 5.52 
Fig 5.52 Outcome Margin (%) Viewed 
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5.3.1.14 Variation in marqin by Procurement TVDe 
The variations in margin by procurement type are considered to be indicative of 
the extent of the contractor's risk on each type of procurement. This variation in 
margin is illustrated below as a scatter graph for each procurement type: 
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Fiq 5.53 - Variation in Actual Marqin % on Traditional Procurement 
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Fiq 5.54 - Variation in Actual Margin % on Traditional with Contractor's 
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Fiq 5.55 - Variation in Actual Margin % on Other Procurement 
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Fiq 5.57 - Variation in Actual Marqin % on Cost Reim bu rsement/Fixed Fee 
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From these results the number of occasions when a project has resulted in a 
financial loss to the contractor can be identified and this may be considered to be 
indicative of the contractors risk profile. 
By extending the results in Table 5.16 to capture this information Table 5.33 can 
be presented as follows: 
Table 5.33 Analysis of The Risk Profile Associated with the Sublect 
Companies' Procurement and Contract Type Experience 
Modes of Procurement Modes of contract 
Number 
of times 
used 
No of 
Times 
Loss 
Incurred 
% of 
Projects 
Resulting 
In Loss 
1) Traditional/Lump Sum 1) GC/wks/1 51 3 
2) GC/wks/2 32 3 
3) ICE 7 0 
4) IFC Intermediate 548 17 
5) JCT 63 SF of BC 18 1 
6) JCT 80 SF of BC 282 22 
7) JCT 98 SF of BC 19 1 
8) MW (Minor Works) 181 12 
2) Cost Reimbursed/Fixed Fee 
12 0 0 
3) Traditional with Design 10) JCT 80 with 
Portion Supplement Contractors design 58 2 
portion supplement 
11) JCT 98 with 
Contractors design 4 0 
portion supplement 
62 2 3.2 
4) Design& Build 12) JCT 81 (WCD) 182 12 
13) JCT 98 (WCD) 12 0 
194 12 6.18 
5) Management 14) JCT 87 5 0 
5 0 0 
6) Other 15) Subcontract S/Cont 16 1 
16) Special (Client Own 77 0 Form) 
17) ECC 1 0 
18) MTC (Measured Term) 5 0 
99 1 1.0 
1510 
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5.3.2 Test 2 
A REGRESSION ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN TARGET MARGIN AND ACTUAL OUTCOME MARGIN 
After pairing the bivariate data values for target and actual margin the 
establishment of a statistical relationship between data pairs can be found from 
carrying out a least squares linear regression. 
The first step in linear regression is to identify the independent, variable - that 
assumed to be responsible for the variation in the other 'dependent' variable. In 
this case the independent variable is assumed to be the target margin with the 
actual margin being dependant thereon. 
The regression line is that which least describes the relationship between the two 
variables. Least squares regression seeks to place the line so as to minimise the 
sum of squared errors - actual to predicted. The line itself is specified by two 
parameters, the intercept (the point where the line cuts the 'y' axis - and the 
slope/gradient of the line). Hence the regression equation is presented thus: 
Y=a+PX 
Where y= Estimated value of dependent variable 
x= Actual value of independent variable 
a= Intercept parameter 
P= Slope parameter 
nEXY-EXEY 
nEX; - 
(EXI)' 
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Y -, 6X 
Where a Estimate of intercept parameter 
Estimate of slope parameter 
Mean value of independent variable 
Mean value of dependent vadance 
From this equation the 'coefficient of determination can be established to test how 
good a 'fif the motel represents. This is calculated thus: - 
r2 
fl[nEXjYj-EXjYYjj 
n-Y EY, 
(2: 
1)2 
Where r2= co-efficient of determination 
Lastly, a 'confidence interval' can be established to test the 'hypothesis' regarding 
the relationship between the margin variations. A confidence interval is a range 
within which it is likely, to a given level of confidence that the true mean lays. To 
calculate a given confidence interval, the sample mean and an estimate of the 
sampling distribution of the mean - the standard error is required. This is 
calculated using the sum of the squared deviations of the predicted value of Y 
from the actual value divided by the number of degrees of freedom - the sample 
size less the number of estimated parameters: hence: 
y 
2 
S=. as, VF n-k 
-2 Estimated variance Where au 
s= Actual standard error 
n= Sample size 
k= Number of parameters estimated 
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The standard errors of the parameters a and fl can be estimated thus: 
=f 
yX 2 
ir 
er2 
[I 
su 
nl(X, Y) 
2 -] 
1ý2 
.8f nl 
su 
- (XI - -YTI 
Where Sa = Standard error of intercept 
So = Standard error of slope 
With regard to testing the hypothesis, coefficients X and B can be tested for 
significance against criterion values Xo and Bo by using the Students 't-test' with 
n-k degrees of freedom: hence: 
t. =P- ao Vs. 
t,, =0 
In summary of the above test procedures, the following values were achieved for 
the aforementioned data set: - 
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Table 5.34 
Regression 
Model Summa 
Model Rw k2 Error of the 
Estimate 
1 0.311 0.096 0.096 10.9 
A Predictors: (Constant), Target margin 
ANOVA(b) 
Model Sum of df Mean F Sig. 
Square Square 
1 Regression 19055.5 1 19055.5 160.4.1 E-35 
Residual 178551.5 1508 118.4 
Total 197607.0 1509 
A Predictors: (Constant), Target margin 
B Dependent Variable: Actual margin 
Coefflcients(a) 
Model Unstandardized B Coefficients Std. Standardized t Sig. 
Error Beta 
I (Constant) 6.63 0.45 14.58 0.000 
TARGET 0.91 0.07 0.311 12.69 0.000 
A Dependent Variable: ACTUAL 
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These results are presented below in figure 5.59 as a scatter graph with a trend 
Actual 
C)utcorne 
Margin % 
line to visually present the relationship 
Fiq 5.59 Graph with Trendline indicating Subeect Companies Tender/Tarqet 
Margin to Actual Outcome Margin relationship 
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The regression line, the line of "best fit" through the data points, uses the criterion 
of least squares. Squaring the vertical distance of each data point from the 
regression line both magnifies errors and removes the possible cancelling effects 
of positive and negative distances. A regression line is used for estimation - there 
1240 
will be errors between the line and the actual, realised data points 
1240 Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2"d Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit page 181 - 1997 
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The results are not that convincing with less than 10% of the variation in the Actual 
margin apparently explained by variation in the Target margin. However, Target 
margin certainly has an effect on Actual margin. 
Actual margin = 6.63% plus 0.09* Target margin. 
5.3.3 Test 3 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE VARIANCE BETWEEN THE TARGET MARGIN 
AND THE ACTUAL OUT-COME MARGIN 
The purpose of this test is to analyse the descriptive data and establish the degree 
of variance between the target/tender margin and the actual outcome margin. 
In examining the results any analysis of variance (often identified as ANOVA or, 
for multivariate analyses, MANOVA, in computer statistics programs) was carried 
out. Analysis of variance is a systematic approach, which identifies the 
constituents of the total variation, and thereby apportions the total variation to the 
contributing sources. Such analysis can be very helpful in refining experimental 
designs 1241 
This model appears to be somewhat limited by the inclusion of some Target 
margin percentages of zero in a number of cases (260 out of 1510). Hence there 
is potential for divide by zero errors. 
To avoid this anomaly all 260 cases (17% of the projects) were deleted to achieve 
the following results: - 
IAI Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op-cit 1997 
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Table 5.35 
Sample size 1250 
Mean 1.53 
Median 0.63 
Mode 0.00 
Variance 111.52 
Standard 10.56 
Minimum -13.0 
Maximum 363.0 
Range 376.0 
Lower 0.0 
Upper 1.9 
Inter quartile 1.9 
Skewness 32.2 
Kurtosis 1101.4 
This descriptive analysis is included primarily for reference purposes only, but its 
inclusion should be read particularly in conjunction with Tests 2,5 and 6 to aid 
interpretation in Chapter 6. 
5.3.4 Test 4 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE VARIANCE BETWEEN THE CONTRACT SUM 
AND THE FINAL ACCOUNT 
The following descriptive data expresses the variance between the contract/tender 
sum and the final account. The relationship is in fact a total of the individual 
values obtained after calculating the date thus: 
(FINAL ACCOUNT - CONTRACT SUM) 
CONTRACT SUM 
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Table 5.36 
Sample size 1510 
Mean 7.95% 
Median 2.39% 
Mode 0% 
Variance 13.1 T% 
Standard Deviation 36.20% 
Minimum -46.49% 
Maximum 802% 
Range 848% 
Lower quartile -2.0% 
Upper quartile 10.2% 
Inter quartile range 12.2% 
Skewness 14.65% 
Kurtosis 293.9 
This descriptive analysis of the difference between the contract sum and the 
eventual final outcome is included for information only and the variance is not 
tested against the outcome margin within this thesis. 
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5.3.5 Test 5 
A ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TO DETERMINE THE MARGIN 
VARIANCE BETWEEN SIX DIFFERENT MODES OF PROCUREMENT 
Chapter 3 discussed the four principal modes of conventional and six more 
innovative methods of construction procurement. The subject company has 
experience under six procurement variances and the margin variance associated 
with each is analysed in this test. 
Hayslett' 242 stated that, essentially, the analysis of variance is a technique that 
separates the variation that is present into independent components; then these 
components are analysed in order to test certain hypothesis. 
The one-way analysis of variance, or F-test, starts from the null hypothesis of no 
difference between the mean value of n-samples and tackles the problem by 
estimating the variance of the population in two different ways, the first treating 
each of the n-groups as a different samples drawn from the same mean and 
calculating the sampling distribution, the variance between the groups, and the 
second by averaging the variances within each of the n-samples. The third 
possibility, and most obvious approach is to treat the all the n-groups as one large 
sample and estimate the total variance from this. 
If the null hypothesis is true, i. e. the n-samples were drawn from one population 
then the first two estimates of the Population variance should be in line. If the 
groups were significantly different, then the sampling distribution will be wider and 
the first estimate of the variance should be larger than the second. 
The two are presented as a ratio with the first as numerator and the second as 
denominator thus: 
ne Hayslett, HT - 'Statistics made simple%W. 
H Allen -Chapter 9, pages 131-149 - 1979 
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ns' 
/S 2 
P 
.0 
Where F= F-ratio 
ns 2 Explained Variance 
Ja 
s2= Unexplained variance 
The value for the F-ratio established above should be tested against the critical 
value in the F-tables. The F-distribution requires two parameters, the degrees of 
freedom for the numerator and the degrees of freedom for the denominator. The 
F-test involves finding the value of F corresponding to the tail area for the 
significance of the test with the appropriate degrees of freedom. This particular 
test is one tailed and should be used as the significance of the test. 
The F-ratio can be tested for significance at the 5% level, giving a 95% confidence 
level in the same manner as outlined earlier. Hence, the null hypothesis that, the 
contract procurement does not affect profitability' can be tested. 
In summary of the calculations discussed above, the following values were 
recorded for the subject companies' data set: 
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Table 5.37 
Number 
Procurement Cost plus 12 
Design &Build 194 
Management 5 
Other 99 
Traditional 1138 
Traditional design 62 
1 15101 
Dependant Variable: Margin 
Source Type of Squares Df _ 
Mean Square F Sig 
(55'r--rected Model 2422.499(a) 5 484.500 4.135 . 001 
intercept 3986.437 1 3986.437 34.026 . 000 
Procure 2422.499 5 484.500 4.135 . 001 
Error 176208.670 1504 117.160 
Total 236460.382 1510 
Corrected Total 178631.170 1509 
AR squared=0.0 14 (Adjusted R squared = 0.0 10) 
The F-ratio is 4.135. The critical value for F is 2.099. 
Hence, the null hypothesis that the means are equal can be rejected, 
as the effect of the form of procurement on the outcome actual 
margin is significant. 
Put simply, it appears that procurement does have an impact on 
margin variance 
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5.3.6 Test 6 
A ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TO DETERMINE THE MARGIN 
BETWEEN 18 DIFFERENT FORMS OF CONTRACT 
In addition to Test 5, the subject company had experience of 18 different forms of 
contract. 
Using the same analysis of variance test procedures laid down in 5.6, the values 
below were obtained from the subject company's data sample and the null 
hypothesis that 'the form of contract does not affect profitability, is summarised as 
follows: - 
Table 5.38 - Univariate analysis of Variance Between-Sublect Factors 
Number 
Contract ECC 1 
GCWKS1 51 
GCWKS2 32 
ICE 7 
IFC 548 
JCT63 18 
JCT67 12 
JCT80 282 
JCT80 CDPS 58 
JCT81 182 
JCT87 5 
JCT98 19 
JCT98 CD 12 
JCT98CDPS 4 
MTC 5 
mw 181 
S/cont 16 
special 77 
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Test of between-Subject Effects 
Dependent Variable: Profit Margin 
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares Df Mean Square F Sig 
Corrected Model 11801.965(a) 17 694.233 5.575 . 000 
Intercept 22755.483 1 22755.483 182.725 . 000 CONTRACT 11801.965 17 694.233 5.575 . 000 
Error 185805.046 1492 124.534 
Total 385904.631 1510 
Corrected Total 
1 
197607.012 
1 
1509 
1 11 1 
The F-ratio is 5.575. The critical value for F is around 1.6. 
It therefore follows that the form of contract similarly does have an impact on 
margin variance. 
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5.3.7 Test 7 
AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TO DETERMINE THE MARGIN 
VARIANCE ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE TYPE OF CLIENT, METHOD OF 
TENDER MEASUREMENT, LUMP SUM OR RE-MEASURE CONTRACT 
AND THE MODE OF TENDER INVITATION 
The following analysis of variance test is calculated to determine the variation 
attributable to the tender procurement criteria itemised below: - 
Public or Private Sector Client - "Sector' 
Bills of Quantities or Plan and Specification Contract - 
"Documentation" 
! I! ) Lump Sum or Re-measurement Contract - "Tender" 
iv) Negotiated or Competitive Tender -"Competition" 
By utilising a series of analysis of variance techniques on each variable the 
following results are derived: - 
5.3.7.1 Sector 
A one-way analysis of variance for the client sector variable of either "public" or 
"private sector" reveals the following results: - 
Table 5.39 
Between-Subjects Factors 
5% Significance F Critical = 3.841 
Number 
Sector Private 1122 
Public 388 
1510 
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Univariate Analysis of Variance 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Margin variance 
Source Type III Sum 
of Squares 
df Mean 
Square 
F Sig. 
Corrected Model 636.8 1 636.8 5.40 0.02 
Intercept 39159.6 1 39159.6 331.77 0.00 
Sector 636.8 1 636.8 5.40 0.02 
Error 177994.3 1508 118.0 
Total 236460.4 1510 
Corrected Total 178631.2 1509 
R Squared = . 004 (Adjusted R Squared = . 003) 
Public sector v Private sector client type variable appears to be significant with an 
F-Ratio of 5.4. The 5% significant level for F is 3.841. 
However this is contradicted by the multi-way tests and the significant result 
appears to be down to the confounding by the 'Competition' variable. 
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5.3.7.2 Documentation 
A one-way analysis of variance for the tender documentation type variable of 
either "bills of quantities" or "plan and specification contracts" presents the 
following results: - 
Table 5.40 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
Between -Subjects Factors 
5% Significance F Critical = 2.996 
Number 
Documentation Bill of Quantities 649 
Not applicable 257 
Plans & Specification 604 
1510 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Margin variance 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean F Sig. 
Corrected Model 192.4 2 96.2 0.81 0.440 
Intercept 49365.3 1 49365.3 416.91 0.000 
Documentation 192.4 2 96.2 0.81 0.440 
Error 178438.8 1507 118.4 
Total 236460.4 1510 
Corrected Total 178631.2 1509 
R Squared = . 00 1 (Adjusted R Squared = . 000) 
The question of Bills of Quantities v Plans and Specifications appears to be non- 
significant with an F-Ratio of 0.81. 
The 5% significant level for F is 2.996. 
5.3.7.3 Tender 
A one-way analysis of variance for the tender type variable of either "lump sum" or 
"re-measurement contract" reveals the following results: - 
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Table 5.41 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
Between-Subjects Factors 
5% Significance F Critical = 2.996 
Number 
Tender Fixed 11 
Lump Sum 1457 
Re-measure 42 
1510 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Margin variance 
Source 
Type III Sum 
of Squares df 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 127.9 2 64.0 0.54 0.58 Intercept 2685.7 1 2685.7 22.67 0.00 
Tender 127.9 2 64.0 0.54 0.58 
Error 178503.3 1507 118.4 
Total 236460.4 1510 
Corrected Total 1 178631.2 1509 1 
R . 5quared = UU1 (Adjusted R Squared = -. 001) 
The mode of issue or measurement of the Tender (Lump Sum or Re- 
measurement) is also not significant with an F-Ratio of 0.54. 
The 5% significant level for F is 2.996. 
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5.3.7.4 Competition 
A two-way analysis of variance for the competition variable of either "competitive 
tender" or Onegotiated tender" or Osemi-negotiated tender" reveals the following 
result: - 
Table 5.42 
Univarlate AnalYsis of Variance 
Between -Subjects Factors 
5% Significance F Critical = 2.996 
NumW 
Competition Completion 1132 
Negotiated 342 
Semi-Negotiated 36 
1510 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Margin variance 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 4739.9 2 2369.9 20.54 0.00 
Intercept 19329.6 1 19329.6 167.52 0.00 
Competition 4739.9 2 2369.9 20.54 0.00 
Error 173891.3 1507 115.4 
Total 236460.4 1510 
Corrected Total 178631.2 1509 
R Squared w WýUsled R Squared n . 025) - 
The issue of Competition (Negotiated or Competitive tender) Is the most significant 
variable with an F-Ratio of 20-54. The 5% significant level for F is 2.996. 
Interestingly, the subject company recorded 342 out of 1510 contracts as having 
been negotiated which represents 22.6% compared with 5.9% recorded as being 
negotiated In the RICS 2001 survey. 1243 
Similarly, the semi-negotiated or two-stage tender opportunities represented 36 
Out of 1510 projects, which equates to 2.38%. This compares to 4.1 % recorded in 
the RICS SUrVoy1244 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Survey of Contracts in use - op dt lbid 
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5.3.7.5 Sector *Competition 
A two-way analysis of variance for the most significant variables of sector (public 
or private) and competition, (negotiated, semi- negotiated or competitive tender) 
presents the following results: - 
Table 5.43 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
Between-Subjects Factors 
Number 
Competition Competition 1132 
Negotiated 342 
S/N 36 
1510 
Sector Private 1122 
Public 388 
1510 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Margin variance 
Source 
Type III Sum 
of Squares df 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
5% Significance 
F Critical 
Corrected Model 5040.3 5 1008.1 8.73 0.00 
Intercept 4791.9 1 4791.9 41.52 0.00 
Competition 1275.5 2 637.7 5.53 0.00 2.996 
Sector 13.5 1 13.5 0.12 0.73 3.841 
Competition *Sector 204.0 2 102.0 0.88 0.41 2.996 
Error 173590.9 1504 115.4 
Total 236460.4 1510 
Corrective Total 178631.2 1509 
R Squared = . 028 (Adjusted R Squarea = UZ! )) 
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The issue of Competition remains significant with an F-ratio of 5.53. However, 
Client Sector is non-significant with an F-Ratio of 0.12. This would suggest that 
the apparently significant result obtained from the one-way model for Sector was 
produced by confounding due to the bias of the public sector towards competitive 
tenders. 
Fellows and Liu 1245 defined confound variance as that portion of the variance in 
subjects' scores that is due to extraneous variables that differ systematically 
between the experimental groups. Error variance is due to individual differences 
among subjects within the group, such as random variations in the experimental 
setting and procedure, perhaps the time of testing, differential treatment of the 
subjects and measurement error. 
In this case the two-way interaction between the two variables was not significant 
at F= 0.88. 
5.3.7.6 'Sector'* Documentation * Competition 
A three way analysis of variance for the most significant variables reveals the 
following results: - 
Table 5.44 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
Between -Subjects Factors 
Number 
Sector Private 1122 
Public 388 
1510 
Documentation Bill of Quantities 649 
Not applicable 257 
Plans & Specification 604 
1510 
Compefition Compefition 1132 
Negotiated 342 
S/N 36 
1510 
Fellows R, and Liu, A -Research Methods for Constniction-2nd Edition -Blackwell Publishing -opcitpplOl & 102-1987 
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Tests of Between-Suboects Effects 
Dependent Variance: Margin variance 
Source 
Type III Sum 
of Squares df 
Mean 
Square F Si 
5% 
Significance 
F Critical 
Corrected Model 6070.2 15 404.7 3.50 0.00 
Intercept 5084.1 1 5084.1 44.02 0.00 
Sector 8.6 1 8.6 0.07 0.78 3.841 
Documentation 383.9 2 192.0 1.66 0.19 2.996 
Competition 722.2 2 361.1 3.13 0.04 2.996 
Sector *Documentation 402.3 2 201.1 1.74 0.18 2.996 
Sector *Competition 344.5 2 172.2 1.49 0.23 2.996 
Documentation 217.6 4 54.4 0.47 0.76 2 372 *Competition . 
Sector *Documentation* 483.9 2 241.9 2.09 0.12 2 996 Competition . 
Error 172560.9 1494 116 
Total 236460.4 1510 
Corrected Total 178631.2 , 1509 
R Squared = . 034 
(Adjusted R Squared = . 024) 
Taking a three-way model by adding Documentation appears to make little impact. 
Competition remains clearly significant at F= 3.13 while Documentation (F= 0.19) 
and Sector (F= 0.88) are not significant. 
Some of the two-way interactions come fairly close to significance with Sector by 
Documentation (F= 1.74) to the closest followed by Sector by Competition (F= 
1.49) and Documentation by Competition (F=0.49). 
The three-way interaction comes even closer at F= 2.09 a significance level of 
12%. 
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5.3.7.7 Client Sector * Tender Documentation * Competition * Tender 
A four-way analysis of variance for all the aforementioned variables reveals the 
following results: - 
Table 5.45 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
Between-Subjects Factors 
Number % 
Sector Private 1122 74% 
Public 388 26% 
1510 100% 
Documentation Bill of Quantities 649 43% 
Not applicable 257 17% 
Plans & Specification 604 40% 
1510 100% 
Tender Fixed 11 1% 
Lump Sum 1457 96% 
Re-measure 42 3% 
1510 100% 
Competition Competition 1132 75% 
Negotiated 342 23% 
Semi-negotiated 36 2% 
1510 100% 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Margin variance 
Source Type I II Sum of df Mean F Sig. 5% Significance F 
Corrected Model 8203.4 25 328.1 2.86 0.00 
Intercept 1076.5 1 1076.5 9.37 0.002 
Sector 1.0 1 1.0 0.01 0.93 3.841 
Documentation 43.5 2 21.8 0.19 0.83 2.996 
Tender 305.7 2 152.9 1.33 0.26 2.996 
Competition 215.0 2 107.5 0.94 0.39 2.996 
Sector *Documentation 352.3 2 176.1 1.53 0.22 2.996 
Sector *Tender 1.1 2 0.5 0.00 1.00 2.996 
Documentation *Tender 206.1 2 103.1 0.90 0.41 2.996 
Sector *DocumentaUon* Tender 0 0 
Sector *Competition 332.7 2 166.3 1.45 0.24 2.996 
Documentation *Competition 239.1 4 59.8 0.52 0.72 2.372 
Sector *Documentation* 448.4 2 224.2 1.95 0.14 2.996 
Competition 
Tender *Compebtlon 76.0 2 38.0 0.33 0.72 2.996 
Sector *Tender* Competition 0 0 
Documentation *Tender* 0 0 
Competition 
Sector *Documentation* Tender 0 0 
*Competition 
Error 170427.8 1484 114.8 
Total 236460.4 1510 
Corrected Total 178631.2 1509 
R Squared =. 046 (Adjusted R Squared =. 030) 
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Adding the Tender variable into the model clearly stretches it to its entire limit. 
The imbalance of the experimental design is exposed as around 96% of all 
contracts are lump sum. Hence the results cannot be relied upon. 
In this test even the Competition variable comes out as non-significant with F= 
0.94. Whether this is due to confounding or (more likely) the impact of the 
imbalance in the model is not totally clear. 
There is little to be gained from examining the interactions. The four-way 
interaction cannot be computed (imbalance of experiment) neither can any of the 
three-way interactions involving the Tender variable. 
The nearest to a significant result is again the three way interaction between 
Sector by Documentation by Competition at F= 1.95 (significance level 14% 
Significance levels for all the above F-Ratios were in excess of the confidence 
level and therefore the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, as the four procurement 
criteria could not be proven to significantly affect the actual margin 
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5.3.8 Test 8 
A ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TO DETERMINE THE MARGIN 
VARIANCE BETWEEN THE CONTRACTING COMPANIES 
In addition to Test 5, the same one-way analysis of variance test procedure can be 
adopted to test the null hypothesis that 'the individual contracting company does 
not influence profitability'. 
Table 5.46 Univariate Analysis of Variance 
Between-Subjects Factors 5% Significance F Critical = 1.7 
Contractor A 52 
B 49 
C 5 
D 151 
E 12 
F 251 
G 61 
H 38 
1 45 
1 183 
K 141 
L 40 
m 154 
N 183 
0 145 
1510 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Margin variance 
Source of 
Variation 
Type III Variation 
Sum of Squares 
Degrees of 
Freedom (dQ 
Variance Mean 
Sum of Squares 
F-Ratio Significance 
Corr ýcted Mo e 4725.4 14 337.53 2.90 0.0002 
Intercept 17671.0 1 17671.01 151.91 0.0000 
Contractor 4725.4 14 337.53 2.90 0.0002 
Error 173905.8 1495 116.32 
Total 236460.4 1510 
Corrected Total 178631.2 1509 
R Squared = . 026 (Adjusted 
R Squared = . 017) 
The contractor variable appeared to be highly significant with an F-Ratio of 2.90. The 
5% significance level for F is around 1.70. This result is probably not surprising and 
appears to be sound. 
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5.3.9 Test 9 
AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TO DETERMINE THE MARGIN 
VARIANCE ATTRIBUTABLE TO PARTNERING PROCUREMENT 
ARRANGEMENTS 
In a similar manner to Tests 5&8 the same one-way analysis of variance test 
procedure can be adopted to test the hypothesis that a partnering procurement 
arrangement does influence profitability 
Table 5. 
Between - Subject Factors 
Tests of Between - Sublects Effects 
Number 
Partnering No 1406- 
Yes 104 
1510 
5% significance F Critical = 3.841 
Source 
Type III Sum 
of Squares df 
Mean 
Square F Sig 
Corrected Model 1834.184(a) 1 1834.184 15.645 . 000 Intercept 25193.566 1 25193.566 214.890 . 000 Partner 1834.184 1 1834.184 15.645 . 000 Error 176796.986 1508 117.239 
Total 236460.382 1510 
Correct d Total 1 178631.170 1509 
AR Squared = . 010 (Adjusted R Squared = . 010) 
The F- ratio is 15.645. The critical value for F is 3.841 
The result suggests it appears that partnering does have an impact on margin 
vadation. 
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5.3.10 Test 10 
AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TO DETERMINE THE DEGREE OF 
DISPUTE EXPERIENCE 
Similarly to Tests 5,8 and 9 the same one way analysis of variance test procedure 
can be adopted to test the hypothesis that "the occurrence of disputes influences 
margins". 
Table 5.48 
Between-Subjects Factors 
Number 
Dispute Formal 18 
Informal 70 
None 
. 
1422 
1 1516 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
5% significance F Critical = 2.996 
Dependent Variable: Margin Variance 
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig 
Corrected Model 1004.510(a) 2 502.255 4.261 0.014 
Intercept 1620.121 1 1620.121 13.745 0.000 
Dispute 1004.510 2 502.255 4.261 0.014 
Error 177626.382 1507 117.868 
Total 236460.382 1510 
Corrected Total 178631.170 1509 
aR Squared = . 006 (adjusted R Squared = . 004) 
The F-ratio is 4.261. The critical value for F is 2.996 
This result suggests that the occurrence of disputes does influence margin. 
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5.4 DATA PRESENTATION: SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY 
It is not the intention to surnmarise and analyse each individual test at this 
juncture, as this is the subject of Chapter 6. However, some discussion regarding 
the theory of hypothesis testing was considered to be appropriate. 
A null hypothesis is, by its nature, negative in character and tests are to find if it 
can be rejected at a given level of confidence on the basis of the available data. 
However, there are four possible outcomes to a hypothesis test, which are 
tabulated below in Table 5.47. 
Table 5.49 - Hypothesis Test Outcomes 
HYPOTHESIS HYPOTHESIS 
ACCEPTED REJECTED 
HYPOTHESIS TRUE 
Hypothesis correctly Type I error acceDted 
HYPOTHESIS FALSE Type 11 error 
Hypothesis correctly I 
rejected 
The probability of a Type I error (when a hypothesis is rejected when it should 
have been accepted) is the same as the level of significance for the test for a one 
tailed test and 2 times for a two tailed test. Thus such these Type I errors can be 
controlled by fixing the level of confidence of the test. Unfortunately, the higher 
the level of confidence for the test, and hence the lower the probability of a Type I 
error, the higher the probability of a Type 11 error (when a hypothesis is accepted 
which should have been rejected). Thus a more stringent test will reduce the 
probability of rejecting a true hypothesis but will also increase the probability of 
being 'unable to reject! a false hypothesis. 
In the event of a given hypothesis being rejected, the probability that the test is in 
error will be equal to the level of significance of the test since only a Type I error 
can occur. In the situation where the hypothesis is accepted then, clearly, only a 
Type 11 error is possible. 
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It is generally accepted that in the case of scientific experiments that a Type 11 
error is less serious than a Type I error - failing to prove that a particular approach 
works is less problematical than wrongly claiming that the approach does work. 
The appreciation of a potential error in accepting or rejecting a hypothesis, 
coupled with the negative approach associated with such tests is highlighted in 
acknowledgement of the possibility of an incorrect result being accepted. 
Similarly, tests with few degrees of freedom and the limitations inherent in the data 
sample due to the source being from the single subject company and the minimal 
number of projects investigated under certain forms of contract/procurement, 
dictate the conservative approach and consequently the fear that one of the null 
hypothesis may be incorrect is respected. 
Despite this, it is more likely that a null hypothesis will be wrongly accepted (Type 
11 error) than a null hypothesis be incorrectly rejected (Type I error) and therefore 
those null hypothesis, which were rejected, are highly significant. 
Following this qualitative and quantitative presentation of results the employment 
of statistical inference to determine the applicability of these results is investigated 
within Chapter 6 prior to drawing conclusions in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FINAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
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6.0 FINAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The declared objective of this thesis is to analyse the relationship between 
construction procurement and contractors profit. 
In Chapter 2, the issue of pre-contract procurement and contractor selection was 
discussed and in particular estimate and tender preparation were analysed 
together with an investigation of contractor's profits. The options of competitive 
tendering or negotiating with a single contractor were outlined and the key 
components of a tender build-up were analysed in detail. Lastly, the process of 
bidding strategy was discussed and the level of cost and tender margin certainty 
was considered in view of the volatile demand, unforeseeable weather conditions, 
variations, unpredictable productivity levels and a lack of task repetition which 
plagues the industry. The clear intention of this chapter was to review the issues 
of pre- contract procurement and methods of contractor selection to identify their 
potential impact on profitability. 
Chapter 3, took the procurement one stage further into the construction phase and 
discussed the principal modes of traditional and more innovative procurement, 
along with their respective forms of contract. Particular attention was attributed to 
the consideration of the main variances between the contracts and their conflicting 
merits and demerits in terms of risk, flexibility for change, the contractors incentive, 
competition, speed of completion and suitability for the type of work. 
The question of the potential effects of the proceeding procurement issues on the 
outcome profit margin of a project was only addressed at this stage to the extent 
that published literature exists. 
The methodology outlined in Chapter 4 aimed to concentrate the key aspects 
mentioned above into tangible issues, which facilitated the basis of the data 
collection and subsequent analysis. 
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Firstly, a qualitative industry survey was conduced via a postal questionnaire in 
order to examine the industry at large and to find the respondent's subjective 
opinion on procurement and profit variances. In addition, hard quantitative factual 
results were obtained from a group of autonomous subject companies' actual 
profitability results, which they had obtained from different modes of procurement. 
Some limitations were acknowledged, but the data survey summarised in Chapter 
5 still extended to 1510 individual projects from 15 separate subsidiary contracting 
companies capturing over El bn of construction turnover plus 58 completed results 
from the industry questionnaire response. 
Chapter 5 presented the data and survey results and included a brief introduction, 
result summary and hypothesis test for each of the various calculations which 
were adopted plus triangulation of same to examine the hypothesis that 
'procurement influences a contractor's profitability'. 
it is the authors analysis of these results in conjunction with the principal findings 
of the literature review sub-divided into Chapters 2 and 3 that forms the basis of 
this Chapter. 
Having presented the results and analyses in Chapter 5, the intent of this Chapter 
is to interpret the findings in the context of what the research sought to discover. 
As is now quite common 1246 in research reporting, this Chapter 6 shall act as the 
transition from the results in Chapter 5 to the conclusions in Chapter 7. These 
said results are discussed and interpreted in the contexts of each other and of the 
theory and literature reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3. 
Such interpretation is intended to reveal relationships between the results in terms 
of extent and, it is hoped, direction as well as helping to gain insights into 
1247 
causaion. 
" Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition -Blackwell Publishing -op cit pp225-230 - 1997 MY ibid 
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It is intended that by discussion and inference, that is the process by which 
meanings and implications of results are determined in a holistic manner in order 
that conclusions may be drawn, researchers will be able to gain insight into how 
the individual parts of the study relate to each other in terms of the issues which 
the individual parts identify. It is said 1248 that in the absence of theory, results are 
isolated; their consideration in the light of theory and previous research findings 
facilitates the advance of knowledge and a perception of how the topic and its 
practice is developing. 
Inferences and discussions enable the researcher to interpret and present the 
issues arising out of the research from two perspectives separated in time - that 
prior to the execution of the empirical work which has been labelled as 
"background" and that following its execution and production of results. 
Comparison of the two perspectives was considered to be important to 
demonstrate how knowledge has changed due to study1249 - to reinforce or 
question the previously "perceived wisdom". 
To facilitate this discussion, each of the qualitative industry survey responses and 
the quantitative data analysis from the subject companies' test results which were 
summarised in the previous chapter have been considered against the 
background paradigm, re-assessed independently and then together to facilitate 
triangulation of the findings. 
The results are then reviewed and analysed critically against the expected findings 
or perceived wisdom from the previous research summarised earlier in chapters 2 
and 3. 
Finally, this analysis will allow us to consider the suitability of the hypothesis that 
the choice of construction procurement influences a contractor's profitability. 
U" Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - op cit pp 225-230 - 1997 tw lbid 
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6.2 THE QUALITATIVE INDUSTRY QUESTIONNAIRE 
6.2.1 The Suitability of the Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was sent to 204 individuals, resulting in 84 responses, 58 of 
which were adequately complete to facilitate statistical analysis, thus requiring 
"large number" statistical techniques. 1250 
The questionnaire was addressed to contractors, consultants and clients. The 
proportional response rate was acceptable and the percentage response equated 
to 28.4%, which falls within the expected and useable range. 1251 
6.2.2 The Questionnaire Results 
The response to Question 3a revealed that a very significant 96.5% of the 
respondents "strongly agreed" or "agreed" that Procurement can influence profit 
for a contractor. In addition, the response to question 3b revealed that the 
respondents felt Cost-Plus was the most profitable form of procurement for a 
contractor, Design and Build second, Management third and Traditional 
procurement to be the least profitable (See Q3b) 
Fig 6.1 - Industry Questionnaire Response to Q3b Perception of Most 
Profitable Procurement Type 
Question 3(b) 
35% 
30% 
25% 
20% 
15% 
10% 
5% 
0% 
1250 Levin, RI & Rubin, DS - Statistics for Management, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ in which the boundary between 
"large number" and "small number" statistics is defined as when n= 32 although the size adopted in practice is often n= 30, 
125 1 where n 
is the sample size - 1991. 
Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2"" Edition - Blackwell Publishing - page 109 in which the 
authors noted that a response rate of 25 and 25% is what is both expected and usable statistically 1997 - op cit 
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Cost Plus Design & Build Management Traditional 
In addition the response to Na revealed that a total of 82.76% of respondents felt 
the form of contract also influenced the final outcome profit for a contractor (See 
Q4a). 
After scaling the response to find the form of contract perceived to be the most 
profitable the results were presented and are repeated below in fig 6.3 
This revealed that the most profitable form of contract was perceived to be the 
JCT 81/98 with Contractors Design. Second was the JCT 80/98 Standard Form of 
Contract Private with Quantities; third was Standard Form of Contract Approximate 
Quantities; fourth the JCT 87/98 Management Contract; and fifth the JCT 80/98 
Standard Form of Contract Private without Quantities. 
Interestingly one anonymous respondent added a comment to the questionnaire to 
note that the level of amendments to these standard forms of contract would have 
a significant bearing on profitability. Another, anonymous respondent noted that 
the level of risk varied with each form of contract and this higher acceptance of risk 
by a contractor could lead to greater profits or greater losses. 
Question 5A revealed that over 50% of respondents did feel that the tender/target 
margin can influence outcome profitability. Question 6B revealed that over 50% of 
respondents also felt that the greater the increase in Final Account from Contract 
Sum, the greater the outcome margin for the contractor. 
Question 7B illicited a response that found that almost 88% of respondents felt 
contractors secured greater profitability from negotiated invitations to tender than 
competitive invitations. The method of tender measurement (Question 813) was 
also analysed in this survey. This qualitative result is discussed in more detail 
alongside the quantitative findings in 6.5.2. 
Question 9B dealt with the impact of the type of Employer. The findings from the 
survey responses are analysed in detail in conjunction with the quantitative 
research in 6.5.1. 
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The response to Q9C revealed that the relative experience of the Client was not 
considered to be significant in establishing contractors profitability. 
Question 10 turned to the issue of disputes. This is addressed under 6.9 herein. 
I 
Question 11A and 11B related to Partnering. This subject is discussed in detail 
under 6.8 herein. 
Finally, Question 12 considered the impact of the contractor variable and the 
question of whether some contractors were generally more likely to be more 
profitable than others under certain forms of procurement. 
The results of the qualitative survey are discussed alongside the qualitative 
findings in 6.6 herein. 
6.3 THE QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION 
6.3.1 The Suitability of the Procurement and Contract Data 
Test 1 summarised the survey data under two specific headings: they being the 
frequency of projects undertaken under each individual form of contract/mode of 
procurement and the mean outcome margin and the margin variance experienced 
for each type. 
The analysis of the margin variance is discussed in 6.4, but the suitability of the 
contract/procurement spread is considered at this stage. 
Firstly, the RICS survey1252 of procurement trends, which was discussed in 3.2, 
can be compared with the procurement type percentages entered into by the 
subject companies. 
This comparison is repeated in Table 6.1. 
W2 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey, 2001 
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Table 6.1 Comparison of Subiect CompanV Procurement Experience with 
National Trends 
RICS Survey Procurement RICS2 RICS Procurement Choice Subject 
Average by No. of Contract Average Consolidated Identified In This Company 
% Average Research Averane 
Lump Sum - Firm BQ 33.9 
- Spec and Drawings 50.9 86.9 Traditional Lump Sum' 86.02 
Re-measurement 2.1 
prime Cost plus fixed fee 0.9 0.9 Prime Cost/ Cost 0 80 Reimbursement . 
Lump Sum - Design and Build 10.6 10.6 Design and Build 12.85 
Management Contracting 1.2 1.6 Management 0.33 
r. nnstruction Manaqement 0.4 
100.0 100.0 100.00 
Note 
"Traditional Procurement7 with a 'design portion supplement' and "other' procurement options Identified by the subject 
company, can not be compared directly with the RICS data which does not record such options, but these have been re- 
classified as 'Traditional' as this Is considered the nearest match. (Hence total count for traditional lump sum totals 75.36 + 
4.10 + 6.56 = 86.02% 
2 RICS Average figures are based on the RICS Contract In Use Survey 2001 
From this analysis it can be seen that some considerable similarity between the 
data sets exists. The only slight differences refer to the Management Mode, which 
is due to the subject company's lack of exposure to that mode of procurement and 
to the slightly greater proportion of design, and build contracts undertaken by the 
subject companies. 
The proceeding analysis indicates that, whilst the subject companies survey data 
of procurement and contract experience is not identical to the National trends, it is 
certainly very similar and therefore the data can be assumed to be relatively 
representative of the country's macro construction procurement trends. 
6.3.2 Value of Target Margin in Establishing Outcome Margin 
The second test involved establishing a regression analysis to determine the 
relevance of the target margin in relation to the actual outcome margin, but the 
result indicated that less than 10% of the variation in the actual margin was 
explained by variation in the tender margin, hence the goodness of fit of the 
regression equation using the target margin as the independent variable was 
relatively poor. 
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The purpose of finding a relationship through regression analysis is to exercise 
control and facilitate an accurate estimate, but the fact that less than 10% of the 
variation in the actual out-turn margin is explained by the target/tender margin, 
goes some way to suggesting the high significance of other factors in establishing 
the actual margin. 
The substantial mean margin variance was also highlighted as being 6.19% - or 
put another way, the average actual outcome margin exceeded the tender mark. 
up by that percentage. However, the margin variance range, spread from a 
maximum margin of +131.04% to a biggest loss of -20.6%. This large deviation 
was perhaps the most illuminating of the dispersion parameters suggesting many 
other factors in addition to the target margin influence the outcome or actual 
margin. 
It is of course impossible to accurately measure the effect of the other factors in 
establishing the final margin and many of the variables that clearly exist will affect 
some projects far more significantly than others. 
However, of these factors, the mode of procurement and form of contract were 
also tested to determine whether they significantly affected the outcome margin. 
The results and analyse of these tests is discussed below. 
6.4 PROCUREMENT & CONTRACT IMPACT ON OUTCOME MARGIN 
Tests 1,5 and 6 all concentrated on the issue of the choice of procurement and 
form of main contract on the contractors outcome margin. In fact it was this 
relationship that formed the corner stone of this thesis. 
Test 1 has already been discussed in terms of target/outcome margin, but these 
results can be combined with those from Tests 5 and 6 to determine the overall 
effect of the procurement and contract issues on the actual margin. 
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Firstly, Test 5 involved carrying out a one way analysis of variance to determine 
the margin variance between the 6 different modes of procurement experienced by 
the subject company; they being: traditional; cost-plus; design and build; traditional 
with contractors design supplement; management and other. The result of this 
test gave an F-ratio of 4.135% that exceeded the 5% F Critical significance level 
reflecting a highly significant result. 
The extreme significance of this test obviously allowed the null hypothesis, that 
'procurement does not effect profitability', to be rejected. This, coupled with 
FischerS1253 claim that the analysis of variation test is 'undoubtedly one of the 
most elegant, powerful and useful techniques in modern statistics' only adds 
weight to the importance of this result. 
Furthermore, Test 6 exercised the same techniques to establish the margin 
variance attributable to any of the 18 different forms of contract with similar results. 
In this case, the F-ratio of 5.575% again allowed the null hypothesis that'the form 
of contract does not influence profitability' to be rejected. 
However, it is only when these results are compared with the mean margin 
variance figures from Test 1 that the precise point of causality is established. 
Having determined that both the mode of procurement and the form of contract do 
influence profitability the analysis of mean margin variances achieved by the six 
procurement routes experienced by the subject companies suggests that the form 
of procurement most likely to enjoy the greatest excess profit margin is the small 
number of "other" contracts, followed by Cost-Plus, then Traditional, then Design 
and Build followed by Management. Traditional incorporating a Design Portion 
Supplement was the least profitable. 
The result is reprinted below showing the initial tender margin and margin variance 
to make up the final outcome margin. Each result is then discussed in detail. 
V53 Fischer, RA- Design of experiments - Oliver & Boyd reproduced by Moroney. MJ- Facts from Figures, Penguin Books 
Chapter 19, p137 
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Fig 6.2 - Tender Margin and Margin Variance % by Procurement Tvpe 
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6.4.1 Other Procurement 
The high score for "other" procurement is made up from 99 individual projects or 
6.5% of the total sample. The classification of "other" procurement included the 
three highest scoring contract categories, including Measured Term Contracts that 
scored the highest individual score, "Special" Contracts that related to Employer's 
own forms of contract and projects contracted under the Engineering and 
Construction Contract (NEC/ECC Form). 
One might expect the Measured Term Contract to score highly as MTC contracts 
normally involve a large volume of low value operations requiring a proportionally 
higher overhead commitment, hence the need to secure a high gross or site 
margin to finance this resource. Such low value individual projects would also be 
unlikely to suffer any job-costed overheads as often occurs on larger value 
projects. 1254 
Similarly, overheads are also proportionally higher on smaller value contracts than 
larger. 1255 Measured Term Contracts are also often executed by smaller 
contractors who are considered to have higher proportional overheads than larger 
contractors. 1256 
1254 Evans, J (M. D. of Wrekin Construction) -'Wrekin back in the black after restructure - Building 9 August 2002 
1256 ibid 
1256 Betts, M (JP Morgan) - "Indust! y set for a year of consolidation" - Building 7 January 2000 
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k- 
Ot her Cost Plus Traditional Designand Management Traditional 
Buld Contracting with 
Cordractors' 
Design 
The MTC category also enjoyed a very high average margin variance of 27.94% 
suggesting that almost all cost overruns were recovered under the Contract and 
few losses were borne by the Contractor. Similarly, productivity, efficiency and 
material buying gains would be likely to be retained by the contractor. 
The second contract type to make up the "Other' Procurement category was 
"Special" and in this case this referred to 77 projects (5.1 % of sample) which were 
undertaken on the basis of the Client's own form of contract. Coincidentally, this 
also reflected a much higher proportion of negotiated and partnered work that is 
generally considered to yield higher returns. 1257,1258,1259 
interestingly, the RICS Contractors in Use Survey1260 found that a very similar 
4.8% of all contracts let related to non-standard forms. These probably relate 
primarily to Employer's own contract forms. 
This confounding helps to explain this result and the reason for the data-collection 
to place Other Procurement as league leaders as the Procurement type leading to 
highest profits. The third place individual contract type to make up the "Other" 
procurement classification was the NEC or ECC Form of Contract. 
The philosophy of the NEC is that it is a non-adversarial Form of Contract. In the 
NEC Guide, it states "the NEC is intended for employers, designers, contractors 
and project managers to work collaboratively and in a spirit of mutual trust and co- 
operation". 1261 In an attempt to avoid delays, the contractor is also obliged to give 
an early warning notice 1262 and recover recompense for delays by giving notice of 
a compensation event1263 which enables the contractor to provide a quotation for 
the event which includes cost and time effects. 1264 In this study the subject 
companies in the sample experienced only one NEC/ECC contract. This sole 
example was included in the "Other" procurement grouping. The contract in 
question did, however, reflect a higher margin variance. 
1257 Gains, J -(then Chief Executive of John Mowlem)-"Mowlern axes 170 jobs after review" -Building 21 January 2000 tw Mason. P- (Chief Executive, Amec) "Amec cuts 2500 jobs to boost margins" - Building 4 February 2000 
00 White, D- 'Carillion axes 50 jobs in regional reshuffle" - Building 19 May 2000 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contractors In use survey, 2001 op cit 
Saunders-Williams, J- The contract With Eyes on Latham - Contract Manager, Page 25 - op cit - February 1996 t262 Bingham, T (Banister and Arbitrator) - Building page 34 - 28 October 1994 
1: 0 ibid 
U04 Saunders, Williams, J- The Contract With Eyes on Latham - Construction Manager, page 125 op cit - February 1996 
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The only other contract category included in the "Other' procurement grouping 
was sub-contracts reflecting the very rare occasions when the subject companies' 
have been treated as sub-contractors by another Management Contractor or 
Construction Manager. 
The Sub-contracts only occurred 16 times in the data set of 1510 projects (1.06%), 
but on these limited occasions the mean margin variance was the lowest recorded 
atjustI. 16%. With a tender margin of just 4.82% this generated giving the lowest 
recorded outcome margin of just 5.98%. 
Test item 5.3.1.14 revealed that the variation in individual outcome margins was 
almost entirely positive for'other' procurement reflecting a relatively low risk for the 
contractor. 
6.4.2 Cost Plus Procurement 
in second place, Cost-Plus was found to be the next most profitable form of 
procurement. Only 12 projects (0.80%) of the sample contributed to this result, but 
the logic of this placing is again considered to be sound as the RICS1265 survey 
recorded a very similar 0.9% of all contracts being procured under cost-plus/prime 
cost arrangements. 
Many of the idiosyncrasies associated with the smaller Measured Term Contracts 
are also enjoyed under Cost-Plus arrangements. With Cost Reimbursement 
/cost-Plus procurement, the margin is generally pre-ascertained and relatively 
guaranteed on a percentage, fixed or fluctuating basis. 
1266 
The usage of cost reimbursement or prime costs contracts is often more to do with 
need than preference. This procurement route is perceived as being particularly 
useful if work is required to commence urgently on such projects as renovations, 
alterations and the repair of fire damage. 
1267 
t2* Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey 2001 op-cit 
tý" Turner, A- op cit, Chapter 6, page 95 
t: w Ibid, page 274 
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Morris and Hough 1263 also acknowledged this option as being beneficial on 
technically complex projects as it helps to avoid a hostile, claims-conscious 
environment that can exist under and traditional lump sum procurement. 
However, Powell-Smith and Chappell1269 stated that the Fixed Fee Form does not 
really offer any real incentive for the contractor to work efficiently with variance in 
the cost estimate affecting the contractors profit level considerably. 1270 The 
common usage 1271 of a fluctuating fee or sliding scale fee to award the contractor 
for any saving accrued against the original target cost in an attempt to introduce 
an incentive to reduce CoSt1272 and to avoid the inefficiencies of contingent 
pricing 1273 can also lead to an enhanced margin. 
In this instance the lowest margin variance was also recorded under this type of 
procurement. Margin variance is the term given in this research to the change in 
margin between the initial tender/target margin and the final outcome margin that 
is achieved. 
In all cases, regardless of the type of procurement or form of contract, the mean 
margin variance was always positive in this study as, once consolidated, the 
subject companies enjoyed a better outcome margin than that originally forecast 
under all forms of procurement and contract. 
Such improvements in margin post-tender/target inclusion are expected though 
improving productivity, buying savings and increasing value during construction. it 
has been reported that typical margins can be increased by a further 1 to 2 
percent at outturn. 1274 This ability to enhance a tender margin during a contract on 
a specific type of procurement is particularly relevant to this research, but 
obviously under a cost-plus method of procurement any cost savings, economies 
or efficiencies would only benefit the Employer. 
12" Morris, PWG and Hough, GH- The Anatomy of Major Projects - John Wiley and Sons, Chapter 12 page 255 - 1987 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D- op cit page 274 
1170 Turner, DF, op cit. page 310 'u, Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D- op cit page 274 
W2 lbid 
" Capper, Professor P- op cit 
IV4 Clarke. K (Chief Executive of Skanska) reported In Construction News - Financial Review 2001 
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The high placing in the out-turn margin despite the lowest margin variance must 
therefore be due primarily to the higher original tender/target margin placed on 
cost-plus contracts which can often be enjoyed due to the relative lack of 
competition at tender stage and the certainty that any cost over-spend will not 
dilute the original margin forecast as the costs are all borne by the Employer. The 
fact that the subject companies' original target/target mean margin for cost-plus 
procurement was the highest at 9.69% corroborates this finding. 
Test 1, item 5.3.1.14 revealed that the variation in contractors margin on cost-plus 
procurement was also relatively small, but predictably it was also entirely positive, 
reflecting a low risk for the contractor. 
By triangulating the quantitative result with the qualitative result from the industry 
survey in which cost-plus was perceived to be the most profitable form of 
procurement, the placing of cost-plus at the very top as the most profitable form of 
procurement must be assured. 
6.4.3 Traditional Procurement 
The next most profitable form of procurement in the quantitative subject 
companies' data analysis was surprisingly found to be Traditional procurement. 
Traditionally procured projects amounted to 1138 out of the 1510 total sampled 
(75.36%) that again was very similar to the RICS survey. -ft-- 
The mean outcome gross site margin was 10-99% including a mean margin 
variance of 6.02, from an original tender/target margin of just 4.97%. This low 
tender margin is perhaps typical of the highly competitive tender process 
associated with Traditional Procurement1275, which has even been quoted as 
dropping below CoSt1276 and often as low as 0% as it did on some projects in this 
case study. 
- Irradlional Procurement'with a Vesign portion supplemenr andWherprocurement options identified by the subject company, cannot be compared directty with the 
RlCS data whkh does not record such options. If these two procurement options were M-dassified as ? Mdflionar as this Is considered the nearest match - the blat 
for me subject companies equates to 86.02% which compares with 86.9% recorded by Me RICS In their aforementioned survey. (Hence total count lbr traditional 
Jump SUM in this SurveylcaSe Study totals - 75.36+4.10+6.56=86.02% against 88.9% in Royal Instflution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts in use Survey 2001) 
'm Turner, A-op cit, Chapter6 pages 98& 99 
we Bower, D (Editor of Management of Procurement) - op cit page 8 
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A net return or operating margin of 2% on turnover before tax is commonly 
regarded as nirvana by a contractor for traditionally procured work. 1277 This nett or 
operating margin is calculated simplistically from the gross margin after the 
deduction of overheads. 
If we assume that the subject companies' overhead is the typicall278 5% for 
contractors, this expected net return of 2% equates to an anticipated gross 
outcome margin of 7% for traditional work. 
In this research, the subject companies mean return for traditionally procured work 
was found to be 10-99%. This is the gross margin before overheads are deducted 
to equate to the nett or operating margin. This higher margin is obtained largely 
from the very high margin variance enjoyed under Traditional procurement. 
it is noted that many contractors are promoting their initiatives to drive overheads 
from 5% to 3 or 3Y2% 1279,1280 but in this case the mix of smaller contracts (729 out 
of the 1138 projects sampled were procured under lFC or MW arrangements) with 
little site costing of overheads, suggests that the subject companies enjoy a higher 
gross site margin, but higher overheads resulting in a not dissimilar net/operating 
margin of about 3% which is that aspired to by much of the industry at 
large. 1281,1282,1283,1284 
The inclusion and impact of the JCT's Intermediate Form of Contract (IFC84/98) 
on profitability, might be expected to be depressed by the greater transfer of risk 
associated with named rather than nominated sub-contraCtorS. 12,15 The absence of 
any provision for oral instructionS1286 might also limit recovery of contractor's 
expenditure. However, in this research the subject companies enjoyed very strong 
outcome margins and variation in margins under this form of contract. 
12" Hill, C- op cit 
112" White, D- Editorial referring to Laings 3.5% overhead target In Building op cit 26 November 1999 
" Armitt, J (Chief Executive of Costain) -"Costain directors Victims of cost-cutting' - Building op cit 16 November 1999 
t2O White, D- Editorial referring to Laing's 3.5% overhead target In Building op cit - 26 November 1999 
M11 Gains, Sir J -(then Chief Executive Mowlem) -"O'Rourke Rampage" Construction News p14&15 opcit-18 March 2004 1212 Mason, P- (Chief Executive Amec) - 'Amec Cuts 2500 Jobs to Boost Margins* - Construction News op Cit - 10 February 
2000 
1ý0 Snook, G (Chief Executive of Rok) -"Rok's acquisitions enhance success! Contracts Journal, page 2- 17 March 2004 
12U Hodgkinson. P (Chief Executive of Simons Construction) op cit 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D op cit, page 116 op cit 
Phipps, M- Contracts - Beware the Dubious Value of Oral Instructions - Extract from "Building' page 38 - 22 June 1990 
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Similarly, returns on JCT Minor Works Forms of Contracts (JCT MW 80/98) may 
be diluted by the fact that this Form contains no provision for the contractor to be 
reimbursed any direct loss and/or expense that he may suffer as a result of acts or 
defaults by the Employer/Architect. 1287 Notwithstanding this, the subject 
companies again enjoyed even stronger margin variance under this form Of 
contract. 
The high margin variance found under Traditional procurement may be at least 
partially explained by the contractors ability to retain any buying savings accrued, 
the large number of variations typically encountered and the limited contractors 
risk associated with this method of procurement as the contractor assumes no 
design responsibilityl283 and a diluted liability for nominated/named sub- 
contractors and suppliers. 1289 It has also been claimed that under traditional 
procurement, changes are inevitable enabling contractors to easily raise the price 
due to specification changes during the works. 1290 
Very low margin returns were however experienced on ICE Forms of Contract. 
This could be partially explained by the fact that this contract is often used on 
larger, perhaps coarser scale of civil engineering work 1291 which the subject 
companies openly admit to having only limited experience in undertaking. 
Similarly, lower returns on GC Works/1 contracts have been expected as many of 
the conditions were criticised for being balanced in favour of the employer 1292 with 
some contractors questioning the balance of risk. 
1293,1294,1295 However, Edition 3 
of GCMorks was considered to be better balanced 1296,1297 and the strong outcome 
margins achieved by the subject companies in this research appears to reflect this 
more balanced view. 
Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D- Building Contracts Compared and Tabulated (2nd Edition) - Legal Studies & Services Ltd, 
Chapter 4, page 174 op cit 
120 Pain, J- Design and Build compared with Traditional Contracts, Architects Journal, pages 34 & 35 - 24 November 1993 
Cm Turner. A- Building Procurement, MacMillan, Chapter 4 page 60, op cit 
12W Bower, D (University of Leeds) Editor of Management of Procurement, op cit. page 8- 2003 
121" Turner, DF- Building Contracts -A Practical Guide (0 Edition) Longman Scientific and Technical, Chapter 28 p 354 132 Phipps, M op cit, page 31 
1293 Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D op cit, page 439 
12" Powell-Smith, V& Chappell, D op cit page 441 
f Allen, JD- Government Contracts: Too Tough and Not Really Fair? - Construction News pp 12 & 13 -I December 1996 Vae The School of Business and Industrial Management - GCMorks/1. Edition 3- The New Government Conditions of the 
Im 
Contract - Conference Paper 22 June 1990 
Phipps, M op cit, page 31 
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The public sector and particularly the Ministry of Defence (MOD) have used 
GC/VVorks/1 extensively. 1298 
Test 1, item 5.3.1.4 revealed that the contractors actual outcome margin did vary 
quite significantly under Traditional Procurement, but the variation was generally 
positive suggesting that the risk to a contractor under Traditional Procurement was 
only modest. 
Triangulating these results with the Industry Survey reveals that in total, the 
contracts making up Traditional Procurement revealed a much stronger outcome 
margin than that expected by the survey respondents. 
This result may align with the view shared by some contractors 1299 whom openly 
claim to prefer traditional competitive to negotiated or partnered work as this 
facilitates greater contractor incentive and in some cases, less competition due to 
the number of contractors withdrawing from this market. 
Traditional procurement has long been viewed as being less profitable by 
contractors than other procurement variances as verified by the Qualitative 
industry Survey, which also considered Traditional procurement to be less 
profitable than all the other major procurement routes. 
The hierarchy of perceived profitability according to the Survey suggested cost- 
plus was most profitable, design and build second, management third and 
traditional to be the least profitable. 
This theoretical framework or system by which people view such matters could be 
called a paradigm. Fellows and Liu 1300 reported that the importance of paradigms 
is that they operate to determine not only what views are adopted, but also the 
approach to questioning and discovery. Hence, much work concerns verification 
of what is expected or/and explanation of unexpected results to accord with the 
adopted, current paradigms. 
Men, J D-Government Contracts: Too Touch and Not Really Fair? Construction News pages 12 & 13 -1 February 1996 
Sheldon, M (Bowmer and Kirkland - Finance Director) - "B&K Scores In Competitive Arena* Contract Journal op cit 15 April 
2004 
Fellows R. and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing 1997, op cit, paqe 17 
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As progressive investigations produce increasing numbers and types of results 
which cannot be explained by the existing paradigms' theoretical frameworks, 
paradigms are modified or, in more extreme instances, discarded and new ones 
adopted - the well-known 'paradigm shift'. 
The strong profitability of traditional procurement options found in this data 
analysis certainly contradicts the perceived view of traditional contracting 
arrangements and may warrant consideration as an incremental, if not 
evolutionary, advance in construction procurement and profitability knowledge. 
6.4.4 Design and Build Procurement 
Design and Build procurement was the next most profitable form of procurement in 
the quantified subject companies'data analysis. 
in the sample 194 out of 1510 (12.85%) projects were procured under this 
arrangement, which is not dissimilar to The RICS Survey1301, which recorded 
10.6% of all projects being procured under the arrangement. The sample 
promoted an average tenderltarget margin of 4.77% and margin variance of 
5.22%, totalling a gross 9.99% outcome site margin. 
Some consider that under Design and Build Procurement contractor's profits can 
be greater because contracts are easier to manage. 1302 Others point to the higher 
risk actually eroding such margins. 
1303,1304 
Chau, Leung and H01305 found that design and build can be costly (to the 
employer) in terms of discovering the price of the product (ie the building) and that 
scope changes to design and build are likely to be more expensive than traditional 
contracts. 1306 
W1 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts in Use Survey, 2001 op cit 
um Legal Studies and Services - Design and Build contracts - One day Conference op cit - 27 March 1 99o 1303 Drechsler, P (Chief Executive of Wates) -'Contractors Must Learn to Assess Risk" Contract Journal p8 op cit -6 July 2005 M4 Gleeson, D (Chairman - Gleeson) - "Gleeson Sells Building Arm In Black Month for Contractors* - Building op cit - 24 
Wo 
March 2005 
Chau, KW Leung, HF and Ho, HCW - (Department of Surveying, The University of Hong Kong) 'The Economics of 
am 
Procurement Methods - with Special Reference to Public Housing Projects In Hong Kong*. op cit 
Gonder op cit 
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Brooke 1307 has also claimed that Design and Build allows the contractor to convert 
discounts into profits and make design/material savings, which are not passed on 
to the employer, unless the Employers Requirements clearly restrict such 
practices. 1308 
Indeed JCT WCD is believed to be significantly different to the traditional system 
and can be more advantageous to the contractor, due to the reduced cost control 
mechanisms when compared to those which are available under the traditional 
system. 1309 Contractor's margins may be further enhanced under Design and 
Build procurement due to the more limited number of bidders invited to tender for 
such contracts. 1310 The common practice of utilising two-stage or negotiated 
tender invitations 1311 is also common under Design and Build to limit the higher 
cost of bidding associated with this form of procurement. 1312 
Having said this, Design and Build also carries greater risk for the contractor; 
whilst theoretically this risk cannot be transferred without CoSt1313 in reality it is 
reported, that contractors apply the same margin on Design and Build projects as 
on traditional contracts. 1314 Indeed this greater responsibility and liability being 
placed on the contractor has led some contractors to publicly retreat from the 
Design and Build market. 1315,1316 
This research places Design and Build as middle of the road in terms of margin 
recovery, but this statistic hides some of the extremes associated with this method 
of procurement. This highest individual recorded project margin enjoyed in this 
D&B sample was +41%% but the lowest resulted in a loss of -21.6%%. This 
range in margin was highlighted by the scatter graph in fig. 5.56 which illustrated 
the quantitative results from Test 1 item 5.3.14 indicating the vast range in 
contractor's design and build margins and the large number of losses experienced 
under this method of procurement. 
1307 
me 
tm 
t3lO 
all 
l3t2 
1313 
IM 
im 
iM 
Brooke P- Negotiating the Management Minefield - Extract - Architect, Builder, Contractor & Developer, P19 op cit April 
1991 
TrIckey, G- Design and Build. The New Form - Chartered Quantity Surveyor, Pages 16-21 op cit - August 1984 
British Property Federation Manual - Systems for Design and Construction - Procedure for raising a variation order - op cit 
Turner, A- op cit Chapter 4 Page 47 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team, page 56 
Constructing Industry Employers Council - An Analysis of the cost of Tendering - reprinted In Sir Michael Latham' s 
Constructing The Team - HSMO Page 55 February 1996 
Hernsley, A (Director of Cyril Sweett and Partners) - Pricing the Risks - Building 07 June 1996 
Leftly, Mark et al -'Risk Junkiee - Building p43 et al - 17 June 2005 
Doherty, M- (Managing Director McNichols) -'McNichols axes 20 In retreat from Design and Build* Building April 2004. 
Brandon. J- (Managing Director of Haymills) article In Contract Journal -'Haymills tries new tactice - 13 February 2003 
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This higher variance and experience of such outliers not to mention the higher 
tender costs may go some way to explaining why some contractors are so 
reluctant to assume the level of risk associated with Design and Build 
procurement. 
The qualitative Industry Survey predicted Design and Build would be less 
profitable than Cost-Plus Procurement, but more profitable than Management 
procurement which ostensibly involves less risk exposure for the contractor, but 
may hide the fact that management routes tend to be preferred on larger or more 
complex projects. However, this triangulation reveals that the respondents 
expected Design and Build to be more profitable than Traditional Procurement, 
which was actually not the case for the subject companies. 
6.4.5 Management Procurement 
Management procurement was somewhat under represented in the subject 
companies' sample with only 5 examples out of 1510 in the sample (0.33%), 
1317 
although it should be noted that the RICS Survey , which is considered 
representative of National trends, recorded usage of only 1.6%. 
These Management projects tabled a target/tender margin of 5.36%, and margin 
variance of 4.16% to promote a gross outcome site margin of 9.52%. 
Under the Management Procurement option the Management Contractor or 
Construction Manager takes a relatively small risk, but the employer must be 
prepared to be actively involved and accept considerable responsibility and 
risk. 1318,1319 Minogue 1320 reaffirmed this by expressing that a works contractor who 
suffers loss or expense due to another's delay is ultimately entitled to 
reimbursement from the employer. 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts In Use Survey. 2001 op cit 
Minogue, A- Law - Taking on Risk without the Power to Control - Extract from "Building" - page 43 op cit - 30 March 1990 
Knight G- Management Contracting, Occasional Paper, CIOB, October Englemere UK op cit - 1989 
Minogue. A- Law - Shock In store for Employees as Final Accounts Beckon - Extract from "Building- p 43 - 21 September 
1990 
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The Construction Manager/Management Contractors fee is generally considered 
to be less than general contractors profit, ' 321,1322 although some claim this fee or 
profit is enhanced by contractors taking secret discounts, without the clients 
knowledge from works contractors either on a one-off project basis or by an 
annual volume discount. 1323 This practice is inexorably linked with fraud, but Peter 
Rogers 1324 has claimed such practice is rife. 
In this study, the margin variance on Management Procurement was very low at 
4.16%. Only the Cost-Plus margin variance was lower at 3.61 %. However, one 
might expect no enhancement to be experienced on these forms of procurement, 
but the small margin increase that was experienced can be explained by the 
pain/gain incentivisation and fluctuating fee models that are often utilised. 
Quantitative Test 1, item 5.3.1.14 revealed that whilst the contractor's margin 
variation on management procurement was predictably very small it was entirely 
positive reflecting the low risk to a contractor associated with this mode of 
procurement. The qualitative industry survey revealed that respondents 
considered management to be less profitable than cost-plus and design and build. 
This was corroborated by the subject companies' data, but the fact that these 
subject companies' found traditional procurement to be more profitable than 
management procurement was not expected by the majority of respondents. 
6.4.6 Traditional With Contractors Design Portion Supplement 
The lowest outcome margin was experienced under the quassi Procurement 
option of Traditional/Lump Sum with a Contractor's Design Portion Supplement. 
This mode accounted for 62 out of the 1510 projects analysed (4.10%). This 
category of procurement is not captured separately by the RICS Surveys 1325 and 
was grouped with Traditional Contracts in the National trend comparison on Table 
5.4. 
Lammers, JI- The Construction Industry: Construction Management and Design-Construct firms, unpublished thesis paper 
op cit - 1970 
Nahapiet, H&J-A Comparison of contractual arrangements for building projects, Construction Management and 
Economics, 3,217-231 op cit - 1985 
vin Ridout, G- Conning the Client - The Discount Scam - Extract from Building pages 20 & 21 op cit - 10 September 1993 13124 Rogers, P- (Construction Director) - Stanhope Properties op cit 
025 Roval Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Contracts Survey In Use Survey, 2001 
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This "mixed" form of procurement recorded an average target/tender margin of just 
3.08%, a margin variance of 5.67% and the lowest outcome gross site margin of 
8.75%. 
The lowest tender margin tends to be reflective of the highly competitive market 
associated with traditional contracts. However, only a proportion of the margin 
variance associated with traditional procurement was secured by the subject 
companies when the risk of a contractors design portion supplement was included. 
The author would expect this result to be indicative of the fact that whilst most of 
the traditional procurement post-tender opportunities are retained under this 
option, the inclusion of a Contractor's Design Portion Supplement means the 
contractor is saddled with retaining greater risk for certain design elements of the 
construction than under a traditional arrangement, albeit not quite so much as one 
would under a pure Design and Build option. 
Quantitative test 1, item 5.3.14 recorded that the total variation in margin on 
Traditional Contractors Design Portion Supplement procurement was not 
insignificant reflecting a slightly higher risk to a contractor. 
This procurement option was not addressed separately in the qualitative industry 
survey thus preventing triangulation of this finding. 
6.5 CLIENT AND TENDER VARIANCES ON PROFITABILITY 
Tests 1 and 7 analysed the subject companies' data to examine the correlation 
between the following criteria and contractor's profitability: - 
i) Public or Private Sector Client - "Sector" 
ji) B of Q or Plan and Specification Contract -"Documentation" 
11j) Lump Sum or Re-measurement Contract - "Tender" 
iv) Negotiated or Competitive Tender - "Competition" 
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The results from Analysis of Variance quantitative data experiments and from the 
qualitative Industry Survey revealed a number of influences which could be useful 
in establishing optimum bidding decisions and even in establishing and developing 
a contractor's corporate strategy. 
6.5.1 Client Sector - Public & Private Sector 
Another variable, which can influence a project's outcome, is that defined as a 
client related factors. 1326 Sidwell 1327 observed that public clients can experience 
higher cost and time overruns as compared with privately funded clients. He 
explains this in part by drawing attention to bureaucratic procedures that publicly 
funded and some privately funded clients are subject to. 
Client organisations may be highly experienced, but individuals acting in the role of 
project sponsor/client may be inexperienced or overloaded with work. Political 
inference, changing specifications and the desire for a prestigious, high quality 
building can also be blamed. 1328 
Ferry 1329 and Naou M1330 have also linked the experience and sophistication of a 
client to the likely success of a project, although Bresnen 1331 found no such link. 
it is also claimed that the client sector can also influence returns. Indeed, margins 
on private jobs are generally perceived as being higher than that for public 
work. 1332 The author suspects that the public sectors' more frequent utilisation of 
an audit of all contract final accounts might also limit growth in margin variance. it 
is also worth noting that the risk of the employer not paying a contractor due to 
insolvency is much reduced on public-sector work which might make this sector 
more desirable when marketing or bidding. 
13M Derek H. T. (RMIT Australia) 'Procurement Systems and construction time Performance" Paper published East Meets West 
Procurement Systems Symposium CIBW92 Hong Kong, CIB Proceedings Publications 175 - 1994 
VIV Sidwell, AC. - 'A Critical Study of Project Team Organisational Forms within the Building Process' PhD thesis, Department 
of Construction and Environmental Health, University of Aston, Birmingham op cit - 1982 
113n Builder and Engineer - Feature on Cost Overruns on Public Buildings -p22124 op cit - August 2001 
11= Ferry, D- "Client Consultant expectations: fact or fantasy? The Quantity Surveyoes point of view" The Building Economist 
1330 
June page 8-10 op cit 1978 
Naoum, SG - "Procurement on a Project Performance -a comparison of management contracting and traditional 
contracting" occasional Paper No 42, Chartered Institute of Building, Ascot UK - 1991 
Bresnen. MJ, Haslam. CO, Beardsworth, AD, Bryman AE, Hell ET - 'Performance on Site and the Building Cl1ent7 
Occasional Paper No 42, Chartered Institute of Building, Ascot UK - 1988 
Morby, A: article In Construction News 'Industr)(s Margin of Improvement - 28 May 1998 
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Question 9 of the Industry Survey revealed that over 93% of the respondents 
believed the type of client could influence the outcome profit for a contractor with 
the majority perceiving the private sector to be a more profitable client than the 
public sector. 
The quantitative analysis of the subject companies' data revealed that over the 
period of the data sample 74% of their workload was from the Private Sector and 
26% from the Public Sector. Interestingly, Kier reported that their Client Sector 
split in 2002 was 77% Private and 23% PubliC1333 
The subject companies' data analysis revealed that private sector clients did yield 
greater profitability than that from public sector Employers. 
Indeed, mean tender/target margin was higher on Private work and margin 
variance was also higher, although this may have been partially confounded due 
to the public sectors more frequent adoption of competitive tenders rather than 
negotiated or partnered tender arrangements. 
The one-way analysis of variance initially indicated that the Client sector was 
significant in establishing variance, however, this was contradicted by the multi- 
way tests, which suggested that the significant result was due to confounding by 
the competition variable as suggested earlier. 
6.5.2 Documentation -B of Qv Plan and Specification Contracts 
The allocation of risk faced by a contractor is influenced by the method of tender 
documentation and measurement forming the contract documents. 
Fully measured Bills of Quantities as found under the JCT Standard Form of 
Building Contract 1980/1998 with Quantities puts the risk of under measurement 
with the Employer. Plan and Specification contracts such as the JCT Standard 
Form of Building Contract 1980/1998 Without Quantities leave the contractor to 
assume the risk of accurate measurement of quantities. 
033 Dodds, J (Chief Executive) and Mattar, D (Group Finance Director) - Kier Regional Analysis of Awards In feature by John 
Leitch 'Kier Royale' Contract Journal 20/10/04 p 30 & 31. (Kier's Martin Scarth supported this research by peer group 
review and interviiew to verify the methodology adopted - see 4.7 of this thesis) 
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One might expect more variance or greater Final Account increase on projects 
procured traditionally under JCT 80/98 Standard Forms of Contract with 
Approximate Quantities as the basis of tender measurement. Indeed, Powell- 
Smith and Chappell 1334 point out that with approximate quantities the tender sum is 
merely indicative of the final figure as the entire project will be completely re- 
measured on completion and priced on the basis of the rates in the Bills of 
Quantities. 
Similarly, the JCT Practice Note 20 1335 states that the Approximate Quantities form 
should be considered when the employer requires an early start on site such that 
adequately detailed contract documents cannot be prepared and the final account 
price will obviously be far less certain. Such uncertainty is more likely to suggest 
greater outcome cost variance. 
Question 8b of the Industry Survey revealed that the respondents felt cost-plus to 
be the most profitable type of tender measurement; Bills of Approximate Quantities 
were second; Schedules of Rates third; Firm Bills of Quantities next; and Plan and 
Specification to be the least profitable. The result is repeated below in Figure 6.3. 
Fiq 6.3 - Industry response to Questionnaire Q8b to measure Perception of 
most profitable tVpe of tender measurement (%) 
Question 8 (b) 
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13U Powell-Smith, V and Chappell, D- Building Contracts Compared and Tabulated (2"d Edition) Legal Studies and Services 
13M 
(Publishing) Ltd Chapter 2 Page 44 
Joint Contracts Tribunal Practice Note 20 
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The subject companies' quantitative data was not presented in quite the same 
manner as the qualitative survey, but this revealed under 5.3.1.6 (Test 1) that 
projects procured under other modes of procurement such as cost-plus and 
schedules of rates were more profitable. The results also revealed that tenders 
for plan and specification projects included tender margins, which was slightly 
higher than tender margins for Bills of Quantities projects. This might reflect the 
perceived higher risk associated with such projects and may also reflect that Plan 
and Specification contracts tend to be typically smaller in value and therefore often 
attract a higher percentage mark-up. 
The margin variance or increase in tender margin to make-up the final margin was 
also slightly higher under Plan Specification than Bills of Quantitative projects. 
This might suggest that the risk of non-recovery due to the contractors risk of 
under-measuring Plan and Specification projects may be more than compensated 
by the benefit of retaining any over-measurement and the less strict methodology 
for valuing variations under the Plan and Specification issue of Tender 
Documentation. 
The subject companies data also revealed under 5.3.1.7 (Test 1) that whilst Cost- 
reimbursement/Fixed Fee was the most profitable form of Tender Measurement 
that remeasurement bills of quantities as found under Approximate Quantities 
contracts were more profitable than lump-sum, firm quantities measures. 
However, the Analysis of Variance test found that neither the variables of Bills of 
Quantities v Plan and Specification contracts or Lump Sum v Re-measurement 
Contracts to be significant and therefore, whilst interesting, no inference should be 
relied upon from these findings. 
6.5.3 Competition - Negotiated or Competitive Tender 
A focus on more negotiated work instead of competitively tendered projects has 
been noted as a method of reducing contractors overheads and increasing 
profitability. 1336,1337.1338 
" Gains, J- (then Chief Executive of John Mowlem) -"MovAern axes 170 jobs after revlew'- Building 21 January 2000 
Mason, P (Chief Executive, Amec) "Amec cuts 2500 jobs to boost margins' - Building 4 February 2000 
White, D -"Carillion axes 50 jobs In regional reshuffle"- Building 19 May 2000 
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Numerous contractors 
1339,1340,1341,1342,1343,1344,1345,1346,1347,1348 have directly linked 
increased profits to an increase in partnered and negotiated work. 
Only occasionally does the construction media recognise that a contractor 1349 
might prefer to focus on the competitive tender market. It is assumed that this 
strategy could be more profitable if the contractor wins more tendered work due to 
the lack of competition caused by other main contractors withdrawing from the 
competitive arena. 
Question 7b of the Qualitative Industry Survey revealed that 87.93% of 
respondents believed negotiated tenders were ultimately more profitable than 
competitive tender enquiries. 
Analysis of the subject companies' quantitative data revealed that the mean tender 
margin was lowest on competitive tenders, which would be expected due to the 
fear of competition restraining the target margin. 
These results are re-presented below in Table 6.2 and illustrated graphically in 
Figure 6.4. 
Table 6.2 
Competitive Semi-negotiated Negotiated 
Mean Tender Margin 4.75% 5.17% 5.72% 
Mean Margin Variance 5.17% 10.43% 9.11% 
Mean outcome Margin 9.92% 15.60% 14.83% 
Number 1132 36 342 
1 7 1; 0/- 24% 1 22.6% 
030 Enticknapp, C (then Chief Executive, Willmott Dixon) - "Willmott Dixon's drive for partnering sees profits rise by 200/6" - 
Contract Journal pl 3- 14 April 2003 
tm Morrison, F (then Chairman Morrison) - *Industries Margin of Improvemenr article In Construction Now 28 May 199s 
"41 Mason, P (Chief Executive, Amec) -"Amec cuts 2500 jobs to boost margins* article In Building 4 February 2000 
1342 Watson, P (Chief Executive Birsey Partnering path pays off for buoyant Birse' -Construction News 10 February 2000 
Gains, Sir J (then Chief Executive Mowlemy (O'Rourke Rampage" -Construction News, page 14& 15 - 18 March 2004 
Wyllie, A (Construction MD. Taylor Woodrow) "Building a Reputation* Contract Journal page 18& 19 - 17 September 2003 1315 Gdce, I (Chief Executive, Alfred McAlpine) 'Contractors declare success In shifts to support servicee-Building page 22 - 19 
March 2004 
046 Cleaver, P- (ex Chief Executive of MansellrMansell seeks Margins jump%Construction News, 2001 
MY Bovis Lend Lease-ý'Bovis Lend Lease lifts pre-tax profit7- Contract Journal 22 August 2001 
no Hodgkinson, P- (Chief Executive Simons Construction) op cit 
U40 Sheldon, M- (Bowmer & Kirkland Finance Director) -B&K Scores In Competitive Arena - Contract Journal 15 ADHI 2004 
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Fig 6.4 - Tender Marqin and Marqin Variance by Tender Type 
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Interestingly, however, the tender/target margin was not significantly higher on 
semi-negotiated and negotiated tenders. 
One might suppose the element of competition on semi-negotiated bids would still 
limit the tender margin and on negotiated contracts it can only be assumed that 
pre-agreed margins based or expected or previous margins achieved on 
competitive tenders are as high as a contractor can justify under negotiation. 
Similarly, it might be that a dominant employer will only negotiate with a single 
contractor on the strict condition that mark-ups are held at the same or similar 
rates to those achieved in the competitive arena. 
However, once on site, the margin variance was much more significant on 
negotiated and even more so on semi-negotiated projects. 
This enhancement in margin could be derived as a result of the contractor's earlier 
involvement having facilitated a stronger on-site performance. 
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Negotiated Competetive Semi Neg 
Alternatively, it might be suggested that the balance of the original tender 
evaluation might not have been prepared quite so competitively under semi. 
negotiated and negotiated bids as the contractor would have less reason to utilise 
the lowest sub-contractor or supplier price within the tender as this would only 
increase risk and limit the opportunity for future profit. This practice Is not 
dissimilar to what Minogue 1350 referred to as the "massaging" of subcontract 
tenders by the contractor overtly using onerous conditions to transfer risk that is 
properly the contractor's to the subcontractor at the client's cost (for example, 
obligations to provide preliminary items that should be in the contractor's lump 
sum), or covertly, through such tools as discounts. 
Alternatively the contractor could have simply re-negotiated the mark-up and lump 
sums at the end of the second stage - sometimes with good reason, if the project 
has developed in a way that it had not anticipated as predicted by Minogue. 1 351 
Test 7 analysed the Quantitative subject companies' data by two-way analysis of 
variance to test the Competition variable of either "Competitive or Negotiated" or 
"Semi-Negotiated" tender. These results showed the issued of Competition 
(Negotiated or Competitive tender) to be the most significant variable with an F- 
Ratio of 20.54. The 5% significant level for F is 2.996. 
Interestingly, the subject company recorded 342 out of 1510 contracts as having 
been negotiated which represents 22.6% compared with 5.9% recorded as being 
negotiated in the RICS 2001 survey. 1352 
Similarly, the semi-negotiated or two-stage tender opportunities represented 36 
out of 1510 projects, which equates to 2.38%. This compares to 4.1 % recorded in 
the RICS survey. 1353 
Kier Regional who independently supported this research methodology reported 
40% of their workload in 2002 as having been secured by negotiation with 60% 
from competitive tender. 1354 
"* Minogue, A (Partner in solicitor CMS Cameron McKenna) -'Dodging two stage pitfalls" - Building magazine 28 April 2000 
"61 ! bid 
"52 Royal Institution of Chartered surveyors - Survey of Contracts In Use - op cit 
=3 Ibid 
Dodds, J (Chief Executive Kier Group) -"Kier Royale* - Contract Journal pages 30 & 31 op cit - 20 October 2004 
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6.6 IMPACT OF DIFFERING CONTRACTORS ON MARGIN VARIANCE 
The qualitative Industry Survey questioned whether some contractors are likely to 
be more profitable than others. 
The response to Questions 12a and b revealed that 91.38% of respondents felt 
some contractors would be more profitable than others and that some would enjoy 
greater profit than others under certain forms of procurement. 
The quantitative analysis of subject companies' data included Test 8 being a one- 
way analysis of variance between the contracting companies. This test found that 
the contractor variable was highly significant. Test 1, section 5.3.1.9 illustrated the 
difference in mean tender margin and mean variance for each of the fifteen 
companies in the sample. 
The results indicate the best performing company, in terms of outcome margin 
was Company "C" with 13.70% average gross site profit. The worst was Company 
with 9.12%. 
Interestingly, the company "C", the most profitable was the smallest in terms of 
annual turnover and average project value. Company "F", the worst performing in 
terms of average gross site profit was the largest in terms of annual turnover and 
average profit value. 
It has been suggested that smaller projects are more profitable in terms of 
margin declining as project size grows. However, this higher margin is required to 
1355,1356 
be able to support the proportionally higher overhead. This finding was also 
corroborated by Test 1, Item 5.3.1.12 which also identified this trend as repeated 
below in figure 6.5. 
rim Evans, J (MC of Wrekin Construction) - "Wrekin back In the black after restructure' - Building OP Cit -9 August 2002 MG Betts, M (J P Morgan) -'Industry set for a year of consolidation* -Building 7 January 2000 op dt 
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Whilst this test on the impact of differing operating companies on margins was 
significant the individual results are obviously far more important to the operating 
companies themselves rather than any other researcher. 
6.7 CONTRACT SUM & F/A VARIANCE - PROFITABILITY IMPACT 
6.7.1 Background 
Vergora 1357 and Park' S1358 research leads one to expect that the final outcome cost 
of a project to be statistically distributed symmetrically around the estimated cost. 
One might expect cost over-runs to be more probable on cost-plus contracts as 
the initial scope is much less likely to be fixed; indeed the very reason for selecting 
a cost-reimbursement procurement route is often to accommodate such 
uncertainty in the knowledge that the Employer retains all the financial risks. 
Management procurement also offers little cost certainty. 
W Vergora, AJ- Probabilistic Estimating and Applications of Portfolio Theory in Construction - PhD Dissertation - University 
of Illinois - 1977 Ixe Park, WR- The Strategy of Contracting for Profit - Prentice Hall - 1966 
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Under Traditional Procurement variations are reported to be numerous, with 
information delays, design mistakes and omissions all being paid for by the client. 
Buying savings accrued by the contractor are not passed to the Employer and the 
liability for nominated subcontractors remains with the employer. 
Cost variance to the Employer under Design and Build procurement should In 
theory be less significant due to the greater transfer of risk to the contractor, 
although limited cost control on the variation of variations could compromise this. 
However, it was the correlation between cost variance, that is the difference 
between Contract Sum and Final Account and its impact on the outcome 
profitability, that was the principal driver for this analysis. 
Test 1 revealed, under 5.3.1.4, that the Final Account for the subject companies 
was more closely aligned to the original tender/contract sum under certain types of 
procurement. 
Traditional with a design Portion Supplement; Cost-Plus; and Traditional 
Procurement all indicated mean cost over-runs of 7.50%, 6.93% and 5.94% 
respectively. Very small variance on the majority of Design and Build and 
Traditional Procurement Final Accounts was noted. 
The Design and Build mean variation in Final Account was slightly less at 5.82%. 
Other Procurement, which included Employer Own Forms of Contract, recorded 
an average cost overrun of 2.42%. 
The Management Procurement result was based on a very small data sample, 
which included one project with a multi-million pound saving on final account 
against contract-sum due to a large omission in the scope of works. This unusual 
event affected the small data sample for management procurement to perhaps 
erroneously reflect an average under-spend of 18.83% on final account. 
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6.7.2 Result of Qualitative Inclustrv Survey 
Question 6a of the Qualitative Industry Survey dealt with the issue of Final 
Account variance and found that 77.59% of respondents considered that the scale 
of the difference between the tender/contract sum and the ultimate final account 
could influence the outcome margin for corrections. 
Question 6b took this issue one stage further and suggested that a big difference 
between the tender/contract sum and the final account sum will result generally In 
higher margin. 
These results, which are reprinted graphically in figure 6.13, appear to suggest 
that the purported relationship between increased final accounts and increased 
margins is only agreed by a small majority of respondents. Whilst this perceived 
correlation is less certain, still only 17.24% disagreed with the purported 
relationship. 
6.7.3 Result of Quantitative Subaect Companies' Data Collection 
Test 4 revealed that the mean variance between Contract Sum and Final Account 
was 7.95% although the median was 2.39%. 
The range included one project with a 46.49% reduction at the Final Account stage 
from the original Contract Sum. Another outlier included a project with an 80.2% 
increase in Final Account. The variance was not tested against the outcome 
margin within the thesis. 
6.8 IMPACT OF PARTNERING ARRANGEMENTS ON PROFITABILITY 
6.8.1 Backwound 
Sir Michael LathaM1359 has claimed that under Partnering the employer gets the 
job at the price he wanted 1360 and both the contractor and subcontractors also get 
their margins. 
1361 
me Latham, Sir M- The Team Player - Article and Interview by Andrew Moody reflecting on the success of Latham's report 
'Constructing the Team'extracted from Midland Builder & Engineer, issue 31, pages 4 to 6- December 1996197 
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In 1995, the Reading Construction Forum 1362 published a report entitled 'Trusting 
the Team'which claimed that partnering between clients, contractors, consultants 
and subcontractors could reduce construction costs by 30% or more. The Forum 
claimed partnering not only reduces costs, but also brings faster construction 
times, better quality, better certainty and continuity of work and, crucially to this 
research, improved profits. ' 363 
One of the authors, John Bennett1364 claimed partnering would make 'everyone 
richer and work more enjoyable. ' These claims of enhanced profitability on 
partnering contracts are very pertinent to this research, particularly when 
considered from the contractors perspectives. Indeed, Colin Carter, as an advisor 
to the UK Treasury's Central Unit on Procurement, is quoted as claiming that most 
significantly of all partnering's benefits is that of contractors involved in his 
research their profits all rose by between 4% and 9% on partnering projects. 1365 
Many contractors have also been reported as having linked their business 
strategies and success to the practice and experience of 
partnering. 
1366,1367.1368,1369,1370,1371.1372 
In October 2002, Masons published their Report1373 . This report found that 
Partnering lowered legal costs with less disputes, lower marketing costs and 
reduced risk. One participant to the Report quoted "the profit margin is now priced 
into contracts rather than being wrung out through wrangling over a conventional 
contract. " Another termed it "achieving the expected margin without a fight. "1374 
t3O Hazel[, S (Sole Principal of Hazell and Co Solicitors) - Building Magazine, Page 37 - 26 January 1996 
061 Latham, Sir M- The Team Player - Article and interview by Andrew Moody reflecting on the success of Latham's report 
Constructing the Team'extracted from Midland Builder & Engineer, Issue 31, pages 4 to 6- December 1996197 
tw Atkin, Dr (Reading University) & Kennedy B (National Contractors Group) et al op cit 
230 Bennett, Professor J and Jayes, S- 'Trusting The Team" - The Best Practice Guide to Partnering In Construction, Centre 
for Strategic Studies In Construction, The University of Reading (With partner task force of the Reading Construction Forum) 
op clit - 1995 
tw Bennett, Professor J (Director - Centre for Strategic Studies In Construction), The University of Reading - Article extracted 
from Construction News, page 3- 22 June 1995 
1130 Carter, C (Advisor to UK Treasury's Central Unit on Procurement) - Speaking at Euroforum Conference. repeated In New 
Builder, 12 May 1995, page 19 - May 1995 
no Morrison, F- The Chairman of Morrison Construction Group - Business Section of Building Magazine, pl 6- 06 December 
1996 
VW Hodgkinson, P- (Chairman and Chief Executive of Simons Construction) - Building, P 50 & 51 - 11 August 1995 
an McKenna, J (Taylor Woodrow Construction Holdings Managing Director) - Construction News, page 5-5 October 1995 
me Roberts, D- (Chief Buyer of Lovell) - Building, page 16 -8 November 1996 
tm Birse, P- (Chairman of Birse Construction) - 'Partnering and Negotiating Put Birse Back Into Black', Building, p 13 23 
tvi 
February 1996 
Marsh, G- (Then Managing Director of Galliford pre-merger with Try) - 'Partnering Cuts Galliford's Coshe - Contract 
Journal 12 October 1995, Page 8 and 10 October 1996. page 5 and construction News, 25 January 1996 
1102 Freeborn, D- (Director of Jarvis) - Contract Journal, page I- 29 August 1996 
073 Armitage, (MD Construction Forecasting and Research) 'Construction Partnering In Practice' -Masons October 2002, op, cit 
W4 ibid 
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However, whilst certainty of return was mainly reported to have improved, the 
overall margin on partnered projects was felt by many participants to be lower than 
that achieved on conventional projects. While that was naturally a source of 
regret, the other benefits of Partnering were felt to outweigh this. 1375 This 'lower' 
than anticipated overall margin was reported as having been due to some 
ultimately dominant partners abusing their positions of strength. 1376 
Indeed, a number of demonstration projects that emerged from the Egan"" 
inspired Construction Excellence' 378 purporting to be 'example' contracts 
epitomising best practice initiatives, tend to confirm this opinion. The key 
performance indicators emerging from their projects did indicate stronger 
performance in soft-issues such as staff turnover, employee satisfaction, 
environmental issues and reasonably strong performance on measures such as 
minimisation of defects and predictability of cost and time. 1379 
However, and perhaps most critically to this research, the demonstration projects 
which generally included many 'partnering' style approaches returned lower 
contract profitability than that achieved on average by 'all construction' companies 
carrying out more traditionally procured contracts. Although the comparison 
lacked a robust or academically structured comparison the result nevertheless was 
reported as suggesting that collaboration does not enhance a contractors 
profitability. 1380 
Constructing Excellence Chief Executive Dennis Lenard 1381 suggested that this 
was because demonstration project companies invested much more heavily in 
training, but a more widely-held industry view is that one makes less profit working 
collaboratively - because there is less risk. 
1382 
WS Armitage, (MD Construction Forecasting and Research) "Construction Partnering in Practice" -Masons October 2002, op cit 
we ibid 
W7 Egan, Sir J (author of Rethinking Construction - DETR) quoted In Builder & Engineer July 2004 at launch of 2004 UK 
Construction Key Performance Indicator (KPI) results - 1998 
Building Magazine Article *Constructing Excellence Focus* - Building 4 February 2005 
Construction Manager Article - page 10 - July/August 2004 
Ibid 
Lenard, D (then Chief Executive of Constructing Excellence) quoted In Construction Manager - July/August 2004 page 10 
and RICS Business p5 July/August 2004 
t382 Construction manager Article -p 10 - July/August 2004 
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6.8.2 Results of Qualitative Survey on Partnering and Profit 
Results of Qualitative Industry Survey dealt with the issue of Partnering and found 
that 65.51% of respondents felt the procurement concept of partnering generally 
increases contractors outcome profit. 
A significant majority of respondents felt that partnering generally increases the 
contractors outcome profit, although the Managing Director of Galliford, and the 
Managing Director of Wates Construction both added a note to the questionnaire 
to identify their opinion that long-term partnering reduces the profit margin, but is 
more sustainable. 
6.8.3 Results of Companies Quantitative Data on Partnering & Profit 
Test 9 conducted an Analysis of Variance to Determine the Margin Variance 
attributable to Partnering and Procurement Arrangements. The 5% significance F 
critical value for this test was 3.841. The F ratio achieved was a very significant - 
15.645 - suggesting that Partnering does have an impact on margin variation. 
Test 1 under 5.3.10 indicated that the subject companies enjoyed a slightly higher 
tender margin of 6.61% on Partnered projects against 4.86% on Non-Partnered 
projects, presumably due to a lack of competition. 
The same test also indicated much stronger margin variance, that is growth in 
tender margin to outcome margin, of 10.24% under Partnered projects against 
5.89% under Non-Partnered projects 
Consequently, the final actual outcome mean margins on Partnered work was 
16.85% against 10.75% on non-partnered. This difference of 6.10% falls within 
the UK Treasury Central Unit's advisors report1383 of increased profit margins of 
between 4 and 9% for other contractors undertaking partnering. The same data 
sample also revealed that the trend in partnered margins was also seen to be 
increasing. 
"83 Carter, C- (Advisor to UK Treasury's Central Unit on Procurement) - Speaking at Eumforurn Conference May 1995, 
repeated In New Builder, p 19 - 12 May 1995 
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These results would suggest by triangulation that both the qualitative and 
quantitative data analysis prove that Partnering increases contractor's margins 
and continue to do so, justifying the view of LathaM1384 and Bennett' S1385 and the 
number of contractors advocating this procurement route as a business strategy. 
It also contradicts the recent reports' 386,1387 suggesting the partnering does not 
equate to higher profits. The author might even cynically suggest that some 
contractors might not wish to broadcast better profit margins from partnering for 
fear that the Employees might seek to re-negotiate the agreed mark-ups or even 
return to more traditional forms of contractor selection and procurement. 
However, it should be noted that the subject company data collected for this 
analysis spanned the period 1986 to 2000. It cannot therefore be ruled out that 
more recent reports may reflect more current findings. 
6.9 THE IMPACT OF DISPUTES ON PROFITABILITY 
6.9.1 Background 
it is broadly accepted that the UK construction industry has, in recent years, 
become highly adversarial and contentious with many writers and researchers 
such as Clegg, 
1388 College 1389 , Baden- Hellard 
1390, Longford et a11391 , Fenn' 
392,1393 
, 
Newey 1394 and Heath 
1395 
and more recently LathaM1396, all believing that the 
occurrence of conflict is inherent within the organisational framework of the UK 
construction industry. 
Latham, Sir M- The Team Player - Article and Interview by Andrew Moody reflecting on the success of Latham's report 
Constructing the Team* extracted from Midland Builder and Engineer, Issue 31, p4-6 op cit - December 1996/1997 
Bennett, Professor J (Director - Centre for Strategic Studies In Construction) The University of Reading - Article extracted 
from Construction News page 3 op cit - 22 June 1995 
Constructing Partnering In Practice - Published by Masons, op cit - October 2002 
construction Magazine Article - July/August 2004 
Clegg, S. R- Contracts Cause Conflicts, Construction Conflict: Management and Resolution. Peter Fenn and Rod Gameson 
(Eds), pp 128-144, E &F. N. Spon, London - 1992 
College, B- 'Construction Contracts: Towards a new relationship% construction conflict: Management and Resolution. Peter 
Fenn and Rod Gameson (Eds), pp 229-249, E&F. N Spon, London - 1992 
Baden-Hellard, R- 'Construction Conflict- Management and Resolution'. Construction Conflict Management and 
Resolution, Peter Fenn and Rod Gameson (Eds), pp 35-46, E&F. N Spon, London - 1992 
Langford, DA Kennedy, P. and Sommerville, J- "Contingency Management of Conflict An Analysis of Contract Interfaces". 
Construction Conflict Management and Resolution , Peter Fenn and Rod Gameson (Eds). pp 64-71. E&F. N. Spon, 
London 1992 
Fenn, P- Managing Corporate Conflict and Resolving Disputes on Construction Projects. ARCOM - 1991 
Fenn, P and Gould, N- Dispute Resolution in the UK Construction Industry. Proceedings of First Plenary Meeting of TG15, 
Kentucky - 1994 
Newey, J- "The Construction Industry% Construction Conflict: Management and Resolution, Peter Fenn and Rod Gameson 
(Eds), pp 21 -24, E&F. N. Spon, London - 1992 
Heath, B. C, Hills. B, & Berry, M- 'The Origin of Conflict Within the Construction Process7, Proceedings of First Plenary 
Meeting of TG1 5. Kentucky - 1994 
Latham, Sir M- Constructing the Team- HMSO - op cit - 1994 
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Considerable research 
1397,1398,1399,1400,1401,1402 has been undertaken to test the 
correlation between procurement choice and the incidence of claims or disputes. 
It has also been found by Conlin, Langford and Kennedy, 1403 from the results 
obtained from the research so far that there is a correlation between the types of 
procurement method adopted and the types and frequencies of disputes occurring. 
Professor Capper 1404 and Thompson and Perry 1405 found that disputes are 
perhaps more likely to arise through the use of traditional UK standard forms. 
The UK construction industry is said to spend as much as E3.3bn per annum on 
disputes and this is certainly accompanied by reduced productivity and increased 
costs. 
1406 
6.9.2 Results of Qualitative Industry Survey on Dispute Experience 
Question 10a asked if respondents believed whether the form of procurement 
adopted could influence the number and/or scale of disputes in the industry. 
96.55% of respondents agreed that procurement was a factor and 100% of 
respondents, in answering question 10b felt that such disputes could influence the 
outcome profit for a contractor. 
Ouestion 10A revealed that over 96% of respondents believed the choice of 
procurement can influence the number and/or scale of disputes in the industry. 
Question 10B identified the unanimous opinion that such disputes can influence a 
contractor's profitability. 
Davidson, C and Mohsini, R.. "Building Procurement :A Strategic Organization and Management Decision !. CIB-W-65, 
Symposium on The Organization and Management of Construction - 1987 
Havilland, D S. -"Project Delivery Approaches: An AIA Guide'. AIA, Washington - 1976 
2309 Havilland, D S. - 'Managing Architectural Projects: The Procese. AIA Washington - 1981 
Tarek, A. Meguld, A and Davidson, CH- (University of Montreal) 'Managed Claims Procurement Strategy (MCPS): A 
Preventive Approach" paper published at Procurement Systems Proceedings of C-1-13 W92 Symposium, Durban, South 
Africa 1996 
Mohsinl, R. A - Building Procurement Process: A Study of Temporary Multi- Organisations. Unpublished PhD Thesis, 
Faculte dAmenagment, UnIversite de Montreal, Montreal, Cle.. Canada - 1984 
Roberts, C. J. B. - Project Analysis and Organizational Design In Building: An Investigation into the Performance of Building 
Projects. Unpublished report, Washington University, St Lois, p 220 - 1974 
J. T. Conlin. DA. Langford & Kennedy, P- "The Relationship between Construction Procurement Strategies and Construction 
Contract Disputee - CIB W92 Symposium, Durban, SA, 1996 
Capper, Professor - op cit 
Thompson and Perry, op cit page 36 
Bower, D (University of Leeds) - Management of Procurement, Chapter 1, page II- Thomas Telford 2003 
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Question 10C revealed that "Cost Plus" is perceived to be the least adversarial 
form of procurement, but "Traditional" was thought to be the most likely 
procurement option to result in disputes. The "Design and Build* and 
oManagement" options were considered to be very similar in terms of propensity to 
experience disputes. One anonymous respondent added a note to the 
questionnaire to identify that the quality and thoroughness of the tender would be 
more of an influencing factor. 
In addition, the answer to question 11b revealed that 94-83% of respondents 
believed partnering reduced the level of disputes on a project. 
6.9.3 Results of Quantitative Data Collection on Disputes & Profitability 
Test 10 conducted a one way Analysis of Variance to determine the margin 
variance attributable to dispute experience classifying disputes experience into 
categories called: 'formal', 'informal' and 'none'. 
The 5% significance F critical value for this test was 2.996. The F ratio achieved 
was a significant 4.261, suggesting the occurrence of disputes does influence 
contractors margin variance. 
Test I also analysed the subject companies' experience of disputes under 
5.3.1-11. This analysis found that disputes were more prevalent under 
management procurement and traditional with design portion supplement and 
least likely under cost reimbursement/fixed fee and traditional lump sum 
contracting. 'Othee and Design and Build Procurement fell between the extremes. 
The same test went on to find a definite correlation between margin and disputes. 
Contracts experiencing formal disputes only averaged a final margin of 4.05%; 
informal disputes restricted margins to 8.84% whereas dispute-free projects 
enjoyed average outcome margins of 11.37%. By triangulation, this corroborated 
the qualitative industry survey's findings. It is therefore apparent that outcome 
margin was affected by disputes, although some might suggest that perhaps 
disputes were only instigated because outcome margins were so low. 
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The same test also found that differing frequencies of disputes occurred under 
different methods of tender invitation. Negotiated tenders resulted In least 
disputes, competitive second least, but perhaps surprisingly, semi-negotiated 
tender resulted in more disputes. This could of course be because some disputes 
may be instigated due to the semi-negotiated tender process itself, as the second 
stage tender may not achieve the expected budgets. 
Finally, this same test also considered the incidence of disputes under partnering 
agreements. This found that in accordance with expectations, disputes were far 
less frequent under partnering than non-partnering projects. 1.92% of Partnering 
projects resulted in some form of informal dispute compared with 6.12% of non. 
partnered projects. 
6.10 MACRO-ECONOMIC VARIANCES ON PROFITABILITY 
6.10.1 Backwound 
it might be considered that contractors are more profitable in times of economic 
prosperity when workload is high and turnover is plentiful. However, this point in 
the economic cycle is often accompanied by shortage of labour/resources and 
consequent rapid increase in supply costs, thereby mitigating profitability. 
Conversely, downturns in the economic demand can lead to greater supply side 
competition to secure scarce subcontracts and an adequate supply of resources to 
deliver obligations more cost effectively. 
6.10.2 Quantitative Analysis of Annual Profitability & UK Growth in GDP 
The Qualitative Industry Survey did not seek opinion on the impact of the macro- 
economic cycle, but test 1 of the quantitative data sample indicated that the trend 
in the subject companies' annual project mean outcome margin percentage 
against the National Statistics office's published GDP data. 
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The lack of correlation in the trend of the two data sets would tend to suggest that 
the economic cycle has little impact on a contractor's profitability as the advantage 
of additional opportunities and workload appears to be compromised by shortages, 
non-availability and the premium cost of resources due to overheating 1407 and over 
trading. 1408 
6.11 THE MEASURE OF RISK BY PROCUREMENT TYPE 
6.11.1 Backwound 
Different forms of procurement, different forms of contract and even the level of 
amendments there-to all transfer different levels of risk to contractors. 
Physical construction design and technological risks`9 are all transferred to 
different degrees. Clients should recognise that when deciding upon the allocation 
of risks, they will generally pay for those risks, even those that they make the 
responsibility of the contractor. 
It is generally acknowledged that design and build arguably places more 
responsibility and liability on to the contractor than any other principal form of 
procurement. 141 0 This greater responsibly and liability being placed on the 
contractor equates to greater risk. This has lead some contractor's to publicly 
retreat from the design and build market. 1411,1412 
Contractors typically include their own contingency in tenders to protect them from 
such risks and increase the size of the contingency as the level of risk 
increases. 1413 
Despite these protective contingencies, the contractor will not always evaluate the 
risk correctly. It is therefore anticipated that margins will vary more with some 
projects yielding exceptionally high profits and others even reporting losses. 
Muncey, A (MD-Gieeson) - Late Contracts blamed for Gleeson low margin - Contract Journal P1 0 op cit - 20 October 2004 
FoB News -'3D'issue - reporting Analysis of UK Building Contractors, Plimsoll Portfolio Analysis - 27 October 2004 
Smith, NJ -'Managing risk In Construction Projects! Blackwell Science, op cit 1999 
Hughes, W Gray, C& Murdoch, J- (Reading Universityy op cit 
Doherty. M- (Managing Director of McNichols)- 'McNichols axes 20 In retreat from Design and Build* Building April 2004 
1412 Brandon, J (Managing Director of Haymills) article In Contract Journal - 'Hayrnills tries new tactics* - 13 February 2003 "13 Bower, D (University of Leeds) - 'Management Procurement' Chapter Two - 'Contractor selection, contract award and 
contract law In the UK'- Thomas Telford, op cit pages 15 to 18 
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6.11.2 Quantitative Data on Variation in Margin by Procurement Type 
The Qualitative Industry Survey did not seek to formally address the impact of 
variations in the level of contractors risk associated with certain procurement 
types however; an anonymous respondent did make reference to this relationship. 
The Quantitative Survey of subject companies' data did, however, reveal the 
variations in outcome or actual margin by different procurement types in Test I 
section 5.3.1-14 
The highest average margin by different procurement types has already been 
analysed in 6.4, but this statistic partially conceals the variation in individual results 
that consolidate to form the mean. 
Analysis of the data spread and variance illustrated by scatter graphs revealed 
that Cost-Plus and Management resulted in very low risk to the contractor. 
Traditional and Traditional with Design Portion Supplement resulted in a slightly 
high risk; and Design and Build resulted in the highest risk. It was apparent from 
this analysis that the conventional perception of contractor risk defined by 
Turner 1414 and Morris and Hough 1415 was essentially substantiated by the findings 
in this analysis. 
Test 7 analysed the Quantitative subject companies' data by two-way analysis of 
variance to test the Competition variable of either "Competitive or Negotiated 
Tend e r" or "Semi-N egotiated" tender. 
These results showed the issue of Competition (Negotiated or Competitive tender) 
to be the most significant variable with an F-Ratio of 20.54. The 5% significant 
level for F is 2.996. 
Interestingly, the subject company recorded 342 out of 1510 contracts as having 
been negotiated which represents 22.6% compared with 5.9% recorded as being 
negotiated in the RICS 2001 survey. 1416 
U14 Turner, A- Building Procurement - MacMillan - Chapter 6 page 93 " Morris, PWG & Hough, GH - The anatomy of Major Projects - John Wiley & Sons, Chapter 11, Page 239 U* Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Survey of Contracts In use - op cit 
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Similarly, the semi-negotiated or two-stage tender opportunities represented 36 
out of 1510 projects, which equates to 2.38%. This compares to 4.1% recorded in 
the RICS survey. 1417 
Having established the credibility of the data sample, it is perhaps best to 
summarise the fact that, for contractors, the risk of losing money is significantly 
lower under the more collaborative modes of contractor selection and the more 
collaborative types of procurement. The higher risk associated with the contractor 
undertaking design or in managing larger or more complex projects as is typical 
under management procurement is noted. It is similarly noted that lower margins 
were achieved under these procurement routes. This would tend to support 
DrechslerS141 8 and Gleeson PS1419 view that the greater the contractors risk, the 
lower the return is. 
6.12 OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING THE OUTCOME MARGIN 
Test 7 analysed the variance in margin levels attributable to the type of client, 
method of tender measurement, lump sum or re-measurement contract and the 
mode of tender invitation, with the result that there was insufficient variance 
between the means to reject the null hypothesis with certainty. Therefore it was 
concluded that none of these factors significantly influence the outcome margin, 
however, this does not necessarily mean that their impact does not affect margin 
levels. 
Instead, it is possible that their impact may cause a variance in the margins, but 
the influence is not great enough to be of statistical significance. 
Similarly, it is possible that these factors do in fact still affect the post-contract 
margin level but the confidence level and minimal degree of freedom restricted the 
test to such an extent that it proved impossible to reject the null hypothesis. 
MY Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Survey of Contracts in use - op cit 
Drechsler, P- (Chief Executive of Wales) "Contractors Must Learn To Assess Risk* - Contract Journal p8 op cit -6 july 
2005 
Gleeson, D (Chairman Gleeson) - *Gleeson Sells Building Arm In Black Month For Contractors* Building op cit 24 March 
2005 
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In order to test this possibility further considerably more projects would need to be 
studied, but the possibility of the results still being confounded by other factors, 
such as the efficiency of the site staff, inclement weather, a large variance 
between the tender/contract sum and final account (see Test 4), variations or 
information delays, remains significant. Lastly, the possibility of computation error 
should be considered as with a multi-way analysis of variance test - like that 
employed in Test 7- there is a fear that the computer-based statistical software 
package may have mistreated the data due to it unbalanced nature. However, 
most software packages claim to be able to deal with this scenario, but this is not 
universally accepted. 
Additionally, the individual subject company was proven statistically in Test 8 to 
significantly affect the outcome margin, however, this conclusion has not been 
analysed further due to the huge range of possible reasons for such a result, such 
as the individual project staff, market conditions, geographical variances, level of 
competition, and proportion of negotiated work or design and build work etc. 
Indeed the Construction Industry Training Boards research publication 'Managing 
profitable Construction"1420 found simply that companies with higher skills were 
more profitable. In any event, the analysis of these other factors would only be of 
real benefit to the subject company and not the impartial reader. 
6.13 SUMMARY 
The preceding analysis was included to reassess and interprets the statistical 
findings of Chapter 5, with particular regard to the literature review and 
methodology discussed earlier along with the author's own thoughts. 
The first step in this analysis was to consider the suitability of the subject 
company's data with National trends and, with few exceptions, it was found that 
their statistics displayed considerable parity with both the R. I. C. S. 's National 
Survey of Procurement TrendS. 1421 This similarity suggested that the subject 
company's results could display some similarity to the experience of many other 
contractors nationally. 
U20 Construction Industry Training Board 'Managing Profitable Construction-The Skills PrOfile-July 2000 
UZI Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors - Survey of Contracts In Use 2001 op cit 
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Following this, it was found that the target margin was actually a rather poor 
predictor of actual margin; in fact Test 2 established that less than 10% of the 11 fina 
outcome margin was determined by the target tender margin. This would suggest 
that the overall margin variance range is affected by many of the other factors 
identified in this thesis. 
Of these other factors, it was found that both the mode of procurement and the 
form of main contract significantly affected the contractors outcome margin. A 
number of possible reasons for this variance were considered, but the principal 
relationship of risk, incentive and flexibility, which have been suggested by Turner 
and Morris and Hough 1422 to be the key procurement characteristics, appeared to 
also be linked to the outcome profitability level. 
Despite the high level of significance of these procurement related tasks it was 
found that a vast number of other factors still influence the outcome margin. For 
instance, although the type of client, method of tender measurement, lump sum or 
re-measurement contract type and mode of tender invitation failed to reject the null 
hypothesis it could not be proven that they did not have any impact on the end 
margin result. Indeed, the qualitative industry survey and many of the quantitative 
descriptive tests suggested significant correlation. 
Similarly, the individual operating company, any variance between the contract 
sum and the final account and the frequency and scale of disputes may also affect 
the outcome margin percentage, but their impact is likely to be so confounded as 
to make them quite indistinguishable. 
Of the five principal procurement variables, the contractoes optimum position to 
maximise average gross margin would in theory be to contract on cost-plus 
contracts only, but such opportunities are rare. Of the more common remaining 
procurement variables Traditional contracts (without a design portion supplement), 
then design and build, then Management would theoretically lead to the highest 
mean actual margins. 
"22 Morris, PWG and Hough GH -The Anatomy of Major Projects -John Wiley& Son, Chapter 11, page 239 
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The quantitative data analysis would suggest that traditional procurement with a 
contractors design portion supplement should be avoided if mean profit margin 
maximisation is the only consideration in favouring certain procurement options. 
If the contractor could combine this procurement preference with a Private 
Employer rather than Public Clients, where they have been selected by 
Negotiation (or secondly Semi-Negotiated routes) ahead of competition or better 
still by Partnering then gross margins would be higher. 
On the basis of the aforementioned study figure 6.6 below ventures to offer an 
alternative theoretical model or profitability index which is proposed to reflect the 
irnpact of the procurement route, contractor selection process and client sector on 
the contractors profit margin. 
The model simply reflects the findings that Private sector clients are more 
profitable for contractors than public sector clients and that partnered and 
negotiated/semi-negotiated contractor selection is more profitable than competitive 
opportunities. The correlations are illustrated below stated against the survey's 
findings of the relative profitability of differing post contract procurement methods. 
A focus on smaller, rather than larger contracts would also reap higher gross 
margins, but the likelihood of proportionally higher overheads compromises this 
strategy. 
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Fiq 6.6 - Theoretical Contractor Profitability Model 
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if you factor contractor's risk into the equation, as indicated on Table 5.33, the 
more collaborative forms of procurement such as cost-plus and management 
both score exceptionally well, but Traditional and finally Design and Build were 
found to contain the greatest risk to a contractor. 
These results would also allow figure 5.28 to be overlaid with a contractor's risk 
profile. The combined table can be proposed conceptually as a contractor's 
procurement risk: reward model as figure 6.7 below suggests. 
it is anticipated that this consideration of the results, in the context of the theory 
and literature review, has enabled inferences to be drawn and the results to be 
discussed in context. 1423 
1423 Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing 1997- op cit 
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Fig 6.7 - Conceptual Contractor's Procurement Risk: Reward Model 
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In conclusion it can be said that the procurement and contract related tests have 
proved to be significantly positive and representative of National trends to allow 
the author to confirm, the hypothesis that 'procurement does influence profitability'. 
Whilst innumerable other factors also impact on the final outcome margin, it is 
quite clear that procurement factors certainly influence a contractor's profitability. 
The results, inferences and theoretical frameworks Proposed herein support 
certain existing procurement and profit beliefs, but others, such as the profitability 
of traditional procurement, certainly challenge the current paradigms. 
This contribution to published knowledge of contractor's profitability may warrant 
consideration as an incremental, if not evolutionary, advance in construction 
procurement and profitability knowledge. 
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Other Cost-plus Traditional Design and Management Traditional 
Build with Design 
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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7.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 BACKGROUND 
Arguably one of the most important decisions a Client has to make prior to 
commencing any construction work is the mode of procurement and form of 
contract to be adopted. The Clienfs decision will be influenced by how quickly the 
project needs to be built, who is responsible for design, the level of complexity, the 
need for price certainty, the liability for risk, the quality level, the flexibility for 
change and level of price competition. 
No one method of procurement can offer the absolutely perfect mix of these 
factors. For instance, to benefit from speed of completion, risk avoidance, single 
point design liability and price certainty, Design and Build would appear to be the 
Employers best procurement option. However, this choice may compromise the 
flexibility for change, level of competition and the quality level and complexity limit 
may be questioned. 
The merits and demerits of each procurement and contract option have long been 
debated, indeed this was the subject of Chapter 3, but the question of the effect of 
the procurement choice on the contractors eventual profitability has received far 
less scrutiny and it was this relationship that formed the back-bone of this thesis. 
This conclusion unashamedly takes a "broad perspective", looking at the research 
executed as a whole, but focusing particularly on the hypothesis, objectives and 
, qims of 
the research, adopting an incremental approach to the generalisations 
which are made. 
1424 
7.2 INTRODUCTION 
In order to study the relationship between the choice of construction procurement, 
contractor selection and the contractors profitability level, a decision was made 
very early on to base the analysis statistically to test the hypothesis that 
sprocurement influences profitability'. 
Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - 1997 - op cit 
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To facilitate this study the subject matter was broken down into a number of 
specific headings and these were dealt with progressively. 
Following the introduction in Chapter 1, the issues of pre-contract procurement 
and in particular estimate and tender preparation were discussed in Chapter 2. 
The options of contractor selection by competitive tendering or negotiating with a 
single contractor were outlined and the principal components of a tender build-up 
were analysed in detail with particular regard to the target and probable profit 
margin. Lastly, the benefits and procedures involved in bidding strategy were 
discussed and the level of cost estimate accuracy and therefore the target tender 
margin was considered. 
The next stage of the thesis in Chapter 3, concentrated on the analysis of the 
principal modes of construction procurement along with their respective forms of 
contract. The purpose of this study was to consider the variances between the 
alternatives and the merits and demerits of each. 
l3oth Chapters 2 and 3 were based on the findings from the published literature 
review, but Chapter 4 dealt primarily with the methodology of interpreting the 
previous discussion and furthering the analysis to include a data collection 
consisting of a statistical survey of nearly 1510 individual projects of combined 
value in excess of Elbn from 15 separate autonomous contracting companies. 
The survey concentrated on collecting sufficient data to facilitate the analysis of 
margin variances in relation to certain procurement criteria. 
The potential variation between the factual findings from these contracting 
companies and the industry's perception of the procurement/profit relationship was 
examined by virtue of an industry questionnaire that was fully responded to by 58 
construction professionals. Chapter 5 concentrated on the presentation of the 
data and survey results and included an introduction, result summary and 
hypothesis test where relevant. Due to the complexity of the subject, no single 
test could confirm or reject the stated hypothesis that 'procurement influences a 
contractors profitability', however, a number of separate tests using the opposite, 
null hypothesis were employed and the results were discussed, triangulated and 
summarised in Chapter 6. 
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These results were produced from analyses of data. This concluding Chapter 7 
considers the results in the context of the topic and the whole of the study in order 
to determine what exists, why and how, and the considered consequences of 
issues examined in the research. 1425 
7.3 SUMMARY 
Further analysis and interpretation of the test results with regard to the earlier 
literature review, allowed the author to finally consider the suitability of the 
hypothesis. 
This analysis included finding that the subject companies procurement and 
contract experience was very similar to National trends, but that the target tender 
margin was a rather poor predictor of outcome margin with less than 10% of the 
final outcome margin being determined by the target percentage. 
Withstanding this, the key finding of this Chapter was that both the mode of 
procurement and the form of contract significantly influenced the contractor's 
outcome margin. Further analysis indicated that, of the principal modes of 
procurement, cost plus was most likely to achieve the highest margin, indicating 
an average margin of 13.30% for that procurement mode and its associated 
i. C. T. 67/98 Prime Cost Contract. 
Surprisingly, the subject companies' data collection from 1138 traditional contracts 
showed that Traditional Procurement was found to be the next most profitable 
procurement arrangement with a mean outcome margin of 10.99% including the 
highest margin variance of 6.02%. 
This finding contradicted the industry survey's expectations on the Profitability of 
traditional procurement to a contractor. The margin variance was the term given 
to the change in tender/target margin and final outcome margin. 
Fellows R, and Liu, A- Research Methods for Construction - 2nd Edition - Blackwell Publishing - 1997 - op cit page 228 
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The next most profitable of the principal procurement routes was Design and Build. 
With a strong positive margin variance of 5.22% the mean outcome margin 
achieved was 9.99% under Design and Build, but the range of returns was also 
more significant which is probably representative of the risk associated with such 
procurement. 
Management was the least profitable of the principal modes of procurement with a 
9.52% yield, but with a very low risk profile. 
Interestingly, whilst Traditional Procurement with a Contractors Design Portion 
supplement is not usually defined as a procurement route, such an arrangement is 
now quite common. This research, however, placed such a route as the least 
profitable arrangement at just 8.75% mean outcome margin. 
Conversely, the subject company's "other" procurement experience captured 
Measured Term Contracts, Employers Own Forms of Contract, the Engineering 
and Construction Contract and Sub-Contracts. The first three returned the 
strongest margin variance, and strong final outcome margin, but sub-contracts 
proved to be the least profitable. 
These findings certainly add to the contractor's knowledge of the likely profitability 
of contracts under differing types of procurement and even challenge the paradigm 
of avoiding traditional contracting. 
The research also illustrated that the Industry Survey and the Subject Companies' 
statistics found Private Clients to be more profitable than Public-Sector Clients, but 
the MANOVA test suggested that this result was not significant due to confounding 
by other variables, particularly competition. 
The question of competition, not surprisingly showed that both the Industry Survey 
and the Subject Companies' statistics found negotiated tenders to be more 
profitable than competitive. In fact, the subject companies' data actually revealed 
two-stage or semi-negotiated opportunities to be slightly more profitable than 
negotiated bids, both facilitating far stronger margin variance or post-tender profit 
enhancement, than competitive bids allow. 
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In both cases outcome margin was approximately 5% higher on negotiated or 
semi-negotiated bids than on competitive tenders. The MANOVA test indicated 
that this was the most significant other variable influencing profitability. 
The subject companies' statistics also revealed that the individual operating 
company was found to be significant as was expected from the Industry Survey. 
This clearly implies that some contractors are simply more profitable than others, 
regardless of the other aforementioned factors. 
The variance in Final Account, that is the difference between the original tender or 
contract sum and the final account, was also analysed in both the qualitative 
industry survey and in the quantitative data analysis of the subject companies' 
results. The survey respondents and the data analysis both predictably found 
differing scales of final account variance on differing forms of procurement, 
however, the impact of such a variance on a contractors outcome profitability was 
not analysed herein. 
The impact of profitability due to differing types of tender documentation, that is the 
use of Bills of Quantities or Plan and Specification arrangements was considered. 
similarly, the form of tender measurement, which includes lump sum bids; re- 
rneasurement tenders; schedules of rates; or cost reimbursement/fixed fee 
arrangements was also investigated. These options were analysed, as this 
variable was perceived to vary the allocation of risk to a contractor. 
The qualitative industry survey revealed that the respondents felt cost plus to be 
the most profitable form of tender measurement; bills of approximate quantities 
were second; schedules of rates third; firm bills of quantities next; and plan and 
specification arrangements to be the least profitable. 
The subject companies' quantitative data was not presented in quite the same 
manner, but this also revealed that projects procured under other modes of 
procurement such as cost plus and schedules of rates were indeed more 
profitable. 
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However, the subject companies' data also revealed that whilst cost 
reimbursement/fixed fee was the most profitable form of tender measurement, that 
re-measurement bills of quantities as found under approximate quantities 
contracts were more profitable than lump sum firm quantities methods of 
measurement. However, the margins on plan and specification projects were 
higher than bills of quantities arrangements contrary to expectations from the 
survey respondents. 
Despite this the analysis of variance test found that neither the variables of 
differing tender documentation or tender measurement was statistically significant 
nor therefore, whilst useful, no inference should be relied upon from these 
findings. 
LastlY, the impact of partnering on contractors profits was also considered against 
the established paradigm of enhanced margins being experienced under 
partnering arrangements. 
1426,1427,1428,1429,1430,1431.1432,1433,1434,1435 
Results of the qualitative industry survey found that 65.51 % of respondents felt the 
procurement concept of partnering generally increased a contractors outcome 
profit and the quantitative ANOVA test 9 also indicated that partnering had an 
impact on profitability. 
Test 1 indicated that the subject companies enjoyed a slightly higher tender 
margin on Partnered projects than Non-Partnered projects, presumably due to a 
lack of competition, but the same test also indicated much stronger margin 
variance, that is growth in tender margin to outcome margin under Partnered 
projects than under Non-Partnered projects. 
6-8 Latham, Sir M- The Team Player - Article and Interview by Andrew Moody reflecting on the success of Latham's report 
Constructing the Team" extracted from Midland Builder and Engineer, Issue 31. p4 to 6 op cit - December 199611997 
SdV Bennett Professor J (Director - Centre for Strategic Studies in Construction) The University of Reading - Article extracted 
from Construction News, page 3 op cit - 22 June 1995 
*d28 Carter, C- (Advisor to UK Treasurys Central Unit on Procurement) - Speaking at Euroforum Conference May 1995, 
repeated in New Builder, p 19 op cit - 12 May 1995 
Morrison, F- The Chairman of Morrison Construction Group - Building Magazine, p1 6 op cit -6 December 1996 
Hodgkinson, P (Chairman and Chief Executive of Simons Construction) - Building. P 50 & 51 op cit 11 August 1995 
McKenna, J- (Taylor Woodrow Construction Holdings Managing Director) - Construction News. page 5 op cit -5 October 
1995 - 
Roberts, D- (Chief Buyer of Lovell) - Building, page 16 op cit -8 November 1996 
Birse, P- (Chairman of Birse) -'Partnedng and Negotiating Put Birse Back Into Black', Building, p 13 op cit - 23 February 
1996 
Marsh. G- (Then Managing Director of Galliford pre-merger with Try) - 'Partnering Cuts Galliford's Costs' - Contract 
journal. 12 October 1995, Page 8 and 10 October 1996. page 5 and construction News. 25 January 1996, page op cit 
Freeborn, D (Director of Jarvis) - Contract Journal, page I op cit - 29 August 1996 
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Consequently, the final actual outcome mean margins on Partnered work was 
16.85% against 10.75% on non-partnered. This difference of 6.10% falls within 
the UK Treasury Central Unit's advisors report1436 of increased profit margins of 
between 4 and 9% for contractors undertaking partnering. 
The same data sample also revealed that the trend in partnered margins was also 
seen to be increasing annually, at least up to the Year 2000 when the data 
collection was completed. 
These results would suggest by triangulation that both the qualitative and 
quantitative data analysis prove that Partnering increases contractors margins 
and continues to do so, justifying the view of LathaM1437 and Bennett1438 and the 
number of contractors advocating this procurement route as a business strategy. 
it also contradicts the recent reports 1439,1440 suggesting the partnering does not 
equate to higher profits. 
The qualitative industry survey and the quantitative data analysis both upheld the 
established view that disputes influence the outcome profit for a contractor and 
that partnering reduced the occurrence of disputes on a project. 
in particular Test 1 revealed that disputes were more prevalent under 
management procurement and traditional with design portion supplement 
procurement and least likely under cost reimbursement/fixed fee and traditional 
jump sum contracting. "Other" and design and build forms of procurement fell 
between these extremes. It is of course quite possible that the complexity, scale 
and accelerated programme of a given project could lead to the adoption of a 
management procurement route. Such considerations could also increase the 
likelihood of a dispute. Consequently, the management procurement route could 
simply be the medium for an almost inevitable dispute to occur, rather than be the 
point of causation for such a dispute. 
SM Carter, C- (Advisor to UK Treasury's Central Unit on Procurement) - Speaking at Euroforum Conference May 1995, 
repeated in New Builder p 19,12 May 1995 
UV Latham, Sir M- The Team Player - Article and Interview by Andrew Moody reflecting on the success of Latham's report 
'Constructing the Team" extracted from Midland Builder and Engineer, Issue 31, p4 to 6 op cit - December 199611997 
1W39 Bennett. Professor J- (Director - Centre for Strategic Studies In Construction) The University of Reading - Article extracted 
from Construction News, page 3 op cit - 22 June 1995 
Constructing Partnering in Practice - Published by Masons, op cit - October 2002 
Construction Magazine Article -J ly/August 2004 
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The same test also found that negotiated tenders resulted in least disputes, 
competitive second least, but perhaps surprisingly, semi-negotiated tenders 
resulted in more. This could of course be because some disputes may be 
instigated due to the semi-negotiated/tender process itself, as the second stage 
tender may not achieve the expected budgets. 
It was found that the high significance of these results, the similarity of the subject 
companies data with National trends and the fact that the analysis of variance test 
is generally considered to be one of the most powerful statistical techniques , 
1441 
allowed the author to confirm the hypothesis that 'procurement influences a 
contractor's profitability'. 
However, it would be wrong to conclude the analysis with this simple statement as 
clearly a significant number of other factors also influence profitability. For 
instance, the professional team's input, the macro economy, the type of 
construction, regional variances, level of subcontract work, attitude of competitors, 
or the site staffs efficiency may all have some bearing on construction project 
rnargins. 
The tests employed in this study could not attempt to quantify all these factors due 
to the number of projects studied and their interactive affects. Indeed, the very 
nature of the industry, complete with its volatile derived demand, unforeseeable 
weather conditions, ubiquitous variation orders, un-predictable productivity levels 
and lack of task repetition which all plague the contractor, cause many of the 
factors which influence the final outcome margin to be so confounded that their 
individual effects are quite indistinguishable. 
it should be stated that whilst the measurement of these factors proved to be 
beyond the scope of this thesis, the fact that those tests that were employed did 
confirm that 'procurement influences a contractors profitability' corroborates the 
hypothesis result still further. 
W11 Fisher, RA- "Design of Experiments" - Oliver and Boyd (Reproduced by Moroney, MJ) - Facts from figures - Penguin 
Books Chapter 19 page 371 
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The application of these results would of course be more appropriate to the 
contractor than any other member of the construction industry. Indeed, in the light 
of this research, a contractor may wish to adjust their marketing strategy and bid 
levels to reflect the probable end margin results associated with the mode of 
procurement. 
Clearly there are not sufficient opportunities for major contractors to only follow 
cost-plus work, but the strong traditional procurement margin was not expected by 
the Industry Survey or by the media at large. 
of the remaining three principal procurement variances of Traditional, Design and 
Ewild and Management, the statistics indicate that only 1.47% separates the 
highest performing Traditional Procurement route from the least profitable 
Management route. 
Such a small difference might seem relatively insignificant, but if 1.47% could be 
directly transferred to the construction companies' net trading result, the corporate 
performance of the entire business would be significantly improved. Typically, all 
construction companies trade on very low operating margins, so much so that a 
1.47% increase in margin could lift the 25th highest performing contractor in the 
Top 50 table to gth place. -w-- 
Whilst detailed and broad, this study can still not claim to be totally 
comprehensive. Whilst the principal objectives have been met, this achievement 
does not fully realise the aim of the research. By examining the conclusions and 
comparing them with the initial aims and objectives, the author must make 
recommendations for implementation; acknowledge the limitations of the study; 
and make recommendations for further research. 
The evaluation of what has been concluded with high levels of confidence from the 
study has led to the aforementioned recommendations for implementation. 
Example based on 1.47% being added to Mowlem's 2003 resuff, see 
League table In Z4 Chapter 2 d&*Od fmm Building Magszin@s Industry rankings corrpW by 
iWartin Hewes and reported by Mark Lefty 2507/03 
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The limitations discussed in Chapter 4 have explained why the scope of the study 
and results were somewhat constrained. 
As for recommendations for further research, the author has suggested topics for 
study in the light of the knowledge gained from the research just executed, and the 
reasons why such further studies would be useful. The obvious recommendation 
of replicating the study with a larger sample, which might reinforce the results, can 
of course be taken as read. 
Throughout this chapter the transition from results to conclusions and 
re commendations through inferences has endeavoured to express and explain the 
insights such that the conclusions and recommendations will be informative. 
It is considered that this research supports and challenges some well-known 
procurement paradigms. The contribution to knowledge is an incremental, if not 
evolutionary advance in construction procurement and contractor's profitability 
knowledge. 
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GLOSSARY 
The definitions used in this glossary have been derived principally from those 
adopted by the Construction Industry Board Working Groups, the Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors Quantity Surveyors Division and the books referred to in the 
accompanying Bibliography. 
Approved list 
A list, of contractors who have qualified to carry out construction work for a client. 
The list is normally categorised according to the type and value that the contractor 
is competent to undertake. 
British Property Federation 
The client appoints independent consultants to act on his behalf to produce the 
design and supervise construction in much the same way as the conventional path 
but work within the system established by the BPF. 
Business case team 
A team of people with an understanding of the objectives of the client organisation, 
who may be from within an organisation or outside, or a mixture. In small projects 
one person can fulfil the role. 
CDM Regulations 
The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and any re- 
enactments and amendments. 
Central Office Overheads 
Central office overheads as distinct from job costed Site Overheads Preliminaries 
and Profit. 
Client 
The customer for construction. Also called the Employer. 
Client adviser 
The independent adviser, with a knowledge of construction and able to understand 
the client's business needs and objectives, including any special needs of the 
users. Engaged very early in the project to give impartial guidance on the best 
way to proceed. 
Client project manager 
The individual or organisation supplying the technical expertise to assess, procure, 
monitor and control the resources needed to complete the project. The client 
project manager should act in the client's interests and report directly to the project 
sponsor. 
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Competitive tendering 
The process of inviting tenders form more than one tendered to undertake work or 
provide services; preparation of tenders by the tenderers and their receipt by the 
client. 
Compliant tender 
A tender that complies in every respect with the requirements set out in the tender 
enquiry documents, 
Concept design 
An outline architectural and engineering design for the project, based on an early 
statement of the client needs. 
Construction 
The process of constructing a building, a civil engineering project or engineering 
construction work, including new structures, maintenance, repair and 
refurbishment. 
Construction Best Practice Programme 
A Construction Industry/DETR initiative set up in November 1998. The 
programme provides assistance to industry bodies to help them become more 
efficient. A programme management unit has been set up to co-ordinate its 
initiatives, benchmarking, lean thinking and partnering. Now evolved into 
Constructing Excellence 
Constructing Excelfence 
Formed following merger of Construction Best Practice and Movement for 
Innovation 
Construction Industry Board 
Established in 1995 to push the recommendations of the Latham report. It is an 
umbrella body linking the Construction Confederation, the Construction Industry 
Employers Council, the Construction Clients Forum and the Construction Industry 
Council. It steers the Construction Best Practice Programme with the DETR. 
Construction management 
The client appoints a specialist construction manager preferably at the feasibility 
stage to act as his agent and provide management of the project as a separate 
independent service. 
Construction project 
A series of activities to define, design, construct and put to use construction work. 
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Consultant 
An individual or organisation that contracts to undertake or mange construction 
work. 
Contract Strategy 
The contract strategy determines the level of integration of design, construction 
and ongoing maintenance for a given project, and should support the main project 
objectives in terms of risk allocation, delivery, incentivisation and so on. There are 
a number of different contract strategies; the recommended strategies to meet 
Achieving Excellence principles are as defined in OGC "06" Procurement and 
Contract Strategies. 
Contractor 
An individual or organisation that contracts to undertake or manage construction 
work. 
Conventional Procurement 
The client appoints independent consultants to act on his behalf to produce the 
design and supervise construction. Project delivery is viewed as a consequent 
ional process with design being largely completed before the appointment of the 
building contractor. 
Date for Completion 
The agreed date for Project Completion, as stated in the Contract. 
Date of Possession 
The agreed date for commencement of the Project on Site, as stated in the 
Contract. 
Defects Liability Period 
The period following Project Completion during which the Constructor shall have 
responsibility for rectification of defects. 
Design and build 
The OGC's definition is using a single contractor to act as the sole point of 
responsibility to a public sector client for the design, management and delivery of a 
construction project on time, within budget (taking account of whole-life costs) and 
in accordance with a pre-defined output specification using reasonable skill and 
care. 
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Designer 
An architect, engineer, specialist consultant or contractor responsible for the 
design of part or all of a project. 
Detailed design 
The design which defines and details every component of the construction work. 
Develop and construct 
An outline design is prepared by the clients independent design team which is 
then used as the basis for a contractor to develop the design (which may include 
proprietary products) and then to construct in accordance with the enhanced 
drawings. 
Final Account 
The account produced showing the final balance of the Agreed Final Price due 
between the Client and Constructor. 
Framework Agreement 
A framework agreement in itself gives no work to the contractor and may be non- 
exclusive. It is a long term commitment between parties that enables clients to 
place contracts on pre-agreed terms, specifications, rates, prices and mark-up that 
are embedded in the framework to cover a certain type of work over a period of 
time or in a certain location or both. 
HGCRA 
The Housing Grants Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 and any re- 
enactments, amendments and relevant regulations. 
Health and Safety Plan 
A health and safety plan for the Project as further described in the CDM 
Regulations. 
In-project evaluation 
A procedure for assessing the successes and failures of processes and 
participants when a project is in progress. The aim is to help to avoid poor 
performance and rectify it quickly if it occurs. 
KPIs 
The key performance indicators agreed between the Team members for 
measurement of their performance in relation to the Project. 
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Lead contractor 
The organisation that contracts with the client to construct (and sometimes design) 
the project. The lead contractor will usually engage subcontractors to construct 
(and sometimes design) specific parts of the project. 
Lead designer 
The senior designer, usually an architect or engineer, responsible for co-ordinating 
the work of all other designers. 
Management contracting 
The client appoints a management contractor preferably at scheme design stage 
to work alongside the other professional consultants, contributing construction 
expertise to the design and managing the construction. 
Movement for Innovation 
Set up in 1998 to implement the findings of Sir John Egan's 'Rethinking 
Construction'. On its board were industry figures that work part-time and meet 
once a month. Now merged into Constructing Excellence. 
National Schedule of Rates 
The principal National Schedules of Rates are fully resourced, updated and 
incorporate new items annually. They are providing any increasing number of 
building owners and contractors a proven and accountable system for the 
commissioning of building maintenance works. Costs can be closely estimated in 
advance of works orders being carried out and standards of materials and 
workmanship can be firmly controlled. 
The National Schedule of Rates are part of a complete option for undertaking term 
maintenance contracts. The JCT Standard Form of Measured Term Contract is 
recommended as being totally compatible for use with the National Schedules with 
which it is complementary. 
Open-Book 
Involving the declaration of all price components normally including Profit, Central 
Office Overheads, Site Overheads and the costs of materials, goods, equipment, 
work and services, with all and any relevant books of account, correspondence, 
agreements, orders, invoices, receipts and other relevant documents available for 
inspection. 
Partnering 
A relationship between parties to a project in which they work openly and jointly to 
achieve common objectives, with defined performance targets. Partnering may be 
entered into for a single project or a series of projects. By way of clarification the 
Reading Construction Forum defined partnering as "a management approach 
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used by two or more organisations to achieve specific business objectives by 
maximising the effectiveness of each participant's resources. The approach is 
based on mutual objectives, an agreed method of problem resolution, and an 
active search for continuous measurable improvements". 
PFI 
The OGC's definition is where the public sector contracts to purchase quality 
services, with defined outputs from the private sector on long-term basis, and 
including maintaining or constructing the necessary infrastructure so as to take 
advantage or private sector management skills incentivised by having private 
finance at risk. 
Planning supervisor 
A competent individual or organisation appointed by the client under the CDM 
regulations to co-ordinate health and safety issues during the planning and design 
phases of a project and to co-ordinate the production of the health and safety file. 
Post-project evaluation 
A procedure following the completion and/or occupation of a project which 
examines the successes and failures of all aspects of the project performance. 
Prefabrication 
The manufacture of sections of buildings which are then assembled on site. 
Preferred tenderer 
A tenderer selected to proceed towards a contract, subject to discussion. This 
might include negotiation of the scope or the pricing of the contract, or 
collaboration in the development of the final design (as in two stage tendering). 
Prime Contracting 
A single supplier, the Prime Contractor, is appointed to manage all aspects of 
construction - design, building works and completion including all those in the 
supply chain - architects, sub-contractors, materials suppliers, to ensure that the 
building is completed on time, to cost and to meet user specifications. 
Prime cost 
Independent consultants are appointed on the client's behalf to produce the design 
and supervise construction. Project delivery is often a sequential process with the 
design being developed alongside the construction. In this system, payment is not 
based on a predetermined contractual estimate. The contractor is paid whatever 
the work actually costs within the limits of the contractual arrangement. 
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Procurement Route 
The procurement route delivers the procurement strategy. It includes the contract 
strategy that will best meet the Client's needs. An integrated procurement route 
ensures that design, construction, operation and maintenance are considered as a 
whole; it also ensures that the delivery team work together as an integrated project 
team as defined in the Office of Government Commerce's Procurement Guide - 
06 - Procurement and contract strategies. 
Procurement Strategy 
The procurement strategy identifies the best way of achieving the objectives of the 
project, and value for money, taking account of the risks and constraints, leading 
to decisions about the funding mechanism and asset ownership for the project. 
The aim of a procurement strategy is to achieve the optimum balance of risk, 
control and funding for a particular project. 
Procurement system 
A method of obtaining and organising the external resources needed to complete 
a project. 
Profit 
Gain from the Project as distinct from Central Office Overheads and Site or direct 
costed overheads. Often called net profit. 
Project 
The project supplied, constructed and completed. 
Project brief 
The full statement of the client's functional and operational requirements for the 
completed project. 
Project execution plan 
The statement of policies and procedures designed to ensure that every aspect of 
the design and construction of the project is properly undertaken within the client's 
constraints, and to achieve the stated objectives. 
Project sponsor 
A senior executive from the client organisation who is responsible for delivering 
the project to meet the client's needs. The project sponsor manages the client's 
input into the project, co-ordinates the client's functional and administrative needs, 
works with stakeholders and users, resolves conflict on the client side and acts as 
the formal point of contact for the project team. 
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Project team 
All the consultants, contractors, specialists and others who come together to 
design, manage and construct a project. 
Qualification 
The process of assessing potential contractors as suitable and competent to 
undertake certain types and values of construction work against general, rather 
than specific, criteria. 
Retention 
Any amount agreed to be retained from the payment pending rectification of 
defects. 
Risk assessment and management 
A comprehensive assessment and management of the potential circumstances 
that might arise which could delay the building's completion, increase its costs or 
impact adversely on the quality of the buildings, including health and safety. 
Risk management 
A systematic procedure to identify, assess, control and manage risk on a project in 
order to minimise potential damage or loss. 
Selection 
The whole process of identifying the best tenderer from the available field, through 
qualifications, compiling the tender list, tendering and assessment. 
Signing off 
The process of formally recording the client's approval of briefing statements or 
design proposals. 
Single round tendering 
A process in which tenderers are asked to submit competitive tenders at one point 
only. It may be preceded by comparative assessments in the course of compiling 
the tender list (as in qualification), and may be followed by negotiation prior to 
agreement of the contract (as in two stage tendering). 
Single stage tendering 
A tendering process intended to lead directly to the award of a contract to the 
successful tendered for the works described in the tender enquiry documents. 
Site 
The site of the Project including everything above and below it. 
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Site Overheads 
Agreed Sito-specific overheads often job/projected costed as distinct from Central 
Office Overheads. 
Specialist contractor 
An individual or organisation which specialises in the construction (and frequently 
design) of a particular element of a project, and which may be employed either as 
a subcontractor or directly by the client. 
Stakeholders 
The key Interested parties, such as Investors and end-users, who views must be 
taken Into account during the development of a project. 
Standard forms of contract 
Printed forms of contract published by industry or organisations and intended for 
general use in dofining the obligations of the parties to a contract to carry out 
construction work. Different forms are Intended for different types of project. 
Suitos of contracts am becoming available that cover the obligations between all 
parties In a construction project (including client, lead contractor, subcontractors, 
consultants and others). 
StandardIsation 
The use of components which are made to general manufactured specification 
rather than an Individual project specification. 
Statomont of nood 
A docurriont which defines the objectives and needs of the client organisation. 
Stratogic brlof 
The statement of the broad scope and purpose of the project and its key 
parameters Including overall budget and programme, agreed at an early stage of 
the project. 
Sub-contractor 
An Individual or organisat; on employed by the load contractor to construct (and 
sometimes design) parl of a project. 
Tondor list 
A limited number of potential tonderers who are Invited to submit tenders. 
MOthods of compiling the list vary according to the circumstances of the client and 
tho project, and might be preceded by open advertising and/or drawing from an 
approved list. 
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Traditional Procurement 
See definition for "conventional" procurement. 
Two-stage conventional 
The client negotiates a set of conditions and prices with the builder on the basis of 
a schedule of rates or approximate bill of quantities or possibly an agreed 
percentage to be added to cost. It is used to get a contractor on site early with a 
firm basis for negotiating the contract sum once the design is complete. 
Two stage tendering 
A tendering process in which the first stage is to select a preferred tenderer before 
the design is fully developed, on the basis of indicative pricing documents. In the 
second stage the preferred tenderer collaborates with the designers to complete 
the design and agrees firm prices as the basis of the contract for construction. 
VAT 
Value Added Tax at the current applicable rate. 
Value Engineering 
A structured system for the review of the design, supply and construction process 
to identify options and scope for improvement, including reduced capital and/or 
whole life costs, improved buildability and improve functionality. 
Value for Money 
This is the optimum combination of whole-life costs and quality to meet the user 
requirement. 
Value Management 
A flexible but structured management approach aimed at achieving a solution that 
meets the Clients needs while achieving best value. 
Value management or engineering 
The assessment of the contribution or "value" of each part of the construction 
process and considering how it can be improved to drive out waste and 
inefficiency from construction. 
Whole-life costs 
The total cost of an asset over its lifetime, including initial capital costs, operational 
costs, maintenance and repair costs. 
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APPENDIX 1 
INDUSTRY QUESTIONNAIRE 
Construction Procurement and Profit - Saul D Humphrey 
Saul D Humphrey 
3 Morton Peto Close 
Somerleyton 
Suffolk 
NR32 5QY 
September 1999 
Dear Sir 
Re: Construction Procurement and Profit-An Analysis of theRelationship 
PhD Research 
Following the recent publication of the Housing Grants Construction and 
Regeneration Bill, which encompassed much of Sir Michael Latham's proposed 
refonns, you will be aware that many of the contract drafting bodies are now busy 
amending their terms and conditions to reflect the new legislation. 
My particular attention is dedicated to the issue of how the mode of procurement can 
affect the contractor's resultant profit margin. This is the principal subject matter of 
the doctorate level research I am now undertaking in conjunction with Loughborough 
University as confirmed by the University's enclosed introductory letter. 
In order to properly analyse this subject, I would be very grateful if you, as a senior 
personality in the Industry, could complete. the short questionnaire which is attached. 
The individual respondents will not be identified in the thesis, unless they particularly 
state that they have no such reservation, as the intent is to consolidate the Industry's 
responses and then compare the opinion evidence in conjunction with empirical 
statistical date in an attempt to find the most profitable mode of construction 
procurement. 
I sincerely hope you (or a colleague) will be able to sparejust a few minutes to 
complete the questionnaire as your company's response is considered to be of 
particular significance. 
Lastly, I enclose a stamped, addressed envelope in anticipation of your earliest 
possible response and I thank you for your time and effort in conjunction with this 
research. 
Saul D Humphrey MCIArb 
Enc 
Department of Civil and Building Engineering 
Loughborough University Loughborough Leicestershire LEI 1 3TU UK 
Switchboard: +44 (0)1509 263171 Department: +44 (0)1509 222884 
Loughborough 
UniVersity 
Direct Line: (01509) 222895 
Fax: (10509)223981 
F, maik 
c. l. pasquire@lboro. ac. uk 
bttp: //www. lbom. ac. uk 
23 January 1997 
To Whom it may Concem 
Dear Sirs 
Re: Saul Humphrey 
This letter is to formally introduce Saul Humphrey. He is registered as a PhD student at 
Loughborough. The topic of Saul's research concerns the relationship between 
procurement method and profitability in construction. This is a difficult but highly topical 
piece of research especially in the light of the Latham Report. 
I hope you will be able to help him by answering this questionnaire. I can assure you that 
commercial sensitivity will be respected at all times and that is not nor ever vill be the 
intention of the researchers to identify aspects of competitive advantage through this work- 
Thanldng you for your assistance 
Yours faithfully 
Dr Christine Pasquire FRICS 
Lecturer, Commercial Management & Quantity Surveying 
CONSTRUCTION PROCUREMENT & PROFIT SURVEY 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
If you have no knowledge or experience of any procurement 
concept, please disregard that question and move onto the 
next. 
2. Please state whether your experience is predominantly that of 
a client/developer, consultant or contractor. 
Please delete accordingly Client/Developer 
Consultant 
Contractor 
3 a) "The method of procurement adopted can influence the final 
outcome profit margin for a contractor". 
Please state your opinion on this statement by circling the 
phrase below which best describes your view: - 
Strongly Agree Agree NeitherAgree Disagree Strongly 
-I-I 
Disagree 
II 
Disaqree 
b) Which of the following principal methods do you believe to be 
generally the more profitable? 
Traditional 
Design & Build 
Cost Plus/Reimbursement 
Management 
Please rank the most profitable "'I", the second most 
profitable "2" and so on in descending order. 
4. a) Do you believe the form of contract adopted influences the 
final outcome profit for a contractor? 
Please delete accordingly LYES I NO 71 
b) If "yes", which of the following common forms of contract do 
you believe to be generally the more profitable? 
JCT 80 Private with Quantities 
JCT 80 Local Authority with Quantities 
- JCT 80 Private with Approximate Quantities 
- JCT 80 Local Authority with Approximate Quantities 
- JCT 80 Private Without Quantities 
- JCT 80 LA Without Quantities 
- JCT 63 Private With Quantities (77 rev. ) 
- IFC 84 Intermediate Form 
- JCT 80 Agreement for Minor Works 
- ICE Minor Works 
- NEC - Engineering & Construction Contract (2nd Edition) 
- GC/Works/1 
- PSA/1 
- ICE 5th Edition 
- ICE 6th Edition 
- JCT 81 with Contractors Design 
- ICE Design & Construct 
- Non-Standard D&B Form (Client's Own) 
- JCT 67 Fixed Fee Form (76 rev. ) 
- JCT 92 Standard Form of Prime Cost Contract 
- JCT 89 Measured Term Contract 
- JCT 87 Management Contract 
- Non-Standard Management Form 
- FIDIC Form of Contract 
- No Form of Contract 
- Other, please state 
Please rank the most profitable 'T', the second most 
profitable "T and so on in descending order. If you have no 
experience of a particular Form of Contract, simply leave the 
corresponding box blank. 
5. a) "The tender/target margin significantly influences the final 
outcome margin". 
Please state your opinion on this statement: - 
6. a) "The scale of the difference between the tender/contract sum 
and the ultimate final account sum can influence the outcome 
margin for contractors". 
Please state your opinion on this statement: - 
Strongly Agree Agree NeitherAgree Disagree Strongly II 
Disagree 
-- 
I 
-- _ý 
Disaqree 
b) "The greater the difference between the tender/contract sum 
and the final account sum will result generally in a higher 
margin". 
Please state your opinion on this statement: - 
Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree Disagree ongly 
Disagree ree 
I _TDIsaq 
7. a) Do you believe that the mode of tender invitation (i. e. 
competitive or negotiated) can influence a contractor's final 
outcome margin? 
Please delete accordingly YES I NO 
b) If "yes" which mode of tender invitation do you believe is more 
profitable 
Please delete accordingly I COMPETITIVE I NEGOTIATED 
8. a) Do you believe the type of tender measurement on traditional 
contracts can influence contractor's profitability? 
Please delete accordingly I YES I N6-1 
b) If "yes", which type of tender measurement in your experience 
is likely to be most profitable? 
Bills of Quantities 
Bills of Approximate Quantities 
Plan & Specifications 
Schedule of Rates 
Cost Plus 
Please rank the most profitable T, the second '2' and so on in 
descending order. 
9. a) "The type of client can influence the outcome profit". 
Please state your opinion on this statement: - 
Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree I Disagree trongly 
Disa-qree 
Disagree 
b) Which type of client is likely to generate the greater profit for 
the contractor? 
Public 
Privatised Utility 
Private (End User) 
Private (Developer) 
Please rank the greater profit generator T, the second 
greatest'2'and so on in descending order. 
c) "Contractors achieve higher profits from inexperienced 
clients". 
Please state your opinion on this statement: - 
Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree I Disagree St rongly IIý 
Disaqree Disagree 
10a) Do you believe that the form of procurement adopted can 
influence the number and/or scale of disputes in the industry? 
Please delete accordingly 
a) "The procurement concept of 'partnering' generally increases 
contractor's outcome profit". 
b) If "yes", do you believe the number and/or scale of disputes 
can influence the outcome profit for a contractor? 
Please delete accordingly 
Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree I Disagree trongly ý 
Disagree 
I Disagree 
c) Which mode of procurement is least likely to experience 
significant disputes? 
Traditional 
Design & Build 
Cost Plus/Reimbursement 
Management 
Please rank the least likely to experience disputes T, the 
second '2' and continue in descending order. 
4 
Please state your opinion on this statement: - 
b) Do you believe 'partnering' reduces the level of disputes on a 
project? 
I YES I N57 
YES I NO 
Please delete accordingly IYESINO 
12a) Do you believe that some contractors are generally more likely 
to be profitable than others? 
Please delete accordingly LYES)NO I 
b) Do you believe that some contractors are more likely to enjoy 
greater profits than others under certain forms of 
procurement? 
Please delete accordingly I YES I N07 
13. Do you wish to keep your identity confidential? 
Please delete accordingly YES I NO 
14a) Do you wish to receive a synopsis of the resub of this 
research? 
Please delete accordingly I YES I NU--ý 
b) If "yes", please complete your name and address below: 
Name ...................................................... 
Company ...................................................... 
Address ...................................................... 
Post Code ...................................................... 
Please return to: 
Saul D Humphrey, 3 Morton Peto Close, Somerleyton, Suffolk, NR32 5QY 
I 
'A 
APPENDIX 2 
DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY 
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